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Surah Al-Nisa' 

Verses 1- 2 
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With the name of Allah, The All-Merciful, the Very-Merciful. 

0 men, fear your Lord who created you from a single 
soul, and from it created its match, and spread from 
the two, many men and women. And fear Allah in 
whose name you ask each other (for your rights), and 
surely, Allah is watchful over you. [1] And give the 
orphans their property, and do not substitute what is 
bad for what is good, and do not eat up their property 
alongwith your own. It is, surely, a great sin. [2] 

Sequence 

291 

The last verse of Surah 'Al-'Imran was concluded with an exhorta
tion to Taqwa, the fear of Allah. The present Surah begins with Taqwa 
in the mode of command. The previous Surah mentioned some battles, 
described the manner of treating antagonists, condemned misappro" 
priation in battle spoils and took up several other matters. In the 
earlier part of the present Surah, there are injunctions about rights 
related to one's own people which must be fulfilled while living and 
inter-acting with them, such as, the rights of orphans, relatives and 
wives (known as I:Juququl-'Ibad: the rights of the servants of Allah). 
But, there are some rights which are justiciable, that is, their fulfill
ment can be enforced through law, like common transactions of buying 
and selling. The rights involved in lease, tenancy and wages can be 
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settled through mutual agreements and arbitration; should a party 
fall short in fulfilling settled rights, these can be legally retrieved and 
enforced. But, the fulfillment of the rights of those in one's own charge 
- children, parents, husband and wife, and orpha,ns - and the rights of 
other relatives which fall on each other - all depend upon civilized 
behaviour, respect, loving and caring, and above all on that genuinely 
heart-felt desire to do what is good for them. These are behaviour 
patterns which cannot be weighed on a scale of things. That they be 
determined fully and perfectly through mutual agreements is also 
much too difficult. Therefore, there is just no other method of their 
fulfillment except having the fear of Allah and the fear of what would 
happen in the life to come. This is known as Taqwa and the truth of 
the matter is that this power of Taqwa is more effective than the 
combined powers of government and law. Hence, the Surah opens with 

- ".., ~:: ' ,,,_ 
the command of Taqwa when it says: ~J'I.:,.AJI J'.CDI ~L! (0 men, fear your 
Lord). 

The word, 'ittaq if translated here as 'fear' means 'fear acting 
against your Lord' which perhaps is the reason why the Holy 
Prophet r-1-J ~ .J.Ji J- used to recite this verse as part of his address 
while solemnizing a marriage. Therefore, reciting it in the Khutbah of 
Nikal) is a perenniel revival of the Sunnah. Here, the form of address 
in the verse is worth attention. It says: .;.61 Lt~ (0 men) which includes 
all human beings, men or women, and whether they are present at the 
.time of the revelation of the Qur'an or shall continue to be born right 
through to the Day of Doom. Then, alongwith the command of 'ittaqif 
(fear) the word used is 'Rabb' (Lord) which has been selected out of the 
most fair names of Allah. This is to point out that the fear of Allah so 
enjoined has a justification and wisdom of its own. The Being totally 
responsible for man's nurture the manifestations of Whose Lord
worthiness he witnesses every moment of his life, certainly deserves 
all the awe one is capable of. The very thought that anyone could rise 
in antagonism and defiance against Allah is terribly dangerous. 

Immediately after, the text brings into focus the most exalted 
majesty of the Lord by saying that He created human beings, all of 
them, in His wisdom and mercy. Here it was quite possible to create 
and cause to be present, whatever it was to be, in more than one way. 
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But, He chose to have one way and one form, a very particular one, 
when he created all human beings from the one and only human 
being, that is, Sayyidna Adam r')L..)I ~ , and thus it was that He tied all 
of them in a strong bond of brotherhood. So, it ].s not only the fear of 
Allah and the fear of Akhirah (Hereafter) which demand man's alle
giance to the Lord of all creation, but this bond of brotherhood between 
human beings also requires that rights of humanity - of mutual 
sympathy, well-being and collective good - be fully discharged. And 
between man and man, let there be no one high or low in race or caste, 
in colour or language; and that all such distinctions be never made the 
criterion of good or bad, nobility or meanness. Therefore, it was said: 

~.., , -'~ "' ~ "' ..~.,, ~. ,., ~ """""'""' ""' ,~ ' "'"""' ~ . '-"L:..i "lp3•<'':1l> 1'-:~ . .;.;---,-:~·· ~~~-~''- "';i>l"' ·· !"'-"C::::t~ '..i.JI meaning 'who has 
' ~.J ~ -~ ~ !J "'t":'.JJ ~ ...,- .J • ~ 'J ~ ~ r-- ..S.-

created you from a single soul (that is, Sayyidna Adam i':>WI ~who is 
the father of all human beings), .and from it created its match (that is, 
his wife, I:Iawwa' (Eve), and spread from the two, many men and 
women (in the world)'. 

In short, this verse serves as an introduction to injunctions which 
are going to appear in this Surah. The purpose here is to· dissuade 
human beings from becoming the usurpers of Divine rights, while at 
the same time, by telling them that they all are the children of the 
same father, the wonderful humane dimension of love, mutual 
sympathy and concern was given as the working hypothesis of 
common living, so that the mutual rights of relatives, orphans and 
married couples could be fulfilled right from the heart at the very 
grass-root level. 

Towards the end of verse 1, the exhortation to fear Allah has been 
beamed at man from yet another angle. ls'nt it that man demands his 
rights from others in the name of Allah and exacts what he wants from 
them? It means that one who expects others to fear Allah should do 
that himself as well. The last word, wal-arl).iim, is there to warn that 
any shortcoming in taking good care of near relations, whether from 
the side of one's father or mother, should be avoided. 

The second verse emphasizes the rights of orphaned children ard 
establishes rules to protect their property. 

The commentary which follows takes up the last two aspects of 
aear relations and orphans in some detail. 
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Commentary 
Treating Near Relations Well: 

The word, 'al-arl;l.iim' in verse 1 is the plural of ral;l.im. Ral;l.im is 
womb. The womb of the mother is the home of. the child until born. 
Since this womb is the source of blood relationship, the act of main
taining relations in that line is called $ilatur-ral;l.im in Arabic (literally, 
umbilical link or bond or relationship). The converse of it, that is, 
showing carelessness and indifference towards natural linkage based 
on blood relationship is identified as qat'-al-ral;l.im (literally, umbilical 
delinkage, meaning cutting off relationship with one's kin). 

The noble al;l.iidith have laid great emphasis on bonds of kinship. 
The Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ JJI .)- has said: 

.___; ~ ~;1 ~ .J L;.....J -.jj_; ~ .J ~ 1)1 o.:-1 ~ 
Whoever likes to have his livelihood made plentiful and his 
age extended for him should maintain good relations with his 
near of kin. (Mishkat, p. 419) 

This l;l.adith tells us about two benefits that issue forth from 
treating near relations well. The merit of the Hereafter vouchsafed, 
this fair treatment of one's kin has its benefits in this life as well, that 
is, it removes straightenings from his livelihood and blesses his age 
with more good years. 

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Salam ~ .J..JI ~J says: When the Holy 
Prophet ~.J ~ J..JI.)- came to Madinah al-Tayyibah and I presented 
myself before him, the very first words from him which fell into my 
ears were: 

l.,.l-J , i L> _;~I l.,.l-J i LJaJ I I~ IJ .~> i ')l...J I I_,...;.J I V" WI \+.I ~ 

i~ ~I 1_,1>..\J 'i~ V"WIJ ~~ 

0 men, make a practice of greeting each other with sal am, and 
feed people (for the pleasure of Allah), and treat near rela
tions well, and pray by night while people sleep - you will 
enter Paradise in peace. (Mishkat, p. 108) 

In another l;l.adith, it has been reported that Ummul-Mu'minfn (the 
Mother of the Faithful) Sayyidah Maymuna ~ .JJ1 .?J had freed her 
bon:d woman. When she told the Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ JJI.)- about it, he 
said: 
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l£).r,-'J ~I ~\5 ulJI_,i-1 ~I) 

Had you given her to your maternal uncle, your reward would 
have been greater. (Mishkat, p. 171) 
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Although, Islam motivates people to free slaves and rates it as one 
of the finest acts of merit, yet the status of treating relatives fairly has 
been given more importance. There is another narration on the same 
subject in which the Holy Prophet rLJ ....,J.&. JJI ~ has been reported to 
have said: 

~., ;,;~ ,~,~L:;; t> )II.S~ ,_).&. ~"' ;,;~ ~~ ,_).&. uJ..a.JI 

Charity to the needy is just charity, while to a near relative it 
becomes two fold: charity and kinship. (Mishkat, p. 171) 

Hence, a simple change in the end-use of charity yields two types of 
merits. 

As opposed to this there is the attitude of cold-shouldering or 
severing of blood relationships. How stern are the warnings given ·in 
]:ladfth reports against this can be imagined from the following two 
a}:liidlth: 

The Holy Prophet rl--J ~ JJI ,.)..:> said: 

~Ln.~ I J.>~ 'J (') 

1. A breaker of (blood) relationships shall not enter Paradise. 
(Mishkat, p. 419) 

t>,; tl'U ~ i_,j ,_).&.~)I J.,;.:; 'J ( Y) 

2. Mercy shall not descend upon a people among whom there 
is a breaker of (blood) relationships. (Mishkat, p. 420) 

• • q 9 / "',; ~ /. 
The statement m the last sentence of th1s verse: ~; ~ .;I.S''illl $~ 

(and surely, Allah is watchful over you) motivates human hearts to 
fulfil rights as and when they are due because Divine watchfulness 
implies awareness of whatever there is in human hearts - intentions, 
scruples, motives - everything. Doing things half-heartedly, formally, 
or for fear of possible embarrassment, without any genuine desire to 
serve, shall remain acts unacceptable to Allah. Incidentally, from here 
we find out why Allah should be feared - because He is watchful over 
everyone, always. As pointed out elsewhere too, this is typical of the 
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usual style of the Holy Qur'an when it does not introduce laws in sheer 
cold print like the laws of the governments of this world, but puts 
them forth in the manner of education, training and affection by not 
restricting itself to the word of law alone, but by. combining it with the 
grooming of minds and hearts as well. 

The Rights of the Orphans and the Protection of Their 
Property: 

The first verse stressed upon the care and concern for kinship in an 
absolute sense. Then came the general emphasis on the fulfillment of 
rights that issue forth from it. Now, the second verse carries the 
command td protect the properties of the orphans, as well as the prohi
bition of any misappropriation therein because the guardian of an 
orphaned child is usually one of his relatives. Therefore, this too has a 
bearing on the fulfillment of the rights of kinship. 

The word, 'ai-yatama' in the first sentence of verse 2: #t~l pi 1)1'; 
(And give the orphans their property), is the plural of al-yatim (the 
orphan). Literally, it means the Ion~ or the unique. Therefore, a pearl 
that resides in its shell all alone is called Ad-Durr al-Yatim (literally, 
'the orphan-pearl'). In the terminology of Islamic law, a yatim is a child 
whose father has died. Incidentally, among animals, a yatim is an 
offspring whose mother has died CQamus). When a child attains 
maturity, that is, hecomes pubert, he is no more referred to as yatim in 
the terminology of Islamic law as it has been clarified in a i)adith 
which says: r~l ..~..a-t ~'J that is, 'Orphanhood ends with puberty'. 
CMishkat, p. 284) 

If orphaned children have property, either gifted to them or 
received by them through someone's inheritance, then, the responsi
bility of protecting this property, as well as the orphan himself, falls 
on the shoulders of the person who is the guardian of the orphan. It 
does not matter whether the guardian of the orphan was appointed by 
the father of the orphan himselfbefore his death, or by the govern
ment. It is part of the guardian's duty that he should certainly· cover 
all costs incurred on the necessary maintenance of the orphan from 
what he owns, but he should not give what the orphan owns into his 
possession before he has reached the age of maturity because he, being 
an immature minor, may lose it somewhere. So, the statement: 'give 
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the orphans their property', in this verse, has been clarified a little 
later in verse 5 where it has been said that the property of the orphans 
should be given to them after it is certain that they have become 
mature and do have the ability to distinguish between what is good for 
them and what is not. 

Therefore, the meaning of 'give the orphans their property' in this 
verse should be taken in the sense of protecting their property so that 
it could be given to them at its appropriate time. Furthermore, there is 
a clear hint in this sentence towards the extent to which the guardian 
of the orphan is responsible for his welfare. It is being said here that 
his responsibility is not limited to just that he himself refrains from 
eating up or squandering the property of the orphan, but it is also an 
integral part of his duties that he should do everything possible to 
protect, guard and conserve the property in the best of state, capable 
of being handed over to him when mature. 

,. ' ,,. _, 
The second sentence:'. ~'~~;;.~}-11}¥'~;prohibits the substitution of 

bad things for the good ~~es': There were people who would let the 
number of things owned by the orphan stay unaltered, but would take 
something good from there and substitute it with something bad they 
themselves had. For example, swapping a lean goat for a healthy one, 
a bad coin for a good one, and things like that. Since, this too is a 
breach of trust in respect of the property of the orphan, and in the 
event that someone driven by his naughty self comes up with the 
excuse that he has not 'taken' what belonged to the orphan, he has 
rather 'exchanged' it. So, the Holy Qur'an has forbidden it explicitly. 
Now, this forbiddance not only covers the substitution of one's bad 
things for the orphan's good things, but it also covers any attempt by 
the guardian to enter into any deal with some other person which 
results in a loss for the orphaned child. 

0 ' ; ,./. , "',-~j.J,, , . 
The th1rd sentence: ~~~~ J.!J ~I;!II_,.J.S"L; ~;(and do not eat up theu 

property alongwith your own) obviously aims to forbid the eating up of 
the orphan's property through impermissible methods whether it is 
consumed from the jointly-held property of the guardian and the 
orphan, or that it is held separately and consumed from there. But, 
the general practice is that the guardian would hold what belongs to 
the orphan with his own personal holdings, would himself consume 
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out of there and let the orphan do the same. Since no separate 
accounting is involved here, even a religiously observing Muslim may 
fall into thinking that there was no sin in doing so. It was for this 
particular reason that the prohibition of consuming what belongs to 
the orphan by pooling it with one's own was mentioned here and 
warning was given to either keep the property of the orphan abso
lutely separate and spend from it separately so that there remains no 
danger of any excess; or should one elect to have a joint-expense 
system, then, the accounts maintained should be so clear that one can 
be sure of not having spent anything belonging to the orphan on his 
own person or in his interest. A detailed explanation of this has 

. 1.' , ,, "" ,:, -
already appeared m ~15-: ~~~ UJI_; (2:220) - Section 27 of Surah al-
Baqarah, Volume 1 of this commentary. 

The style of expression here gives a hint that those who misappro
priate the property of orphans are generally the people who have prop
erties of their own as well. So, it is by implication that such people 
have been reproached for stooping down to eat up the property of the 
orphans unlawfully while they have their own lawful belongings at 
hand - a shameful act indeed. 

It will be noted that verse (2) mentions the prohibition of "eating" 
the property of the orphan because "eating" is one of the major end
uses of what one possesses. But, in common usage, every act of using 
up, consuming and exhausting is referred to as "eating up"- whether 
this be by 'using' or by 'eating'. The expression, "la ta'kulil' (do not eat 
up) in the Holy Qur'an carries this very sense of the usage, included in 
which are all sorts of impermissible uses. Therefore, spending 
anything from the property of the orphan unlawfully by any means 
whatsoever is absolutely l)aram (forbidden). 

The verse ends with the admonition, I~ ,t_;:. 5\S !.ft (It is, surely, a 
great sin.) Here, the word 'l)ub', as said by Sayyidna ibn 'Abbas, comes 
from the Ethiopean language. It means: 'major sin'. It is used in Arabic 
for the same meaning. The sense is that any unlawful appropriation or 
use of the orphan's property, be it because of lack of supervision or 
substitution of something bad for something good or because of 
consuming the orphan's assets as mixed up with one's own, is a great 
sin after all. 
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The stern warning to those who eat up the property of an orphan 
appears later towards the end of this section (4:10). 

Verse 3 

.J "" " :~ """ I .,.:~ .1 , ..1-;;"" .1 :~ 
~~ t 6U: t; I -'::"C •lJ 1- ~-'I . I -'L :::: '11 /IM .. ! I"' r- . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i.J)J 
~, ... .J """""" .1-' ... "" ..1 " ._. ~..~>I"'' l-' 1ili '11 '"" ?IJ(""'-' ..... ,"'.'17"" '·"'""~=ol~o:tl~"' ... '.J-9 '.J-'"" ~ i,)"" c;..;.J .J ~ ;; ... ~ 

-'r},.llt~~ ~~ 1 ·:;1 ~~ J,~~{~f ~ ~:~f 
~ "'Y~ IS ... r- " .J 

And if your fear that you will not do justice to the 
orphan, then, marry the women you like, in twos, in 
threes and in fours. But, if you fear that you will not 
maintain equity, then (keep to) one woman, or a bond
woman you own. It will be closer to your not doing 
injustice. [3] 

Sequence 
In the previous verse, guardians were warned against pilferage or 

misappropriation in the property of orphans. The present verse is an 
extension of the basic command from another angle. Here they are 
warned against any attempt to marry orphaned girls under their guar
dianship hoping to get away by fixing a dower of their choice and 
claiming their properties as additional benefit. 

So, the Holy Qur'an has very clearly declared that every excuse, 
device or strategem set up to usurp the property of the orphan is 
impermissible. It is the duty of the guardians that they should protect 
the rights of the orphans honestly. 

Commentary 
Orphaned girls: Violation of their rights and its prevention: 

During Jiihiliyyah guardians holding orphaned girls under their 
charge used to pick up the ones who had good looks or owned proper
ties of value and marry them or arranged to have them married to 
their sons. They would fix the dower of their choice, usually the lowest, 
and maintained them in whatever manner they elected for they were 
the very guardians and caretakers for them. Their fathers were not 
there to take care of their rights who would have certainly given them 
in marriage to a suitable person after full deliberation on all aspects a 
daughter faces in married life and would have made sure that they 
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remain happy ah 1 well-covered. 

There is a narration in Sal)i.b al-Buk.bari from Sayyidah 'A'ishah 
~ J.J1 ~.J which reports that an incident of this nature came to pass 
during the blessed time of the Holy Prophet ~.J ~ .JJ1 _,.L... • There was 
someone who had an orphaned girl under his guardianship. He had a 
fruit-farm in which this girl held a share. This man married the 
orphaned girl and, rather than give her dower and things from his 
pocket, took her very share in the farm in his possession. Thereupon, 
the following verse was revealed: 

~ .. ,. "' . , "' . . ,, -;;, ,, 
s. ~1-:"' .((1 ~U:L; t"::"c:';u ·-~"'tt ·I'~ ·:,~I._ .. ~I"' " , ~r-. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~u,~ 

And if you fear that you will not do justice to the orphans, 
then marry the women you like ... 

It means that if you apprehend that after marrying a girl under 
your guardianship, you cannot do justice to her, then, instead of 
marrying her; you should marry other women of your choice. 

The Marriage of Minors 
The word, 'yatamii' in this verse means orphaned girls. In the 

terminology of the Shari'ah, a 'yatim' is a boy or girl who has not yet 
attained the age of puberty. So, this verse proves that the guardian of 
an orphaned girl does have the right to give her in marriage while she 
is a minor and has not attained the age of puberty, but on condition 
that this decision is based on wisdom and the future welfare of the 
girl. This is to avoid unfair practices common in some communities 
where a grown up girl is married to a child without any regard for the 
difference in their ages or without any investigation into the living 
conditions or character of the boy. 

The orphaned girls who have attained the age of puberty are, no 
doubt, entitled to choose their husbands freely on the basis of.their 
majority. Nevertheless, girls (in traditionally Islamic societies) tend to 
be modest and shy and usually would not come out strong or freely 
express their opinions in matters relating to their marriage inspite of 
being major and having the right to choose. As a result, they are likely 
to accept what their guardians do for them in good faith. If so, it is the 
bounden duty of guardians that they too sho1,1ld stay clear from taking 
any step that may violate the rights of orphaned girls. 
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In short, this verse lays down the injunction that total vigilance 
should be observed to make sure that the marital rights of orphaned 
girls are not violated in any manner whatsoever. However, the respon
sibility of enforcing this injunction he. not been directly placed on the 
shoulders of the government as is usual with laws promulgated by 
governments. Instead of that, people themselves have been 
commanded to fear Allah and do what is right. That is, should they 
apprehend injustice in marrying orphaned girls, they must cast off the 
idea and marry elsewhere from a wide range of choices available. 

Added to this Divine motivation to abid~ by prescribed law is the 
responsibility placed on its enforcing agencies in the government. It is 
their duty to oversee that there occurs no su~h violation of rights in 
the society. If it does, they must use the force of law to ensure that 
these rights are fulfilled as due. 

Polygamy and its currency ·before Islam 
That one man."cJ>tJ.id have more than one wife was something 

considered permissible in all religions of the world even before the 
advent of Islam. The custom prevailed in Arabia, India, Iran, Egypt, 
Babylon and among peoples elsewhere. Its natural validity cannot be 
denied even to this day. The Europeans of the present age tried to 
break away from the practice of their predecessors and made multi
plicity of marriage impermissible. It resulted in the multiplicity of 
concubines and girl-friends retained out of wedlock. It was the validity 
of the natural that there has been a consistent opinion bank in the 
West (though not so effective) which recognizes the efficacy of plurality 
of marriage. Davenport, the well-known Christian writer has deduced 
from the Bible that plurality of wives is not only favourable but is a 
source of blessing from God. Others such as Father Nixon, John Milton 
and Isac Taylor have supported this view strongly. Similarly, Vedic 
teachings permit unlimited number of wives, even in tens and thir
teens and twenty sevens, at one time. Shri Krishna, a highly respected 
deity among Hindus, had hundreds of wives. 

The truth of the matter is that a religion or law which aims to 
establish an infra-structure of chastity and modesty and considers the 
eradication of adultery as necessary has no way out except that it 
permits plurality of wives. Apart from being a preventive measure 
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against adultery, it serves as a remedial approach to the problem of 
comparatively larger female population in some areas as compared to 
that of men. If such permission was not granted, mistresses and pros
titutes will proliferate. This is why nations which do not permit 
plurality of wives must live in rampant adultery (calling it 'free sex' 
hardly changes the reality). Even iii our own time, if we look at the 
state of nations in Europe and America, we will see that they look 
down on what they call polygamy and put a ban on plurality of wives, 
but they permit a man to practice adultery with as many women as he 
can get under the cover of 'friendship', (and unlimited are the euphi
misms invented to give it other names, such as, 'relationship', 'affair', 
'consenting adults', 'union', 'partner' to get around the ban). Saying no 
to marriage and yes to adultery is certainly very strange! 

To be short, we can say that the custom of taking a large number of 
wives was prevailing before Islam without any imposition of limits. 
The history of nations and beliefs shows that no religion or law had 
drawn a line in this matter, neither the Jews and Christians, nor the 
Hindus and Aryans or the Zoarastrians. 

During the early period of-Islam, this custom continued without 
being limited. As a result, people initially took too many wives to 
satisfy their greed. Later on they could not do justice to all of them and 
these wives of theirs lived like prisoners bound in the chains of 
marriage. Under such conditions, the idea of an equitable treatment of 
wives was practically non-existant. It was all a matter of personal 
choice or whim which could make the darling of the day a history of 
tomorrow. The concern for standing rights was a far cry. 

It was the Holy Qur'an which stopped this great injustice 
prevailing in the human society at large. It restricted the plurality or 
multiplicity of wives by declaring that keeping more than four women 
under the bond of marriage was forbidden (.Qaram): In addition to that, 
stern warning was given against any contravention of the Divine 
command which emphatically demanded that equality in fulfilling the 
rights of women taken into the bond of marriage at the same time 
must be maintained faithfully. The words of the verse are: 

"''"W .. •.: ... "~' -:-·l<:t ~u;- ~ 1#1.1 C:J.J .J ~ " " ~ r-- . , 
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The expression yU: ~ : 'm a tab a' in this verse, as explained by 
Hasan al-BaJ?ri, Ibn Jubair and Ibn Malik, may the mercy of Allah be 
~pon them, means j:l;': 'ma.]J.alla', that is, women who are lawful for 

you. 

There are others who, taking the literal meaning of 'mii taba', have 
explained it to mean, 'whom you like'. But, there is no contradiction 
here. It could simply mean, 'women you like out of your natural incli
nation and that they be lawful for you in terms of the Shari'ah as well.' 

On the one hand, permission has been given in this verse that 
more than one wife can be conjoined in marriage in twos, threes or 
fours; while, on the other, after having taken the number to four, 
restriction was placed that more than four women cannot be taken in 
marriage at one given time. 

This particular restriction of the Holy Qur'an was made much 
more clear by a ruling given by the Holy Prophet rl-J ~ J.Ji J.-. It has 
been reported that, soon after the revelation of this verse a person by 
the name of Ghailan ibn Aslamah al-Thaqafl embraced Islam. At that 
time, he had ten wives who had also embraced Islam. Pursuant to the 
Qur'8:nic injunction, the Holy Prophet rl-J ~ J.li J.- asked him to select 
and retain four and release the rest by giving them divorce. Ghailan 
ibn Aslamah al-Thaqafl obeyed the command,. retained four women 
and severed his marital link with the rest (Mishkat, p. 274, with reference to al

Tirmidhl and Ibn MB:jah). Citing another incident appearing as a complement 
of this very narration in the Musnad of Imam Al:tmad will not really be 
out of place as it also relates to the rights of women. 

According to this report, Ghailan ibn Aslamah had retained four 
women in accordance with the rule of Shar1'ah, but during the Cali
phate of Sayyidna 'Umar, ~ ..lJI...?J he divorced them as well and 
distributed all his assets among his sons. When Sayyidna 'Umar found 
this out, he summoned him and said: ''You have done this to deprive 
these women from your inheritance which is a gross injustic~. So, 
revoke the divorce you have given to them right now and take your 
assets back from your sons1 and if you do not do this, then, beware of a 
severe punishment." 

Qais ibn al-I:Iarith al-Asad1 ~ JJI ...?J says: 'When I embraced Islam, 
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I had eight wives. I mentioned this to the Holy Prophet rl---' ~ J.Ji ..).- . 
He said: "Keep four ofthem and divorce the rest." (Abii Dawiid, p. 304) 

According to a report in Musnad al-Imam al-Shafi'i, when Sayyidna 
Nawfal ibn Mu'awiyah ad-Daylami ~ .J.Ji ~J embraced Islam, he had 
five women in his nikiih. The Holy P_rophet rl---' ~ JJI ,).- asked him too 
to divorce one woman. This incident appears in Mishkat as well (p. 274) 

with reference to Shar:Q. al-Sunnah. In short, the blessed practice of the 
Holy Prophet rl---' ~ JJi ,).-and his noble Companions very clearly illus
trates the meaning of this verse, that is, conjoining more than four 
women in the bond of marriage is }:lariim (forbidden). 

The Noble Wives of the Holy Prophet rl---' ~ JJi ..).-
The class of his person and the excellences of his virtues make the 

Holy Prophet rl--' ~ .J.Ji._.J....mercy and blessing personified. The main 
purpose of his life in this mortal world was to spread the call of Islam, 
purify people and teach the Qur'an. He, by his word and deed, made 
the teachings of Islam radiate all over the world. His unique style 
shows that he practiced what he taught. As such, there is no depart
ment of human life which can claim not to need the guidance of a 
prophet. So, right from the establishment of congregational prayer to 
maintaining good relations with wives, upbringing of children, even to 
the purific~;ttory aspects of the human call of nature, there exists a 
roster of verbal and practical instructions left by him in the books of 
J:Iadith. They tell us in great details the things he did inside the walls 
of his home, how he related to his wives and how he answered ques
tions posed by women who visited his home for this purpose. Such 
questions can be counted in hundreds, questions that highlight the 
intermediacy of his blessed wives through whom the Muslim ummah 
received necessary guidance. Any other setting for this purpose would 
have been hard to bring about. So, this crucial religious need, the need 
for education, teaching and propagation made it all the more impera
tive that the Holy Prophet rl---' ~ JJi ,).- marry the wives he did. Think 
of Sayyidah 'A'ishah ~ JJI '"""J . There are some two thousand and ten 
narrations reported from her. They cover a wide range of subjects 
which includes the explanation of the injunctions of the Holy Qur'an, 
religious questions and their answers, morals and manners and the 
Sirah of the Prophet of Islam. The narrations reported from Sayyidah 
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Urnrn Salmah ~ .J.ll ~.J reach upto three hundred and seventy eight. 
All these are readily available in books of .EJadith. In A'l-mul
Muwaqqi'in (v.l, p.9), I:fafi~ Ibn al-Qaiyyim has said: If the fatiiwa 
(religious rulings) of Sayyidah Umm Salmah ~ J.ll ~.J which she gave 
after the demise of the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .J.ll J..... were to be collected 
l.t could become a treatise on its own. 

The high rank Sayyidah 'A'ishah ~ .JJI ~.J has in the narration and 
knowledge of I:Iadith and in jurisprudence and rulings is far too well
known to repeat here. Her disciples alone come to around two 
hundred. She was the beacon light of religious knowledge for an unin
terrupted period of forty eight long years after the demise of the Holy 
Prophet ~J ~ .J.ll J..... and was highly effective in carrying his mission 
forward. 

These brief remarks about two blessed wives of the Holy Prophet 
~J ~ .J.ll J..... have been given here just to serve as an example, other
wise there are many more l)adfth narrations originating from others as 
well. Obviously, the benefits of such religious teaching and preaching 
came through the good offices of these sacred ladies. 

That the Prophet of Islam had the most exalted of objectives in 
sight, that he came in the golden line of great prophets, and that, as 
such, he saw the whole world as a unit and thought about correcting 
all human relationships individually, collectively and in families and 
in nations are spiritual ideals the modern man, the desire-driven robot 
of today, is simply incapable of conceptualizing. The most a he or she 
can do is to think of everybody else on his or her own personal analogy. 
This chronic malady in the intellectual makeup of the atheists and 
orientalists of West has taken them to feeling comfortable in perver
sity, the end-product of which is their mal-assessment of the otherwise 
unchallengable character of the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .JJ1 J..... . According 
to their limits of 'civilized' thinking, his many marriages were simply 
an expression of his sexual desires (God forbid). To say the least, it can 
be said that anyone sane and just can never interpret his marriages to 
have issued forth from that source only if he were to even glance at his 
life and character. 

Right before the eyes of the Quraysh tribe of Makkah, he led a 
blame-free life in a way that he, when twenty five, married an aged 
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widow with children (whose two earlier husbands had died) and went 
on living with her for the next twenty five years. It was also during . 
this period that he used to leave home, sometimes for as long as a 
month, and stay in seclusion at the Cave of I:Iira devoting his time to 
the remembrance of his Lord. All his marriages came after his blessed 
age was beyond fifty. The first fifty years of his life, specially his 
younger years arid, his youth, were all too visible to the people of 
Makkah. Nobody, not even an enemy, ever found an occasion to point 
an accusing finger at him about anything that could put his pristine 
piety and purity in doubt. His enemies tried whatever arrows they had 
in their quiver. They accused him of being a magician, a sorcerer, a 
poet, madman, liar, fabricator. But, they never dared say anything, 
not one word, about his innocent life, about whatever could refer to 
any crookedness of extra-marital sex or passion. 

Under these conditions, would it not be worth exploring as to why 
someone who had spent fifty years of his life in such righteousness and 
piety and in such peaceful abstinence from the good things of life, 
would be compelled to marry more than once? What was the urge? 
Anyone with the least fund of justice in him would not see any other 
reason behind this plurality of such marriages as being stated her~. 
Now, let us go a little farther. Let us look at the very reality of these 
marriages as to how they came to pass. 

From age twenty five to the blessed age of fifty, Sayyidah Khad1j ah 
~ JJI ~J lived with him as the only wife. When she died, the marriage 
with Sayyidah Saudah and Sayyidah 'A'ishah ~ J.li ~J was solemn
ized. But, it was Sayyidah Saudah who came to live with him while 
Sayyidah 'A'ishah ~ JJI ~J continued to live with her father in view of 
her minority. It was after some years (in year 2 of the Hijrah) that 
Sayyidah 'A'ishah came to live with him at Mad1nah Munawwarah. 
This is the time when he was in his fifty fourth year. At this age he 
had two wives. What is known as plurality of marriages starts from 
this point. Mter one year, his marriage with Sayyidah I:laf~?ah took 
place. Mter some months, Sayyidah Zainab hint Khuzaymah ~ JJ1 ~J 
came into his nikiil) but died on1y eighteen months later. According to 
one report she lived only three months as his wife. Then, he was 
married to Sayyidah Umm Salmah ..:s. JJI ~J in 4 A. H. and to Sayyidah 
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Zainab bint Jal)sh ~ .JJI._,.;..J in 5 A.H. This is the time when he was 
fifty eight. At this fairly advanced age, he had four wives, although he 
could have had four wives immediately after the Qur'anic permission 
given to Muslims that they could, if need be, keep four wives. But, he 
never did this. Later, he married Sayyidah Juwayriyyah ~ J.li._,.;..J in 6 
A.H., Sayyidah Umm l:labibah ~ J.Ji._,.;..J in 7 A. H., Sayyidah $afiyyah 
~ J.li..?.J in 7 A.H. and Sayyidah Maymunah 4.:..:. J.li._,.;..J later on in the 
same year. 

To sum up, we see that he lived with only one wife upto the age of 
fifty four years. In other words, he lived for twenty five years with 
Sayyidah Khadijah and four to five years with Sayyidah Saudah. After 
that, when he was fifty eight, he had four wives, the rest of the blessed 
wives came to live with him within a period of 2-3 years. 

It is worth mentioning here that, out of all the wives he had, there 
was only one who was married to him as a virgin, that is, the Mother 
of the Faithful, Sayyidah 'A'ishah al-$iddiqah ~ .JJI._,.;..J . Other than 
her, all wives, may Allah sanctify their honour, were widows (with the 
exception oflady Zainab bint Jal)sh)- some of them were the ones who 
were already married twice and their husbands had died. This 
plurality, incidentally, came to pass in his later years. 

Let us not forget that his noble Companions, both men and women 
who had seen him in the state of Islam, loved him dearly. They would 
have laid down their lives at his command. If he was so inclined to do, 
he would have married none but virgin wives. In fact, there was 
nothing to stop him from keeping a wife for one or two months and 
then take new ones in their place. But, he never did this. 

There is yet another fact which needs to be mentioned here. Our 
master, Sayyidna Mul)ammad al-Mu9tafa r-1-J ~ J.li....,..Lo was a true 
prophet of Allah and a prophet is no man of the mundane. He never 
follows his desires. What he does, he does with the leave and will of 
Allah. Once his prophethood is accepted, all objections stand 
eliminated. But, should there be one who not only refuses to accept a 
prophet as a prophet but goes a step farther and accuses that he 
allowed himself to take many wives to seek sexual gratification, then, 
such a person will be told: If this was so, why would the noble prophet 
proclaim the restriction against himself in matters relating to 
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plurality of marriages, something which finds mention in the verse 
~ iJ-0. WI....U ~~ (It is riot lawful for you to take (more) wives after this -
33:52). That he proclaimed this restriction against his own self, openly 
and conclusively proved that whatever he did, 4e did with the leave 
and will of his Lord. As pointed out earlier, the educational benefits 
because of this plurality of marriages that reached the Muslim 
community, as well as the very injunctions of Islam, are really so 
many and so detailed that they can just not be taken up here even at 
their briefest. Those who study books of Al)adith would realize the 
truth of this statement. However, we do present here brief notes to 
serve as indicators. 

The Holy Prophet rl-'J ~ J.Ji ~ had married Sayyidah Umm 
Salmah ~ .J.Ji ..,;:.; after her husband, Sayyidna Abu Salmah had died. 
When she came to live with him in his house alongwith her children 
from her previous husband, the Holy Prophet rl-J ~ J.Ji.}--:> took care of 
her children and brought them up with love and concern. Thus he 
demonstrated through his co9-duct the way of loving and caring one 
must follow when bringing up step children. Of his blessed wives, she 
was the only one who came with her children. If none of his wives was 
like her, this aspect of the upbringing of step children would have 
remained practically undemonstrated and the vast community of 
Muslims would have remained deprived of any guidance in this 
matter. Her son, 'Umar ibn Abi Salmah.;.;. .J.Ji._,;:.; says: I was brought 
up in the lap of the Messenger of Allah rLJ ~ J.Ji ~ . Once, while 
eating with him, I was dunking my hand everywhere in the bowl. He 
said: ~ Lt JS'J ~ J.S'J ....UII""" (Say the name of Allah and eat with your 
right hand and eat from what is in front of you) - (Bukl).ad, Muslim, from 

Mishkat, p. 363). 

Sayyidah Juwayriyyah ~ JJI ~;came as a prisoner of Jihad. Like 
other prisoners, she too became one of the distributed and found 
herself in the share of Thabit ibn Qays or his cousin. But, she 
succeeded in making a deal with her master. The deal was' that she 
would give him a certain amount of money against which he will 
release her. After making this arrangement, she came to the Holy 
Prophet rLJ ~ J.JI ~ and sought financial assistance from him. He 
said: 'Shall I not tell you something much better than this? That I pay 

1 
I 
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on your behalf and marry you?' She agreed with pleasure. Thereupon, 
he paid the amount due on her behalf and married her. This resulted 
in something unusually benign. Hundreds of Sayyidah Juwayriyyah's 
people had by that time passed into the ownership of the noble 
Companions because all of them had come as prisoners. When the 
Companions found out that the HolyProphet FJ ~ Jli ~ had married 
her, all of them released their respective slaves out of deference to the 
Holy Prophet FJ ~ Jli ~ . Just imagine how elegant the propriety of 
their behaviour was, how genuine, how sublime. It w'as in view of 
their emotional realization that all these people have now become 
connected with the family of the Holy Prophet FJ ~ Jli ~in bonds of 
inlawship, that they simply could not have the audacity to keep them 
as slaves. So, they set all of them free. Sayyidah 'A'ishah ~ JJI ~J says 
about this incident: 

"bt, .. l ~I W Jlh..a..ll ~ .:.r ~~I AJL. l.\41 ~.?.~I ..l.ilJ 
~ 4-o;i ~ ;5_r. ~I 

Because of his marriage with Juwayriyah, one hundred fami
lies from Banu al-Mustaliq became free. I know no other 
woman who proved to be greater in blessing for her people. 

Sayyidah Umm I:labibah ~ill! ~J had become a Muslim in 
Makkah during the early days of Islam alongwith her husband. Later 
on, both husband and wife migrated to Ethiopia as members. of a 
caravan of several men and women. After reaching there, her husband 
became a Christian and it so happened that a few days later, he died. 
The Holy Prophet _g-. proposed to her through the good offices of 
Najashi (Negus, Emperor of Ethiopia) which she accepted and it was in 
Ethiopia that the same Najashl gave her in marriage to the Holy 
Prophet r-1-J ~ J.li ~ . It is interesting to note that Sayyidah Umm 
I:lab!bah ~ Jli ~J was the daughter of Sayyidna Abu Sufyan -=. • .111 ~J • 

He was, at that time, the leader of the group which regarded hostility 
to Islam as its main objective in life. They were always on the look-out 
for excuses to hurt Muslims and torture the Prophet of God. If they 
ever got the chance they would have not hesitated for a moment to 
eliminate him once and for all. When he found out about this 
marriage, he uttered the following words involuntarily: .u..;l t.~ 'i j.....i.JI_,.a 

literally: 'He is a man of valour. His nose cannot be cut off. The sense 
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was that the Holy Prophet .g is a man of honour. It is not easy to 
disgrace him. Here we are doing our best to disgrace him and there we 
see, right under our noses, that our daughter has become his wife.' 

In short, this marriage proved to be a weapon of psychological 
warfare. The ambitions of the lead_er of the kafirs against Muslims 
were watered down. That this marriage brought in its wake political 
gain for Islam and Muslims can hardly be denied in terms of the 
importance and need for it. This gain is certainly something God's far
sighted and wise Messenger had, in all likelihood, in sight. 

Apart from the present summary view, those who have deeper 
access to the Sirah would find many more elements of wisdom in his 
plurality of marriages. The treatise entitled, Kathratul-Azwa}li
$al).ibil-Mi'raj by my venerated master, Maulana Ashraf 'All Thana vi, 
is useful. 

The details we have provided here are there to remove the golden 
trap laid out by atheists and orientalists. Though unfortunate, yet the 
truth is that this trap sucks in a lot of educated but ignorant Muslims. 
They go into the spider's web and do not return because they do not 
know the sirah of the noble prophet and the history of Islam directly 
from their authentic sources. Their knowledge of everything Islamic 
comes from (anti-Islam) books written by the so-called orientalists. 

Only one Wife where injustice is likely 
Let us now see what the Qur'an says after allowing upto four 

wives. It says: 

&ftZI~~ ·ft~l"1 1 .. f~~~ .. ~'· ?\J r- . .J " ~ '-"'" ~ v" 
But, if you fear that you will not maintain equity, then, (keep 
to) one woman, or a bondwoman you own- 4:3. 

From here ·we find out that having more than one wife is 
permissible and appropriate only on condition that equality can be 
maintained among all wives as required under the Shar1'ah of Islam, 
and that the rights of all can be duly fulfilled. If one does not hav-e the 
capability to discharge his obligations in this manner,the rule is to 
keep to only one wife. As stated earlier, the injustice of multiple 
marriages during Jiihiliyyah without any considerations of rights of 
wives had made a mockery of this field of human relationship. So, the 
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Qur'anic command was: If you are unable to do perfect justice between 
wives, then, restrict yourself to no more than one, or make do with a 
bondwoman you may own. At this point, please keep in mind that the 

- . J J; ","" ; h" h ' b d (~ur'anic expressiOn ~~l.;.s::.L: L; w IC means a. on woman one may 
have', has very special conditions under which such possession 
becomes possible, conditions which generally do not just exist these 
days. Therefore, the act of starting to live with someone out of 
wedlock, just by declaring that she was a 'bondwoman' owned by the 
person involved, as something allowed by the Shari'ah of Islam, is non 
sequitor and patently l)aram (unlawful). Any more details about it 
would simply be out of place here. 

The outcome (to be seen as a whole) is that the Qur'an has 
permitted having four wives in· marriage which means that marriages 
entered into within this limit will be correct and permissible. But, 
under such a contingency, that of having more than one wife, it will be 
obligatory (w iljib) to maintain justice and equality between them. 
Doing otherwise is a grave sin. So, anyone who thinks of having more 
than one wife should first think about all those factors and conditions 
around him and, more importantly, look into himself, introspect, 
weigh, deliberate and figure out realistically whether or not he has the 
ability, or the capability or quality to treat all of them equally and 
justly without causing the least infringement of their rights. If strong 
likelihood exists that one will not be able to come up to the standard 
and most probably will fail to maintain such justice and equality, then, 
having the audacity to go ahead and step into the bonds of more than 
one marriage is really a thoughtless plunge into a grave sin. One must 
stay away from doing something like this and, human condition being 
what it is, living with only one wife should be considered quite suffi
cient. 

Speaking legally, if a person marries more than four women in a 
single offer and acceptance, the marriage shall be void ab initio 
because nobody has the right to have more than four wives. As far as 
marriages within the limit of four are concerned, they shall be deemed 
as valid marriages all right, but any shortcoming in treating wives 
equally and justly will be an act of grave sin. In addition to that, any 
infringement of a wife's rights can be challenged in an Islamic Court 
and the aggrieved wife can receive redress from there. 
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The Holy Prophet FJ ~ JJ1 ~ has laid great emphasis on main
taining full equality and justice between all wives and he has given 
stern warnings against those who do otherwise. Above all, he has 
demonstrated the desirable ideal through his -own conduct, reaching 
the outer limits of treating his wives equally even in matters in which 
equality is not mandatory. 

In a l)adfth, the Holy Prophet FJ ~ JJI ~has said: 'Anyone who 
has two wives and he cannot fulfill their rights equally and justly, 
shall be raised on the Day of Doom in a condition that one of his shoul
ders will be drooping down.' (Mishkat, p. 278J 

We should, however, keep in mind that this equality of treatment 
is necessary in things which are within the control of man. For 
example, the coverage of personal expenses and parity in overnight 
stays. As for things out of man's control, such as. the natural inclina
tion of his heart which might tilt towards one of them, there is no 
accountability there for this is not a mattsr of choice. However, the 
binding condition is that this tilt should not affect matters which are 
within man's control. Our noble prophet, may Allah bless him for ever 
and ever, treated his venerated wives with full equality in everything 
within his control, yet he pleaded with his Lord: 

0 Allah, this is my "equalization' in what I controL So, do not 
hold me accountable in matters You control and I do not. 

Obviously, something even an infallable Messenger of God is not 
able to do, how can someone else claim to have the ability to do it? 
Therefore, in another verse of the Holy Qur'an, this 'matter out of 
man's control' has been mentioned in the following words: 

""" ,; ,,., "" .L.iJI -:-, .... i•t,ili ~ll.fl'h:'•f ~, .... 
~ .... ~ y" "' ..... I.)".J 

And you shall be unable to maintain perfect equRlity between 
the women- 4:129. 

Here, it has been made clear that love and the tilt of the heart are 
something out of man's control. It is beyond man's power to achieve 
perfect equality of treatment in what comes from the territory of the 
heart. But, even this involuntary conduct has not been left totally 
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k d d b 1 d I d . . "d -:..JI J , "'" unchec e an un a ance . n or er to correct 1t, 1t was sa1 : jS" I~ "jJ 

j;i1 (So, do not tilt, the full tilt). It means: If you love one of your wives 
more than the other, there is nothing you can do about it. But, total 
indifference and heedlessness towards the oth~r wife is not permis
sible even under this situation. The justice and equality mentioned in 

"'" _, ... _,,_,-:. ... ,_,~''(If J:' h "ll . . the sentence ;~l_,.i 1_;.1;!-Al" ~I~ <>Y you 1ear t at you w1 not mamtam 
equity, then {keep to} one woman) refers to the same justice in matters 
of choice and volition, any discrepancy in which is a great sin. So much 
so, that a person who sees the danger of his getting involved with this 
sin has been instructed not to marry more than one woman. 

A doubt and its answer 
Because some people have lost sight of details given above, they 

have fallen into,a strange error. When they compare the verse under 
discussion, 4:3, and the verse quoted just a little earlier, 4:129, they are 
confused. They think: Here is this verse from Surah al-Nisa' which 
carries the command: 'If you fear that you will not maintain equity, 
then (keep to) one woman. Then, there is this second verse which says 
categorically that justice and equality (among wives) is just not 
possible. As a result, they doubt, having more than one wife should not 
be permissible. But, such people should ask themselves: If, through 
these verses, Allah Almighty aimed at putting a cap over more than 
one marriage, what need was there to go into all these details? Why 

ld h Q ,- .-1 Jl / "'J I > y .. Jl "' -' .JI > _, h . ' wou t e uransay: "'>!>"."' ·•"'.L::.::JI-='"''.<::t.::,u;t;'I'.:"C'·I..lt at1s marry ~.)J JU J <.r'-" ' " ~ r- . ~ ' 
women you like, in twos and threes and fours?' And then, what would 
be the meaning of saying: 1;!'~ ~(ill> ~Li that is, 'if you fear that you will 

, r " , 
not do justice' - for, in this situation, injustice is certain. How can we 
then explain the element of fear which would become meaningless? 

In addition to this, the words and deeds of the Holy Prophet g and 
the noble Companions ~I~ .J.J1 ~.; and their consistent practice 
prove the fact that having more than one wife (upto four) was never 
prevented in Islam. The truth of the matter is what has been stated 
earlier, that is, the first verse of Surah al-Nisa' talks about justice and 
equality in what man can do by choice while the second verse points 
out to man's inability to control lack of equal treatment when it comes 
to love and emotional inclination. Therefore, these two verses have no 
contradiction, nor does it prove that plurality of marriages is abso-
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lutely forbidden. 

Towards the end of the verse, It was said: ~_:!; ~~ j;;f ~~ (It will be 
closer to your not doing injustice). In this verse, the word ._:..;;! ('adna') 

has been derived from ';J!(dunuwun) which means nearness and the. 
other word 1;f.%~ (la ta'iilii) is from ~Jlt /J_%j~ which means inclina
tion or tilt. Here it has been used in the sense of impermissible inclina
tion culminating in injustice and wrong-doing. 

It means 'what you have been told in this verse (that is, in absence 
of being unable to dojustice, having only one wife or making do with 
one's bondwoman) is something which, if you elect to follow it, will 
help you in staying safe from doing any injustice and the chances of 
any additional oppression and transgression will be eliminated. 

There is a doubt here: When a man has one wife, there will be just 
no chance of injustice. Why then, it was said, by adding the word, 
'adnfl that 'it will be closer to your not doing injustice', instead, the 
statement should have been something to the effect that it will make 
you totally safe from this injustice. 

The answer is: The addition of the word, 'adna(closer) in the text is 
there to point out to all those people who would not hesitate i!l 
inflicting all sorts of injustices on even one wife. So, to block this 
source of injustice, the absence of more than one wife is not enough. In 
this situation, however, the likelihood does exist that the danger of 
injustice will decrease and you will come closer to justice. But, the 
complete deliverance from injustice and oppression will only be 
possible when the rights of one wife are totally and fully given and she 
is treated fairly and generously, forgiving her shortcomings and being 
patient with her crooked ways. 

Verse 4 

{i;, ,~ !~ ~~~~ ?tj':~1 "~~~l<:'lll !1'..-
,~c..s-"'"~r- .-..-tJ,... ,~ , '.Y~ 1...:,.., 9~ .J.J,... ,, 

~f.,u .., ~~';' {''~:. ~~.o; ~ "/ ~ 
And give the women their dower in good cheer. Then, if 
they give up some of it out of their own sweet will, you 
may have it to your advantage and pleasure. [4) 

In the previous verse, the objective was to remove the injustice 
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done to women through the multiplicity of marriages. This verse 
takes up a particular right of women and aims to remove the injustice 
practiced in this matter. This is the right of mahr (dower). 

Commentary 
In pre-Islam Arabia, injustices in the payment of dower took many 

forms: 

1. To begin with, the dower which was the right of the girl being 
given in marriage, was not given to her. Instead, the dower was taken 
by the guardians of the girl directly from the husband - rank injustice 
indeed. To get rid of this practice, the Holy Qur'an said: W~ ~'C.::..:.J1 1}\'; -- ~ 
(and give the women their dower). This command is addressed to the 
husbands so that they themselves give their wives their dowers and 
not give these to others. Also addressed here are the guardians of the 
girls with the instruction that they should, in case they happen to 
receive the dower meant for the girls, give it straight to the girls and 
make sure that they themselves do nothing to put the money in 
personal use without the permission of the girls. 

2. Another injustice related to the attitude of the giver of the 
dower. If someone had to pay it and realised that there was no way 
out, he would be very sour and unhappy and do it unwillingly as if he 
was paying a penalty. This injustice was removed through the use of 
the word,~ : nil)lah, since ni1)1ah in Arabic usage means 'giving some
thing cheerfully'. 

So, the verse here teaches that the dower of women is their right 
which must be fulfilled as a matter of obligation. Since, as a rule, all 
obligatory rights must be discharged cheerfully, so it should be in the 
case of dower, that is, 'give in good cheer'. 

3. Yet another injustice regarding the payment of dower was that 
many husbands, taking advantage of the powerlessness of the wife, 
would use pressure and make them forgo and forgive their dower. This 
act of theirs hardly brought forth real forgiving of the standing right, 
but they, on their part, went about free of the concern for dower which, 
according to their thinking, was 'forgiven'. 

To eradicate this injustice, it was said in the verse: t.:' ·.? .:,.&.jJ:J'~ ~.,; 
.t ..... ';" ... ,!,., ~,, ,. . , ~ ...... ' 
~'_.f l!.a {_;.!SJ L.:..A.i • It means: 1f these women giVe up some of 1t out of the1r 
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own sweet will, you may have it to your advantage and pleasure.' 

The point is that exacting forgiveness by pressure or compulsion 
from an unwilling wife is an exercise in futility. Nothing gets forgiven 
in this manner. But, should it be that they themselves elect, out of 
their free choice and will, in its most genuine sense, to forgo or forgive 
a part of the dower, or return it to you after they had already taken it, 
then, this is permissible for the husbands, and correct as well. 

Surely, these injustices which the Holy Qur'an aims to remove in 
this verse prevailed at peak during Jahiliyyah. But, very regretably, 
s?me of these practices of pre-Islam days still survive among Muslims. 
There are tribes and geographical areas where one or the other such 
injustice is not difficult to find. All Muslims must stay away from 
being a party to such injustices. 

The restriction of "out of their own sweet will" placed in this verse, 
has a secret of its own. The truth of the matter is that, according to the 
standard rule of Islamic Shari'ah, even the smallest portion of what 
belongs to someone is not lawful for someone else unless permitted 
gladly. The standard rule was set by the Holy Prophet rLJ ~ J..JJ._,L:. 

when he said: 

Beware, do no injustice. Remember, a person's property is not 
lawful (for the other) unless it be through his sweet, will. 
(Mishkat, p. 255) 

This is a great principle from which many details issue forth. 

Even in our own times, there are women who very much doubt that 
they are going to get their dower. They think asking for it is not going 

.;:: 
to please anybody, nor the refusal to forgive will make anyone any 
happier. So, like it or not, they just forget and forgo. This kind of 
forgiveness is not trustworthy. My respected teacher, Maulana Ashraf 
'Ali Thana vi used to say that the real touchstone of forgiving gladly is 
to first hand over the amount of the dower in the hands of the wife, as 
its owner, who may later give it to the husband out of her own sweet 
will without any pressure. This attitude of giving gladly should also be 
practiced as the operating principle in the inheritance of sisters and 
wives. It is not too uncommon that, following the death of the mother 
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.or father, sons take over the whole property and do not give the girls 
their share. If the usurpers were bothered by moral or religious consid
erations in some degree, the most they would do is to go and excuse 
themselves before their sisters. Since they know that they are not 
going to get their share under this situation anyway, they simply go 
along and forgive against their will. In addition to this, the share 
belonging to the surviving wife is not given to her after the death of 
the father. Particularly, a step mother just does not get hers. All this 
amounts to open usurping of rights. The only exception is that, should 
anyone forgive gladly, that forgiveness is possible, and valid. 

l;IaQrat Thanavi also pointed out that the text is talking about the 
willingness of the whole human self and not simply the happiness of 
the heart which alone is not enough to make someone's property 
lawful for the other. People who give money in bribes, or interest, do so 
after a good deal of calculations, and many apparent gains, but this is 
not giving gladly, and not trustworthy either. If such people were to 
probe their conscience and come out with the truth, the truth would be 
that their self would flatly refuse to agree to such giving. This is why 
good cheer and sweet will have been given the deciding role. 

If donations are sought for mosques, religious schools or for any 
other need, there too it is necessary to see that the giver is doing it 
freely and gladly. If a donation is given under pressure from anyone 
having tribal, social or legal authority or influence, without the free 
choice and will and pleasure of the giver, then, it is not lawful to 
accept and use this donation. Instead, it would be returned to the 
giver. 

As for the word 91if.; : $aduq at appearing in the verse, it is the 
plural form of $aduqah. The words, $aduqah and $Udaq signify the 
dower of women. In Mirqat Sharl). Mishkat, Mulla 'Ali Qari writes:~; 

" 
;i.)l .)I ~)i._k... J...~....> ~ ~ r;~ ":-':- . It means that dower is referred to as 
$aduqah or $Udaq because its root, $adaqa (-:;..-...) signifies truth. Since 
dower too shows the true attitude of the husband towards his wife, the 
congruity was good enough to let dower be called $Udaq or £?aduqah. 

The words, ~: hanfan and ~3;: mar fan appearing at the end of 
~ 

the verse are attributive modifiers. The word, hanfan (from han'a and 
han u'a and han fa) means something received without having to go 
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through labour and pain. When this refers to food, it means good food 
which is eaten and digested easily and becomes a healthy part of the 
human body. 

The word, marfan (from mara'ii: to be wholesome) is also used in 
the same sense and is very close to each other. For this reason, some 
translators have made one word, in the sense of 'wholesome', stand for 
both. 

Verses 5-6 
I ...-

~~~; !~'fill1 ~~ ;, -il~_,,,, ...... l-;t+r f.111 !t!<J .... " .... r- · I..S7' r- .J-A ~ jJ .J 

" lo.G'';," ~,-::' 1:~1 ,.It ,.e .... _,_, ;~s-, .... 4!., _,_.. .. -!~_,,.:;' 
~ 0 ,. .J..r-o _,.., 'J-1 j-J .J ~ .J " .... ~ _,.., ~~ .J ,., 
, .P?., ,! ;,~,,: u ~ .... ~~ 1)11 ,r, ~ .... ~.!t, ,)_z, .... 
~~I.)., r ..... .... t.? " . .J 

.... ,.. -1' ""' .9 .P :'...- .... ,_, .... .... .... ""' -' ,.. .... .. _, 51 lji~J ul~! ~.J.lS'G "'iJ ~~~~1 1:ftt ~~~u 1~; _,,,..._,, .... ,.. ~ ;,,... ~ .... .... " .... 
J!l-1! 19--· .... ,.,. ...... ,..,.)·•-'";,""t· , .... !• .... ,.,. _,,..,..,,,~ .... "' 

"--'-' I~ • \.J .•..A q §4•" 11 J ~ • ~ !..A oil' " J:7 4,) lor .J .... " " .... 4,) lor .J .J • -
,.. " , .... ,.. tJ/ .... .... " .... .... / " ....... 

.J.~"~_:_u I,., .tlJ !A'JI"""I ~ d~·tl _,~, ·-; l~lJ .l.J ....... .:tL n;-:-- .J~ ~ _J-4 n;:--/ ~ _, I / .J.r-' ;, 

"'l.r~, .~.JJL ':< .... 
~ ,. • " .... " ;, t..S""" .J 

And do not give the feeble-minded your property which 
Allah has made a means of support for you, and do feed 
them out of it, and clothe them, and speak to them in 
fair words as due. [5] 

And test the orphans until they reach a marriageable 
age then, if you perceive in them proper under
standing, hand over to them their property. And do not 
consume it extravagantly and hastily lest they should 
grow up. And whoever is rich he should abstain and 
whoever is poor he should consume in ffiirness. So, 
when you hand over to them their property, have 
witnesses upon them. And Allah is sufficient for reck
oning. [6] 

Sequence 
The injunction to give orphans their property, and the women, 

their dower, has appeared in previous verses. This may lead one to 
think that the property of the orphans and women should under all 
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conditions, be given to them, even if they cannot handle relevant 
transactions and are incapable of protecting their property interests. 
To remove this misunderstanding, it has been said in these verses that 
properties should not be handed over to the fe.eble-minded. Instead, 
they should be watched and tested to determine the age and time 
when they exhibit the ability to protect their property and the discern
ment of spending out of it, it is then that their property should be 
handed over to them. 

Commentary 
Do protect what you own 

These verses affirm the .role of property in man's economic effort 
which gives him the desire to protect it. Then, at the same time, the 
general weakness shown in the protection of properties has been 
corrected. There are people who, giving in to natural love, hand over 
nroP.erties to inexperienced mmor children and ill-informed women 
which usually results in the wastage of the property and the quick 
poverty which follows in its wake. 

Do not hand over properties to the feeble-minded 
The most revered exegete of the Holy Qur'an, Sayyidna 'Abdullah 

ibn 'Abbas .:..r. J..ll ..?J says: 'The guidance the Holy Qur'an gives in this 
verse is: Po not, by handing over all your property to feeble-minded 
children and women, become dependent on them. Since Allah 
Almighty has made you the guardian and the manager, you should, 
rather, hold the property in your safe custody and keep spending from 
it as nece'ssary in order to feed and clothe them. And shuuld they, even 
then, demand to take possession of the property, explain to them 
honestly, fairly and reasonably in a way which neither breaks their 
heart nor causes the property to be wasted. For instance, say some
thing like:' All this is there for you. Just grow up a little more and you 
will have it all.' 

Based on tl:lis tafsir of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas .:..r. J.J1 ..?J , the 
sense of the verse covers all women, children and others who are 
feeble-minded and inexperienced, to whom it is dangerous to hand 
over properties sl.nce it may result in their loss, irrespective of the fact 
that they may be one's own children, or orphans, or the fact be that the 
property may belong to such children and orphans themselves, or to 
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the guardians. The same tafsir has been reported from Sayyidna Abu 
Musa al-Ash'ar! ~ J.J1 ,_,4J and the renowned mufassir, al-'fabar! has 
also adopted the same view. 

The context of the earlier and later verses may, though, lead one to 
particularize this injunction too with orphaned children, yet, the 
generality of words remains there as such and which includes all chil
dren, orphans and non-orphans. And perhaps, the form of address in 
'amwalukum' (your properties) may have the special wisdom that it is 
inclusive of the properties of the guardians as well as that of the 
orphans. The suggestion is that the properties of the orphans, until 
such time that they become mature and discerning, remain under the 
guardian's safe custody and responsibility as if these properties, so to 
say, were like their own. It will be recalled that the fact of the matter -
that the properties of the orphans have to be given only to them - has 
been made very clear in verse 2 : #J't;.!l ~~ [.$1j (And give the orphans 
their property). After this, there remains no reason for any doubt. 

Proteding property is necessary. Wasting it is a sin. A person 
killed while defending his property is a shahid (martyr). This is similar 
to being killed in defence of one's life which makes one deserving of the 
great reward of shahiidah (martyrdom). The Holy Prophet FJ ~ ..UI :)

has said: 

!1, ~ .-P~ .Jt:="' ,.P 1-f ...... * ..,..., '/ ~J,) .;;- w-o 
Whosoever is killed while protecting his property is a shahid 
(that is, he is counted among Muslim martyrs in terms of 
Divine reward). (Bukl).ari, v.l, p. 337- Muslim, v.l, p.Sl l 

He has also said: 

dkJI ~)J dkJI JU~ \..,.; 
For a good man, his good and clean property is the best asset 
of his life. (Mishkat, p. 326) 

Yet another saying of his is: 
~ , ~ ,.,., , ' , 
~~~"'"'.uJI _..._::'1 :'t '·.:.IL, " '(;~ 

;..)"": Jf !..sL' '!':- lJ'7 :- V"' • 

Being rich is not harmful for one who fears Allah, the Mighty, 
the Exalted. (Mishkat, p. 491) 
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The last two al).iidith quoted above tell us that the wealth possessed 
by a righteous and God-fearing person is not harmful for him because 
such a person, by virtue of being God-fearing, will abstain from 
spending it in what is sinful. The anti-weal~h teachings of many 
Muslim saints and mystics apply to none but those who spend their 
lustily-earned wealth for sinful purposes and thus go on to make it the 
cause of their punishment in the Hereafter. Also, since man is natu
rally inclined to abandon, once he is rich, all concerns of moderation in 
his spendings, as well as the very anxiety to see that he stays safe 
against other sins - that is why staying away from wealth has been 
considered desirable. God bless our earlier people; they would earn, 
more or less, as needed, were grateful to Allah and ended up being 
happy that they have succeeded in saving their skins from being ulti
mately 'audited' for the whats and hows and whereas of spending their 
wealth, if they had it. ~ut, in our time, people do not care much about 
matters of faith; they are more attracted to material things; they are 
all too ready to abandon their faith at the slightest provocation, not 
because there is some discomfort involved. Rather, they would do that 
lest they go against fragile fashion, or trend, or some borrowed norm of 
contemporary society. Therefore, it is important that people earn 
lawfully and conserve their earnings. For such people, the Holy 
Prophet ~J ~ JJI ~ has said: 

1~5~~1%1:~ 
Poverty can take one to the point of being a disbeliever. 
(Mishkat, p. 439) 

Sayyidna Sufyan al-Thawri ~ .J.Ji...,.;,j elaborates this by saying: 

~_;lll.l"'.;.,..; i~l Lou .o~ ~ ~ JUI.JlS' 

Previously, owning and keeping wealth was not considered 
good, but today, this wealth is a shield of the true Muslim. 

He has also said: 

Whoever has any of this (wealth) in his hands should make it 
serve him well for these are times when, in the event of some 
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need, one is likely to first 'spend' his faith in order to take care 
of that need. (i.e. the desire to fulfill one's need has become 
more important than the obligation to follow one's faith' 
CMishkat, p.49ll 
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The injunction to test the ability and understanding of minors 
Once we know from verse 5 that minors should not be entrusted 

with properties until such time that their ability to discern and decide 
stands proved, the injunctions to educate and test such children to 
determine their ability follow in the next verse (6). 

, ... ,., "" .; ,.,, ,,., 1 

Verse 6: (lSI I ~ l.iJ,?. ~I IAI.J translated as and test the orphans 
until they reach marriageable age;' means that children, well before 
they become pubert and marriageable, should be tested through small 
assignments of buying and selling in order to determine their ability to 
conduct themselves in transactions on their own. This process of prac
tical experimentation should continue right through upto the age of 
marriageability, that is, when they become pubert and mature. This is 
the time. of special assessment. Now it should be determined if they 
have become smart and self~reliant in their affairs. Once this is sensed 
as 'dependable', it is time to hand over their property to them. 

In short, given the nature of children and the factors involved in 
the growth of reason and intelligence among them, they have been 
divided in three stages. One: minority (before puberty). Two: After 
puberty. Three: After self-reliance, and discretion in conducting 
personal affairs (Rushd as opposed to Sa(iihah). During the first stage, 
the guardians of children have been instructed to educate and train 
them by providing for them hands-on experience, that is, let them 
become smarter by conducting small dealings in buying and selling on 
their own. The expression: .}.!41 ~lj' (and test the orphans) in this 
verse means exactly this. It is from here that Imam Abu I:Ian1fah .J.J1 w.J 
~ has deduced the ruling that the transactions of buying and selling 
entered into by minor children with the permission of their guardian 
are sound, valid and operative. 

In accordance with the other injunction, when children become 
mature, pubert and marriageable, the guardian should check up their 
13tate of growth at that stage in terms of experience, intelligence and 
dealings, and once it becomes clear that they understand their profit 
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and loss and handle their affairs and dealings in a satisfactory 
manner, their property should be handed over to them. 

The Age of Maturity 
Along with the injunction of maturity (bulrigh) in this verse, the 

Holy Qur'an has also answered the question as to the 'age' 'jlen a 
child would be taken as mature (baligh) by saying: (~iifo.irr trans
lated as 'until they reach marriageability'. Here, it has been indicated 
that real maturity is not tied up with any particular count of years. 
Rather, it depends on particular indicators and signs experiencedby 
adults entering the threshold of adulthood. When, in terms of these 
indicators and signs, they would be regarded fit to marry, they would 
be considered mature, even if their age does not exceed thirteen or 
fourteen years. But, should it be that such signs of maturity just do 
not show up in some child, he shall be considered mature in terms of 
age, a position in which Muslim jurists vary. Some fix eighteen years 
for boys and seventeen for girls; some others have fixed fifteen years 
for both. With the I:Ianafiyyah, the fatwa is on the position that the boy 
and the girl shall both be considered mature under the Islamic law 
after they have completed their fifteenth year. irrespective of whether 
or not signs of maturity are found. 

The Perception of Proper Understanding : How to find it? An 
1-, ,. ""'' Explanation of I..L.!.]\>+·!l·";l 

The injunction of the Qur'an is: 'then, if you perceive in them 
proper understanding, hand over to them their property.' Now, what is 
the time of this 'proper understanding' (rushd)? The Holy Qur'an has 
not elaborated on this final limit of time. Therefore, some Muslim 
jurists leaned towards favouring the view that the properties of chil
dren should not be handed over to them until it has been determined 
that they do have full and proper understanding. Instead, these will 
stay under the safe custody of the guardian as usual, even if this state 

·of affairs continues for the rest of life. 

But, in accordance with the verificatwn of the issue by Imam Abu 
I:Ianifah J.JI "--J , at this point the absence of 'proper understanding' 
refers to the state affected by childhood. Within ten years after 
maturity, the effect of childhood is gone. So, there are fifteen years as 
the age ofmaturity (bul ugh) and ten years as the age of proper under-
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standing (rushd). Once these 25 years are reached, such proper under
standing is most likely to be achieved; something which was not 
possible due to the barriers of childhood, and later, younger years. 
Then, it should be noted that the Holy Qur'an uses the word, 'rushdan' 
in its indefinite form whereby it is suggesting that full understanding 
and perfect sense are not absolute conditions. A reasonable measure of 
understanding is also sufficient for this purpose on the basis of which 
their properties could be given to them. Therefore, even if perfect 
understanding has not been achieved despite the long wait of twenty 
five years, even then, their properties will be handed over to them. As 
far as perfect understanding and wisdom is concerned, there are 
people who do not get to achieve these throughout their entire lives. 
They always remain simple, innocent and rather shy and slow in 
conducting their practical dealings. They will not be deprived of their 
properties because of this. However, should there be someone totally 
insane, he will be governed by a separate rule since such a person 
always remains in the category of immature children. His property 
will never be handed over to him until his insanity disappears, even if 
his entire life were to pass in insanity. 

The Prohibition of Undue Spending from the Property of 
Orphans 

As we know, the verse instructs that the property of the orphans 
should not be handed over to them until a certain degree of under
standing and experience is perceived in them. Naturally, for this 
purpose, one will have to wait for some more time. In that case, it was 
probable that the gua-rdian of the orphan could commit an excess 
against the interests of the orphan. So, the verse goes on to say: 

,.,.,, "'"" ,.-~.IJ':~,,., 
l'j"""'?ll~l.l:.'"ul""l ~"l<"lj'J"' 'J..J":"".. I) ') 9 'r"... '.Y- J 

And do not consume it extravagantly and hastily lest they 
should grow up. 

Here, the guardians of the orphans have been prevented from two 
things: Firstly, from spending out of their property extravagantly, that 
is, from sp~~ding over and above normal needs; and secondly, from 
starting to spend out from their property way before the need to do so, 
as if in a hurry, thinking of the near future when their wards would 
grow up and their property would have to be given to them and the 
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guardian's control will be all over. 

The orphan's guardian, if needy, can take out some of his 
expenses from the orphan's property 

325 

Does a person, who spends his time and labour in the upbringing of 
an orphan and is devoted to the protection of his property, have the 
right to take an honorarium for his services from the property of the 
orphan? The rule is given towards the later part of the verse when it is 

~ 4-

said: /o/~~,; '4 SIS~; (And whoever is rich he should abstain). It means 
that a person who is need-free as he can take care of his needs through 
some other means, then, he should not take any payment for his 
services from the property of the orphan, because this service is an 
obligation on him. Receiving payment for it is not permissible. Then, it 

"d ' 9 ,, _.,,_,,,., / ....... ( d h 0 h h ld was sm : 'iJfol;.JS"lJ.i I~ ,;LS" ..,:;-; an w oever 1s poor e s ou consume 
in fairness). It means that the guardian of an orphan who is poor and 
needy and has no other source of earning his livelihood, he can 
consume a reasonable amount from the property of the orphans for his 
sustenance in a measure that is just about right to cover his basic 
needs. 

Having witnesses while handin~ over property 
The verse concludes with: 1"": ~..:tiL ':"<-"', ;?I~ I'L~lr .. ~ii ... ,l? :!1 ,~,-:-; 1rli: It 

•• _, ... 0 .r-J 0 J..,- r-Y' !""!"".-!'"'-"-' 
means: 'when you hand over to them' their prope;ty (after"having gone 
through the period of test and trial), have (some reliable and pious 
people as) witnesses upon them (so that there is no dispute later). And 
(remember that) Allah is sufficient for reckoning (for He has a count of 
everything within His sight). 

Payment for services rendered to country, community and 
Awqiif 

The contextual extension of the verse yields an important juristic 
rule and principle. It concerns people who supervise Awqaf (religious 
endowments, trusts and estates) or manage mosques and religious 
schools or head institutions of Muslim states or hold charge of similar 
other services rendered for the country and community, services the 
rendering of which is known in Islamic terminology as farcJ 'ala 
l'kifayah (an obligation which, if discharged by some, will absolve 
others). For these gentlemen too, the superior and more meritorious 
conduct is -of course, if they have sufficient assets to take care of the 
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necessary expenses needed to maintain their family - that they should 
not take anything from these institutions or from the public exchequer 
of the government. But, should it be that they do not have funds of 
their own to sustain themselves and they devote their earning time to 
such service-oriented activities, then, they have the right to take such 
funds from these institutions in proportion to their need. Please do 
notice the condition which is: 'in proportion to need'. A lot of people fix 
an insignificant monthly emolument shown on paper to satisfy legal 
requirements but they go on spending by various other means on their 
person and on their family recklessly, much much beyond it. There is 
just no remedy for this lack of caution except the fear of Allah. The 
last words of the verse: ~~~} ~~J.&S'; (and Allah is sufficient for reck
oning) invite everyone, masses or classes, to realize that the man who 
stays untouched by unlawful acquisitions will be the man who fears 
the final accounting by Allah. J.::.i.,.:JI J.JLJ : And the ability to do so comes 
from Allah. 

Verses 7- 10 

' """ "' " ,,... ~ I > ...- _... / J ~; df ~ L:.ill ..... ..,..;"'p;••~~~; • JJ(II ~;. \:t ~ ~"'It 
• ~ .,., ,....,.,.J I.)J-l~ .J '-J, ,.'Y ..r .,., . ~.... ... ·~ 

,.... .J; /1 /. ; ,.... .J ,...-~ I ~ / ,... "' 
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For men there is a share in what the parents and the 
nearest of kin have left. And for women there is a share 
in what the parents and the nearest of kin have left, be 
it small or large - a determined share. [7) 

And if the kins and the orphans and the needy are 
present at the time of distribution, give them some of it 
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and speak to them in fair words. [8) 

And those people should be fearful who, if they leave 
behind some helpless children, would remain anxious 
for them. So, they should fear Allah a~d say what is 
right. [9] 

Surely, those who eat up the property of the orphans 
unjustly, they only eat fire into their bellies, and soon 
they shall enter a blazing Hell. [10] 
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Right from the opening of Surah Al-Nisa\ the theme of universal 
human rights, particularly those relating to family life, has been 
appearing regularly. Verses before those dealt with the rights of 
orphans. The four verses here also take up particular rights of women 
and orphans which relate to inheritance. 

The first verse (7) refutes the custom of Jahiliyyah under which 
women were just not allowed to inherit. The verse declares their enti
tlement to their share as fixed by Islamic law and strictly forbids any 
attempt to decrease their due right. Since the subject concerned those 
who had a determined share in inheritance, and it is not uncommon 
that when such distribution is being made, some persons from among 
the poor and the orphans do make their appearance on the occasion, 
therefore the second verse (8) lays down the rule that they should be 
treated benignly. But, this command is not obligatory; it is, rather, 
commendatory. 

The third and fourth verses (9, 10) also emphasize the importance of 
injunctions relating to orphans. 

Commentary 
The right to inherit from parents and other nearest of kin 

Before Islam, orphans and women, the weaker links in the human 
chain, had been victims of all sorts of injustice. To begin with, none of 
their rights were recognized as such. Even if one of these was 
conceded, who could wrest it from men and hope to hold it safe? Such 
power and authority did not exist. 

The breakthrough came when Islam championed their cause, legal
ized their rights and instituted safeguards to see that these stay 
secure against infringements. All this happened in the background 
when nations around the world had allowed these two weaker units of 
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human society to remain dE)prived of their natural and obligatory 
rights. Such was the state of the law of inheritance. The pre-Islam 
Arabs seemed to have lived by the the very principle that the one 
deserving of inheritance is the one who rides a horse, fights against 
enemies and collects battle spoils. (Rul). al-Ma'ani), v. 4, p. 21). As quite 
obvious, women and children could not live by this principle. So, 
according to their principle of inheritance, only a young and adult boy 
could become the inheritor. A girl was absolutely out of consideration 
for this purpose, irrespective of whether she was major or minor. And 
a boy too, if minor and immature, would not be deserving of inheri
tance. 

There was an incident during the blessed time of the Holy Prophet 
~.J ~ J.JI..,.t... when a Companion, Sayyidna Aws ibn Thabit ~ JJ1 ~.; 
died. He left behind two daughters, a minor boy and his wife as the 
inheritors. But, very much like the old Arab custom, two of his cousins 
from the father's side came and took the whole property in their 
possession and just gave nothing to anyone from among the children 
and wife of their deceased brother. This may have been so because, 
according to their customary practice, a woman was absolutely out of 
the pale of inheritors, major or minor. This conveniently ruled out the 
wife and the two daughters. As far as the boy was concerned, he was a 
minor and, therefore, he too was excluded from inheriting anything. 
As a result, the two paternal cousins became the inheritors of the 
whole property. 

Inspite·of what happened, the widow of Sayyidna Aws ibn Thabit 
~ JJI ~.; still wanted that these cousins who had taken possession of 
the entire property left by her deceased husband might as well marry 
the two orphaned daughters so that she is relieved of the concern for 
their marriage. But, as they did not accept this proposal too, she went 
to the Holy Prophet ~.J ~ J.JI..,.t... and narrated to him her sad story 
and explained the destitution of her children. Since, by that time, the 
'verse of inheritance' was yet to be revealed in the Holy Qur'an, the 
noble Prophet rl--.J ~ JJI J- withheld his response. His heart was at 
peace; he was confident that this unjust practice will be removed 
through Divine revelation. Thereupon, the following verse was 
revealed: 
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For men there is a share in what the parents and the nearest 
of kin have left. And for women there is a share in what the 
parents and the nearest of kin have left, be it small or large -
a determined share. 
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After that came the second verse of inheritance which contains the 
details of shares. The second section of this Surah comprises these 
details. So, the Holy Prophet r!-J ~ Jlt _,.J...:. f(,)llowed the injunctions of 
the Qur'an, gave the wife the one-eight of the total inheritance and 
distributed the rest of the property over the son and the daughters of 
the deceased in a way that the half of it went to the boy and the 
remaining half was shared equally by the two girls; and the cousins, 
since they were not the nearest of kin as compared to children, were 
excluded. (Rul). al-Ma'ani) 

The rule of inheritance 
This verse lays down the rule relating to the law of inheritance as 

a corollary to some of its injunctions, which is: Z,~j~i; ,:,!ut;ii ~J e.:_( ... in 
' .... 

what the parents and the nearest of kin have left.) The two words, 'al-
walidan' (the parents) and 'al-aqrablin' (the near.est of kin) spell out 
two basic principles of inheritance. The first one is the bond of birth 
which exists between children and their father and mother and which 
has been described through 'al-walidan.' The second one is the general 
kinship which is the sense of the word, 'al-aqrablin'. According to the 
correct interpretation, the word, 'al-aqrab lin' covers all kinds of family 
relationships. This' may be the mutual bond of birth as in children and 
their parents; or, it may be of the other kind as in generalfamily rela
tionships; or, these may be relations established through marital 
connection. The word, 'al-aqrab lin' covers all, but parents were set 
apart specially because of their importance. Then, this word has also 
established another principle of inheritance, that is, the mere fact of 
kinship is not enough for a claim on inheritance. Rather, it is neces
sary that the heir is nearest in kinship, for - if the degree of nearness 
or closeness were not made the standard condition - the inheritance of 
every deceased person would have to be, of necessity, distributed over 
the entire human population of this wide world. The reason is simple 
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to understand because everyone is the offspring of one father and 
mother, Adam and Eve, peace be on them. Be it close or not so close, 
there does exist some sort of mutual reiationship in everyone. When it 
comes to distribution of inheritance, it is, to b~gin with, beyond the 
realm of possibility. However, speaking academically, if such an 
arrangement was somehow made, the resulting distribution of prop
erty would be something like one insignificant particle for each which 
will be no good for anyone. So, it was necessary that, given the pivotal 
position of kinship in the matter of inheritance, the principle should 
be: If choice has to be made from a collection of different relatives, 
then, the nearest of kin should be preferred over the farther ones and, 
in the presence of the nearest, the farthest should not be given a 
share. However, if there are relatives who are all declared to be the 
nearest at the same time, even if the nature of nearness in them be 
different, then, all of them will deserve a share in the inheritance as 
the father and mother alongwith children, or wife etc., for they all are 
the nearest, though the nature of nearness differs. 

In addition to that, this very word, 'al-aqrabun' establishes that the 
way men are sharers in inheritance, so are women and children, who 
too cannot be deprived of this right, for kinship of children, parents or 
any others, is the same in a boy and girl as far as the fact of being 
related is concerned. A boy is born to his parents and so is a girl, who 
is born to them. When the right to inherit depends on being related, 
there is no sense in depriving a small child or a girl. 

Another point about the style of the Holy Qur'an is worth noticing 
here. Instead of mentioning the entitlement of women in a separate 
sentence, the Holy Qur'an could have easily merged it with the entitle
ment of men in a single sentence, by saying, "For men and women both 
there is a share .... " But the Holy Qur'an has elected to mention the 
entitlement of both sexes in two separate independent sentences, even 
though it seems to be a repetition. This is to emphasize the fact that 
the right of women in inheritance is quite independent and- is as 
important as the right of men. 

Furthermore, this very word, 'al-aqrabun' also tells us that the 
distribution of property left behind is not based on the criterion of 
need; it is, rather, based on the criterion of nearness in kinship. There-
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fore, it is not necessary that the one more needy among the relatives 
should be the one more deserving of a share in inheritance. On the 
contrary, the one nearest in kinship to the deceased will be the one 
more deserving of a share in the inheritancE) as compared to the 
farther - even though, the farther may be poorer and more needy. If we 
set aside the principle of nearness in kinship and use the need or the 
beneficial effects for some relatives as the criterion, it can neither turn 
into a rule nor can it take the form of a settled and solid law, because 
any criterion, other than nearness in kinship, will inevitably be tempo
rary as based on opinion because poverty and need or usefulness are 
not permanent. Conditions change. Levels change. Under such condi
tions, there will appear a host of claimants and those responsible for 
settlement would have a hard time in arriving at decision. 

The problem of an orphaned grandson's inheritance 
If this Qur'anic principle is understood clearly, the problem of an 

orphaned grandson's inheritance -which has been made to look like a 
disputed issue for no sound reason - resolves itself automatically on 
the basis of a categorical decision. In other words, if an orphaned 
grandson is more needy as compared to the son, but, in accordance 
with the law of 'al-aqrabun' (the nearest in kinship), he cannot claim a 
share in the inheritance because he is not 'the nearest' in the presence 
of the son, other arrangements have been made to take care of his 
needs. One such arrangement appears in the next verse. 

This religious position has been opposed by none but some of the 
contemporary, westernized modernists. Other than these, the entire 
Muslim Ummah has been holding the belief, as clarified by the Qur'an 
and the I:Iadlth, that the grandson will not inherit in the presence of a 
son of the deceased, irrespective of whether his father is dead or alive. 

The right of inheritance is operative in everything owned by 
the deceased , ,. ,. 

The phrase ~jl ~ Ji ~(be it small or large) in this verse corrects 
another custom practiced by some ignorant people where some things 
or properties were assigned to special inheritors. For example, a horse 
or some weapon like a sword could only be inherited by young males as 
a matter of right. Others were deprived of these. The instruction given 
by the Holy Qur'an makes it very clear that in everything under the 
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ownership of the deceased, be it big or small, there is a standing right 
of all inheritors. It is not permissible for any inheritor to keep 
anything special for himself before the total inheritance has been 
formally distributed according to rules. 

Fixed shares in inheritance have been determined by Allah 
The last phrase d.;~~~~ ;z; (a determined share) in verse 7 is to 

stress that different shares fixed for different inheritors in the Holy 
Qur'an have been determined as such by Allah Almighty. Nobody has 
any right to add or delete or change or transpose any of these by 
personal opinion or analogical deduction. 

Inheritance is a compulsory transfer of ownership 
This particular word, d.~~ (mafruQ.an: determined) throws light on 

yet another principle, that is, the ownership which passes on to inheri
tors through the law of inheritance is automatic and compulsory. It 
does not require the acceptance or consent of the inheritor nor is it 
necessary that he be satisfied with it. The fact is that, even if he were 
to make a clear declaration that he will not take his share, still then, 
he is the owner of his share in the sight of the Shari'ah. But, if he does 
not want to keep his share, he may, after having become the owner, 
gift it to somebody or sell it or distribute it, in accordance with the 
rules of Shar1'ah. 

A sign of goodwill to other relatives 
It is likely that there are some relatives of the deceased who 

cannot receive a share from his inheritance according to the rules of 
Shari'ah. At the same time, it is obvious that everyone does not know 
the details of the system of share distribution. Generally, every rela
tive would like to have some share out of the inheritance. Therefore, 
relatives who have been excluded under the provisions of the Islamic 
law of inheritance may feel disappointed at the time of the distribution 
of inheritance, specially so when they are physically present at that 
time, and more so when there are some orphans and poor and needy 
among them. A scenario in which other relatives are walking away 
with their respective shares while they simply look on is terrible. 

Now look at the beauty and delicacy of the Qur'anic arrangement of 
things. On the one hand, there is the just rule offered by the Qur'an 
itself - that the nearer in kinship shall exclude the farther. On the 
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other hand, there is that wonderful concern for the disappointment of 
'the excluded farther'. Therefore, a regular verse (8) has been devoted 
to carry the necessary instruction as to how this situation will be 
handled: 

1 .. { .. !,....J~ .. ~ .. ~~ ... u -!' ... c-· ... ~~... ·- ~ ..... ,1 .... p~f~ 1 f -r; ;' .. •i1 .... -:-- (I"' 
'Y _,.., .J ~ r ~ JJ ,;,r.-;- .J ~ .J l..i'.J""" >-.J ,... ~ ~ ... .J 

"" .. , "' "" ,; 

uJ~ ~.? (41 
It means that distant relatives, orphans and the needy who are to 

be excluded from having a share in the inheritance and who, neverthe
less, show up at the time of its distribution, then, it is the moral obli
gation of those who get a share in the inheritance that they voluntarily 
give them some of it, which would become an act of charity for them, 
and certainly, a modality of reward from Allah. At a time like this, 
when wealth and property are coming to them, without their having 
made any effort, simply through the mercy of Allah Almighty - then, 
their own hearts should beat with the urge to give whatever they can, 
in the way of Allah, an example of which appears in another verse (Al

An'am: 6:141) cited below: 

That is, eat the fruit of your farm when it bears fruit and on 
the day of its harvesting give away the due (of the poor and 
the needy) on it. 

In short, the fact that distant kindred, orphans and the needy 
assemble at the time of the distribution of inheritance should be no 
cause of irritation. On the contrary one should be grateful to Allah 
that He has bestowed on him something he did not work for, therefore, 
it will be good to give away a part from it as a token of gratitude. In 
fact, one should take it as a God-sent opportunity to let these people 
have a little from what they have received which would certainly 
compensate the sense of deprivation faced by these people. Inciden
tally, this includes and covers the grandson of the deceased who was 
excluded from the inheritance. 

His uncles and paternal aunts should actually be pleased to give 
him something each from their respective shares. 

""" /"" ., ; _9 ,I The statement at the end of the verse (8): u~~ 'J_;.; ~ 1;!_;.;; (and speak 
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to them in fair words) gives the guideline in case these people are not 
satisfied with the manner and quantum of what they get but start 
demanding a share equal to that of everybody else, then, this demand 
being unjust and contrary to Shari'ah, there i~ no way to satisfy it, 
however, instead of behaving to them in a crude manner which may 
hurt their feelings, the actual rules- of Shar1'ah should be explained to 
them in a polite manner. They can be told that they do not have a 
share in the inheritance as stipulated by the rule of Islamic law and 
that which has been given to them has been given to them as a gift. At 
this point, one should make sure that the gift or donation given to 
such people does not come out of the total property inherited. Here it is 
important that the donation should be made by adult inheritors 
present, from their respective shares. Such gifts from the shares of the 
minor and the absent are not allowed in Shar1'ah. 

Fear Allah while distributing inheritance 
The third verse (9) addresses Muslims in general exhorting them to 

make it certain that the inheritance of the deceased reaches his chil
dren fully and fairly. They must abstain from any mode of action 
which may affect the share of the children adversely. The general 
sense of the verse covers the eventuality when one sees a Muslim 
making a will or disposing property off in a manner which could cause 
damage or loss to his children and other inheritors. If so, one must 
stop him from such bequeathal or such disposal, very much like what 
the Holy Prophet r-1-J o...;..lr• .J.Ji ~ did when he stopped the blessed 
Companion, Sayyidna Sa.'d ibn Ab1 Waqqas ~ JJ1 ~.;from giving the 
whole, or half, of his property in charity ($adaqah), allowing him to 
give only one-third of his property as such (Mishkat, Bah a!-Wa8aya, p. 265), 

because, 'If the whole, or half of the property was given in charity, the 
share of the inheritors would have either been all consumed, or 
curtailed. 

Also included in the general sense of the verse is that guardians of 
the orphaned children should protect their property and give it to 
them in full when they become mature. They should take pains to 
accomplish this mission of trust and never let the least negligence on 
their part affect their duty; if they wish that others treat their children 
well after them, without causing them any harm or injustice, then, 
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they should treat the children of others - the orphans - in the same 
manner. 

Misappropriation of the property of the orphans 
The fourth verse (10) carries a severe warning for those who pilfer 

or dispose off the property of orphans unlawfully. It declares: 'Surely, 
those who eat up the property of the orphans unjustly, they only eat 
fire into their bellies, and soon they shall enter a blazing Hell.' 

This verse equates the property of the orphan with the fire of Hell. 
Many commentators have interpreted this metaphorically, that is, 
eating the property of the orphans unjustly is like stuffing one's 
stomach with fire- because this is what is going to happen to him ulti
mately in the Hereafter. But, those with deeper insights and proofs do 
not support the presence of some figure of speech here. According to 
them, whatever is eaten up from the property of the orphan unlawfully 
is, in reality, nothing but fire- even though, it may not look like fire at 
that time. This is like somebody saying that the match-box in his hand 
was fire, or the piece of arsenic, a killer. Obviously, handling a match
box does not burn the hand, nor does arsenic kill a man by simple 
handling, not even by putting it in the mouth. However, a slight fric
tion reveals that somebody who called the match-box a fire was right; 
and similarly, once the arsenic goes down the throat, we know that the 
one who called arsenic a killer was true. Common generalizations of 
the Holy Qur'an also support the view that whatever deeds, good or 
evil, man is doing, these very deeds are the trees, the flowers and the 
fruits of Paradise, or the embers of Hell - even though, their form here 
is different, but these will come forth on the Day of Doom transformed 
in their true forms. The Holy Qur'an says:~~~ I~ ~ i]~)S (Kahf- 18:49) 

that is, on the Day of Doom, they shall find what they did - present! In 
other words, the punishment and the reward they shall see will be, in 
reality, the result of their own deeds. 

It appears in some narrations that those who devour the orphan's 
property unjustly will be raised on the Day of Doom in a state that 
flames of fire will be seen coming out from inside their bellies through 
their mouths, nostrils, ears and eyes. 

And the Holy Prophet rl---' ~ J.Ji ._)...:. said that a set of people will be 
raised on the Day of Doom with their mouths erupting with fire. His 
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noble Companions asked as to who these could be. He said: "Have you 
. - ,, ,,. ""',,, ,,.. 

not read it in the Qur'an? (which says): W u'.'<n Jl;!l S.?s'~ .:;.-9'1 ~t (those 
who eat up the property of the orphans unjustly)." (Ibn Kathir, v.l, p. 456) 

The gist of the meaning of the verse is that the property of the 
orphan eaten up unjustly will be, i~ reality, the fire of Hell, though it 
may riot be sensed as fire at that time. It is for this reason that the 
Holy Prophetrl--J ~ JJI.)..:. has given very clear instructions to observe 
most stringent precaution in this matter. Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~.) 
~ JJI narrates that the Holy Prophet rl--J ~ JJI.)- said: ';l1J .;.i~, ~~ J~f~ , ... / / 

&i.J' (I warn you to abstain from the property of the two weak ones -
the woman and the orphan.) (Ibn Kathir, v.l, p.456) 

A review at this point shows that the entire first section of Surah 
al-Nisa' contains injunctions relating to orphans. They bid protection 
of the property of the orphans, avoidance of encroaching on their prop
erty as one's own and the giving of their due share from the property 
they have received in inheritance; and they forbid the hasty consump
tion of the property of the orphans for fear of their growing mature 
and assuming its control, or the taking of orphaned girls in marriage 
and lowering their dower, or to usurp their property. In the end the 
text says that eating up the property of the orphan unjustly is filling ·of 
bellies with fire because, after their death, such people will be recom
pensed by. fire filled in their bellies. Mark the use of the word, 
'ya'kullina' and the warning given to those who 'eat up' the property of 
the orphan. It means that using the property of the orphan in what
ever manner it may be - eating, drinking, consuming, utilizing - is 
totally unlawful, and a sure cause of Divine wrath. The punishment of 
eating up what belongs to somebody else unjustly and without any 
right covers all sorts of uses.· 

When someone dies, the right of every inheritor attaches itself to 
everything he owns, to each and every part, to everything big or small. 
It is tragic that the minor children of the deceased become orphans. 
Mostly, such children fa.ce a certain degree of injustice and excess in 
every home and everyone who assumes control of the property after 
the death of the father of these children - whether an uncle or elder 
brother or mother or some guardian or trustee - falls into doing things 
forbidden in this section. To begin with, they just go on postponing the 
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distribution of the property for years together, spending a little here 
and there to feed and clothe these children. After that, they open up 
and become all too liberal in spending this jointly-held property on 
religiously unacceptable practices, customs a:p.d wasteful heads of 
expenditure. They would even spend it on their own person and go on 
to the limit of manipulating legal documents entering the names of 
their own children in place of the orphans. These are things hardly a 
home remains unaffected from. 

The donations made for orphans in religious schools and orphan
ages must be spent on them. Not spending these on the orphans is a 
form of 'eating up' the property of the orphan. 

Rulings 
1. Inheritance includes everything owned by the deceased, even the, 

clothes on the dead body. People tend to give th~se out in charity 
without realizing that they belong to what has been left by the 
deceased. There are places where copper utensils are given out to the 
poor well before the total property is formally distributed, although 
minors and absentees from among the inheritors have rights in all 
such things. The proper method is to first distribute the property in 
accordance with whatever shares are to be received by children, wife, 
parents, sisters and anyone else as stipulated by the Islamic law of 
inheritance. Once the ownership passes to sharers, it is upto them who 
can, if they so desire willingly, give away part of it in charity on behalf 
of the deceased. If the receivers of such shares wish to do that jointly, 
let them make sure tpat they are all adults, for the permission of the 
minor is not valid. As far as inheritors who are absent are concerned, 
nothing can be taken from their shares without their permission. 

2. The sheet spread over the Janiizah while carrying the deceased 
to the graveyard is not part of the required shroud (Kafn). It is not 
permissible to buy it from the proceeds of the property left by the 
deceased, because that is something held jointly. However, if someone 
was to cover the cost on his own, that would be permissible. There are 
places where a prayer-mat is torn out of the cloth purchased for the 
shroud and is used by the Imam who leads the janiizah prayers. The 
mat is later given to the Imam. This expense is extra to the needed 
shroud and it is not permissible to buy it from the proceeds of the hith-
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erto combined inheritance. 

3. In some areas, new utensils are procured for bathing the 
deceased and which are broken after use. First of all, there is no need 
to buy new ones for a bath can be given using utensils already in the 
house; and if, for any reason, they have to be purchased, then, 
breaking them is not permissible. It not only amounts to wasting of 
property but also means causing loss to orphans and absent inheritors 
whose due rights are attached to the total property. 

4. Any expenses before the distribution of inheritance, such as 
entertainment of guests or charity and alms, are totally impermissible. 
Giving charity and alms in this manner brings no merit or reward for 
the deceased. In fact, such giving under the notion that it will bring 
good returns for the departed soul is a far greater sin. The reason is 
simple. After the death of a person, all his property belongs to the 
inheritors in proportion to their respective rights in it. Then, there are 
orphans among them. Giving away things in charity from the 
combined property which includes the share of the orphan is like 
stealing from some body's property ·and giving it in charity on behalf of 
the deceased. This is not correct. First distribute the property, then, 
let the inheritors give in charity from their shares for the good of the 
deceased, if they so desire. 

It is better not to go for charity and alms from the combined inheri
tance even before· the actual distribution, even though it be with the 
permission of inheritors. This is. because the permission of whoever is 
an orphan among the inheritors is not just valid right from the outset. 
As for the adult ones, it is not necessary that their 'permission' comes 
out of their willing heart. It is quite possible that they are left with no 
option but give their permission lest they are disgraced before others. 
In other words, they may say yes with a heavy heart just to ward off 
the sense of shame. 

Let us look at an anecdote ascribed to a pious elder, which will 
further clarify the issue. This pious elder went to visit a sick Muslim. 
He had hardly sat with the patient for a little while when the latter 
died. The sage immediately put out the lamp burning there and gave 
someone the money to buy oil and re-light the lamp with it. When 
people around asked him for the reason of his doing so, he said that 
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this lamp was under the ownership of this person until such time that 
he was alive and it was correct to use that light. Now that the 
deceased has left this mortal world, his inheritors have the necessary 
right over everything he owned. So, it is only through the permission 
of all inheritors that we can use this lamp and since all of them are not 
present here, this lamp was lighted at a personal cost. 

Verse 11 
;.J:> "' ~ ..... ~ .J .... .... /, 
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Allah directs you concerning your children: for a male 
there is a share equal to that of two females. But, if 
they be (only) women, more than two, then they get 
two-third of what one left behind. And if she be one, 
she gets one-half. And for his parents, for each of them, 
there is one-sixth of what he left i~ case he has a child. 
But, if he has no child and his parents have inherited 
him, then, his mother gets one-third. And if he has 
some brothers (or sisters), his .mother gets one-sixth, all 
after (settling) the will he might have made, or debt. 
Your fathers and your sons- yo.u do not know who, out 
of them, is closer to you in being beneficial. All this is 
determined by Allah. Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, All
Wise. [11] 

People entitled to inheritance were briefly mentioned in verse 7 of 
the previous section which also carries details about some kinds of 
those so entitled. Also given there are their shares under different 
circumstances. More details in this connection shall be appearing later 
towards the end of this Surah. Remaining shares have been identified 
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in al).iidith. Muslim jurists have collected and codified all details of the 
rules of inheritance from the Qur'an and I:ladlth, giving it the status of 
a permanent science which, in Islamic terminology, is known as 'Ilmul
Fari?ic;l (the Science of the Laws oflnheritance). 

The present verse (11) describes shares for children and parents 
along with some related aspects of inheritance. 

INHERITANCE 
Preliminary Rights on the Property of the deceased 

According to the principles of Islamic law, the expenses incurred on 
the shrouding and burial of a Muslim deceased should be the first 
thing to be paid out of the property left behind by him. This should be 
done in accordance with Shar1'ah avoiding the extremes _of extrava
gance or stinginess. After that, his debts should be paid. If the amount 
of his debts is just equal to the property left by him, or even more than 
that, then, there will be no distribution of inheritance and no applica
tion of any will. And in case there ~emains some property after paying 
debts, or if there are no debts, then, subject to any will made by him 
which should not be a will of sin, then, this will should be carried out 
to the extent of one-third of his remaining property. If someone makes 
a will for his entire property, it will not take effect. Such will shall be 
considered valid for only one-third of his property. The fact is that 
making a will for more than one-third of the property is not appro
priate; and if it is done with th~ intention of excluding inheritors, it 
becomes a 'sin. 

Once the debts are paid and the will has been applied within one
third, the rest of the property should be distributed among the legal 
heirs, details of which are available in oooks of Farii!ic;l, the Muslim law 
of inheritance. Incidentally, if the deceased has made no will, then, 
following the payment of debts, the whole of the remaining property 
shall be distributed as inheritance. 

The share of children 
As it has appeared in the previous section, the dJstribution of 

inheritance shall be on the principle of y~ "ili y~"il (the nearest, then, 
~he nearest). Since the children of the deceased and his parents are 
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the nearest, therefore, they inherit under all conditions. These rela
tions are the nearest and most direct of all relationships that human 
beings have, others being indirect. So, the Holy Qur'an takes up their 
shares first and beginning from the share of children, it says: 

,, Of , , ,; '(!; , ,; ,; I J 
· '"~·'JI .!a:., • · .<'.ill ~-< ~'J 'I ~ · ·~.lJI'X, ~·, 
~ "' l.l""'; .1/ ""r .. J ~ r~ ~ 

Allah d1rects you concerning your children: for a male there IR 

a share equal to that of two females. 

This is a universal rule which entitles boys and girls both as recip
:_,nts of inheritance, determines the shares of each and, at the same 
time, unfolds the operative rule in the event the deceased leaves 
behind both male and female children when their shares in the prop
erty will be distributed in a way that each boy gets twice that of a girl. 
For instance, if someone leaves behind one boy and two girls, the 
property will be split itl four .portions or shares out of which 2/4 will be 
given to the boy and 114 to each girl. 

The importance of giving shares to girls 
The Holy Qur'an demonstrates_ visible concern to ensure that girls 

are given their share when it mentions the share of girls as a basis for 
determining the share of boys. In other words, instead of saying - 'for 
two females there is a share equal to that of one male'- it has elected to 

.,.,,.,, .... .P, .. :: (~-' 1 h . h 1 h f say: ~~1-¥ ~ fJJJ_, 10r a rna e t ere IS a s are equa tot at o two 
females.) Those who do not give shares to sisters on the pretext that 
they have forgone their right are in error, because their sisters usually 
do not forgo their rights willingly. Done r~luctantly, with the knowl
edge that they are not going to get anything anyway, they think, why 
create bad blood between brothers and sisters? Such an act of forgiving 
is not valid under Islamic law. Their claim remains due against 
brothers - and those who usurp inheritance are terrible sinners. In 
case minor girls hold shares in such inheritance, not giving them their 
shares is a sin committed twice by usurping the share of a legal heir 
and by devouring the property of an orphan. 

As part of further explanation later, the share of girls has been 
described by saying: 

":t ... ::'t .. ,-;.{!~.9.1f ,.--;:1 -:;,-t+t',. ~~ !t-; 
o,;.l J \.0 I,;O,V l)t- ~!-" I ..,~ • ~ ,:.,.- I)':! 

It means that, if there is no male child and there are only girls and 
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they are more than one, then, they shall get two-third of the inherited 
property in which all girls will be equal sharers. The remaining one
third will go to other rightful heirs of the inheritance, such as the 

parents of the deceased, wife or husband. Two girls and more than two 

will all share in the two-third. 

The share of 'more than two' girls appears in the Qur'anic verse 

very clearly .;..,dl Jj (more than two). However, if there are two girls 

only, they ar'e governed by the same rule which governs more than 

two. The proof appears in I:Iadith: 
1 -:: , I ~ I ' , , I 

"!"'~1.-::"'~llil ~~JJIJ'-'""""' ~ .... ~ Ju.JJI~ .' ~ ~ .... ~ rJ;- . I..S""*"; ,..r"J c:o .~ ; ; . W"! J"':- • ~.r-
, > "'~ ., 
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(_,;.:1.).11 yiY.I ,;..L..,...-11_; •l.:.a.!J ._,;.:1.).11 

Sayyidna Jabir ibn 'Abdullah has reported the following event: 
"Once we went out with the Messenger of Allah .$. until we 
passed by an An~ari woman in the neighbourhood of Aswaf. 
The woman came along with her t~o girls and said: 0 
Messenger of Allah, these two girls are daughters of Thabit 
ibn Qays (my husband) who fell a martyr at the battle of U}:lud 
while with you. The uncle of these girls has taken possession 
of whatever they had of their entire inheritance and has left 
nothing for them. What do you say about it, 0 Messenger of 
Allah? By Allah, these girls can never hope to be taken in 
marriage by anyone unless they have some assets. Then, the 
Holy Prophet .$. said: Allah will decide in this matter 

Sayyidna Jabir .,;,&. J..J1 ~.) says: When this verse of Suratun
Nisa'r};~~~~d,l~1was revealed, the Holy Prophet~ said: 
Call that woman and the man she mentioned (the brother of 
her deceased husband who had taken possession of his entire 
property). He said to the uncle of the girls: Give the girls two-
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thirds of the entire property; their mother, one-eighth and 
what remains is for you. 

(Abu Dawud, Kitab al-Fara'i<). & Tirmidh1, Abwab al-Fara'id) 

343 

In the case mentioned in the l}.adith, the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.J1 ~ 
gave out two-third to two girls as well, following the very rule of more 
than two which appears in the verse of the Holy Qur'an under refer

ence. 

After that, it was said: !; 'a~ II QJ i~1; .;.;1.5 01) It means: If the deceased " / / 

left behind one girl only and no other children, then, she will get one-
half of what her father or mother have left behind. The rest will go to 
other inheritors. 

The share of parents 
The text, moving to the share of the parents of the deceased, 

mentions three states: 

1. Firstly, the deceased may have left behind parents who are still 
alive, and children too, whether only one boy or girl, in which case, the 
father and mother will get 116 eac~. The legacy that remains will go to 
children, wife or husband. There are particular circumstances when 
some of the remainder returns back to the father which is in addition 
to the one-sixth fixed for him. In the terminology of 'Ilmu'l-Fara'id 
(The Science of the Laws of Inheritance), such entitlement is known as 
the entitlement of "Ta'$ib: ~(Agnatic kinship). 

2. Secondly, under a situation when the deceased has no children, 
\ 

brothers or sisters, but does have parents still living, the mother will 
get 113 of the inherited property while the father will get the 
remaining two-third. This rule governs a situation when the husband 
or the wife of the deceased is not alive to share in his inheritance. If 
the husband or wife is present, their share will be taken out first and 
from what remains, 1/3 will go to the mother and 2/3 to the father. 

3. Thirdly, under a situation when the deceased has no children 
but does have brothers and sisters whose number is two, whether two 
brothers or two sisters, or more than two, then, under that situation, 
the mother will get one-sixth and, if there are no other heirs, the 
remaining 5/6 will go to the fa the. As evident, the presence of brothers 
and sisters has reduced the share of the mother, but the brothers and 
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sisters will get nothing because the father is nearer as compared to 
brothers and sisters. What remains will go to the father. In this 
situation, the share of the mother has come to 1/6 instead of 1/3. In the 
terminology of 'Fara'iQ.', this is known as "I:fajb al-Nuq$an". The 
presence of these brothers and sisters causing reduction in the share 
of parents, irrespective of whether they are real or whether they are 
from the same father but different mother or whether from the same 
mother but different father, under all such conditions, their presence 
will reduce the share of the mother - subject to their being more than 
one. 

The text, after describing the fixed share, says: 
,ttl i ,; I ~ * ,, .J / ,, tJ/, ., J. ,Y , J ~ 

< lS'ilil ':'I JJI ~- ~ ~ ~ ,-(t ~---, ....... , OJ'jJ'J ~~·~1--,:<{ ~~· u u,..., . ~ ~ r- . ~ ~ u.J.; r J . J r. . 
~t~lC .. , .. , 

It means: 'These shares for children and parents have been deter
mined by Allah Almighty Himself in His infinite wisdom because He is 
Wise and He knows everything. The shares fixed have great considera
tions behind them. If the distribution of inheritance was left to your 
opinion, you would have made beneficialness the criterion of such 
distribution. But, who will be the best to receive or deliver real benefit 
is something which would have been difficult for you to ascertain with 
any measure of certainty. Therefore, 'nearness in kinship' was 
preferred to 'being beneficial' as the criterion of the injunction. 

This verse of the Holy Qur'an clearly \declares that the shares of 
inheritance determined by Allah'Almighty are settled injunctions from 
Him. Nobody has any right to enforce opinion or to increase or 
decrease its stipulations. These should be accepted whole-heartedly 
This command from everyone's Creator, and Master is based on what is 
wise and beneficial for human beings. There is no aspect of benefit 
outside the expanse of His knowledge and there is no command He 
gives bereft of some or the other element of wisdom. Man cannot, all 
by himself, recognize his gain and loss in the real sense. If this ques
tion of the distribution of inheritance was left to man's personal 
opinion, it was certain that man would not have decided co:r;rectly 
because of his limitations in understanding and, as a result of which, 
lack of moderation and justice would have affected the distribution of 
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inheritance. So, Allah Almighty, in His most exalted majesty, took this 
responsibility in His hands so that justice and equity reign supreme in 
the distribution of property and the capital left by the deceased circu
lates in the hands of competent inheritors in a manner which is just 
and equitable. 

Verse 12 ... 
"' lj/ / ..;:: .P .:;; J )1 ,_ 
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~ ,. 
And for you there is one-half of what your wives left 
behind, in case they have no child. But, if they have a 
child, you get one-fourth of what they left, after 
(settling) the will they might have made, or debt. And 
for them (the wives) there is one-fourth of what you 
left, in case you have no child. But, if you have a child, 
they get one-eight of what you left, after (settling) the 
will you might have made, or debt. [12 ... ] 

Upto this point, the text has described the shares of those competent to 

inherit, those who had the affinity oflineage and birth with the deceased. The 
\ 

present verse talks about some others who do have the competence but are 

not related by lineage. Instead, they are related by marriage. Details appear 

in the Commentary. 

Commentary 
The share of the husband and the wife 

In this part of verse 12, the shares of the husband and the w1fe 
have been determined. The share of the husband has been mentioned 
first, perhaps to show its importance because after the death of the 
wife, the husband becomes part of some other family. If the wife dies 
at the home of her parents with her assets too being there, her people 
may avoid giving the share due to the husband. By describing the 
right of the husband first, the Holy Qur'an has possibly condemned 
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this practice. To explain in details, it means that in case the deceased 
wife has left no child behind, the husband will get, after the payment 
of debt and execution of will, one-half of the total property left by the 
deceased. Out of the remaining half, other heirs, such as the parents of 
the deceased, her brothers and sisters, will get their shares according 
to rules set for them. 

If the deceased wife has left children - one or two or more, whether 
male or female, either from the same husband, or from some previous 
husband, then, the present husband will get, after the payment of debt 
and execution of will, one-fourth of the total property left by the 
deceased woman. Shares from the remaining three-fourth will go to 
other heirs. 

If it is the husband who dies leaving his wife behind and leaves no 
children, the wife will get, after the payment of debt and the execution 
of will, one-fourth of the total property left by the deceased. And if he 
has left a child - either from the present wife or from some other wife -
she will get, after the settlement of debt and will, a one-eight share. 
And if the deceased husband had more than one wife, all alive at the 
time of his death, the attending details shall remain the same, however, 
the share prescribed for the 'wife' (i.e. 1/4 or 1/8) shall be divided 
equally between all the wives. In other words, every woman will not 
get a share of one-fourth and one-eighth. Instead, all wives will share 
the one-fourth or one-eight equally. Then, under both these conditions, 
the inheritance which remains after settling the share of the husband/ 
wife will be distributed among other heirs left by them. 

Ruling 
It must be ascertained before the· distribution of inheritance that 

the mahr (dower) of the wife has beep. paid. If the deceased has not 
paid the mahr of his wife, this will be taken as debt, and will have to 
be paid first from the total property, like all other debts. The inheri
tance will be distributed only after that. It should be noted that the 
woman, after having received her mahr, shall go on to receive her fixed 
share in the inheritance as a competent inheritor. And in case, the 
property left by the deceased is not more than the value, of dower, and 
nothing remains after it is paid, the entire property will be given to 
the woman against her debt of mahr very much like other debts and, 
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as a result, no heir will receive any share from the inheritance thus 

used up. 

. .. Verse 12 
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And if. the man being inherited, or the woman, is 
Kaliilah (having no father or son to inherit) and he has 
a brother or a sister, then, for each of them there is 
one-sixth. And if they are more than that, they shall be 
sharers in one-third, after (settling) the will that might 
have been made, or debt, causing no damage. All this is 
prescribed by Allah. And Allah is All-Knowing, 
Forbearing. [ ... 12] 

After having made a brief mention of rights of relations emerging 
from lineage and marriage, the text now introduces the injunction 
which covers the inheritance of a particular deceased who has left no 
children or parents, details of which appear below 

The inheritance of Kaliilah 
This later part of verse 12 describes the injunction relating to the 

inheritance of Kalalah. There have been many definitions of Kalalah. 
Al-Qurtubi reports these in his Tafsir. According to the most well
known definition, 'A person who dies leaving no ascendants and 
descendants is Kalmah.' 

'Allamah al-Alusi, the author of RU4 al-Ma'ani says that Kalalah is 
really a verbal noun used in the sense of Kalal' meaning 'to become 
exhausted' which denotes 'weakness'. The name Kalalah has been 
applied to every relationship other than that of father and son because 
that relationship is weak as compared to the relationship of father and 
son. 

Moreover, the word, Kalmah has also been applied to the deceased 
who left no son or father to inherit, as well as to the inheritor who is 
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neither the son nor the father of the deceased. The lexical derivation 
requires that the word, ~.i : dh u, should be deemed as understood 
though not expressed explicitly. Thus Kaliilah will be taken in the 
sense of Dhu Kaliilah, meaning 'one having weak relation'. Later on, 
the word also came to be applied to the property left as inheritance by 
a deceased having no son and father. 

In gist, if a person, man or woman, dies and leaves behind neither 
father nor grandfather nor children, but does leave a brother or sister 
from the same mother and different father, the brother will get 1/6 
and, if there is none, the sister will get 116. However, if they are more 
than one (for example, there may be one brother and one sister, or two 
brothers and two sisters) then, they all will share one-third of the 
entire property of the deceased. Here, the male will not get twice that 
of the female. 'Allamah al-Qurtubi says: 

The share of the brother and sister 
Let it be clear that this verse refers to the share of Akhy ii{I 

brothers and sisters (i.e. from the same mother and different fathers; 
also referred to as half-brothers and half-sisters). Though, this restric
tion has not been mentioned in the present verse, but consensus holds 
it as creditable. The Qirii'ah or rendition of Sayyidna Sa'd ibn Abi 
W - JJ . h' . ,,~,.,,,,,,,( dh h b h aqqaf? ~ I~.) m t IS verse Is: f;i ~ .:.>-1~1\tl ~; an e as a rot er or 
sister from his mother) as has been reported by al-Qurtubi, al-Alusi, al
J af?f?af? and others. Although this rendition has not come to us through 
tawiitur (a consistent narration of a very large number of persons in all 
ages) but because of the consensus of the entire Muslim ummah, it is 
worth practicing. Another clear proof i~ that Allah Almighty mentions 
the inheritance of Kaliilah at the end of Surah Al-Nisa' as well. If, it 
has been said there, there is one sister, she will get half. And if there 
is one brother, he will inherit the entire property of his sister. And if 
there are two. sisters, they will get 2/3. And if there are several 
brothers and sisters, the male will be given twice that of the female. 
This injunction appearing at the end of the Surah refers to 'Ainf (real 
and full) brothers and sisters, and to 'Alliit[ (from the same father and 
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different mothers) brothers and sisters. lf'Alliit[ and 'Ainibrothers and 
sisters were to be included here, it will cause a contradiction in injunc
tions. 

The issues regarding will (Wa~yyah) 
The shares of inheritance have been described thrice in this section 

and it has been said that this distribution of shares comes after the 
execution of will and the payment of debt. As it has been stated 
earlier, one-third of what remains of the property, after taking care of 
the cost of the funeral for the deceased, and payment of debts, shall be 
applied to the execution of the will. If the will exceeds the extent of 
one-third, it is not legally enforceable. According to the rule of 
Shar1'ah, the payment of debt comes before the execution of will. If the 
entire property is used up in paying debts, there will be no will to 
execute and no property to distribute. At all the three places where 
'will' has been mentioned, 'it' appears before 'debt'. As obvious, this 
gives the impression that the right of 'will' precedes 'debt'. Removing 
this misunderstanding, Sayyidna 'Ali~ J.ll .,::.; said: 

. 111 j I '"'"'I I~., '' .~ ~ ~ ,. ,,..,, - ''I . .I - ~I 
4J.J ~.) ~ 'J ·~~.J ....-: ~~_,; t .;'.J ~ ~ ~ ~ o.U ~.J ~ 

~ , , 

(Y"'t._,...s.l.._;.UI~i~l. ~)I~ ~..U~ ~ r-1-.J ~ .J.ll ~ 

(y . h •"''"'1 r'::-. "'"-' ,,_, "' .,,, th . ' ft ou recite t e verse: .:H~-' ~ IJ.,-_,; ~-' ~ ~ at Is, a er 
~ , 'I' " 

settling the will they might have made, or debt' [where 'will' 
comes first] but [practically] the Holy Prophet, may peace be 
upon him, has settled, 'debt' before 'will'). 

Still, we have to know the point as to why will follows debt 
'practically' while, in words, it has been mentioned earlier. In this 
connection, the author of Rul). al-Ma'ani has this to say: 

.;4-&'i ~ ~ i..U... ~.UI ~It'" 'L$~ ~..UI ~ ~_,JI ~.,~jj.J 
. d' ~1~1 t_) ..la..p ~ 4-i.,s:J t.l_;·-1 ~l:.aJI JW' 

It means that the mention of will before debt in this verse is to 
emphasize upon the enforcement of the wills. Since the beneficiary of a 
will deserves it without any price paid by him, and often without 
having a kinship with the testator, it was likely that the inheritors 
ignore to enforce it or, at least, may cause unnecessary delay in its 
execution, because they may have not liked to see the property that 
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was to be inherited by them. going to somebody else. So, it was to keep 
up the importance of will that it was mentioned before debt. Then, it is 
also not necessary that every person incurs a debt, and if a person 
incurs it during his life-time, it is not necessary, that the said debt 
remains unpaid upto the time of his death. And even if the debt was 
due to be paid at the time of death, even then, since the claim of debt 
comes from the debtors to which the inheritors cannot say no, the like
lihood of any shortcoming in this respect is slim. This is contrary to 
the case of will in which the deceased, when he bequeaths part of his 
property, earnestly desires that he should invest it in something good 
which serves as ongoing charity on his behalf. Since, there is no 
chance of a claim on this bequeathed property from any side, there 
was a possibility that the inheritors themselves might fall into some 
sort of shortcoming, so, it was to offset this likelihood that the 'will' 
has been mentioned first everywhere as a special measure. 

Rulings 

1. If there is no debt and no w1ll, the entire property, after taking 
care of the funeral expenses, will be distributed over the inheritors. 

2. Making a will in favour of a heir is not lawful. If someone makes 
a will in favour of his son, daughter, husband or wife, or for someone 
else who is going to get a share in his inheritance, then, this will is not 
enforceable. The inheritors will get what is coming to them as their 
share in the inheritance. They are not entitled to more than that. The 
Holy Prophet F-' ~ J.JI ~ said in his famous address on the occasion 
of his last l:lajj: 

(Y'\o 

(Surely, Allah has given every person his (or her) right. So, 
there is no will for an inheritor.) (Mishkat with reference to Abu 

Dawud, p. 265J 

However, should other inheritors permit, the will made in favour of 
a particular inheritor, may be executed first and, then, the rest of the 
property may be distributed in accordance with the method laid down 
by the Shari'ah, in which the particular inheritor will also get his fixed 
share from the inheritance. Some l:wdith narrations do carry the excep-
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tion of'~J;j1-:L:£.fE,i ~t (unless inheritors wish). (as in al-Hidayah). 

The words -;~-;i. (causing no damage) appearing after the rules of 
1 -

inheritence of Kalalah have a special significance. They are to warn 
that even though the execution of the will and paying off the debts 
have precedence over the shares of the heirs, yet this rule should not 
be misused to cause harm to the genuine inheritors. 

If anyone makes a will or makes a false admission of indebtedness 
so as to deprive inheritors, then, he is doing something strictly 
forbidden and is committing a major sin. 

There are many ways damage can be done through debt and will. 
For example, one may deliberately lie that he is in debt, just to let that 
be given to a friend or somebody else. Or, he may show something 
special which he owns personally as something he holds in trust for 
somebody so that it can stay out of the total inheritable property. Or, 
one may make a will for property beyond the extent of one-third. Or, 
he lies about an unpaid loan he gave to somebody and says that the 
debt was paid off so that it does n<?t pass on to the inheritors. Or, one 
may, during his illness culminating in death (.:;;_,..l.l,;:.r), make a gift of 
more than one-third in the name of somebody. 

These are forms of causing damage. Every legator who is going to 
bid farewell to this mortal world should do his best to stay away from 
causing such damages during the last moments of his life. 

It should be noticed that although thE\ words 'causing no damage' 
have appeared only with the rules relating to Kalalah, however, the 
rule laid down by them is general and is also understood at two 
previous places where the precedence of will and debt has been 
mentioned in these verses. Therefore, it is not the Kalalah only who 
should refrain from causing harm to his inheritors, but the same rule 
applies to all persons who wish to make a will. 

The emphasis on distribution according to fixed shares 
Towards the end of the verse, after the shares of inheritance have 

been described, Allah Almighty has said: ;-11 &;; ~ ;) (All this is 
prescribed by Allah). It means that it is imperative to act upon what
ever has been prescribed in relation to shares as fixed and the 
payment of debt and the execution of will as emphasized. Being a 
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mandate and injunction of supreme significance, one should" do 
I 

nothing to contravene it. Then, as additional warning it was said: ~If 
~~(And Allah is All-Knowing, Forbearing). It means that Allah 
knows everything and He has apportioned these shares knowing 
everybody's true state of being as in His knowledge. Whoever obeys 
and acts in accordance with these injunctions, this good deed of his 
shall not remain outside the reach of His knowledge. And whoever 
con~ravenes these injunctions, this evil conduct of his shall certainly 
appear as it is in the knowledge of Allah for which he shall be held 
accountable. 

In addition to that, if a deceased person has caused damage to his 
heirs through debt or will, Allah knows that as well. So, one should 
never be fearless from Allah's punishment. However, it is quite 
possible that Allah Almighty may not punish a person right here in 
this mortal world, because He is Forbearing. But, the one who 
disobeys and acts in contravention should better not deceive himself 
by thinking that he really got away. 

Verses 13- 14 

,; I J-' :1 ,; J, .1 J, Jl .9 , 
."'~ ~ .;,.":'- ;U;...J' D _,_J,.,,'illl - t..~ :'"""".~.ill I.),~~ IJ-.r- ~ . ; - ~.).J ~ ~.J ; .J ; 

.J-' '" /:1 I j, I ""-' .,; 
"', r},.~ ~ t;-: II -:":'I ~ ~ "" l+f; ~ "'J.l> ""·":¥1 t+--;a ! ~ ,.. ~ .;.,.- ; .J -/ .;y,. u J.f-1 ; ~ 

l.D~ l~tr :i;.JJ ~r"'~ r~~-:'"" ~_,_, """"rlJl _,~ !""'"" ; .) "' - .J u ~.).J ~ ~.J 
.I "" ; "" ~u~&~-t: ?l~ ~;~~; 

These are the limits set by Allah. And whoever obeys 
Allah and His Messenger, He will admit him to gardens 
beneath which rivers flow, remaining there for ever. 
And that is a great success. [13] And whoever disobeys 
Allah and His Messenger and crosses the limits set by 
Him, He shall admit him to the Fire, remaining there 
for ever. And for him there is a humiliating punish
ment. [14] 

Commentary 
It is the consistent style of the Holy Qur'an that whenever it has 

described the beliefs and injunctions prescribed by Allah, it is followed 
by promises of reward or warnings of punishment. 
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This is what has been done here in these two verses after 
mentioning the rules of inheritance. The purpose is to stress upon 
Muslims to obey these injunctions. 

SOME ADDITIONAL RULES OF INHERITANCE 
A Muslim cannot inherit from a Kiifir 

Although, the distribution of inheritance is based on nearness of 
kinship, but there are certain exceptions to this rule. First of all, the 
deceased and his inheritor should not be from two different religions. 
Therefore, a Muslim will not inherit from any kii{ir and no kafir from a 
Muslim, no matter what lineal relationship they may have between 
them. The Holy Prophet rl-J ~ J.JI ~said: 

~ ,,, ,, ,.9""' 
(Y"II" ; c • -l ~l~~tl 1.JLS:.)I "J" -'.JLS:.JI ~''II .!I ""J 

....... y- r-;- ..r,. .J .r, "' t-
(The Muslim does not inherit the kafir, nor does the kafir 
(inherit) the Muslim.) (Mishkat, p. 263) 

This rule relates to a situation when a person is a Muslim or a 
kafir by birth. But, if a person who was first a Muslim, turned away 
from Islam and became an apostate and died or was killed in that 
state of apostasy, all his earnings while being a Muslim shall go to his 
Muslim inheritors, and whatever he may have earned after his apos
tasy shall be deposited in the Bayt al-Miil (Public Exchequer). 

But, if a woman becomes an apostate, all her property, whether 
acquired during her days of Islam or during apostasy, shall go to her 
Muslim inheritors. However, an aposta~e as such, man or woman, 
shall not inherit from any Muslim nor from any other apostate. 

The inheritance of the killer 
If someone kills a person from whose property he was entitled to 

receive a share, he shall no longer remain his inheritor and shall be 
excluded from the inheritance of the person whom he has killed. 

• J' ;' .1 ,,, 
The Holy Prophet rJ ~ J.Ji ~ said: < Y"H'.,. ;_,..s:..:...) .:;.,f-'i .HWI (The killer 

shall not inherit.) (Mishkat, p. 263) However, some forms of qatl al-khata' 
(accidental or unintended homicide) are excepted from this rule, 
details of which appear in books of Fiqh. 

The inheritance of the unborn child· 
If a person leaves some children and his wife is pregnant, then this 
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unborn child will also be counted among inheritors. But, since it is 
either difficult or uncertain to determine the sex or the number of chil
dren in the mother's womb, it would be appropriate to postpone the 
distribution of inheritance until the birth of the child. If, the distribu
tion of property has to be made necessarily, then, as an expedient 
measure, one must suppose two situations in terms of a boy or a girl 
and distribute to the inheritors the lesser portion coming out of the 
two situations. The remaining should be held for the child-to-be-born. 

The inheritance of a woman in the period of 'iddah 
In case a person divorces his wife and the divorce is revocable, and 

this person dies before the revocation of the divorce and the expiry of 
his wife's waiting period, then this woman will get a share in the 
inheritance, for the marriage is in force. 

If a person divorce~ his wife during his sickness culminating in his 
death, even though the divorce is irrevocable or pronounced thrice, 
and he died before the expiry of the waiting period, ev~n then, this 
woman will get a share in the inheritance. And in order to make her 
inherit, the longer of the two waiting periods shall be taken as opera
tive in the following manner 

The waiting period following a divorce is three menstrual periods 
and the waiting period following the death of the husband is four 
(lunar) months and ten days. The waiting period out of the two which 
lasts longer shall be prescribed as the waiting period for the aforesaid 
woman so that the woman may get a share in the inheritance as far as 
possible. 

And if a person d1vorces h1s wife, irrevocably or by pronouncing it 
thrice, prior to any sickness culminating in his death and, a few days 
later he passes away during the period of his wife's waiting period, 
then, she will not get a share in the inheritance under this situation. 
However, if the divorce given was revocable, she will inherit 

Ruling: 
If a· wife secures a separation from the husband at her own 

instance (~ : khul') within the period of his sickness which culminates 
in his death, then, she will not be an inheritor, even though her 
husband may die during her waiting pe_riod. 
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The inheritance of 'at?biit' 
There are twelve heirs for whom specified shares have been settled 

and fixed by the Shari'ah known as Fara'icj.. These heirs are called 
J"J.).ll yt-.>1 a$l;.abul-furucf., that is, 'the possessors of obligatory shares 
in inheritance as determined in the Holy Qur'an.' These have been 
explained earlier. If there is no heir from the category of at?habul-furucj. 
or there remains some property after shares have been given to 
a$habul-furucj., this remainder or residue is given to 'a?bah (agnatic 
heir, or residuary). There are times when one person alone inherits in 
both capacities. There are other situations when the children of the 
deceased and his father too become 'af?bah and so do the offspring of 
the father, that is, the brother. 

There are several kinds of 'a$bat or agnates, details of which 

appear in the books of Farii'icj.. To illustrate, here is an example: Zayd 

died leaving behind four heirs - wife, daughter, mother and uncle. 

Zayd's property will be divided into a total of twenty four shares. Half 

of these, that is, twelve shares will go to the daughter, three shares to 

the wife against her 1/8, four shares to the mother against her 1/6, and 

the residue of five shares will go the uncle in the capacity of his being 

'a$bah, the nearest male agnate. 

Rulings 
1. If there are no 'a?biit (agnatic heirs) the residue of the property 

following the distribution of shares to a$l;.abul-furucf., is also given to 
them. In the terminology of 'Ilmul-fara'icj., this is known as the prin
ciple of Radd or Return since the residue 'returns' to them in propor
tion to their shares. However, the husband or the wife is not entitled 
to this 'return' and they are not given any more than their specified 
shares. 

2. If there is no one from af?habul-furucf. and no one from 'a?bat 
either, the inheritance goes to Dhawil-Arl;.am (maternal kinsmen). 
There is a large list of Dhawil-Arl;.am which includes maternal grand
sons and grand daughters, offspring of sisters, paternal aunts, 
maternal uncles, and aunts. Since the subject has lot more details 
which cannot be taken up in the present context, it is hoped that 
comments already offered will be sufficient. 
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Verses 15-16 
I 

~ ~ 1"']4 ~.-::"' .. lJ :-~tr .... j' ? ; 1.>L1fl ~ :t "G' , "'II" 
"' '.J ~ r"/ "" ~ _.. ~ " tJ;" '.J 
~"" uj!~il · ~, _,{-- '-G I ~ :' l1 (~, ~ .. 1~?1 cfi-> ,. ". ~ ~~ '.JJ+:Z u, "" U ..- / , I _.. , I 

l~·'~lJ' ·JJ'I"""''o~~~-'.1-tlJI ~_,~ ~~~~~..9~..-::-... ~ ... " ~ '.J ~ r "/ IJT' . u 'Y' ~~ 

~I ~l.bl~'&fC: I,~ 'U ~'W,f-' G'G' ~\J (~-'11ti ~~~" u; ~..f '.J • u_.. '.J r-; 
~,,,t<;.:;-J 41.;rslS' 

And those of your women who commit the shameful 
act, then have four witnesses from among you. So, if 
they do testify, then confine those women to their 
homes until death overcomes them or Allah prescribes 
a way for them. [15] And those two of you who commit 
it, torture them both. But if they repent and amend, 
turn away from them. Surely, Allah is Most-Relenting, 
Very-Merciful. [16] 

Sequence 
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In previous verses, the objective was to correct the malpractices of 
the days of ignorance committed about orphans and inheritances. The 
people of jahiliyyah also used to subject women to cruel treatment. 
They had certain other evil customs also, such as marrying prohibited 
women. 

The present verses are meant to correct such customs, however, it 
\ 

has been permitted that if a woman commits a proven guilt, she can be 
punished. This subject of correcting the evil customs will continue 
through the next two or three sections. 

Commentary 
These verses prescribe punishments for men and women who 

commit zinii, (adultery or fornication). If this comes from women, the 
first verse requires the presence of four male witnesses to prove it. It 
means that the executive authority before which the case goes should 
call for four qualified witnesses to prove zinii. Then, it is necessary 
that all the witnesses are male. The testimony of women in this 
connection is not valid. 

Since the guilt of zina is of extremely grave nature which not only 
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violates honour and modesty, but also brings bad name to the family, 
Islam has taken very strict attitude while setting the standard of 
evidence to prove this guilt . .r'irstly, there came the condition that 
witnesses have to be men; the evidence of women was not considered 
valid. Secondly, the number of the required witnesses is raised to four. 
As obvious, this condition is very hard to meet. It is something which 
can very seldom take place. This strict approach was taken so that the 
husband of the woman, his mother or (another) wife or sister do not 
level undue accusations against her out of personal spite. It was also 
to check that other ill-wishing people do not get any chance to release 
their personal hostility by accusing her falsely. Testimony to zinaby 
less than four individuals renders their evidence invalid in which case 
the complainant and the witnesses may all be charged as liars and the 
J:Iadd of Qadhf (punishment for false accusation) becomes operative 
against them for having falsely accused a Muslim. 

It has been very clearly said in Surah An-Nur: 
.9 /. ...., _,, ......: , j:? /:? / - )1 "' "' ...... , , 
~ill I ~.:ill) u .llg'ttL 1•-l: ~ t~u ~ ("' • ~"L.. ~ I"'{ l:: l'!J 
I , "' , .J , ;.. ..,JJ - r .., ~ / u ;.. ,- -' . ...., 

. ~ ,,.,~lSJI 
uJ-l, 

which means that those who cannot produce four witnesses are liars. 

Some revered elders, describing the wisdom behind t~e need to 
have four witnesses, have said that since this case involves two i ndi
viduals, man and woman, this one single case comes, so to speak, 
under the purview of one rule for two cases. Since each case requires 
two witnesses, so four witnesses will be necessary in this case. 

Towards the end of the verse, it is said that should they both 
repent and correct themselves, then, leave them. It means that, in case 
they have repented after punishment, they should not be disgraced 
and punished any more. It does not mean that the act of repentance 
has absolved them of the punishment because this repentance has 
been mentioned after punishment as obvious from the ramification of 
the letter {5 (literally, "then, turn away", which has been left n.s under
stood in the present translation). However, in case repentance has not 
been made, reproach is in order even after punishment. 

No definite Ifadd (punishment) has been described in these two 
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verses of the Holy Qur'an. What has been said here is limited to 
"torture them" and "confine the fornicating women to their homes". No 
particular method of such "torture" has_.been described either, and this 
has been left to the discretion of the authorities. Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas 
~ JJI ..?J says that torture here means that they should be verbally 
reproached and put to shame, as well as, given physical punishment 
such as hitting with hands and shoes ... This statement reported from 
Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ...:.&. JJI ,_,4J appears to be illustrative. The fact of the 
matter is that this whole thing has been left to the discretion of the 
authorities. 

In the order of revelation, the injunction 'to torture' the adulterers 
came first, and it was later that the women guilty of adultery were 
ordered to be 'confined to their homes'. While giving this command, the 
Holy Qur'an has mentioned two limits for the period of their confine
ment. The words used are: "Confine those women to their homes until 
death overcomes them or Allah prescribes a way for them". It means 
that such women shall be confined to their homes till their death, 
however, if Allah prescribes some. other punishment for them while 
they are still alive, then that punishment will replace the punishment 
of confinement. That new (eocpected) punishment has been referred to 
in this verse as 'a way' prescribed by Allah. Later this 'way' as prom~ 
ised in this verse was prescribed and was revealed. Interpreting the 
word 'way' used in this verse, Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas J.j. J.JI ,_,4J says, .?-'. 

.P. 41J .,....,.u; ~)I (that is, stoning to death, for the married and lashing 
for the unmarried.) (al-Bukhari, Kitab al-Tafsir,\..2, p. 657) 

This "way" stands proved through clear statements of the Holy 
Prophet r-LJ ~ J.JI.;.... himself where the relevant injunctions for the 
married and the unmarried have been described separately. The Holy 
Prophet ~" ~ J.JI.)- had pronounced the Ifadd punishment of zina in 
the case of Sayyidna Ma'iz ibn Malik J.j. J.J1 ,_,4J and a woman from the 
tribe of Azd. Since both of them were married, they were stoned to 
death. In addition to that, a couple from among the Jews of Madinah 
was also stoned to death because of zina and this judgment against 
them was pronounced on the authority of an injunction of Torah. 

The injunction relating to the unmarried offender is mentioned in 
Surah al-Nur of the Holy Qur'an itself: 
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(The fornicator, woman or man, administer each one of them -
a hundred lashes.) - (24:2) 
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A verse of the Holy Qur'an was also revealed earlier to cover the 
injunction of rajm (stoning to death), but its recitation was later on 
abrogated. However, the injunction itself was retained as operative. 

Sayyidna 'Umar c.&. .J.JI...,::..; has said: 
.!, /, .o!"! """"" ' "","" , .,., :, ,. 

i;'l' "~WI J-:-<fct :'ts:J ~I.,.:U J-:~1 ... "'.:-1 L I~ ~illl ':'I 
- r..S' :.r ,IJ . "' -- ..r'.J,.- ~ . I), 

,.,_ lfl" I ""'iJII' I ,_1 

w8' -'.J .9•-::iq,.. ~ili' ~n..-1.-..- .,.:U llJ1 j ""'- JJ1 J Jh ,....-"' .1::iq 
• , IJ":. ~J _J • .:;.J ~_J "'- ~... _,......) ~.) e-.r 
~ ; """' ,. , '.1. " J, (' .. I.-':'II"J'"''"tl, , ""'11'1 I.( .. ,., ,,;:: ':'. .... ·"I ...,.. ;_,..,........- r-1---' IJJ~) ';.~ _J ,~-t ~ ~ ,) _-If.) 1)-0 ~ \J> ~ 

(1"·"-

(Surely, Allah sent Mul:;l.ammad r-L-' ~ JJI.j.... with the truth 
and sent down to' him the Book. Then, in what was revealed 
by Allah Almighty there was the verse of Rajm. The Holy 
Prophet r-1---' ~ JJI ~ stoned and we stoned after him and the 
revealed injunction of Rajm s~ands proved against every one 
who commits zina despite being married, whether man or 
woman.) (al-Bukhari, Muslim, as in Mishkat, p. 309) 

To sum up, the injunction of 'torturing' and 'confining to homes' 
which appears in these verses was abrogated after the subsequent 
revelation of the legal I:fadd punishment of zinii, that is, one hundred 
lashes or Rajm will be mandatory. More details in this connection will, 
God willing, appear in the commentary on Surah al-Nur 

Homosexuality 
The above discussion was ~;>ased on the assumptions that both 

verses 15 and 16 relate to the fornication or adultery committed 
between men and women. However, some commentators of the Holy 
Qur'an, including QaQ.i Thanaullah Panipati, are of the view that verse 
16 refers to homosexual act committed between two males. Verse 16 is 
translated as follows: 

"And those two of you who commit it (the shameful act), 
torture them both". 

Here the Arabic word used for 'those two of you is a musculine 
pronoun which presumes males on both sides. On this basis, these 
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commentators have opined that this verse relates to two males 
committing unnatural shameful act, i.e. homosexuality. The commen
tators, who take both verses as referring to fornication or adultery, 

refute this argument on the principle that in general usage musculine 
expressions include feminine also. Be that as it may, the possibility of 

a reference to homosexuality in this verse cannot be ruled out. 

Therefore, it is pertinent here to give some details about the severe 

prohibition of homosexuality. Here are some Traditions of the Holy 

Prophet rl--J ~ JJI ~ and his noble Companions on this subject: 

~ :Jli r-LJ ~ .JJI ~ illl J_,......; 0i ~ illl ~.; o_rJ> ~j ~ 
'LJ)e ~ ..t>IJ ~ i:..JJI ~·~.;J ~_,_.. ~ J~ ,;r .u1> ,;r ~ .JJI 

,J,_,J i_,; ~ ~ 0-" 0~ :Jli .y5.J ~ r+-" ..~>IJ J5 ~J 
(~~I) • ,J,_,J i.,.i ~ ~ .JO 0~ ,J,_,J i.,.i ~ ~ .JO 0.,..1o 

As narrated by Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ J.J1 .?J , the Holy 
Prophet rLJ ~ .JJI ,).-> said: "Allah has cursed seven types of his 
creatures from above the seven heavens. He has cursed one of 
them thrice, while has curse~ the others one time which is 
enough for them. (About the one whom He has cursed thrice) 
He has said, "Cursed is he who did what the people of Lot did. 
Cursed is he who did what the people of Lot did. Cursed is he 
who did what the people of Lot did." (At-Targhib wat-Tarhib) 

~) :Jli r-LJ ~ .JJI ~~I~~ .JJI ~.; "orJ' ~j ~J 
J_,......; ~ t' 0-" :cl.i ,.JJI ,.h.;.....~ 0~~ JJI ~ ~ 0~ 
.J~)l.t • WI ,;r .;:.,~IJ • L.....:J~ J4-)1 ,;r 0~1 :Jli ~.JJI 

. J~)l_;~ I.S.UIJ .~I_;~ I.S.UIJ 

Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ ..l.Ji..r'>J reports that the Holy 
Prophet r-1--J ~ J.Ji J- said: "Four types of people are, when 
they begin their day, under the wrath of Allah and when they 
reach their evenings they are under the rage of Allah." I 
asked: "Who are they, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said: "Men 
who imitate women and women who imitate men and he who 
goes unto animals and he who goes unto men". (op. cit.) 

r-LJ ~ .JJI ~ .JJI J_,......; Ju :Jli ~ .JJ1 ~.; V""~ .:HI ~J 
. ~ J....utiJ ~WI I.,Wu J,_,J i.,.; ~ ~ ~_,.:~J ,;r : 
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As narrated by Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ~ .JJI ~j , the Holy 
Prophet rl--' ~ .JJI ~ said: "If you find someone doing what 
the people of Lot did, kill both the doer and the one with 
whom it is done. (op. cit.) 
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In At-Targhib wat-Tarhib cited above, I:IaJi:? Zaki al-Din has said 
that four caliphs, Sayyidna Abu Bakr, Sayyidna 'Ali, Sayyidna 
'Abdullah ibn Zubayr and Hisham ibn 'Abdul-Malik ._,Jw J..Ji r+->j had 
condemned those guilty of sodomy to the fire. In this connection, he 
has also related, on the authority of Muhammad ibn Al-Munkadir, an 
event to the effect that Sayyidna Khalid ibn Walid ~ J..JI ~j wrote a 
letter to Sayyidna Abu Bakr ~ J..Ji c..?J reporting that there was a man 
in a certain Arabian locality with whom they did what is done with 
women. Sayyidna Abu Bakr ~ J..Ji ~J called a meeting of the noble 
Companions, - Sayyidna 'Ali~ JJI c..?J being one of them. He said that a 
sin like that was not committed by any human group except one, and 
they all knew how Allah Almighty dealt with those people. He 
proposed that the man be condemned to fire. Other Companions 
concurred and Sayyidna Abu Bakr ~ JJI c..?J decreed accordingly. 

In the l:fadith narrations quoted above, the act of the people of Lut 
has been repeatedly mentioned. The reference is to the people to whom 
Sayyidna Lut i')UI ~ (Lot) was sent as their prophet. Apart from their 
disbelief in the Divine Message and the Messenger, and their ascribing 
all sorts of partners to Allah, they were also addicted to this abomi
nably unnatural practice. When the preachings and teachings of Sayy
idna Lut i')L_)I ~ had no effect on them, the angels acted as 
commanded by Allah Almighty. They physically lifted the habitations 
of these people off the ground, then a flip upside down, and down they 
threw the whole thing back on the ground. Details will, Inshallah, 
appear in the Commentary on Surah al-A'raf. 

The l:wdith narrations given above related to homosexual act. 
There are other narrations which carry the severest of warnings 
against indulging in the unnatural act (anal intercourse) with women: 

:Ju ~J ~ .JJI ui- .JJI J.,..,_; ~j ~ JJI ~_;..,.,~~I~ 
l.\.r.~ ~ -oi.,..ol) ~.) ~~ ~.) ~! ~J r .JJ1 ~~ 

Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas =- .JJi ~j narrates that the Holy Prophet 
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~-' ~ JJI.).... said: "Allah Almighty does not look (mercifully) 
at the man who commits anal intercourse with a man or 
woman)' 

JJI iJI :~_, ~ JJI u1- .J..ll J.J-"'.) Ju :Ju ~U ~ ~_;. ~ 
~.)4~i c.) • WI t~·b ~ ,<.:JI.,..... ~'}j .~1 4r ~~ 

Sayyidna Khuzaimah ibn Thabit .:.... J.li..?J says that the Holy 
Prophet r1--' ~ JJ1,).... said : Allah does not get embarrassed by 
stating the truth. He said this thrice. Then, he said: "Do not 
go unto women anally." 

:Ju ~-' ~ JJ.I ~ JJI J_......) iJj ;..;.&. JJI ~.) ~J'~ u-!j ~-' 
l.\ f. ~ c.) ~ i .,..I ..; i \jA !)_,...l.o 

Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ illl ~J narrates that the Holy 
Prophet r1--' ~ J.Ji,).... said: "Cursed is he who goes unto women 
anally." (At-Targhib wat-Tarhib) 

c.) ~i.,.....l) t~l> ~I ~r :Ju ~-' ~ JJI :.).- JJI J_......) iJj ~_, 
.~_, ~ JJI ~ ~ ~ Jjl 4 )5 ill • .u~ LalS'_,i l.\_r.~ 

He also narrates that the Holy Prophet r-L--' ~ JJ1 ~ said: 
"One who goes unto a woman in menstruation, or in her anus 
or goes to a soothsayer (kahin) and accepts his statement 
relating to the unknown, then, such people have rejected what. 
was revealed to Mu}J.ammad r1--' ~ JJI,).... ." 
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As for a fixed punishment for this evil act, there is a difference of 

opinion among Muslim jurists, details of which are available in books 

of Fiqh. Nevertheless, the nature of such punishments reported by 

them is as severe as it can be, such as, burning into fire, bashing 

under a wall felled over, throwing down from a height, stoning and 

beheading with a sword. 

Verses 17- 18 
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The relenting taken by Allah upon Himself if for those 
who do evil in ignorance then repent shortly there 
after. So, Allah relents towards them. And Allah is All
Knowing, All-Wise. [17] 

And the relenting is not for those who do the evil deeds 
until when the time of death approaches one of them, 
he says, "Now I repent", nor for those who die while 
they are still disbelievers. For them We have prepared 
a painful punishment. [18] 
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Repentance was mentioned in the previous verse. Now, given in 
the present two verses are conditions under which repentance is or is 
not accepted. 

Commentary 
Repentance from a deliberate sin 

At this point, it should be noted that the Holy Qur'an has used the 
words "in ignorance" which apparently gives an impression that the 
repentance may be accepted when a sin is committed unintentionally 
and unknowingly. But if it is committed deliberately, it will not be 
acce,ptable. However, accor~ing to the explanation of this verse given 
by the noble Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all, the 
word, ''jahiilah" (ignorance) here does not mean that a sinning person 
is.not aware of a sin as sin, or has no intention br volition to commit a 
sin. Instead, it means that it was the insensitivity and heedlessness of 
a person towards the evil end of sin and its ultimate punishment 
which became the cause of his audacity to venture into sin, even 
though he knew a sin as sin, and had approached it with intention and 
volition as well. 

In other words, the word, ''jahiilah" or ignorance used here is in the 
sense of carelessness or stupidity. This is supported by an evidence in 
Surah Yusuf. Sayyidna Yusuf i)L.JI ~ (Joseph) had said to his brothers: 
-:·f.~ •P..~f!l •. :;.I-' ..l.!'J ~;'-i ;"i L~f~, 1;;'1 ~ Here the brothers have been called 
!,)~ • ~ /,..-,J ~ , r.J- ' 

"jahilun", the ignorant ones, although what they did was not the 
outcome of any error or forgetfulness but they had done that know-
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ingly and with full deliberation. Yet, it is because of their heedlessness 
towards the evil end of their act that they have been called "jahil" 
(ignorant). 

Abu al-'Aliyah and Qatadah report that the noble Companions, may 
Allah be pleased with them all, agreed that .:,IS 1~ "-14---:-~ -4'- 4-!L..I .,...;~ jS' 

.~) , that is, 'any sin committed by a servant of Allah is, anyway, an 
act of ignorance, be it deliberate or otherwise.' 

The master of exegesis, Mujahid said: ~ ~ ,_1...~ ~ .JJI ~ J...~ jS' 

"Every one who is doing anything in disobedience to Allah is, for that 
matter, ignorant while doing it," even though, on the outside, he may 
appear to be a person of great learning. (Ibn Kathir) 

In his Tafsir, al-Ba.Q.r al-Mub.it, Abu I:layyan has said: "This is just 
like what has been reported in a .Qad!th - ,;,-o;.. ~.J _;1)1_;]-!'J , that is, 'a 
person who commits zina (;;idultery) will not be doing so while in a 
state of being a true Muslim.' It means that the time when he 
succumbed to the temptation of this evil act, that was the time when 
he was flung far off from the demand of his faith. For this reason, 
Sayyidna 'Ikrimah said : ~~ 4ls' L,;J.ii.JJ-"1 , that is, 'everything one does in 
this mortal world - outside the framework of obedience to Allah - is 
ignorance.' The logic is very obvious since the person disobeying Allah 
is preferring short-lived pleasures over those ever-lasting; and, _anyone 
who takes the punishment which will last for .ever and ever in 
exchange for this short-lived series of pleasures cannot be called 
rational, sensible or smart. Such a person would be universally termed 
as ignorant, even if he knows the evil of his act and has all the inten
tion and resolve to go ahead with it. 

The gist of the discussion so far is that the sin that a man commits, 
deliberately or mistakenly, gets committed due to nothing but 'jihalat' 
or ignorance. Therefore, there is a consensus of the entire Muslim 
ummah on the principle that the repentance of a person who commits 
some sin deliberately can also be accepted. (al-BaJ:,r al-MuJ:,itl 

Incidentally, there is another point worth attention in the present 
verse which prescribes a condition for the acceptance of repentance -
that one should repent soon without delaying it. The Qur'anic words 
are: "Shortly thereafter." What does "shortly" signify and how much 
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time will come within the limit of "shortly"? The Holy Prophet ~ has 
himself explained this in a l)adith in the following words: ~_;;~1£J1t1 
'-'f~rf~,; pf1. The l)adith means that Allah Almighty accepts the repen: 
tance of His servant until the time he passes into the throes of death 
and his soul struggles to get out of his rattling throat. 

Mul)addith Ibn Marduwayh has narrated from Sayyidna 'Abdullah 
ibn 'Umar ~ .J.JI._r..; that he heard the Holy Prophet r-1-J ~ .J.Ji u-L
saying: 'A believing servant of Allah who repents from his sin a month 
before his death, or repents a day or a moment earlier, Allah Almighty 
shall accept his repentance, the condition being that the repentance 
should be genuine and sincere. (Ibn Kathirl 

In short, the explanation of "min qarib" (shortly thereafter) given 
by the Holy Prophet FJ ~ J.Ji..).- himself tells us that virtually man's 
whole life-time comes under "qarib" and, as such, any repentance 
which is offered well before death shall be acceptable. However, the 
repentance made by man while in throes of death is not acceptable. 
Maulana Ashraf'Ali Thanavi in his Tafsir Bayan al-Qur'an, has elabo
rated the subject by saying that man faces two conditions when close 
to death. Firstly, there is the condition of utter hopelessness when all 
medicines and efforts fail and man comes to realize that death is 
round the corner. This is known as the state of "._,.V i.e., consci~us 
suffering. The second condition relates to what comes after, that is, 
when the pangs of the departure of human soul begin and the fated 
time of ghargharah (the onomatopoetic rattling sound emerging from 
the throat, a herald of approaching death) comes close. This is known 
as the state of...,..~ i.e., total despair. The first condition, that is, the 
condition of conscious suffering comes within the sense of "min qarih" 
and the repentance made at that time is accepted; but, the repentance 
in the second condition, that is, the condition of total despair, is not 
acceptable, for this is a condition when. the angels and things 
belonging to the Hereafter may start appearing before the dying 
person, and they are not included in the sense of"min qarib". 

This explanation given by the Holy Prophet FJ ~ J.JI ...).- has been 
pointed out by the Holy Qur'an itself in the following verse {i.e. verse 
18) where it is expressly mentioned that repenting, after the sure signs 
of death are visible, is not accepted. 
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So, in the light of this explanation the addition of "min qarib" 
(shortly thereafter) in this verse serves to indicate that the very life
span of man is limited in time, and death, which he may think is far 
away, may actually be quite near. 

"Relenting taken by Aliah upon Himself' is a form of promise the 
fulfillment of which is certain. Otherwise the truth is that Allah 
Almighty does not necessarily owe anything to anyone. 

The second verse (18) describes those whose repentance is not 
acceptable with Allah, those who fearlessly go on committing sins 
throughout their entire lives yet, when death stands on their head and 
the withdrawal of their soul is set in motion and the angels of death 
start becoming visible, they start offering repentance. How could their 
repentance become acceptable when they kept running wild with their 
lives and wasted all opportunities of repenting while there was still 
time to repent. This is very much like Pharaoh and his people who 
called out while drowning that they were ready to believe in the Lord 
of Musa (Moses) and I:Iiirun (Aaron). Naturally, they were told that 
their declaration of faith at that time was of no consequence, because 
the time set for it was all over. 

The same thing has been pointed out in the last sentence of the 
verse which says that Allah also does not accept the repentance of 
those who die while they are still disbelievers. What is the worth of a 
declaration of faith right in the middle of one's match with death 
facing the pangs of the withdrawal of thE\ soul from the body? This 
confession or this declaration of faith is out of tune with the time and 
quite worthless now as their punishment stands prepared for them. 

What is repentance? 
After the literal explanation of these two verses, it seems necessary 

to define Taubah or repentance and determine its real nature and 
status. In his 'I~ya' al-'Ulum, Imam al-Ghazali has identified three 
different situations with regard to committing sins: 

The first state is that of total sinlessness, that is, no sin has ever 
been committed. This is either the hallmark of angels or that of the 
prophets, may peace be on them. The second stage of getting involved 
in sin comes when one takes the initiative and ventures into sin and 
then repeats and persists with it, never feeling ashamed or regretful 
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and never thinking of stopping and abandoning it. This is the degree of 
the satans and the devils. The third station belongs to human beings, 
the children of Adam who, immediately after having committed a sin, 
regret it and resolve firmly not to go near it in future. 

This tells us that failing to repent after committing a sin is the 
style of devils exclusively. Therefore, it is the consensus of the entire 
Muslim ummah that Taubah is obligatory. The Holy Qur'an says: 

.1 .. / .1 /' .1 .1 " : -? k /' ,.J .1 .1 -.:; ,, / ,J 

~<c ~~ .. :c '"~I~(':'"'~ .1~,...9 • ~,~ illl til,_,* l'-"'l'='"'.ili 1 ·"'U r- .J"'7"'! .., r-".) ~ ~ tJJ , IJ', 'jJ.jJ 'Y--" ~, '"'i"! -
I,,.., ,, "" t .J ; , 1!1 J. f 

.P._Lj")ti t-:" *~ t _,,. ~ .::.1> -'"(-l:..J.j' "'•Z ~~ 
Jr "t7""' ~ ...,F " · r~ u r~ ::. 

(0 those who believe, repent before Allah, a sincere repen
tance; may be your Lord removes from you your sins and 
admits you to gardens beneath which rivers flow.) (66:8) 

How generous is the mercy of our Lord! A man spends a whole life
time in disobeying Him. Nevertheless, when he repents sincerely 
before his death, not only his sins are forgive11, but he receives much 
more when he is admitted into the circle of favoured servants of Allah 
and made an inheritor of Paradise. · 

In a ./:ladith, the Holy Prophet r-L-' ~ .J.JI ~ has been reported to 
'd , ,,-:. "' '-(j .J .-' !. II / e ::;; , h 0 

' h have sm : 1.J GJj~ ?---~ ....;.UI " ....;lfll" ....UI ~.::.;~I t at 1s one w o repents 
o ~ 0/ ~ o"' IJ, o w;.. o , ' 

from sin is loved by Allah and one who has repented from sin is like 
one who had never committed a sin.' (Ibn Majahl 

According to some narrations, if a servant of Allah repents from a 
sin and his repentance finds acceptance with Him, he is not only 
absolved from having to account for it, but the very record in writing 
posted by the angels is erased out from his book of deeds so that he 
may not be disgraced either. 

However, what is necessary is that the repentance is genuine and 
is offered in sincerity. This repentance stands on three pillars. Firstly, 
one should regret over and feel ashamed about what he or she has 
done. According to hadith, (.iJii:'JH ... lit, that is, 'Taubah is (another name 
of) remorse'. Secondly, one should immediately leave off the sin he has 
committed and he should, for the future too, firmly resolve to stay 
away from it. Thirdly, one should think of making amends for what 
has gone by, that is, he should try to take measures to rectify what 
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has happened in sin to the best of his ability. For example, if he has 
missed a prayer or a fast, he should make up for it by doing what is 
known as qal}a (compensatory worship). If one does not remember the 
correct number of such missed prayers and fasts, he should think, 
calculate and come to an- estimated number and then go on to offer 
qal}a for these in all seriousness. If one finds it impossible to do so all 
at one time, he could offer, with each E}aliih due at its time, one qal}a of 
each E}aliih he missed throughout his life, which is commonly known as 
'umri qal}ii In the same way, one should do his best to make up, as and 
when convenient, for obligatory fasts he missed by offering qal}a fasts. 
May be one has not paid the obligatory zakah due on him; he should, 
then pay the zakah due on him for previous years as well, paying it all 
or paying it gradually. God forbid, if one has usurped someone's right, 
he should return it back to him and if he has hurt someone, he should 
seek his forgiveness. But, should it be that one does not regret what he 
has done, or, despite being regretful, he does not leave off that sin for 
future, then, this repentance is no repentance even though it may be 
said a thousand times, as so delightfully put in verse by a Persian 
poet: 

oW J.J~ jl A J~ ..;...5.;-!-...- .. · ~r. ~~ 
/ 

l...o) 4 ft • -1 jl ~~ <J-" o~l.; •" _ a • • 
/ 

Repentance on the lips, rosary in hand 
and a heart full of the taste of sin 

Sin laughs at my style of see~ing forgiveness! 

The point being made here is that man, once he repents as stated 
earlier, and despite having been in all sorts of sins, becomes a servant 
dear to Allah. And should it ever be that, out of human weakness, one 
does fall into sin yet another time, he should immediately renew his 
repentance in the fond hope that this time, like every other time, Allah 
Almighty shall, being Most-Forgiving, relent towards him. Let me 
conclude with yet another Persian couplet which says: 

Tj~ ~ -..._,J }'1.;~ ~ ~ J.SJ.::.o.;. f!.;~ Lo f!.;~ V'!l 
This is the Court of My Presence, 

not the Court of Despair. 
Even if you have broken (the promise in) your repentance 

a hundred times, come again! 
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Verses 19-21 
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0 those who believe, it is not lawful for you that you 
should forcibly take women as inheritance. And do not 
hold on to them so that you may get away with some of 
what you have given th~m, unless they commit a 
clearly shameful act. And live with them in the recog
nized manner. And if you dislike them, then it is quite 
likely that you dislike something and Allah has placed 
in it a lot of good. [19] 

If you want to take a wife in place of the one (you 
have), and you have given her a lot, then do not take 
back anything from it through imputation and open 
sin? [20] 

And how can you take it when you have had access to 
each other and they have taken a firm covenant from 
you. [21] 

Sequence of verses 

369 

Repentance was mentioned in the previous verses in proportion to 
the related requirement of the text. Before this, there was a series of 
injunctions pertaining to women. The present verses too carry some 
more imperatives against the excesses suffered by women at the hands 
of their husbands, even heirs. Details appear in the Commentary. 

The aim is to correct such social disorders. It may be noted that 
husbands have been particularly addressed in t:j~~ (live with them). 
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Verses 20 and 21 conclude the subject. 

Commentary 
Women before Islam: Eradication of Injustices 

370 

Given in these three verses are steps taken to eliminate injustices 
to which women were commonly subjected: 

1. The most glaring of these was that men used to act as owners of 
the life and property of women, so much so, that a woman taken in 
marriage was passed on as a piece of property after her husband's 
death, on to his heirs. They were considered as the new owners and 
inheritors of the property, plus the wife. They could, if they wished to, 
marry her or give her in marriage to somebody else against payment. 
The son of the husband from another wife could himself marry her 
after the death of his father~ When a living human being has been 
taken as an article of ownership, what would have happened to the 
normal property is all too obvious. This one basic social ill became the 
cause of hundreds of other unjust practices against women, some of 
which are pointed out below: 

(a) If a woman received some property in inheritance or some gift 
from her parents, the poor thing stayed deprived of it. Everything 
received in her name was devoured by men at her husband's home. 

(b) If, somehow the woman did come in possession of her share of 
the property, men would prevent her from remarrying so that she 
could not take her share out of the house - they wanted her to die right 
there where she was, leaving her prqperty which they could possess 
after her. 

(c) In some places there was the practice that if the husband did 
not like his wife because of whimsical factors and not because of any 
shortcoming of the wife, then, while he skipped relating to her as his 
wife, did not get rid of her by giving her a divorce. This was to harass 
her to the limit that she was forced to give him back the jewellery and 
dower money he had given her; or, if he had not yet given these as due, 
he expected that she would forgo her claim before she could hope to be 
released. There were situations when the husband, d~spite having 
divorced her would not let the divorced wife remarry so that she 
breaks up and returns to him the amount of dower he had given her, 
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or forgoes the dower still unpaid. 

(d) On occasions, following the death of her husband, his heirs 
would not let the widow remarry. They would do so either to satisfy 
their false sense of prestig~, or to let her go only after they get some
thing for themselves in the deal. 

As said earlier, all these injustices were pe.rpetrated on the basis of 
the central assumption that man owned not only the property but also 
the very life of the woman. The Holy Qur'an struck at the very root of 
this evil which produced other injustices and openly declared: 

" ~ ....... .J ~ ' ,. e ,. ' ,_,,., 
~,<':.'L.:::::JII • :"!1 ~<:t '-\' l .. !"'l':" .. .lJI'·"U ..r' ,. ')J.tl) r--~ '.J""" u-'-~ "t"! -

0 those who believe, it is not lawful for you that you shoJJld 
forcibly take women as inlJ.eritance. 

The word "forcibly" do~s not appear here as a condition which would 
have given the impres~ion that their becoming owners of women with 
the later's approval was all right, but this restriction has been intro
duced here as a statement of fact. It means that taking over the charge 
of the life and property of women as self-appointed owners without any 
legal or rational basis whatsoever could, obviously, be only "forcibly". 
How could a woman, in her normal senses, ever agree to such a propo
sition? (al-Ba~r al-Mul).itJ. This is why the Shari'ah of Islam does not accept 
her approval in this matter as effective. If any woman, so out of her 
mind, approves of being owned by somebody, the Islamic law is not 
willing to concede this position. 

The common method of preventing injustice and disorder would be 
to use a prohibitive order, but the Holy Qur'an has avoided this 
common method at this place and has expressed the element of prohi
bition by negating the lawfulness of this act by saying:~~.;, 'it is 
not lawful for you'. Here, in addition to stressing upon the severe 
sinfulness of this matter, the purpose may also be to indicate that, 
should it be that someone does go on to marry an adult woman 
without her consent and permission, the marriage thus entered into 
shall not be lawful and, in fact, it is null and void. Being totally non
sequitur, no husband-wife relationship between the map and woman 
gets established from such a marriage, nor do the injunctions of inheri
tance or lineage follow from it. 
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Similarly, if someone forces a woman and takes back the dower he 
had given her, or compels her to forgo the outstanding dower, this 
forced return or forgiveness is not valid in the sight of the Shari'ah. 
Money or property taken in this manner do not make them lawful for 
the man, nor does it cause any due right to be forgiven. This subject 

b f h l 
. fi d . ;". 9 ,J'JI , ,J , ,9"" ,, ; Jl ~ _, ,., , 

has een urt er can 1e m: ~.,...:¢1'1.: ~ l~.i.;:J.~~ 'J). 
' " 

It means: 'Do not prevent women from marrying at their choice 
with the intention of taking back what you, or a relative, have already 
given to them as dower or gift.' So, the giving and the taking back of 
dower is inclusive of the incidence of making the woman forgive the 
dower the payment of which is due, fixed and agreed upon. Whether 
one forces the woman to return the dower amount already paid or 
forces her to forgo the dower still outstanding, both are impermissible 
and patently l;aram (forbidden). Similarly, whatever has been given to 
the wife as gift, ·or something of which she has become the 'owner', 
cannot be taken back by the husband, or the heirs, for it is not lawful 
for them to do so. However, this rule applies only to a situation where 
anything has been assigned to her as an owner. If something was 
given to her for a temporary use, like jewellery or any other article, 
not making her the owner of it, then, that simply does not enter into 
the 'ownership' of the wife and, therefore, asking for their return is not 
forbidden. 

. .,_,..P , , ,,., ..... ~ 
The text, after that, by saYing: ~ HLA.,~4 ,:,I 'Jt exempts some such 

situations under which it becomes permis8fble for the husband to take 
back what he has given, including the dower. It means that should the 
woman commit an act which is clearly shameful and which naturally 
compels the man to divorce her, then, this will be a situation in which 
it does not matter if the husband holds back the word of divorce until 
such time that the woman returns the dower he had given her or 
forgoes the outstanding dower, if that is the case. 

According to Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ~ JJI._,.:,.J , Sayyidah 'A'ishah ._,.:,.J 
~ JJI and Hac}.rat :Oa]:l]:lak ...l.!I._J and others, the word, "fahisha" 
(translated as 'a shameful act') here means disobedience to the 
husband and indecent abuses against him; while, Abu Qilabah and 
I:Iasan al-Baf?rl JJI ~J take it to mean immodesty and adultery in this 
particular place. Thus, the sense would come to be: If these women 
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happen to commit some shameful act or they behave disobediently and 
vituperatively which forces the husband to think of a divorce, then, 
this being a fault of the woman, the husband has the right to hold her 
in the bond of marriage, until he receives back what he had given her, 
or has the outstanding dower forgiven by her. 

The next two verses (20, 21) also enlarge upon this subject. Here it 
has been said that, should it be that the woman has just not shown 
any contumacy or immodesty, but the husband, following his own 
physical desire and pleasure, intends to marry another woman in her 
place, then again it will not be permissible for him to claim anything 
from her in exchange of divorce, even though he had given her a lot of 
wealth. Similarly, it will not be allowed for him to force her to forgo 
the dower due against him. This is because there is no fault of the 
woman and the cause which makes the dower due and payable has 
been vacated, that is, they -have been married and have had their 
privacy with each other. Now, the husband has no right to take back 
what he has given her or make her forgo the dower. 

That the taking back of this amount is an injustice and sin has 
been later on described in three stages. 

F . · "d ~.-! ~· ~~~.,v.~'•~"th · 'd t t k "t Irst, It was sm : ~.:.;...:; Wlj lil.;.f:; ..,;_,~lJI at IS, o you wan o ta e I 
~ ~ 

through imputation and an open sin?" 

This sentence refers back to the previous verse (19) where it was 
laid down that the husband has no right to take back the dower from 
his wife except when she has committed a \shameful act. On the basis 
of this principle the present verse (20) says that if you take back the 
dower from your wife, it will mean that you are imputing her for a 
shameful act, because it is the only situation where your claim may be 
rightful. Since your wife has not committed a shameful act, your claim 
to the dower is a false imputation which is an open sin. 

Secondly, in the following sentence in verse 21, it was said: ::ljj 
• J1 .J '" I.~ •~ '"•"''~ h . h k b k h ~ JJ ~~I JJS ..,;_,~!.; t at IS, ow can you now ta e ac w at you 

had given her when not only the marriage has been solemnized, but 
you have also had access to each other in privacy? For, in this situa
tion, whatever has been given, if against dower, the woman certainly 
deserved it. She now owns it because she surrendered herself to her 
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husband. The idea that it could be returned is senseless. Even if this 
money or property given by the husband was presented or gifted, even 
then, it is not possible that it could be returned because what a 
husband and wife give to each other as gift cannot be taken back. Such 
claim of its return is neither permissible in Shari'ah, nor is it legally 
enforced. So, marital bond prevents the taking back of what has been 
given as gift. 

The same subject has been stated in the last sentence of verse 21: 

Llo..,lll:l.!.,... f..;.. .:_,..i>IJ (and they have taken a firm covenant from you). This 
'covenant' is the bond of marriage which is solemnly attested to with 
the name of Allah before a gathering of people following a khu thah. 

To sum up, once this marital covenant has been made and mutual 
privacy has brought the couple close together, to force the wom;:m to 
return what was given to her is open injustice and tyranny. All 
Muslims must abstain from it. 

Verses 22 - 24 
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,.., 1, .... , 
""Hl.~--" ~ -(lS'-aJI ~~.b; ~J'!q Jl:{? 4J 
"':: y ~ -, 1.) l..l,,; ~ ,; • ~ ·~ 

And do not marry those of women whom your fathers 
had married except what has passed. It is indeed 
shameful and detestable, and it is an evil practice. [22] 

Prohibited for you are your mothers, your daughters, 
your sisters, your paternal aunts, your maternal aunts, 
daughters of brother, daughters of sister, your mothers 
who suckled you, your sisters through suckling, 
mothers of your wives and your step-daughters under 
your care who are born of your women with whom you 
have had intercourse - but if you have not had inter
course with them, then there is no sin on you. And the 
wives of your sons from your loins, and that you 
combine two sisters (in wedlock), except what has 
passed. Surely, Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very
Merciful.[23] 

(And also prohibited are) the women already bound in 
marriage, except the bondwomen you come to own. It 
has been written by Allah for you. All except them have 
been permitted for you to seek (to marry) through your 
wealth, binding yourself, (in marriage) and not only for 
lust. So, whoever of them you have benefited from, give 
them their due as obligated. And there is no sin on you 
in what you mutually consent to after the (initial} 
settlement. Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. [24] 

375 

The present verses are an extension of the description of evil prac
tices common in Jahiliyyah which have' been taken up earlier. A 
detailed discussion appears in the Commentary. 

Commentary: 
These verses give details of mul;wrramat, that is, women with 

whom marriage is prohibited. Some of them are prohibited for ever, 
never becoming lawful under any condition. Some are not permanently 
prohibited. They become lawful under some particular circumstances. 

There are three kinds of permanently-prohibited women referred 
to in the first category. They are those by kinship, by fosterage and by 
relationship through marriage, and are permanently prohibited. The 
kind mentioned at the end remains prohibited until they are bound in 
marriage with someone else. 
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An explanation of the verses follows with relevant part of the verse 
appearing in the lead: 

1 ~ """'"' " ,.,. " (A d d h f h ~~jl;l' ~~ 1.~ 'i; n o not marry t ose o women w om your 
fathers had married) (verse 22): During the days of Jiihiliyyah, people 
had no qualms when they went ahead and married the wife of their 
father after his death. In this verse, Allah Almighty has prohibited 
this shameful practice; an evil which invites His wrath. How can 
someone keep calling a woman his mother for a long time and yet 
stoop so low as to make her his wife after the death of the father? 

Ruling: 
1. Marrying the legally wedded wife or'the father has been declared 

unlawful in this noble verse. There is no restriction here to indicate 
marital consummation by the father. So, the fact that the father has 
married a woman is enough to forbid the son from entering into 
marriage with that woman. It will never be lawful. Similarly, itis not 
correct for the father to marry the wife of his son, even if the marriage 
of the son is limited to formal 'nikiil)' and his wife has not yet come to 
live with him. (Ibn 'Abidin) 

2. If the father has fallen into illicit relations with some woman, 
even then it will not be permissible for the son to marry that woman. 

~f # d.::.;f (Prohibited for you are your mothers): It means 
that it is unlawful to marry one's own mother and the word, 
"ummahiitukum" (your mothers), includes all grandmothers, paternal 
or maternal. 

~J(and your daughters) means that it is unlawful to marry one's 
own real daughter, and the daught-er of the daughter, and the 

. daughter of the son. 

In short, marrying a daughter, grand-daughter, great-grand
daughter; maternal grand-daughter, great-grand-daughter is all 
unlawful. As for marrying a step-daughter, from a different husband, 
whom the wife has brought with her, there are details which will 
appear later. As regards the son or daughter who are not real but have 
been adopted, it is permissible to marry them or their offspring, 
subject to the provision that such marriage is not unlawful due to 
some other consideration. Similarly, if a person fathers a daughter by 
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indulging in zina with a woman, the girl thus born will be governed by 
the rule which applies to a daughter and marriage with her too will 
not be correct. 

~~lj' (and your sisters): Marrying one's own real siste; is 
unlawful, as well as marrying an 'allati sister (half-sister from the 
same father but different mother), and also marrying an akhya{I sister 
(half-sister from the same mother but different father). 

p; (and your paternal aunts): Marriage with the real sister of 
one's father, his half-sister from their father's side and his half-sister 
from their mother's side is unlawful. It means that one cannot marry 
apy paternal aunt from the three kinds described above . 

. ~;(and your maternal aunts): Marriage with a sister of ones 
mother, whether real (./:laqiqi) or half-sister from their father's side 
('allati) or half-sister from their mother's side (akhyafi), is unlawful. 

,., ..Pt.., . . 
~'"il ..:;..;.,; (and daughters of brother): It means that marnage with 

one's nieces is also unlawful, whether they be .Q.aqiqi, 'allati or akhya{I. 
Marriage with the daughters of all three types of brothers, real or half, 
as given above, is not lawful. 

> .9 > ..9 I 
s->'"il ..;...::_;(and daughters 9f sister): It means that marriage with 

one's maternal nieces is also unlawful, whether the sisters be .Q.aqiqi or 
'allati or akhya{I. The daughters of such sisters cannot be taken in 
marriage. 

_,,,.,.,.-..,.!..9J,~o:;'c d h h kld )Th. c ~) ~I ~If an your mot ers w o sue e you : IS re1ers 
to women who, even though they are not the real mothers, are treated 
in Shar1'ah like mothers in the sense that marriage with them is as 
prohibited as with one's real mother. The quantity or the frequency of 
feed makes no difference; the said unlawfulness stands established 
under all eventualities. Muslim Jurists refer to this as the unlawful
ness through fosterage. 

However, it is necessary to remember that this unlawfulness 
through fosterage gets established when suckling takes place at a time 
which is the usual time for it during childhood. The Holy Prophet ~ 
has said: "~~~ &;: U~~~ Lf~ ": Fosterage is only from hunger" which 
means that the unlawfulness that becomes established through suck
ling shall come into effect only when suckling has taken place at a 
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time when the child has no other option but to suckle and grow 
through it. (al-Bukhari and Muslim) 

According to Imam Abu I;Ian!fah, this period ranges between the 
birth of the child and when he or she is two and a half years old. 
According to other Muslim jurists which includes his special disciples, 
Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Mu.Q.ammad dw J.J1 L....,.-.; the period of suck
ling is two years only, therefore, if a boy or girl suckles at the breast of 
a woman after the age of two years, the prohibition of marriage due to 
fosterage will not come into affect. 

~l.1.51 ~~~{;(and your sisters through suckling): It means that 
marriage with sisters related through the bond of fosterage is also 
unlawful. Going in details, it works out that a woman who suckles a 
boy or girl during the days of suckling becomes their foster-mother, 
and her husband becomes their foster-father, and the offspring of that 
woman become his brothers and sisters, and the sisters of that woman 
become their maternal aunts, and the elder and younger brothers of 
her husband become the foster-uncles of these children, and the sisters 
of the husband of that woman become the paternal aunts of these chil
dren; and thus, in between all of them, the relationship of fosterage 
resulting in prohibition of marriage is established. The marriage 
which is mutually unlawful as based on the relation of kinship 
becomes equally unlawful as based on the relation of suckling. The 
Holy Prophet rLJ ~ J.II._..J.... has said: iJ~_,..ll <.)"' ~T'-'.. L.o ~L.::.)I ir' iJ"<-1. (Bukhari) 

(That which becomes unlawful by kin~hip becomes unlawful by 
fosterage). Another narration from the $al)El) of Muslim as in Mishkat, 
page 273, says: .,_:.)1 <.)"' i.r-Lo ~~)I<.)"' i.r' .J.ll ,:,1 (Surely, Allah has prohibited 
through fosterage what He has prohibited through kinship.) 

Rulings: 
1. If a boy and a girl were suckled by a certain woman, the two of 

them cannot be married to each other. Similarly, marriage with the 
daughter of a foster-brother and foster-sister is also not possible. 

2. Marriage with the lineal mother of foster-brother and foster
sister is permissible. It is also lawful to marry the foster-mother of the 
lineal sister of foster-sister; and the foster-sister of the lirteal sister. 

3. The unlawfulness of marriage becomes established if the feed is 
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received by the child during the days of suckling either through the 
mouth, or the nose. Should it be that the feed is given to the child by 
any other inlet, or it is injected in, then, the unlawfulness of fosterage 
will not come to be established. 

4. No feed other than the feed from the woman suckling the child 
(for example, milk from animals or male humans), establishes 
fosterage. 

5. If the feed is mixed in medicine or in milk from a goat, cow or 
buffalo, the unlawfulness of marriage as based on suckling shall be 
established only when the quantity of the woman's feed measures 
more, or when it is at least equal. But, if the woman's feed is less than 
that, this unlawfulness shall not come to be established 

6. If male mammalian glands happen to lactate, it does not go on to 
prove the unlawfulness of marriage from suckling. 

7. If a woman lets a child mouth her mpple, but there is no 
certainty that the child has sucked the feed in, then this will not 
establish the unlawfulness through suckling and it will not affect the 
lawfulness of marriage, because the prohibition of marriage is not 
established where actual suckling is doubtful. 

8. If a man marries a certain woman while some other woman 
claims that she has suckled both of them, then, should both of them 
confirm it, it will be decided that the marriage was incorrect. However, 
should both of·them reject the claim it w~ll not be mandatory on the 
spouses to vacate the marriage, however, if the woman appears to be 
God-fearing and a practicing Muslim, it is preferable for the spouses to
opt for separation through divorce. 

9. The witness of two practicing Muslims is necessary in order to 
prove unlawfulness through suckling. This will not be proved by the 
witness of one man or one woman. But, since this is a very serious 
matter involving the whole life being l:wliil or l)ariim a precautionary 
attitude will always be advisable. Therefore, some Muslim jurists have 
ruled that if one intends to marry a woman, and only one practicing 
Muslim testifies that they are foster brother and sister, it will not be 
permissible for them to contract marriage. And if the evidence of one 
witness, male or female, comes forth after they have married each 
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other, even then, it will be safe and prudent for them to opt for volun
tary separation. 

10. According to the recognized rules of evidence, the testimony of 
one man and two women is equal to that of two male witnesses. There
fore, even if one man and two women testify the fact of suckling, the 
foster-relationship will stand proved. 

, ..., .P ,; . 
~L;. 41; (and the mothers of your Wives): Also unlawful to 

husbands are the mothers of their wives. Here too, the word, 
"ummahat" includes all grandmothers of wives, maternal, paternal, 
lineal or foster. 

Ruling: 
1. Just as the mother of a legally wedded wife is unlawful, very 

similarly, equally unlawful is the mother of a woman with whom one 
has slept assuming het to be_his wife, (while, in fact, she was not his 
wife) or with whom zina (adultery) has been committed, or who has 
been touched lustfully. 

2. The initial bond or marriag~; in itself, renders the mother of 
one's wife unlawful for him. It means that even if the husband has 
never slept with his wife, her mother is still unlawful for him to 
marry. 

/ J 7_, !, g ...., VI .J :., .J .,..... 
;)+. ~-" 1:..~ ~~.1-<:: :~ ~ >_<J;J4. ~~I ~-<::-';:t:;; (and your step-daughters ,,r-- ; r-~ , , ~:, , "" r--:" .... 

under your care who are born of your women with whom you have had 
intercourse): When one marries a woman al?-d sleeps with her after the 
marriage, the daughter of that woman from another husband becomes 
unlawful for him, and so do her grand-daughters, both paternal and 
maternal. Marriage with them is not permissible. But, if the husband 
has not yet slept with his wife and has divorced her after the contract 
of marriage, then her daughter or grand-daughter will not be unlawful 
for him. But, following nikiil;, if one touches his wife lustfully, or looks 
at her private part with sexual desire, then this too, will be taken as 
having sex with her, therefore, it will make the daughter of that 
woman unlawful. 

The words "your women" used in this context are general. There
fore, it is not the legally wedded wife only whose daughters are 
unlawful for the husband, but the same rule applies to a woman who 
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is not really wedded to the person, but he has had sexual intercourse 
with her either under the wrong impression that she is his wife, or in 
adultery. The daughter and grand-daughter of such women will also 
become unlawful for him . 

.'-. ,., ,., ~ J ............. "".!. .............. r?l ~ ~::!J~~~I J;~J' (and the wives of your sons from your 
loins): The wife of one's own son is unlawful, and the universality of 
'son' includes grandsons, paternal or maternal. So, marriage with their 
wives shall not be permissible. 

-'~')l:.l ~(from your loins): This particular restriction is used here 
to exclude the adopted son. Marriage with his wife is lawful. As far as 
a foster son is concerned, he is governed by the rule which governs the 
lineal son, therefore, marriage with his wife too is unlawful. 

,,,_,, " ,..~, .. -- •"' ( d h b" . . dl ~~I~ I~ .;If an t at you com me two Sisters m we ock): 
Also" unlawful is the combining of two sisters in the bond of marriage. 
They may be real sisters or half sisters from the father's side or sisters 
from the mother's side (l;aqiqi, 'allati, akhya{i). They may be sisters by 
lineage or sisters by fosterage. This rule covers all of them. However, 
when one sister has been divorced it is permissible to marry another 
sister, but this permissibility beco:r'~s effective only after the period of 
'iddah has expired. Marriage during 'iddah is not permissible. 

Rulings: 
1. Just as one cannot combine two sisters in his marriage, it is also 

unlawful for him to combine a paternal aunt and her niece, and a 
maternal aunt and her niece. They to6 cannot be combined in 
marriage with any one person. As reported in al-Bukhar! and Muslim, 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.Ji.)..:. has said: 

,;'; ~ " .., """' ~ :1 "" 

(.L. 1;,.,) 1~-tt;"' il$tj ~_., ";i"" l'i·~c"" ilftj -:'-'"'_p,,J' ";i 
r-J..SJ . ~ :J 7J" ~ .J " .J /J" ~ ~ 

Do not combine a woman with her paternal aunt, nor a 
woman with her maternal aunt 

2. Muslim jurists have mentioned the general principle that any 
two women, out of whom, if one was supposed to be a male, then, their 
marriage with each other would turn out to be incorrect according to 
Islamic law, thus two women of this kind cannot be combined in 
marriage with one man. 
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....4L.. .Ul.o ':II (except what has passed): It means that whatever has been 
the practice during J iihiliyyah will not be called to account. These 
words have also appeared in verse 22. There too, the meaning is the 
same, that is, that which came to pass during Jiihiliyyah has passed. 
Now that Islam has been embraced, past deeds will not be taken into 
account, but it is necessary to abstain from them in future. 

In the same way, it is necessary at this time of the revelation of 
what was unlawful that separation be made if one holds the wife of his 
father, or two sisters, in marriage. In the case of two sisters, it is 
compulsary that one sister be separated. 

As narrated by the blessed Companion, Sayyidna Bara , Ibn 'Azib, 
the Holy Prophet r-L-.J ~ ..ll1._;.., had sent Sayyidna Abu Burdah ibn 
Niyar to execute a man because he had married the wife of his father. 
CMishkat, p. 274) 

Ibn Firoz Dailami narrates from his father: 'When I embraced 
Islam, I had two sisters married to me. I went to the Holy Prophet .}.4 

rL.J ~ ..lll with the problem.' He said: "Separate by divorcing one -and 
keeping the other." (Mishkat, p. 274) 

These narrations tell us that just as it is not lawful, after 
embracing Islam; to contract marriage with father's wife or to combine 
two sisters in marriage, similarly it is also unlawful to maintain such 
marriages, if they have been contracted by someone before he 
embraced Islam. 

"" ,, ;I 1 "' 

~; 1~_;.u 5lS'-jjl ~~(Surely, Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful) 
means that anything people did erroneously before the advent of Islam 
will be overlooked by Allah Almighty once they have embraced Islam 
and they can be sure that He will turn to them with the great reach of 
His mercy. 

--L:::~JI ~ ,! ! ~~lj' (the women already bound in marriage): It means 
, "' 

that women having husbands have also been made unlawful. So far as 
a woman is married to a person, no other person can marry her. From 
here, it becomes very clear that a woman cannot live with more than 
one husband simultaneously. There are some ignorant and loud
mouthed people in our time who have started saying - when men are 
allowed to take more than one wife, women too should have the 
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permission to enjoy more than one husband. This tasteless bravado is 
totally contrary to this noble verse. People who indulge in such flip
pant display of ignorance do not see that plurality of wives is a 
blessing which has been historically endorsed in all religions and soci
eties. But, for a woman, having more than one husband at the same 
time is not only a headache for her in person, but it is also disgraceful 
for those two men who become husbands to one woman. This weird 
arrangement is not only shameless, but also leaves no possibility of 
any offspring being born lineally sound. When many men benefit from 
one woman, there will remain no method of attributing the fatherhood 
of the child so born to any one of the participating husbands. Such an 
obnoxious demand can only be made by those who are totally hostile to 
the graces of humanity, those who have buried their sense of shame 
once and for all and those who are supporting the movement to 
deprive human beings of blessings that issue forth from the recognized 
channel of parents and children bound in a charter of mutual rights. 
When lineage goes unproved, who is going to be charged with the 
responsibility of taking care of mutual rights and duties? 

Even if this is looked at purely in terms of nature and reason, 
there seems to be no justification for' the provision of several husbands 
for one woman: 

1. The basic purpose of marriage is procreation. Seen from this 
angle, several women can certainly become pregnant from one man, 
but one woman cannot become pregnant ~rom several men. She will 
become pregnant from none but one. What has thus happened is that, 
given the presence of several husbands, the procreating ability of all 
husbands, except one, was totally wasted on that count. They ended 
up with nothing beneficial except the lone satisfaction of their sexual 
·drive. 

2. Experience shows that woman is a genre more delicate than 
man. For a major portion of the year, she does not remain physically 
amenable to intimacy. There are conditions and circumstances in 
married life when it is not possible for her to fulfill the rights of even 
one husband, let alone more than one husband seeking her physical 
attention. 

3. Since man is healthier and stronger in terms of physical power 
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as compared to woman, man should, if his sexual strength is above 
average and he cannot find satisfaction by limiting himself to one 
woman, have the opportunity, of course by permissible means, to 
marry twice and thrice. If this is not allowed, he will take to impermis
sible ways of satisfying his desires, and in that process, he will ruin 
the whole society. But, the likelihood that woman could bring about 
such ruination is very remote. 

This question is so important in the Shari'ah of Islam that it has 
not only ruled the second marriage of a woman unlawful when she is 
already married to someone else, but it also goes farther when it rules 
that, should the husband of a woman divorce her, or die, she still 
cannot marry another person until after the expiry of her 'iddah or 
waiting period . 

.J.J ,~,._,.. -:: . 
~~I~~~~ (ex~ept the bondwomen you come ~o own): Th1s 

sentence is an exception from the rule set in ;'~111.).. ~ !..-;,:.ll)(the women ... ; 

already bound in marriage). 

It means that it is not permissible that a woman who already has a 
husband be taken in marriage by another person, unless she comes in 
the ownership of a person as a bondwoman. This happened when 
Muslims had to carry out jihad against the infidels of Diir-al-l)arb (a 
non-Muslim state without a treaty of peace with the Muslims). As a 
result of a valid war with them women prisoners might have been 
brought to the Islamic state. If their non-Muslim husbands remained 
behind in their original non-Muslim State, their bond of marriage with 
them used to be terminated by their entry into the Islamic state, and 
it was lawful for a Muslim to marry her, if she was a Christian, a Jew 
or had embraced Islam. Similarly, if the head of the Islamic state 
opted to make her a bondwoman and had given her to a participant in 
the war as his share in the spoils, he could also enjoy her company. 
However, this marriage or enjoyment was permissible only after she 
goes through at least one menstruation period after her entry into the 
Islamic state. If it appeared that she was pregnant from her previous 
husband, it was necessary to wait until she delivers the child. 

Rulings: 
1. If a disbelieving woman embraces Islam .in Dar al-l:larb while 

her husband is a disbeliever, she will be released from the bond of 
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marriage with him after the expiry of three menstrual periods. 

2. If a disbelieving woman embraces Islam in Dar al-Islam and her 
husband is a disbeliever, then, the local legal authority should induce 
the husband to think about accepting Islam. If he refuses to become a 
Muslim, the Muslim judge should bring about a separation between 
the two. This separation will be taken as the divorce after which, the 
woman completes her period of 'iddah and becomes free to marry any 
Muslim of her choice. 

~~I ~ (It has been written by Allah for you): It means that 
the unlawfulness of marriage with women identified by Allah is some
thing determined by Him. 

J 'v .,_,_,.,~.; . 
~~ ~ IS.J~ ~ ~1; (All except them have been permitted for you): It 

means that women other than those whose unlawfulness has been 
mentioned upto this point are lawful for you; for example, the 
daughter of an uncle, the daughter of a maternal aunt, the sister born 
of a maternal uncle, and the wife of a maternal or paternal uncle -
after their death or after they have divorced her - subject to the condi
tion that any other reason of prohibition does not exist. In addition to 
that, there is the wife of an adopted son who can be lawfully married 
after he divorces, or dies; so also, if one's wife dies, he can marry her 
sister - these being some of the many lawful options available. All 
these have been covered under the generality of ~i ~-e;~ (All except 
them). 

Ruling: 
It is not permissible to have more than four wives simultaneously. 

Detailed comments on this subject have already appeared in the begin
ning of Surah Al-Nisa'. Not finding any reference to this in the imme
diate context of the present verses should not lead anyone to misun
derstand that, may be, the generality of the Qur'anic words, ~3~l.)'j~ 
(All except them) allows unrestricted marriage with women. Besides 

the women, marriage with whom is unlawful as declared in the Holy 

Qur'an, there are several others in this category as mentioned in the 

noble Al)adith, indications of which appear in the Qur'anic verses also 
and to which we have been pointing out in our comments. 

' / / ,, ,. ,, l h 
~~_,;.~I~ .;I (that you may seek {to marry} through your wea t ): 
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It means that the description of women unlawful for marriage is there 
to induce you to look for lawful women with the help of your wealth 
and enter into marriage with them. In Mkam al-Qur'an, Abu Bakr al
Jar;H?af? ~ JJ1 ~.)writes that this part of the verse tells us two things. 
Firstly, marriage cannot materialize devoid of dower (even if the 
parties to marriage decide between themselves that the marriage will 
take place without dower, still, dower will be necessary, details of 
which are available in books of Fiqh.) Secondly, it tells us that dower 
(mahr) should be something which can be termed as "miil" (inclusive of 
wealth, property, assets etc.) According to the I:lan~fiyyah, mahr 
(dower) should not be less than ten dirhams. One dirham is equivalent 
to 3 112x17 grains Troy of silver. 

~~ ~ 5~:-;' .. ! (binding yourself in marriage, and not only for 
lust): It means that one should seek lawful women with the help of 
one's assets and it should be clearly understood that the seeking of 

women is to safeguard modesty and chastity, which is the crucial 
purpose of a marriage. And it is through marriage alone that the 

desired objective has to be achieved and certainly not through spend
ings to find women for zina (fornication). This tells us that, no doubt 

the fornicators too spend out of their assets, but that spending is 
patently unlawful, and benefiting from a woman who has been 
procured by such spending is never lawful. The addition of ~L.:.:!~.ll 
(not for lust) here serves two purposes. As obvious, it forbids zina 
(fornication) while it also points out that the purpose of zina is nothing 
but to run after lust and to waste one's semen for unlawful enjoyment 
- because it is not aimed at the seeking of children and the preserva
tion of the human race. Muslims must stay chaste investing their 
strength where it is due in the best interest of human procreation, the 
method of which is to have a wife in marriage, or a bondwoman - in 
case one comes to have one. 

~ ~ ,~-t,.J,,.J,I-;.J,J• ":"aJ' ,,,.,.,,,., "'~ S h f 
~-'! ~.J.Y': ~_,ru ~ ~~· -.- ,- .1 W ( o, w oever o them you have 

benefited from, give them their due as obligated): 'Benefiting' in this 
verse refers to coition and it means that the payment of full dower is 

1. Literally, it means 'flowing of water' and indicates to seeking ejaculation 
out oflust. (Editor) 
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due on the husband only when he had benefited from her company by 
having sex with her. If, after the initial marriage contract the wife has 
not come to live with the husband who thus does not get the opportu
nity to 'benefit' from her company, and he divorces her before having 
that opportunity, the payment of mahr (dower) due against him 
becomes half. Special attention has been drawn in this verse to the 
situation when, once this 'benefit' has been received from some 
woman, the payment of her mahr becomes obligatory on all counts. 
Any shortcoming in doing so is against the letter and spirit of Muslim 
law. Moreover, the universal human sense of honour dictates that 
consequent to the purpose of marriage having been achieved, there 
should be no failing or delaying in giving the wife her due - however, 
the Shari'ah gives the woman the additional right that she can, if the 
mahr (dower) is prompt (mu'ajjal), refuse to go to her husband until 
the payment of the mahr has been made to her. 

The unlawfulness of Mut'ah 
The root of the Arabic word, t.~!: istimta' is t.- ..:.. - i (mim - ta -

'ain) which means to derive benefit .. Any benefit derived from a person 
or from wealth, property, assets etc. is called istimta'. According to 
Arabic grammar, the addition of the letters .,. : sin and..:.. : tii to the root 
of any word gives the meaning of seeking. Based on this lexical expla
nation, the simple and straight sense of the Qur'anic expression, re:::•::'• t 
(you have benefited), as understood by the entire Muslim ummah from 
the revered early elders to their successors and followers, is just what 
we have stated a little earlier. But, a secV says that it means the 
conventional mut'ah and, according to its adherents, this verse proves 
that mut'ah is l;.alal (lawful). Therefore, it is pertinent here to give a 
brief account of mut'ah and its unlawfulness. 

Mut'ah which was in vogue before the advent of Islam was a 
temporary contract between a man and a woman for having sexual 
relationship between them for a specified period in exchange of money 
or a specified kind offered by the man to the woman. This type of 
contract, which was never meant to create permanent rights and obli
gations of marriage, was clearly prohibited by the Holy Qur'an and 
Sunnah, however, this particular sect claims that it is still l;.aliil 

1. [i.e. the Shi'ites] (editor). 
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(permissible). They sometimes seek support to this claim from the 
present verse just on the ground that the word 'mut'ah' has been 
derived from the same root wherefrom the word j.~!:·::~ ~used in this 
verse has been derived. Obviously, this argument is too far-fetched, 
and the present verse itself is sufficient to refute it, because before the 
word j~!'::'•'::'• t , the Holy Qur'an has used the words ~!.::.! ;;i 5~~; :.1 
(binding yourself in marriage and not only for lust) which clearly prove 
that the sexual relationship approved by the Holy Qur'an is the only 
one which aims at chastity through the permanent bond of marriage, 
and not a relationship based on satisfYing lust for a temporary period 
which has been termed by the Holy Qur'an as 'flowing water'. 

Now, it is obvious that the contract of mut'ah has nothing to do 
with this concept. It neither creates permanent rights and obligations, 
nor does it bring about a family set-up, nor does it aim at having chil
dren and maintain chastitT- It is nothing but to satisfy the sexual 
desire for a short period of time. 

As a result, the woman with whom mut'ah is done is not given even 
the status of a wife who could inherit from her very pragmatic counter
part - who, for that matter, does not even have the grace to count her 
among his recognized wives. The reason is very simple as the purpose 
here is nothing but sexual gratification, an attitude which drives men 
and women to keep hunting for ever-new sex-partners in a temporary 
setting. If this be the state of affairs, mut'ah (referred to as temporary 
marriage) can never be taken as the guar{lntor of modesty and chas
tity; it is, on the contrary, its very enemy. 

Therefore, the Qur'anic words ~~ ~ ;)~~;!.:!are more than enough 
to rule out the possibility of mut'ah being meant by the present verse. 

The author of. Hidayah has attributed to Imam Malik that, 
according to him, mut'ah is permissible. But, this attribution is totally 
incorrect as clarified by the commentator of Hidayah and other 
respected scholars who say that the author of Hidayah has attributed 
this view to Imam Malik inadvertently. 

However, there are some of those who claim that Sayyidna Ibn 
'Abbas~ J.ll._,.;.; believed in the lawfulness of mut'ah right upto his 
later years, although this is not so. Imam al-Tirmidhi, devoting a 
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chapter to "mut'ah", has reported two al).adith. The first one is as 
follows: 

~ ~ ~ r-L-' ~ .JJI ~~I l)j ~u, ~j 0-1 ~ ~ 
_r.:> ~j ~~ l.rl-1 i_,J. ~-'.WI 

'Ali ibn Abi 1'a1ib =. .l.JI ...,:.:..) reports that the Holy Prophet g. on 
the occasion of the battle of Khyber, prohibited mut'ah with 
women and from (eating) the meat of domestic donkeys. 

This l).adith appears in al-Bukl).ari and Muslim as well. The second 
l)adith reported by Imam al-Tirmidhi is given below: 

~'JI..:Jj I;!~ i'J.-~1 J_,j..) WI ..:...;LS' U[ :Jli ..,..,~ 0-1l ~ 
~I.,..., (...-i js:J :V"~ 0-1l Jli .~, ~l..tl .:.s:..1.o \...._,1 ~l_,jl ~ 'JI 

it,~·~ 
Ibn 'Abbas JW.s. J.JI_,;:..J says: Mut'ah was there only in the early 

. d f I 1 ·1 h ( ,, ~ •"' " ~ ~·-"" " " ) peno o s am unti t e verse - r+~l ~ ~jl ~IJ.JI ~ "i~ - was 
revealed. Then, he said: All private parts other than these are 

unlawful (that is other than t~ose of the legally wedded wife 
and the bondwoman one may come to have). 

Nevertheless, this much has to be said that Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas 
~ JJI .?.J took mut'ah to be permissible upto a certain time. Then, it 
was on the good counsel of Sayyidna 'Ali....._ JJI ~.J (as in $a"Q.ll.l Muslim, v.l, 

p.452) and under the chastening impact of the noble verse: t,;~( ~l_;'jf ~ ~~ 
;.;f~f ill: that he revoked his earlier position, as indicated in the narra
tion from TirmidhL 

It is very strange that the sect which believes in the lawfulness of 
mut'ah - despite its claim to love and obey Sayyidna 'Ali ~ J..JI .?.J -
elects to oppose no less a person than him on this particular issue. 

The author of Ru}:l al-Ma'ani reports from QaQ.i 'AyaQ. that mut'ah 
was lawful before the battle of Khayber, but it was made unlawful 
during it. Mter that, it was declared lawful on the day of the Conquest 
of Makkah, but it was after three days that it was proclaimed as 
unlawful for ever. 

There is yet another point worthy of our attention. The Qur'anic 
statement: 
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} -:., .J.I , ,, ,., .., ,..., ,.1 -; .J .1 it ~ ' ·u l ·~1 ~ L.:,l , (·I •t: ~~ :',t:.:t; ' '-'-:t "' :',.lJI" I*' .. jt+J - 'J ~ 'J_) u- ... ..,~ ~..,~ ~ j"'! ... ~ 
.-:. ... "!'.I-' • 

. ~JA"'~ 

(And those who guard their private parts, save from their 
wives or from their bondwomen, then, they are not blame
worthy). 
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is so explicit that it admits of no other interpretation. It shows the 
unlawfulness of mut'ah very clearly. Seeking flimsy support from some 
rare and unauthentic readings is absolutely incorrect. 

To sum up our earlier submissions, there is no absolute proof to 
support the view that the Qur'anic word, f.!,:-•-::•1 (you have benefited) 
refers to conventional mut'ah. /This is just a remote possibility which 
can never override the absolute proof contained in ~ ~~~ m';jf ~ ~~ 
~Gf cited above. Specially, keeping in view the well-settled principle of 
Islamic jurisprudence, that where two arguments or two interpreta
tions are equally possible, the one supporting prohibition is always 
preferred. 

Ruling: 
Like mut'ah, a time bound marriage is also unlawful. A time-bound 

marriage (termed in Islamic jurisprudence as al-nika.Q al-muwaqqat) is 
a marriage entered into for a fixed time. The difference between the 
two is that mut'ah is done by using the words of mut'ah. A time-bound 
marriage is done by saying the word, nika.Q which is normally used for 
regular marriage . 

... ,,, '"l' ,,, .. .. ,..,,.~~~~ .... "'-'"' (A d th . . . h t ~-tJI ~ ~ ~~~ ~ r~ c~ 'if n ~re 1s no sm on you m w a 
you mutually consent to after the {initial} settlement): This sentence in 
the verse means that mahr or dower which has been fixed mutually is 
not, in the real sense, absolute imd definitive, and something to which 
nothing could be added or deleted. On the contrary, a husband can add 
something on his own accord on the fixed mahr, and the wife too, if she 
so desires, willingly and happily, can forgo a part of her mahr, or the 
whole of it. The generality of the words also allows a situation where a 
woman willingly agrees to defer the payment of a dower which was 
originally settled to be prompt. 

~ ~~;:sl.f~iliS~(Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise): The addi
tion of this sentence towards the end of the verse tells us two things. 
Firstly, that All knows. He is aware of everything. His injunctions are 
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there to be complied with. If somebody acts against these and even if a 
judge, a ruler, or any other human being ever gets to find out about it, 
Allah, in His most exalted state of being, knows all about this and 
everything else. One must keep fearing Him under all circumstances. 
Secondly, that the injunctions He has revealed are all based on 
l)ikmah or wisdom. In essence, I:Iikmah (Allah's wisdom) is too deep to 
be understood by everyone. The injunctions concerning what is 
unlawful and lawful as given in these verses, whether or not one 
understands their cause, reason or justification, must be believed in, 
accepted and obeyed. This is because, even though we may not know 
the raison d'etre, the cause, reason or justification, it hardly matters, 
for the Creator and the Master of the Command, Allah Almighty 
certainly knows it all, being the All-Knowing, the Wise. 

There are many people, educated but ignorant, visibly spread out 
in our contemporary Muslim and non-Muslim societies, who go about 
gopher-like, searching for the causes of Divine injunctions. When they 
fail to find any, they side-track the need to comply with the injunction 
by saying that the Word of God .was, God-forbid, contrary to the 
requirements of the modern age, or worse still, unsuitable. The words 
of the verse have silenced such people for ever by telling them: 'You 
are ignorant. Your Creator is All-Knowing. You lack understanding. 
Allah is All-Wise. Do not make your reason the touchstone of the 
Truth.' 

Verse 25 
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And the one who cannot afford to marry the free 
Muslim women, then (he may marry) the one you own 
of the Muslim girls. And Allah knows best about your 
faith. You are similar to each other. So, marry them 
with the permission of their masters and give them 
their dues, as recognized, they being bound in 
marriage, not going for lust, nor having paramours. So, 
once they have been bound in marriage, then, if they 
commit a shameful act, they shall be liable to half of 
the punishment prescribed for the free women. That is 
for those of you who fear falling in sin. And that you be 
patient is better for you. And Allah is Most-Forgiving, 
Very-Merciful. [25] 

392 

It is in continuation of the injunctions relating to marriage which 
have been appearing earlier that the text now takes up the option of 
marriage with bondwomen who qualify as such under the stipulations 
of the Shar1'ah of Islam. Then, the injunction of IJadd punishment 
concerning them has been added along since the status of a bondman 
and bondwoman is different from a free man and a free woman. 
Detailed explanation follows. 

Commentary 
The word, !PJ;( (tau!) in the Qur'anic text signifies power, capability 

and means. The sense of the verse is that one who does not have the 
capability or means to marry free Muslim women, can marry Muslim 
bondwomen. This clearly indicates that one should, as far as possible, 
marry only a free woman and simply not \marry a bondwoman. But, 
should it be that one has to marry a bondwoman, he-should look for a 
Muslim bondwoman 

This is the very junshc position of Imam Abu Hanifah according to 
whom marrying a bondwoman, specially a bondwoman from the people 
of the Book (Jews or Christians) while having the power and means to 
marry a free woman, is makrl.ih (not desirable) 

According to Imam Shafi'i and other Imams, marrymg a bond
woman while having the power and means to marry a free woman is 
unlawful CQ.aram), and marrying a bondwoman from the people of the 
Book is absolutely impermissible. 

In short, to avoid marrying a bondwoman is, under all conditions, 
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certainly better for a free man. However, if one has to do so under 
personal lack of choice, marrying a Muslim bondwoman is better. The 
reason is that the offspring from a bondwoman becomes automatically 
bonded to the owner of the bondwoman. Furthermore; there remains 
the danger that the offspring from the non-Muslim bondwoman could 
adopt a religion other than Islam following the example of the mother. 
So, in order to resuce the children from bondage and to ensure that 
they remain Muslims, it is necessary that the mother of the children 
should be free. If she is a bondwoman, let her, at the least, be neces
sarily a Muslim, so that the faith of the child remains secure for future 
flowering. For this reason, respected scholars have said that marrying 
a free woman from the people of the Book is, no doubt, correct, but, 
staying away from doing so is better; and in a time like this, its impor
tance is much too obvious to be emphasized as Jewish and Christian 
women usually marry Muslim men to influence the husband himself, 
and his children, into adopting their religion. 

This much established, the text then says: ~?t; ~.:~.q's:~~~-rillrl11;: 
It means that Allah is fully aware of your faith, that is, 'Iman or faith 
is the criterion of precedence. It is very likely that a bondman or bond
woman may be far ahead of free men and women on the scale of faith. 
Therefore, the option of marriage with a Muslim bondwoman should 
not be taken as absolutely contemptible. Instead the fact that she has 
faith in Islam should be appreciated. The expression ~(~~ i._!~ 
appearing at the end, translated here as 'you are similar to each 
other', means that human beings, free or in \bondage, all come from one 
species, the children of Adam and all were born of only one soul. That 
one is better than the other dependf'l on 'lman (faith) and Taqwa 
(righteous conduct in fear of Allah, the Creator). According to al-Tafsir 
al-Ma~hari, 'these two sentence are there for people to get familiarized 
with and become acceptance-prone to marriage with bondwomen and 
get rid of any attitude of contempt for such marriage 

J./.' ""'~ 9! /J .1. ,; ,.., , / ~ J' ~"" • . . 
J~;;.t~ ~J'.P-1 ~_;.i.';'Z+I:'I ,:,.i~ .:;.~u (So, marry them with the permission 
" " "' / """ " 

of their masters and give them their dues): It means that, should they 
refuse to give permission·, the marriage of the bondwoman will not be 
correct because the bondwoman does not possess the control over her 
person. The same rule governs the bondman as he too cannot marry 
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without the permission of his master. 

Then it was said that one who marries a bondwoman should pay 
her mahr (dower) promptly, honestly and gracefully, that is, without 
hedging and delaying, and making sure that the payment is made in 
full, and that no trouble is caused to the bondwoman in this matter 
just because she happens to be a bondwoman. The juristic position 
taken by Imam Malik in this connection is that mahr (dower) is the 
right of the bondwoman. Other Imams say that the master of the bond
woman is the one who shall become the owner of what is received in 
payment of the dower of the bondwoman. 

_,,_, I -:~ _,._, I 1_, ., 1 ) jJ ( h b • b d • • t • 
,:,I.~> I..;., .J..;....::.. 'Jj ..::-.i..-o :# ~ t ey emg oun m marnage, no gomg 
~ , , 1' ; /t 

for lust, nor having paramours): It means that marriage with Muslim 
bondwomen should be contracted while they are observers of chastity 
being neither "musafi}Jat", that is, open fornicators, nor keepers of 
clandestine paramours. It may be noted that the text, though refers to 
the seeking of chaste bondwomen for marriage at this place, yet it is 
also much better to stay away from marrying a fornicating free woman 
as well. 

Since this verse has declared that if one cannot afford to marry a 
free woman, the second option for him is to marry a bondwoman. This 
also proves that mut'ah (~)is notpermissible, because, had mut'ah 
been permissible, a person who could not afford to marry a free woman 
could have gone for the easiest alternate by doing mut'ah 1 as it would 
have gratified his sexual desire and, in addition to that, the relative 
financial burden of this deal would have been much less than that of a 
regular marriage. Furthermore, the Qur'anic words ~r.f. .-! ,;;.{ iden-

'1 " • "' 

tify the trait of the bondwomen - an observer of chastity while being 
bound in marriage and no fornicator. Now, as far as mut'ah is 
concerned, it is all 'saf}J', nothing but spillage and rank whoredom. One 
woman gets used by several men in short spans of time. The offspring, 
if it comes, cannot be credibly ascribed to anyone. There goes the 
benefit of procreation. What becomes of the unique reservoir of human 
strength all such people possess, is simply that the whole thing goes 
down the drain just to oblige the wanton pursuit of sex. 

1. For details see the commentary (on verse 24) in the previous section. 
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"' ? 1 ,,,, / J "" / ,.,.., ; / ,., ? / "" y ~ / 
...... 1~1-: ~~ 1 ~ ~ .....w.; <t ··•~• ~u... ~·-1.-.u <t 'II;IJ: It means that after ·;.- ~/ u- ... ~, "'/~ .... .,.~ / 

the bondwomen have been bound in marriage and their observance of 
chastity has been given a safe cover, if they commit zina, an act of 
shame, they shall be liable to half of the punishment prescribed for the 
free women. This refers to unmarried free women. If unmarried free 
:man and woman happen to commit zina, the punishment is one 
hundred lashes, which appears in Surah An-Nur (24:2). As for the 
married man and woman committing zina (adultery), the punishment 
is rajm which is death by stoning. Since this particular punishment 
cannot be reduced to half, all four Imams agree on the position that 
the punishment of zina committed by a bondman or bondwoman, 
married or unmarried, is fifty lashes. The injunction relating to the 
bondwomen has been mentioned in the present verse, but the question 
of the bondman too becomes clear from the obvious analogy of the text. 

' 1 , ~~/· , / I I h h . . b d A ;.;..;..JI ~ ~~; : t means t at t e permiSSIOn to marry a on -
woman is for a person who apprehends that he might fall into the sin 
of fornication. 

~~ IJ~5(;'(And that you be patient is better for you); that is, if a 
person, despite the apprehension of falling into zina, exercises 
restraint and keeps himself morally pure rising above the pull of his 
sexual desire, then, this state of being is better than that one marries 
bondwomen. 

~;~;t"~lli;(And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful): It means 
that, no doubt, marrying bondwomen is makruh (not desirable) yet, 
should one go on to do something in this line, Allah Almighty will still 
forgive him. Then, He is Very-Merciful too, because He allowed 
marriage with bondwomen and did not make it totally prohibited. 

Special Note 
Bondmen and bondwomen mentioned in the explanation of the 

present verse represent the Shar'ibondmen and bondwomen. Men and 
women from among the disbelievers who were taken prisoners during 
Jihad were given to the Mujahidin as part of the distribution of spoils 
by the Amir al-Mu'minin, the Chief Executive of Muslims. These pris
oners became the bondmen and bondwomen. Their offspring too 
remained in bondage (with the exception of some cases which appear 
in due details in books of Fiqh). Today Muslims have forsaken taking 
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.up Jihad in the manner prescribed by the Shari'ah of Islam, ignored 
the demands of their Jihad, have entrusted the options of peace and 
war in the hands of the enemies of their religion and have themselves 
become chained to principles and policies which have nothing to do 
with the Shari'ah of Islam. Since that point of time Muslims departed 
from the pivot, they ended up being deprived of what was known as a 
bondman and bondwoman. 

Common domestic servants in our own time are not 'bondmen' and 
'bondwomen' because they are free. 

In some parts of the world, children are sold out or enslaved. This 
is absolutely and totally l;aram (forbidden). They do not become 
'bondmen' and 'bondwomen' by doing that. 

Verses 26 - 28 

.J ... .;:: ... } """ . .!. "~ -:-~..ul-=·..)'~"'(..-:'1~-:'-'?'(t~--:'~ttul"ii-' 
~ 0-t.... ~ r-:: ::.-r'-' r-: " · " ... 0-1. 

I I "' " 

~~"~ -:-f iJ ..9-tiJI"" "'"'),.~-'(~~I r:.fUI"" .1?~~1-;:- ~..:::,"-! .......... • '>'-!. I.) !.J!. '.J "{ ,..P~ """ '.J r~ . ~_, 
1- .J.,.,"'.,., ... , ~ _,_ ..... 
~ I"'~:: ~I ~J i ~.11-:- -'" <:! ..... -:- ".lJI ~ -'""~" ..... 

" ~ I.) ,., I.)~ 0-!., ~..J " , t -, 

.J ~, .J J. , ............ ..~ "'~"' .J 
0~~1 j.J}-:J ~, a_!:..~ 51 WI JJ_J ~Yv11~-o/ 

~ , 
~""'Ia~· A ""' Allah intends to make clear to you and to guide you to 

the ways of those before you and t<_> relent towards you. 
And Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. [26] 

And Allah intends to relent towards you while those 
who follow the desires want you to deviate a great 
deviation. [27] 

Allah intends to make things easy on you. And man has 
been created weak. [28] 

Sequence 

Mentioned in the previous verses were details of injunctions. Now, 
in the present verses, Allah Almighty points to his blessings and 
favours saying that your being obligated with these injunctions is for 
your own good, even though you may not be able to uil.derstand its 
manifestation in details. Then, along with it, there is the motivation to 
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follow the divine injunctions. Finally, there is the message of alert 
against the evil intentions of the misguided who wish ill of you and 
would like you to stray far away from the straight path. 

Commentary 
Following the description of several injunctions relating to 

marriage, the present verses say that Allah Almighty is making His 
injunctions very clear and explicit for you, and He is putting you in 
line with the ways of the noble prophets and the righteous who have 
come earlier. Do not think that these details of what is unlawful and 
what is not are there for you alone. The fact is that communities, 
earlier than you, were also charged with such injunctions. Those who 
acted in accordance with them were rewarded with Allah's favour. 

As for those who follow the dictates of their desires, which includes 
fornicators, adulterers and nations and peoples adhering to false 
creeds who just do not recognize the restrictions of l;alal and l;aram 
and make no distinction between lawful and unlawful would very 
much like you too to move away from the straight path and start 
giving ear to their false intentions and crooked ways. Be on your guard 

against them. There are creeds where it is all right to marry women -
marriage with whom is not proper. Then there are many atheists who 

favour the very elimination of the institution of marriage as something 

out of tune with modern times. Not content with what they call "living 
together", there are people in some countries who are talking about 

women as a shared item of enjoyment. All t{lis comes from people who 

take orders from their desiring self. Some Muslims, subscribing to 
Islam yet weak in their faith, when they keep company with disbe

lievers and atheists of such inclinations, fall a prey to their lustful 

claims and begin to think that their own religion is out-dated and that 
the position of the enemy is the very epitome of human progress. They 

do not realize that they have been framed into believing that people 

with such ideas are modern and forward-looking, something they start 
wishing their own religion could have permitted. Refuge with Allah 

from such spineless surrendering! The best policy is to take the 

warning given by Allah Almighty and stay away from owning and 

practicing ideas and ways of people with dispositions so wicked. 
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After this, in the first part of verse 28, it was said: 

,,,, .. ,,,,,! 1 , It h tAll h . H" . . d F ~ .:,1 :u.JI JJ-.r- : means t a a , great m 1s maJesty, mten s 
to make things easy on you, that is, prescribes injunctions which can 
be carried out by everyone obligated with them. If one cannot afford 
marrying free women, permission has been given to marry bond
women. Parties to a marriage were given the right to settle the dower 
by mutual consent. Also given was the right to marry more than one 
woman under circumstantial necessity, of course, on condition that 
justice is not compromised. 

0 d f , ,~ • "' .P At the end, m the secon part o verse 28, the text says: .:,l:..;~l ~; 
li~;.t (And man has been created weak). It means that man is we~k by 
nature, and constituted desire-prone. If man was asked to stay away 
from women, totally and absolutely, he would have been a hopeless 
performer when it came to obeying the injunctions of Allah. lt was, in 
view of his weakness and limitations, that he was not only permitted 
to marry women, but also that he was induced to do so. It goes without 
saying that the post-marriage life ?f a couple offers great benefits of 
mutual self-realization and most of all they enjoy the blessings of a 
sight that is untainted and a character that is unalloyed. This mutual 
purity of the couple increases the moral quality of life for both of them, 
making them strong, self-reliant and happy. So, marriage is a smart 
mutual contract to remove any chances of weakness that may afflict 
men and women - a peerless method indeed. 

Verses 29 - 30 
...... ~ ,.....::~ , 1 .; ,,.., 1J1 7,;/ 9 ~ ,_g,;.-

~ 1 ~~ 'LCJL ~~"""fSJI"''I l'r("lJ~ 1r.""'1'-=-"'..UI 1 .~u I) ,; v-:, . . -. '_J-4 '.J- ly-A ~"" "+'! -
I ,; I" 

~I~ I J,~{: <1~(~-q,.,...,~t::~ · ~~ ?""' t""~ ~ .,:_..~ 
I), r- .) r-; ~r Lr .) .,I)~ 

...-: ,_,,.,-:' I!:J.t~ '~I"""-'~~~~. ~ """'"" ,~.. ~l!:.>""'~"" ~~~ ~..J J.-.J ".J v .JJ.&. ~ ~ . - ;.,..o .J ~ n,. -"''.J • I) ~ 
I r .; 

til / I ""' ""' j1 .l.r.~l9"' ,..... .JJI '~ 8H -='l!""J.I~l; ~ ~ ,.~., ~ ;,; I) .) '.) /"/ 

0 those who believe, do not eat up each other's 
property by false means unless it be a trade with your 
mutual consent. And do not kill yourselves. Indeed, 
Allah has been Very-Merciful to you. [29] 

And whoever does that out of aggression and injustice, 
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We shall cast him into fire. And this is an easy thing for 
Allah. [30] 

Sequence 
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Looking back from the beginning of Surah Al-Nisa:', we see that it 
points out to the creation of all human beings from one father and 
mother and to the fact that all of them are bound in one big bond of 
brotherhood which suggests that rights of human beings at large have 
to be guarded and fulfilled. Then came a detailed statement about 
orphans and women which was followed by the injunctions of inheri
tance stressing upon the fulfillment of the rights of other relations in 
addition to those of the orphans and women. Pursuant to this came the 
injunctions of marriage telling about women who can be lawfully 
married and about those with whom marriage is unlawful, because 
marriage is a transaction and contract which entitles someone to enter 
into a woman's life and property. 

The present verses bid the protection of human life and property 
and forbid any uncalled for intrusion into that area - whether those 
human beings are men or women; related or unrelated, Muslim or 
non-Muslim with whom there is a no-war pact in force. (Tafsir al-Ma:;r:haril 

Commentary 
While prohibiting to eat up the property of others the actual words 

used in the verse' are: ,~-?:JI_-;;1 which have been translated as 'each 
other's property' against the very literal, 'your property in between 
you'. There is a consensus of Commentator~ that these words certainly 
carry the sense that nobody should eat up the property of the other by 
false means. The sense of the expression also includes, as indicated by 
Abu I:Iayyan in Tafsir al-Ba}:lr al-Mu}:lit, that anybody should eat up 
his own property in that manner - for example, spend it on what is 
religiously sinful, or is straight extravagance. That too comes under 
the purview of this verse and is forbidden. 

Th d _,y,,, . h l" 11 'd ' B . e wor l)l.)l;~ m t e verse 1tera y means, o not eat . ut, m 
common usage, it means, 'do not usurp the property of another person 
by false means whatever they may be by eating or drinking or using. 
In common parlance, the unauthorized use of what is owned by 
someone else is indicated by the idiom, 'eating up', even though it may 
not be eatable. The word, "batil" which has been translated as "false 
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means" covers, in the view of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud and the 
majority of blessed Companions, all other forms which are impermis
sible and are forbidden by the Shari'ah. Included thereunder are theft, 
robbery, usurpation, breach of trust, bribery, interest, gambling and 
all false transactions. (al-Ba~r al-Mu~Itl 

False Means as explained by the Qur'an and ij:adlth 
As for the Holy Qur'an, it has used one word J1l;.l~ (by false means) 

to declare that all wealth and property acquired by false means is 
unlawful. After that, the Holy Prophet ~., oi.;L. .J.Ji ..,Lo was entrusted 
with the duty of providing details. It was he t'-., ~ .J.Ji._,..J...... who 
explained the details of every impermissible transaction. 

From this we also find out that the many details of impermissible 
methods of buying and selling mentioned in the a}Jadith of the Holy 
Prophet rL., ~ J..Ji ,}-:> are really an elaboration of this Qur'anic injunc
tion. Therefore, all those injunctions are, in a way, the very injunc
tions of the Qur'an. Whatever injunctions of Shari'ah have appeared in 
the al)adith of the Holy Prophet F"' ~ JJI..).... they all have a common 
feature - they all elucidate upon one or the other Qur'anic injunction. 
It makes no difference whether we do or do not know that this is an 
explanation of a certain verse. 

Permissible Methods 
The first part of verse 29 explained above declares that devouring 

the other person's property by false and disapproved methods is 
unlawful. Then, in order to exempt permissible methods from the 
ruling of unlawfulness, it was said in the second part of the same 
verse:-'g~ljr y:t;~S~t(~~ which means that the wealth and property 
of others which has been acquired through trade by mutual consent is 
not unlawful. 

Although there are, besides trade, several other means and 
methods which are equally permissible - for example, borrowing, gift, 
charity, inheritance ~ but, generally the most recognized and 
commonly practiced form of one person's property passing into the 
pos§ession-and control of someone else is no other than trade. Then, 
trade is generally understood to be a buying and selling activity. But, 
according to al-Tafsir al-Ma~hari, dealings related with service, labour 
and tenancy are also included in trade, because in bai' (sale) what is 
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acquired is mal (property) for mal, while in ijara one gets mal for 
service and labour. Trade covers both. 

The reason why trade alone, out of the permissible forms of 
acquiring wealth and property from others, has been singled out here 
in this verse is that trade and labour are the best means of earning 
livelihood out of a variety of those open to man. Sayyidna Rafi' ibn 
Khadij ~ .J.JI ,_?.; says that the Holy Prophet~_,~ JJI ~when asked as 
to which mode of earning was the purest and the most lawful, said: 

"Man's work with.his own hands, and all honest sale transac
tions (not false and fraudulent) (Al-Mundhiri, Al-Targhib, and 

Ma:{:harl). 

Sayyidna Abu Sa'id al-Khudhri ...:...&. J.JI ~.; narrates that the Holy 

Prophet~_,~ .J.JI ~said: 

C;.l.._.;l .IJ.+.!.)I_, ~J..:JI_, ~It:" ~~I ._;_,J..:JI.r.-WI 

"The truthful and trustworthy trader shall be with the 
prophets and the truthful and the martyrs". (Tirmidhi) 

And Sayyidna Anas ...:...&. J..J1 ~.; narrates that the Holy Prophet ~ 

said: 

(~_.;l ._;~~lei_,.) - 4.:iJI iJ'I. _;_rJI J.l; ~ ._;_,J..:JI.r.-WI 

"The truthful trader shall be under the shade of the Throne on 
the Day of Doom." (reported by al-Isfahani,al-Targhib) 

Special Conditions of Clean Earning 
According to a narration from Sayyidna Mu'adh ibn Jabal~ J..J1 ,_?.; 

the Holy Prophet~-'~ .J.JI ~said: 

"The cleanest earning is the earning of the traders, on condi
tion that, when they talk, they do not lie; and when they are 
asked to hold something in trust, they commit no breach of 
trust; and when they buy something from someone, they do 
not start finding faults in it; and when they sell their own 
stuff, they do not praise it (unrealistically); and when they 
have a debt to pay, they do not evade payment; and .when 
they have a debt to recover from someone, they do not harass 
him." (Isfahan!, as quoted by Ma:{:harl) 
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For this reason, it was said in another l}.adith: 

.:r r5l.L.I ~_.;;I) J...I...:>J J'.J ~I .ro"il 1.)~ WI j...H. 1.>~ .)~1~.;1 

lt'IJ .r. u.uJ 

"Traders will be raised on the Day of Doom as the sinners 
except him who fears Allah, acts righteously and says what is 
true." (al-I:Iakim, from Rifa'ah b. Rafi') 

Trade and Mutual Consent : 

402 

The words "unless it be a trade with your mutual consent "in verse 
29 lay down two conditions for the validity of a transaction through 
which the property of another person may lawfully be acquired. 
Firstly, it must be a transaction of trade which requires exchange of 
properties. Therefore, the transactions of gambling, speculation and 
usury or the transactions of sale where the commodity does not exist 
are forbidden and are not valid in Shari'ah, because these transactions 
cami.ot be termed as trade, even though they are effected in the name 
of trade. 

Secondly, the transaction must be effected with the mutual consent 
of the parties. Therefore, if there is trade, where the object of sale does 
exist, but the mutual consent of the parties is not there, even then, the 
sale is invalid and impermissible. Thus, these two forms are included 
under "eating up each other's property by false means". Muslim jurists 
call the first form, albai' al-ba til', while. the second form is given the 
name, 'al-bai' al-fasid'. 

To explain the first condition, we can say that trade is the name of 
the exchange of one commodity with the other. Having commodity on 
one side and having no commodity against it is not trade. It is decep
tion. The same holds good for interest:based transactions where the 
amount of interest is a return for the time allowed in a loan - and this 
'time' is no 'commodity'. The same thing happens in speculation and 
gambling. Here, the commodity does exist on one side, but the exis
tence of a commodity against it is doubtful. Similarly, there are trans
actions based on forward trading where the commodity does not exist 
but a deal is made for its sale I purchase. Here you have commodity on 
one side -and nothing but a promise on the other. Therefore, this is just 
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not trade. If fact, this is deception and a kind of fraud. Therefore, 
Muslim jurists have ruled it to be al-bai' al-batil, a void transaction of 
sale. The explanation as given here eliminates all impermissible forms 
of trading. 

As for the second condition, it covers a situation where a property 
is being exchanged for another property. Both do exist, but the trans
action of exchange did not take place with mutual consent. Although 
this is a trade, yet it is a wrong and invalid type of trade. Therefore, it 
has been called 'fasid' (invalid) and is not allowed. 

The reality of the condition of mutual consent 
However, there is a third kind in which there is commodity on both 

sides, and apparently the transaction has been effected with mutual 
consent, but the consent of one party has been obtained by compulsion 
and not by his free will. Therefore, this third kind is also included in 
the second one. For example, a person or company collects articles of 
daily use from all over the market, builds up a stock, raises prices on 
the higher side and starts selling. Since this is not available elsewhere 
in the market, the customer has no choice but to buy it from him at 
whatever price he may be selling it. In this situation, though the 
customer himself walks into the store and, obviously, buys it with his 
consent, but this 'consent' is an outcome of compulsion and therefore; 
it is null and void. 

Similarly, if a husband makes the conditions of living with his wife 
so thorny that she is compelled to forgo 'her due dower, then, this 
expression of 'consent' made by her while ahandoning her right to 
receive the dower, is not considered as consent in the real sense of the 
term. 

Or, take the example of a person who discovers that he is not going 
to get his valid job done without offering a bribe, and he becomes 
ready to offer a bribe, then, this willingness and consent is not of his 
own free will. Therefore, it is legally null and void. 

. . . . ,,. "q / , ,,. ./"":::; 

Thus, It becomes very clear that the restnct10n m ._;;,1_; ~ ·~~;~~I~~ 
,). ,, "' R (unless it be trade with your mutual consent) justifies only those 
forms of buying, selling and trading the justification of which stands 
proved on the authority of the ahiidith of the Holy Prophet~. Muslim 
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jurists have simply codified them. So, all forms of buying, selling and 
trading prohibited and impermissible in the Shari'ah of Isiam stand 
excluded from the approved core. To sum up, this one word of the Holy 
Qur'an provides the key to the wonderful treasure of Muslim jurispru
dence on the subject of al-buyil and al-ifiira. 

. . ' ,,,.,.,~~,...... . 
The th1rd sentence of the first verse (29) says: p1 1~ "jj'wh1ch has . 

been literally translated here as 'and do not kill yourselves.' According 
to the consensus of commentators, this includes. suicide; as well as, 
killing each other unjustly. The first sentence of the verse described 
the property rights of human beings at large and stressed that they be 
guarded. The present sentence, the third one we have before us right 
now, covers their right of life. Property has been mentioned in this 
verse earlier than 'life', probably because injustice and negligence are 
very common in matters relating to property rights. No doubt, unjust 
killing is far more grave, yet customarily its frequency is lower. Hence, 
it comes later. 

Verse 29 closes with the statement:~;/<: StS-~1 g~ which means that " r-;.. 
the injunctions given in this verse .. _ 'do not eat up each other's prop-
erty by false means' or 'do not kill anyone unjustly' -- are injunctions 
that come to you as Divine Mercy, so that you can take your guard 
against falling into these misdeeds and thereby become liable to 
punishment in the life to come, and also that you may stay safe from 
punishments which could afflict you right here in the present life. 

~ ' .J / ,; "} ,.J, + J _j "' I ,, ; 

After that, the next verse (30) says: I);/~>!:.:...;~ l.Jl;j Lil;..~&. ~.i ~~;. It 
means: If, despite the instructions of the Holy Qur'an, anyone acts 
otherwise, and knowingly, aggressively and unjustly, takes what 
belongs to someone else, or kills anyone unjustly, Allah will cast him 
into Fire. Here, the restriction of 'aggression' and 'injustice' shows 
that, should this happen out of forgetfulness or mistake, it is not 
included in this warning. 
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have been forbidden from, We shall write off your 
minor sins and shall admit you to a noble entrance. [31] 

Righteous Deeds : Kiiffarah of Minor Sins 
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Kaffarah is what makes amends, an expiation. So the meaning is 
that righteous deeds will be taken as Kaffarah for minor sins which 
will thus be written off, resulting in reward instead of punishment and 
Paradise instead of Hell. This is in accordance with authentic al;liidith 
where it has been stated that when a person makes wuc;lu for $Clliih, the 
act of washing each part of his body becomes the Kaffarah for sins; the 
washing of the face becomes the Kaffarah . for sins committed by the 
eye, the ear, the nose; gargling becomes the Kaffiirah for the sins of the 
tongue; washing feet a washes way the sins of the feet- and when he 
walks towards the masjid, every step he takes brings with it the 
Ka{{iirah of sins. 

Major Sins are forgiven by Taubah alone 
From the verse, we find that the expiation of sins through right

eous deeds such as wuc;lii, $CLZiih and the rest, which appear in al;liidith, 
concerns minor sins. As for major sins, they are not forgiven without 
Taubah (Repentance); and for minor sins, the condition is that one 
should have made the effort to stay away and remain s!lfe from major 
sins. This leaves us with a note of warning - if someone, while staying 
involved in major sins, goes on performing his wuc;lu' and $Clliih, then 
this wuc;lu' and f?aliih and other righteous deeds will not at all expiate 
for even his minor sins, let alone the major ones. It is a warning that 
when a person appears on the fateful Day of Resurrection, carrying 
the heavy burden of his major and minor sins, he will find no helping 
hand to make his burden any lighter. 

It will be recalled that some major sins were mentioned in the 
previous verses alongwith the warning of severe punishment for those 
who commit them. It is a peculiar style of the Holy Qur'an that when it 
warns of punishment against a sin, it is generally followed by some 
aspect of persuasion towards obe.dience. 

In the present verse too, a particular Divine reward has been 
mentioned and people have been persuaded to acquire it by staying 

. away from major sins, in which case, Allah Almighty will forgive their 
minor sins on His own. Thus, cleansed of all sins, major and minor; 
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one could look forward to entering the home of honour and peace, the 
garden of Paradise. 

The two kinds of sins 
This verse tells us that there are two kinds of sins. Some of them 

are kabirah, that is, major sins; others are saghirah, (termed as 
Saiyyat, in this verse) that is, minor sins. He who musters enough 
courage and succeeds in staying away from major sins, has been given 
a promise by Allah Almighty that He will forgive his minor sins on His 
own. 

Now, the act of staying away from major sins also includes the act 
of fulfilling all obligations (fare} and wiijib) because neglecting or aban
doning obligations is a major sin in itself. Thus, we come to the conclu
sion that if one dutifully fulfills all obligations and succeeds in saving 
himself from all major sins, Allah Almighty will overlook his minor 
sins. 

Defining Major and Minor Sins 
The word, "Kaba'ir" used in the verse is the plural of 'kabirah' 

meaning 'major sins.' Before we proceed further, we should under
stand the nature and identification of 'major sins'. Also, we should 
know the definition of minor sins, and their number. Being an impor
tant subject, scb lars of the Muslim community have devoted regular 
books to throw light on this subject from various angles. 

Let us, first of all, realize that sin, in the absolute sense, is the 
name of an act which is against the command and the will of Allah 
Almighty. Starting from this particular point, you will be able to see 
that the sin known as 'saghirah' or, technically, a minor sin, is, in fact, 
no minor sin for that matter. To disobey Allah Almighty and to oppose 
His will is, invariably, a grave crime. Therefore, based on this view, a 
large number of scholars of the Muslim community have ruled that 
every disobedience of Allah and every opposition to His will is nothing 
but 'kabirah' or major sin. The distinction between 'kabirah' and 
'sagh[rah', major and minor sins, is made only when these are 
compared to each other. It is in this sense that the blessed Companion, 
Sayyidna 'Abdullah Ibn 'Abbas has been reported to have said: ..,._;L. J! 
;_d ~ .,;.s. which means that 'Any act forbidden by the Shari'ah is a 
major sin.' 
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In short, a sin which is technically known as minor does not mean 
that people should go about indulging in it neglectfully, indolently or 
just ignore it as something ordinary. On the contrary, the fact is that a 
minor sin, if done with nerve or heedlessness, does not remain minor 
anymore - it becomes a major sin. A good example of a major and a 
minor sin, as given by some sage, is that of a small scorpion and a big 
scorpion, or t_hat of a large ember and a tiny spark, for man cannot 
bear the pain given by any of these. Therefore, Mu}:lammad ibn Ka'b 
al-Qurazi said that the greatest act of worship offered for Allah is to 
give up sins. The 'ibadah or worship by people, who offer prayers and 
remember Allah, yet do not give up sins, is not accepted. The famous 
mystic, Fuqayl ibn 'Ayaq said: 'The lighter you take a sin to be, the 
greater it will become with Allah as a crime.' The most righteous 
elders of the Muslim community used to say: Every sin is a courier of 
kufr which invites people to manners and morals typical of disbe
lievers. 

According to the Musnad of A}:lmad, Sayyidna 'A'ishah ~ JJI ~J 
wrote a letter to Sayyidna Mu'awiyah ~ J.J1 ~.;in which she said that a 
servant of Allah who disobeys Allah Almighty finds his fans become 
fault-finders, and friends turn into enemies. Heedlessness towards 
sins is the cause of man's permanent ruination. It appears in an 
authentic l)adith that the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.JI ,_)...:> said: When a true 
believer falls in sin, a black dot appears on his heart. If, after that, he 
repents and seeks forgiveness from Allah, this dot disappears. If he 
does not repent, this dot keeps on increasing, so much so that it covers 
his whole heart. In the Qur'an, the name given to this dot is 'rayn', as 
in $~1.;ft!lf .u...j/ Jl! 51J~~ that is, their evil deeds have rusted their ..,. r ;; 

hearts - 83:14. 

However, it is necessary that there be a method to distinguish 
between sins in terms of corruption they cause, evil results they bring 
and harmful outcome they produce. Thus, it is because of this need to 
differentiate that a certain sin is called 'major' and a certain other 
'minor'. 

Major Sins 
The definition of 'kaba'ir', as indicated in the Qur'an and Badith 

and as explained by the most revered elders, is that a sin on which a 
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I:Iadd or punishment has been prescribed in the Qur'an or Sunnah to 
be enforced in this present life or on which words of curse or la'nah 
have appeared, or on which stern warning of Hell has been mentioned, 
are all major sins. Similarly, every sin the evil outcome of which is 
equal to or more than a major sin shall be counted as a major sin. Also, 
a sin done with a rebellious attitude or done as a permanent habit is 
also included in the major sins. 

Someone said before Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ~ JJI ,_,.;.,.; that the number 
of major sins was seven. He said: 'Not seven. Say seven hundred, 
which is better.' In his book Al-Zawajir, Imam Ibn I:lajr al-Makki has 
given a list of all such sins with their full explanations, sins which are 
included under haba'ir in accordance with the definition given above. 
The number of major sins listed in his book reaches up to four hundred 
and sixty seven. The truth of the matter is that some scholars have 
considered it sufficient to count prominent major sins only and thus 
the number they have come up with is lower. Others who went in 
details and dealt with all divisions and sub-divisions of the subject 
came up with a higher number. Therefore, this is not much of a contra
diction. The Holy Prophet ~-' ~ JJI ..,J...:. has himself pointed to many 
sins as being major. Then, as appropriate under given circumstances, 
he has also named them in threes and sixes and sevens or even more 
elsewhere. From this, the scholars of the Muslim community came to 
the conclusion that the purpose is not to determine any particular 
number as a universal statement. Rather, each number mentioned in 
a }J.adith relates to particular occasions of circumstances where that 
particular number was deemed appropriate in the given situation. 

In a }J.adith of al-Bukhari and Muslim, the Holy Prophet ~ JJI..,J...:. 
~-' has been reported to have said: I warn you against the top ones 
from among the major sins. They are three in number - to associate a 
created being as a partner in the divinity of Allah, to disobey parents 
and to give false witness or to lie. In yet another narration of al
Bukhari and Muslim, it has been reported that someone asked the 
Holy Prophet~ as to what could be the greatest of all sins. He said: 
'That you ascribe partners to Allah although He has created you.' He 
.was then asked as to the greatest of all sins after that. He said: 'That 
you kill your child for fear of his sharing in your sustenance and that 
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you will have to feed him.' He was again asked as to the greatest of all 
sins after that. He said: 'Committing adultery with the wife of your 
neighbour.' Sihce the protection of the family of a neighbour is the 
responsibility of all human beings very much like the protection of 
one's own family, therefore, the gravity of this crime becomes twofold. 

According to yet another l;wdfth reported by al-Bukhari and 
Muslim, the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ JJI._,L. said: 'That someone uses 
abusive language for his parents is also one of the major sins.' 
Surprised, the noble Companions asked: '0 Messenger of Allah, how is 
it possible that someone starts using abusive language against his 
very own parents?' He said: 'Yes. A person abuses the parents of 
another person as a result of which the later abuses the parents of the 
former. This too is as if he had abused his own parents, because he 
was the one who became the cause of those abuses.' 

As in a narration of $a}:l1}:1 al-Bukhari, the Holy Prophet ~ has 
counted- shirk (ascribing partners to Allah), unjust killing, eating up 
of the property of an orphan by false means, devouring income from 
interest, deserting the battlefield bf jihad, false accusation against 
chaste women, disobedience to parents and the desecration of the Holy 
Ka'ba - among major sins. In some l).adfth narrations, the eventuality -
that a person winds up living in a country of.disbelievers (dar al-kufr) 
and emigrates to a country of believers (dar al-Islam), but later, leaves 
the country to which he has migrated and goes back to live into the 
country of disbelievers - has also been ruled, as a major sin. 

There are other narrations of al).adfth where some of the forms of 
behaviour cited below have been included in the list of major sins, 
such as, taking a false oath, holding back water in excess of one's need 
and refusing to share it with those who need it, to learn magic, and to 
practice magic. The Holy Prophet ~-' ~ J.JI..)..... has said, 'Drinking is 
the greatest of major sins'; he also said: 'Drinking is the mother of all 
shameful deeds,' because once drunk, man can fall into any conceiv
able evil. There is another l).adfth where he said: 'The gravest major 
sin is that one imputes to his Muslim brother a fault which stains his 
character.' According to one l).adfth, one who brackets two $f1Zahs (time
bound prescribed prayers) at one time without an excuse approved by 
the Shari'ah has committed a major sin. It means that he did not 
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perform a $aliih at the time it was due, but performed it as qacjii 
(missed) prayer along with another $aliih. Some l)adith narrations 
declare that losing hope in the mercy of Allah Almighty is also a major 
sin; and so it will be in the event if one becomes careless or daring 
enough to forget all about His punishment and retribution. Another 
narration rules that making a will to bring loss to an inheritor or to 
reduce his share in the inheritance is also one of the major sins. 

And it appears in a narration from the Sal}il). of Muslim that the 
Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ JJI J- once spoke the words: 'Destitutes, losers, 
they are ruined.' He repeated this three tim~s. Sayyidna Abu Dharr al
Ghifar1 ~ J.JI ..?J asked: '0 Messenger of Allah, who are these unfortu
nate people?' He replied: 'One: a person who lets his trouser or wrap or 
shirt or robe hang all the way down below his ankles; two: one who 
spends something in the way of Allah, then publicizes his favour; 
three: one who, inspite of his old age, indulges in shameful deeds; four: 
one who, despite holding a position of authority, tells lies; five: one 
who, despite having a family, waxes proud; six: one who gives his hand 
of allegiance in the hands of a wortJ:ty Imam or master just for the sake 
of material gains. 

Concluding in the same vein, we refer to another l)adith from al
Bukhari and Muslim which proclaims that the back-biter will not be 
admitted into the Paradise. And a l)adith in Nasa'I and the Mnsnad of 
Al}mad enlarges on the theme by saying that some kinds of people will 
not be admitted into the Paradise, that is, the drinker, the disobeyer of 
parents, the unjustified severer of relations with kinsmen, the public
izer of a favour, the diviner of the unseen through jinns, .satans and 
other mediums and the dayyuth (o.Y-~), a wittol or cuckold who is so 
contented with his shamelessness that he never stops his wife and 
family members from going the way of immodesty. And a l;ladith from 
the SalJ.lJ.J. of Muslim says that la'nah or the curse of Allah is for one 
who sacrifices an animal for anyone other than Allah. 

Verses 32 - 33 
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And do not covet something by which Allah has made 

some of you excel some others. For men there is a share 

of what they earned and for women, a share of what 

they earned. And pray to Allah for His grace. Surely, 

Allah is All-Knowing in respect of everything. [32] 

And for everyone We have made heirs in whal the 

parents and the nearest of kin have left. And as for 

those with whom you have made a pledge, give them 

their shares. Surely, Allah is a Witness over everything. 
[33] 
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In the injunctions of inheritance appearing previously, it was 

mentioned that, given the conditions, for a male there is a share equal 

to that of two females. There are other proved aspects of male prece

dence as well. So, Sayyidah Umm Salmah ~ J.ll._?.; once said to the 

Holy Prophet rLJ ~ JJI ~ : 'Our share in the inheritance is half. Then, 
there are such and such elements of difference between us and men ... ' 

Her purpose was not to raise an objection. Rather, she wi~hed to be 

a man and to deserve the merits restricted for men. There were other 

women who wished: 'Had we been men, we would have taken part in 

Jihad and the merit of Jihiid would have been ours.' 

A woman asked the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .J..JI ~ : 'A man gets a 
double share in the inheritance and the witness of a woman is half as 
compared with a man- does that mean that we shall be getting a half 
reward for all of our acts of worship?' Thereupon, the present verse 
was revealed in which an answer to both these statements has been 
given. The answer to Sayyidah Umm Salmah was given by 'and do not 
covet ... ' and the answer to the last-mentioned woman was given by 'for 
men there is a share ... ' 
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Commentary 

Coveting the Unacquirable 
In this verse (32), coveting things, traits and merits given to others 

has been prohibited, for they are not acquirable by effort. The reason 
is that when a man finds himself lacking in wealth, comfort, beauty, 
merit, knowledge and similar other states of being, he naturally expe
riences a surge of envy which urges him to come, at least, at par with 
that person, or, if possible, be ahead. But, he does not always have the 
capability or power to make his wish come true because there are 
merits and excellences which have nothing to do with man's own 
efforts and acquisitions. They are simply the blessings of nature, for 
example, being a man or being the scion of a prophefs family or 
having been born in the family of a ruler or having been born beau
tiful. So, one who does not have access to these blessings -can never 
obtain them by effort even -if he were to spend a whole life-time 
devoted to that pursuit. A woman cannot become a man, nor can one 
choose to be born in the family of a prophet, or change his physique -
become tall and handsome, acquire .all beautiful features of his choice -
because, this is not within his power. He simply cannot acquire these 
in the real sense, no matter how much he struggles with his medi
cines, treatments and devices. Consequently, when he finds himself 
incapable of matching the other person, his inner self starts playing 
with the idea that it would be wonderful if such blessings were 
snatched away from him (the other person) as well, so that, he too 
becomes either equal or lower than him~ This is envy, a terribly, 
shameful and damaging trait of human morals, which is the cause of 
so many disputes, disturbances, killings and ravages in this world. 

This verse of the Holy Qur'an closes the doors of disorders by 
J ,, '- ., 

saying:~ .;Jt~ 1-',ilil J,!J'I.;' I~.:J; It means that Allah Almighty, in 
His infinite wisdom, has blessed people with all sorts of merits and 
excellences. He gave someone a particular quality, then gave someone 
else yet another quality; less to some, more to some others. In this 
matter, everyone should rest pleased with his or her destiny and stay 
clear from the envious desire to become the possessor, of the other 
person's merits and excellences, for the end-result of this game of 
desires is nothing but a biting sense of personal loss, and of course, 
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that awful sin of envy. 

It may sound a little simple, but the truth of the matter is that 
anyone Allah Almighty elects to be a man should be grateful for it, and 
anyone He elects to be a woman should be pleased with being just 
that, realizing that, had she been a man, may be, she could have failed 
to fulfil the responsibilities placed on a man, and would have thus 
ended up being a sinner. Then, anyone created beautiful by Allah 
Almighty should be all the more grateful for having been so blessed; 
and, anyone lesser in looks should also not grieve thinking of the good 
that may lie hidden behind this destiny, for being blessed with beauty 
does not necessarily guarantee good. It might have the recipient land 
into some unwelcome state of trial or corruption. Again, anyone who is 
a true lineal descendant of the Holy Prophet F _, ~ J.Ji .)-:> should thank 
Allah Almighty for the great blessing of this lineal connection; and, 
anyone who does not have this connection should neither worry about 
it, nor should he go about longing for it, because this is something 
which cannot be acquired by effort, and if one still insists on coveting 
it, what he would get involved with will be nothing but sin and the 
gain he would make would be nothing but a broken heart and an 
aching soul. So, rather than pine for a lineage one does not have, the 
best policy is to think about one's own doings. Let these be good and 
righteous. Once a person enhances himself with such spiritual 
strengths, he can be ahead of those with higher or better lineage. 

Striving to excel others in good deeds~ different 
There are verses of the Holy Qur'an and the sayings of the noble 

Prophet r-' ~ JJI .).... which exhort people to excel each other in good 
deeds. In other words, this is an open field in which it is all right to 
look at the trail of merits and excellence left by others. Indeed, people 
have been persuaded to make all possible efforts to acquire them. 
Now, this relates to deeds within man's control, and which can be 
acquired by learning, training and working. For example, if a person is 
impressed with someone's intellectual merits, practical life and excel
lent morals, he can, by all means, strive to acquire these qualities. 
This is very desirable, and praiseworthy. As such, the present verse 
does not contradict it. In fact, the later part of the same verse (32), that 
. /, ,.,~ ""' r. / """ • ,.,, ~~" "' . . . . IS,~~~·.'~;; ~L4Y .. ll;~ ... -<1 ~)9: ;; ~~/!IS actually supportmg this VIew. It 
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means that men will get a share of what they acquired with their 
effort and conduct, and the same will be true for women who will get a 
share of what they acquired with their effort and conduct. One is not 
likely to miss the hint here - that effort and struggle in the acquisition 
of merits and perfections do not go waste. On the contrary, every man 
and woman will definitely get a return, a share of his or her effort. 
From here, we also know that desiring to have someone's intellectual
moral excellence as combined with his model practical conduct, and 
then going ahead to see the fruition of these desires through effort and 
struggle, is certainly desirable and praiseworthy. Removed in the 
process here is an error which is committed by a lot of people who tend 
to do things not knowing what they are doing. Some of them become so 
devoted to their desire to acquire merits which cannot be acquired that 
they ruin their otherwise peaceful life right here in this mortal world. 
And if, bad come to worse, they are fired with envy, that is, they start 
wishing - 'if I do not have this blessing, may this be taken away from 
the other' - then, the very chances of salvation ir. the life to come also 
stand destroyed because of the grave sin of €avy committed by him. 

Moreover, there are another kind of people as well who lack 
courage, avoid action, or just have no sense of honour and shame, who 
do not eyen try to acquire merits which can be acquired. Such people, 
when approached with good counsel, would come back immediately. 
blaming their destiny and fate which is no more than an effort to 
camouflage their own timidity and inertia. The present verse has 
resolved this problem by stating a wise and just rule which is: Man's 
effort is ineffective in acquiring merits which he does not control, such 
as, being high-born or handsome. Merits like these should be resigned 
to fate and one must be content with the divinely determined state he 
is in, and be grateful to Allah Almighty. Coveting anymore than that 
is absurd, ineffectual, meddlesome - an act which leaves behind 
nothing but a handful of sorrows. 

As for merits which can be acquired by effort, wishing to have 
them is useful, only if such a wish is supported by the necessary 
struggle to achieve. Let us keep in mind that the verse carries the 
promise that the effort so made will not be wasted and everyone will 
get a share of what he or she worked for. 
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Referring back to injunctions prohibiting the unjust use of 
someone's property and the unjust taking of someone's life (29), Tafsir 
al-Ba}:lr al-Mu}:lit points out that this verse aims to seal the very source 
of these crimes, and it is for this purpose that instructions have been 
given to stop people from coveting others who are ahead of them in 
wealth, comfort or influence. A little thought will reveal that theft, 
robbery and 9ther illegitimate ways of usurping someone's property, or 
to kill and destroy, are crimes which sprout from one particular 
emotional attitude. A person, when he finds the other ahead of him in 
wealth and other material acquisitions, first feels the pinch in his 
heart wishing to come at par with him, or even wishes to become 
superior to him. Then, it is the intensity of this desire which pushes 
him all the way to go ahead and commit these crimes. The Holy 
Qur'an, as said earlier, has blocked the source of the&e crime by 
blocking the very desire of the unacquirables and the unobtainables of 
life. 

To ask for Allah's grace is the ideal way 
Mter that, the verse moves on to instruct by saymg: ·' ;,; ~ i,, 1..,:!;:.!1; ,, / 

(And pray to Allah for His grace). It means, 'when you see someone 
excel in one or the other graces oflife,' the ideal conduct is, 'not to wish 
to come at par with the other person in respect of that particular excel
lence, but that you should pray to Allah asking for graces and bless~ 
ings. from Him.' The reason is that Allah's grace appears in different 
forms for everyone. For some, wealth is a blessing from God for, if they 
were to become paupers, they might have fallen victims to sin and 
disbelief. For some others, grace lies in the very pecuniary circum
stances they are in, for if they were to turn rich, they might have 
succumbed to thousands of sins. Similarly, for some, grace appears in 
the form of power and influence, while for some others, the unremem
bered and the unattended, the grace of Allah manifests itself in that 
very state. A look at the reality of things around would have told him 
that power and influence, if these were to be his lot, might have 
caused his falling into many a sin. Therefore, the verse instructs -
when you ask Allah, do not ask for some fixed quality of life, instead, 
ask for His grace so that He, in his His infinite wisdom, opens the 
doors of His blessings on you. 
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Trust His Wisdom and Knowledge 
, , , ~..1 "' I "' • 

The verse concludes by saymg: ~~~Y' ~..;..:. ~ $lS'~I $t (Surely, Allah IS 

All-Knowing in respect of everything.) Her"e, the hint is that the 
arrangement of things made by Allah Almighty is the very quintes
sence of wisdom and justice. Whoever has been created and sustained 
in whatever condition it may be is an arrangement perfectly matched 
with the ideal demand of w-isdom and justice. But, man is not fully 
aware of the consequences of what he does. This is something only 
Allah knows best and thus He also knows how suitable it is to keep 
anyone in a given condition. 

The law of inheritance: Reiteration of the wisdom in it 
While describing the background in which the present verse was 

revealed, which appears in the introductory remarks preceding the 
Commentary, it was stated that some women, when they found out 
that men have beeri given a share equal to that of two women, wished 
they were men so that they too would be getting a doubled share. In a 
relevant manner, the law of inheritance was reiterated in the second 
verse (33) and it was tersely said that ail shares determined therein are 
based on perfect wisdom and justice. Since human reason cannot 
encompass the totality of factors that contribute to the order or 
disorder of the created universe, it is obvious that it cannot arrive 
precisely at those elements of wisdom which have been taken mto 
consideration in determining the laws of Allah Almighty. Therefore, 
whosoever has been allotted whatsoever share should be pleased with 
it, and be grateful for it. 

Inheriting through pledge 
The giving of a share on the basis of a pledge mentioned at the end 

of verse 33 refers to a practice during the initial period of Islam. This 
;' _,_, ,, _,_, 

was later abrogated by the verse ~Jljl ~ c'~~II)JI (As for the womb 
- relatives, some of them are closer to some ... ) (33:6) Now, if other heirs 
exist, a pledge or mutual contract between two parties does not affect 
the inheritance in any manner whatsoever. 
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Men stand caretakers of women since Allah has made 
some of them _excel the others, and because they have 
spent of their wealth .. So, the righteous women are 
obedient, guarding in· absence with the protection 
given by Allah. As for women whose disobedience you 
fear, convince them, and leave them apart in beds, and 
beat them. Then, if they obey you, do not seek a way 
aga"inst them. Surely, Allah is the Highest, the 
Greatest.[34] 

And if you fear a split between them, send one arbi
trator from his people and one from her people. If they 
desire to set things right, Allah shall bring about 
harmony between them. Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, 
All-Aware. [35] 
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Under injunctions concerning women, appearing earlier, discrimi
nation against them by withholding or wasting their rights was 
prohibited. Now, the present verses describe the rights of men. 

Commentary 

V 'th . ...., .. ,_,.,_,,, "J" ""' / h' h erse 34 opens w1 an Important statement: ~LSJI ~ ,:,_,.._? ~~~ w 1c 
has been translated as 'men stand caretakers of women.' Qawwam, 
qayyam or qayyim in Arabic denotes a person who holds the responsi
bility or has the duty and charge to manage a job or run a system or 
take care of what has to be done about something, controlling all 
related factors therein. The standard role of a man, with regard to 
women, has been mentioned in this verse through the word, 'qawwam' 
which has been translated in various ways, the most common being in 
the sense of 'l)iikim' or one who rules, governs, or decides. Other alter
nates used are guardians, custodians, overseers and protectors. When 
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taken in the sense of a carer, a functional head, and not in the political 
sense of a ruler or dictator, the 'qawwiim' or }J.iikim of the Qur'an offers 
a base of understanding from common experience. It is obvious that, 
for any group-living, big or small, or for any organized system, it is 
rationally and customarily necessary that the group or system have 
some head or chief or authority so that he can arbitrate in the event of 
a difference and take decisions to run affairs smoothly. That such 
authority is needed in the running of countries, governments and 
states is universally accepted and practiced. This need, as felt in 
modern times, was also felt in the older tribal social organizations 
where the chief of a tribe was taken as the authority for that tribe. 
Why would a family organization, a micro-sample of the larger organi
zations, would not need someone to head, maintain and run the 
system? Of course, the need is there and Allah Almighty, in His infi
nite wisdom, elected men for this responsibility because their natural · 
capabilities are more pronounced than those of women and children . 

. This is such an open and obvious fact of human life that no sane 
human being, man or woman, can .say no to it; and its denial does not 
change reality. 

The gist of the matter is that, as seen from¥;~~!; ~~~;(and for 
men, there is a step above them) and from ~I..;:;, 5;!.~~~.tf (men stand 
caretakers of women), the message is that the rights of women are as 
incumbent upon men as the rights of men are upon women, and the 
rights of both are similar to each other, with only one exception that 
men have a certain precedence in functional authority, although this 
too is hemmed with other balancing factors. As explained in other 
verses of the Holy Qur'an, this mantle of authority placed on the 
shoulders of men is not that of a dictator and a tyrant. While exer
cizing this authority, man is bound by the supreme law of Islam, the 
Shari'ah. He must act on the principle of consultation and follow good 
counsel. He just cannot act at: the spur of his whim or his wild 
instincts. The command given to him is: .. ./.;i~ ~;~~; It mean: Treat 

. "' / ; 

.women well, as recognized. 

This aspect of having mutual consultation appears in another 
verse (2:233) where it was said: JJLZ; 1-:r: .;..l.;f!;. . Here men have been , , ., 
instructed to act in consultation with wives in family affairs. After this 
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clarification, the technical authority of man should not be a source of 
heart-burning for women. Still, in view of the probability that women 
may take this arrangement unhappily, Allah Almighty did not restrict 
the text on proclaiming the authority of man, but explained two 
reasons for this authority. One reason relates to the wisdom of crea
tion which is beyond the control of any human being, and the other 
refers to a factor which comes through one's efforts and endeavour. 

The first reason has been mentioned in the words: /;:;; :~ .m, Ji.; 4_, * ~ It means that Allah Almighty has made some excel the -others 
(in some qualities) under His exclusive wisdom and consideration. 
This is like the sacred environs ·of Makkah where a particular House of 
Worship was declared by Allah as His House and Qiblah (the orienta
tion), and in Jerusalem, a special honour was given to the Bayt al
Maqdis. Similar is the case with the precedence of men. This is a God
given grace. Men have done nothing to get it and there is nothing 
wrong with women that they do not have it. It is simply based on the 
wisdom of creation, an exclusive privilege of the Creator. 

The second reason relates to what is achieved with effort. This 
reason is pointed out by the words ~,n_;;l ~ 1;ffif~;which mean that men iJ/ , , 
spend their money, pay dower and take the responsibility of meeting 
all needs ofwomen. Hence, the precedence. 

At this point, a comment from Ibn I:Iibhan in al-Ba}:lr al-Mu}:l1t, is 
worth attention. He says, 'These two reasons in support of the 
authority of men also prove that the right to authority does not get to 
be established simply by force. Rather, this right can be deserved on 
the basis of one's competence and capability. 

The Qur'anic eloquence in describing the precedence of men 
It is noteworthy that the Holy Qur'an, while giving the first reason 

for the precedence of men, has not opted for an expression like - ~f.; 
5,?-t : 'because He made men excel women', On the contrary, it has 
elected to give a deeper significance to the statement by using the 
expression: ~ ~ r~ <;,;~ ' that is, 'made some of them excel the others'. 

q 

The wisdom here is not difficult to see. The Arabic expression~ 
1
:f::.:: 

~has a subtle indictation to the fact that men and women are part of 
:ach other. Therefore, there is a hint that tJ:le 'precedence of men, even 
if proved in one or the other field, will not go beyond being similar to 
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the precl:)dence of man's head over his hand, or of his heart over his 
stomach. So, just as the precedence of man's head over his hand does 
not diminish the role and the importance of the hand, similarly, the 
precedence of man does not cause any lowering of the status of women, 
because both of them are parts of each other's body - if man is the 
head, woman is the body. 

Some commentators identify yet, another hint here. According to 
them, this precedence men have over women is in terms of genus. As 
far as individuals are concerned, it is quite possible that a woman may 
excel a man in her qualities and practical accomplishments, so much 
so that a woman may be superior to some individual men even in the 
qualities of a care-taker. 

The role of men and women: The principle of function 
The second reason ~iven for the precedence of men, is that they 

spend their earnings to take care of women. Here too, there are some 
points to ponder. To begin with, it removes the possible doubt that 
may creep up due to the share of men being twice that of women as 
described in the verses of inheritance. This is done by the present 
verse when it declares that all financial responsibilities rest with men. 
As for women, all her financial responsibilities before her marriage 
rest with her father and after marriage, these pass on to the husband. 
With this in view, giving a twofold share to a man is not really too 
much, for it zooms back to women after all. 

Now let us pursue the second hint about an important principle in 
life. The principle is that woman, in terms of her creation and nature, 
should not be subjected to go out, work and earn her own livelihood. 
Also, the very attributes of her being are hardly conducive to her 
running around offices and markets, doing jobs and laborious work to 
earn a livelihood. So, to keep her safe from roughing it out like men, 
Allah Almighty has placed her total responsibility on men. Before she 
is married, her father takes care of her, and after her marriage, she 
becomes the responsibility of her husband. Woman, as opposed to her 
sweating it out in the work places in the name of income, career or 
liberation, has been made the means of human procreation. Then, the 
responsibility of being mothers of children and that of managing and 
holding the house and the family together has also been placed on her 
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shoulders. Man cannot handle the burdens of responsibilities in these 
areas. 

Keeping this in view, it is not possible to deduce that the status of 
women has been reduced by making them dependent on men in the 
matter of her expenses. There is no value judgement being made here. 
This is no more than a functional distribution of duties, except that, 
the inter-acting precedence between duties which exists elsewhere 
exists here too. In short, the two reasons given show that the prece
dence of men does not lower the status of women, nor does this hold 
any special gain for them. Whatever gain there is, it reverts back to 
women after all. 

The profile of a good wife 
The verse begins, with a working rule - that man is charged with a 

duty-bound authority over women. The text then describes women, the 
.!, , ~ ,,w '.J i '91 I p f , 

good ones and the bad ones. It says: {JJ1¥ q,.,~;t~¥·· -;;~u. It 
means that women who are righteous accept this rule of the prece
dence of men and obey them, and when they are not with them, they 
stand guard on their own selves, as well as on what the husband has 
earned for the family. It goes without saying that the protection of the 
personal honour and modesty of a woman, and that of everything else 
in the house under her charge are basic to the happiness that lies 
behind a successful home management. Although the duty of a woman 
to guard herself and to look after the home is not restricted to·a situa
tion where the husband is not at home, but is equally applicable 
during his presence also, yet the Holy Qur'an has mentioned the state 
of his 'absence' only, because it is in the absence of the husband that a 
woman is more susceptible to showing negligence; therefore, this situ
ation has been mentioned in express terms. The message is that what 
has to be avoided is showing a lot of concern and alertness while men 
are present in the house, but neglecting to abide by these rules of 
conduct when they are out of sight. 

It was, most probably, in explanation of this verse that the Holy 
Prophet ~J ~ .JJI ~said: 
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"The best of women is a woman who,_ when you look at her, 
makes you pleased with her; and when you ask her to do 
something, she obeys you; and when you are absent, she 
guards her self, and her belongings." 

422 

Since these responsibilities placed on women, that is, the guarding 
and protection of their modesty, and of what the husband leaves in her 
charge, are not that easy to take care of, therefore, Allah Almighty 
has, immediately after it, declared: tiJ1 ¥ ~that is, Allah Almighty 
help~ women when they so protect. It is with His support known as the 
Tau{Iq of Allah, that they succeed in grappling with these heavy 
responsibilities. Had this not been there, the temptations of self and 
satan stand surrounding every man and woman all the time. Then, 
women are particularly weaker in some areas of capabilities as 
compared to men, yet, when it comes to carrying out these responsibil
ities, they tend to be much stronger than men. All this is an outcome 
of Allah's Tau{Iq and help. This is the reason why women, as a general 
rule, are less involved in Sinful immodesties as compared to men. 

The merit of women who cooperate with their husbands, as evident 
from this verse, has also been widely reported in several a}J.iidith. In 
one such }J.adith, the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI.)- said that, for a woman 
who is dutiful to he-r husband, there are birds in the air and fish in the 
_sea and angels in the skies and beasts in the forests who pray for her 
forgiveness by the Lord. (al-Bal)r al-Mul)it) 

How to correct an uncooperative wife 
'The text turns to women who are either straight disobedient to 

their husbands or fail to cooperate with them in running family affairs 
in the recognized manner. The Holy Qur'an gives men three methods 
of correcting their behaviour. These are to be followed in the order 
h h b 

. d s h -;._,,,.., ... _,,,,_,, _, ,.,. :. ... 
t ey ave een mentwne . o, t e verse says: .:,.aM ::,.aj_,...!..i .:,_;.;L;.; ~ IJ 

t:Y~t;edl..,!t:J~iflt means: If you fear or face disobedience fr~m 
~ /~ , ~ 

women, the first step towards their correction is that yoti should talk it 
over with them nicely and softly. Still, if they remain adamant and do 
not change their attitude by conciliatory counsel alone, the next step is 
not to share the same bed with them, so that they may realize the 
displeasure of the husband as expressed through this symbolic separa
tion, and may feel sorry for their conduct. The Holy Qur'an uses the 
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words: e~' ~ at this point, meaning 'in beds'. It is from here that 
Muslim]urists have deduced that this staying apart should be limited 
to 'beds' and not to the 'house' itself. In other words, the woman should 
not be left alone in the house, something which is bound to hurt her 
feeling much more and which makes the possibility of further 
straining of relations far stronger. 

A Companion reports: 
7/ ,.)' "';,., ,., "" ,., ..... -! ~ "" ,.,97.J' 

,-:. :;1.1 ~~ 1 ~"-L-;, -<1 :Ju ~ l.i~l ~~- _..,~':.ill J~..P...-L:2:.JJ 
, ~ 1.) "'- , ..... 'J.) ._,.> .... J-'_) -

, -::; .a _,., "" "" j , """ "" , / _, .-.'":11 . l'l ~.., ,_ l' ...... __ l''"" a." I u . - l'" ,,:: ,...--:_<1 1~1 ~ >.P(:::' _., 
, -· ~ .... ..f':'+' 'J ~ J . :-~ J - " ~J 

( r"' ..r> • ;.,S:..:....J 

I said: '0 Messenger of Allah, what right do our wives have on 
us?' He said: 'That you feed them when you eat; provide them 
with apparels to wear when you have these for yourselves; 
and do not hit the face; and do not say abuses to her; and do 
not leave them apart unless it be within the house. (Mishkat, 

p.281) 

If this gentle admonition fails to produce any effect, some correc
tive form of a little 'beating' has also been allowed as a last resort, of 
course, in a manner that it does not affect the body, nor goes to the 
undesirable limits of hurt or injury to the skin or bones. As for slap
ping or hitting on the face, it is absolutely forbidden. 

The first two methods of admonition, that is seeking to convince 
and leaving apart in beds, are more or less an exercise in nobility 
against arrogant lack of compromise. Prophets and their righteous 
followers have spoken in favour of it. That they practiced what they 
preached is also a proved fact. But, this third method of admonition, 
that is, beating, has been permitted as a forced option in a particular 
mode. Right along with this option given to men, it appears in l)adith: 
?'J~ y~ .!,);which means that 'good men among you will never beat 
women.' Thus, such an action is nowhere reported from the blessed 
prophets of Allah. 

According to a narration from the daughter of Sayyidna Abu Bakr 
~ .J.Ji._,;..; as reported by Ibn Sa'd and al-Baihaqi, the beating of women 
was absolutely prohibited in the early days, but this resulted in their 
becoming much too oppressive, following which the permission was 
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reinstated. 

The present verse relates to one such event, which can be termed 
as the background of its revelation. Sayyidna Zayd ibn Zuhayr ill I c.r4.J 

~ had married his daughter, Sayyidah I:Iabibah ~ .J.Ji.f:>.J to Sayyidna 
Sa'd ibn Rabi' ~ ill I .f:>.J During a dispute over something, the husband 
slapped her. Sayyidah I:Iabibah complained to her father. He took her 
to the Holy Prophet rL.J ~ .J.Ji ._,L. . He declared that I:Iabibah has the 
right to hit Sa'd as hard as he did. Hearing this decision of their 
master, they started back home to take their revenge upon Sa'd. 
Thereupon, this verse was revealed in which the beating of women as 
the very last option has been permitted, and no retaliation or revenge 
against men was allowed. So, soon after the revelation of this verse, 
the Holy Prophet r-1--.J ~ .J.Ji ~ called both of them back and asked 
them to abide by the injunction from Allah Almighty, and abrogated 
his first directive permitting the seeking of revenge. 

Towards the end of the verse, it is said: 'Then, if they obey you, do 
not seek a way against them'. It means that should the women mend 
themselves after that triple-stepped· approach, men should forgive and 
forgo the past events and avoid looking for ways to find fault with 
them on flimsy issues as the power of Allah controls everything. 

Conclusions 
What comes out as a basic principle from this verse is that, no 

doubt the rights of men and women are similar as detailed in previous 
verses, yet great care has been taken to ensure that the rights of 
women are duly fulfilled because they are weaker as compared to men 
and cannot wrest rights from men by using their physical power. But 
this equality in rights does to mean that there should be no difference 
of given graces or functional precedences between men and women. 
That men have been given a degree of precedence over women is a 
manifestation of Divine wisdom and justice. There are two reasons for 
it: 

1. The genus of man, m view of its mental-physical excellences, has 
God-given precedence over the genus of woman, which is not possible 
for the woman to acquire. The case of individuals and rarities is a 
different matter. 
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2. Men take care of everything women need from what they earn 
and have. The first reason given above is something over which men or 
women have no control, while the second reason is something which 
becomes operative by choice and effort. It can also be said here that 
according to the commonsense and justice, there should be two things 
present while deciding as to who, from among the children of one 
father and mother, shall be technically authorized to take care of the 
other. First: Whoever is so authorized should have the mental-physical 
capability to carry out the demands of authority. Second: The agree
ment and pleasure of the one to be taken care of under such authority. 
The first reason mentioned by the Holy Qur'an (in the words ti.J1 j.ir q, 
~ ~ /[:/:!) focuses on the ability of man to function with authority 
;hile the second reason (mentioned in the words ~. ~l;!f ~ i_;.U;(~;) refers 

IT- ' 
to the agreement and pleasure of the party which would operate under 
that authority. It is obvious that at the time of marriage when a 
woman, in consideration of her dower and total maintenance, agrees to 
enter into the marital bond - she agrees to the authority of the 
husband and accepts it with pleasure. 

In short, the principle of family life given in the first sentence of 
the present verse is that, despite the rights of men and women being 
equal in almost everything, there is, for men, a certain precedence 
laced with authority vis-a-vis women, and they operate thereunder. 

Under this basic principle, there came to be two classes of women 
in practical life. One of them stood by this basic principle, abided by 
their convenant, accepted the functional authority of man and obeyed 
him in deference to the wise Divine arrangement. Then there was the 
other class of women which failed to live by this principle in its full
ness. As for the first-mentioned class, it provides for itself a perfect 
guarantee of family peace and weU-being. It needs no correction of 
course in its life. 

Such correction is, however, very much m order for the second 
class of women. For this purpose, the second sentence of the verse 
offers a compact system which would help correct things within the 
four walls of the house and the tussle between the husband and the 
wife would be diffused and settled for good right there without any 
third party having to intercede in between them. So, men have been 
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told: If you sense some lack of cooperation from women, the first thing 
you should do is to talk to them explaining things in a way which 
helps change their mind and attitude. If that works, the issue is 
resolved right there. The woman is rescued from a permanent sin and 
the man from an aching heart, and the two of them from some ever
stinging anguish. Now, if this person-to-person talk fails to bring 
results, the second stage is to sleep on a separate bed as an indicator 
of your displeasure, and may be as a device to bring about a change of 
attitude through the sending of a warning signal. This is ordinary 
admonition but good enough for a warning. If the woman gets the 
message, the dispute ends right there. But, if she ignores even this soft 
measure of correction and persists with her crooked ways, there is the 
third step in which token beating is also permitted, the extreme limit 
ofwhich is that it should produce no effect on the body. The use of this 
method of admonition (beating of woman) was not liked by the Holy 
Prophet r-1--J ~ J.JI..).- who, quite on the contrary, said that gentlemen 
would not do that. However, if this token reprimand as the last resort 
does result in normalcy of relat~ons, the main objective stands 
achieved anyway. That men have been given three options to correct 
women in this verse is coupled with the words ~3 4:\c: 1_#-jj~l5y 

" ' said at the end of it. It means that, should the women start listening 
to you after these three-step ways of correction, do not go for_ hair
splitting and start levelling more accusations. The better course is to 
forgo, realizing that the measure of precedence over women given to 
you by Allah Almighty is not absolute, for the precedence of Allah 
Almighty hangs heavy over you. If you exceed the limits set for you, it 
will be you who is going to take the punishment. 

The role of the family arbitrator in disputes 
The arrangement described so far was to help tempers cool off 

within the privacy of the house keeping it restricted to the married 
couple. But, there are times when the family feud becomes long
drawn. It may be because the woman is temperamentally obstinate 
and contumacious, or it may be the fault of the man who may have 
been unjustly oppressive. Whatever it actually is, one thing is certain 
that the unfortunate tussle will not remain restricted within the four 
walls of the house; it will ,definitely spread out. Then, as usual, 
supporters of one party will go about maligning the others with all sort 
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of accusations. This will cause tempers of parties to rise and what 
started as the disagreement of two individuals will turn into a confron
tation between two families. 

It is to block the road to this terrible discord that, in the second 
verse, the Holy Qur'an addresse!;l government authorities of the time, 
the guardians of the parties concerned and their supporters, and the 
general body of Muslims, and suggests a decent method which would 
cool down tempers, shut out avenues of accusations and make a 
compromise between the affected parties possible, so that the dispute 
which, no doubt, could not remain restricted to the couple's home, 
would at least be settled within their families and not go to a court of 
law to become public knowledge. 

This particular method requires that concerned officials of the 
government or the guardians of the parties or a body of Muslims which 
has the necessary integrity, influence and authority should take 
charge and appoint two arbitrators to hep bring about a compromise 
between the parties concerned- takipg one arbitrator from the man's 
family and the other from that of the woman. At both these places, the 
Holy Qur'an has used the word, "h.akam" for these appointees whereby 
it pin-points the necessary qualifications of these two persons, that is, 
they should have the capability to decide the dispute between the two· 
parties; and this capability, as obvious, will be found in a person who 
is both knowledgeable and trustworthy. 

In short, the rule that emerges from here is that a "l)akam" or arbi
trator from the man's family and another from that of the woman 
should be appointed a,nd sent to the husband and wife. Now, as for 
what they are going to do when they meet them and as to what rights 
they have in this matter - this the Holy Qur'an does not determine. 
However, it does add a remark at the end: r'-'j-:~'.L1 ;,i~~t1z.;~~ which 
means: If these two arbitrators desire to set things right, Allah 
Almighty will help them bring about harmony between the husband 
and the wife. So, two things emerge from this sentence: 

1. If both arbitrators have good intentions and genuinely wish to 
bring about peace between the dissenting couple, there wlll be unseen 
help from Allah Almighty and they shall succeed in their mission, and 
it will be through their efforts that Allah Almighty will create love and 
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harmony in the hearts of the couple. This leads to the conclusion that, 
in cases where mutual rapport is not restored, it may be because one 
of the arbitrators lacks perfect sincerity while pursuing the goal of 
peace-making. 

2. The purpose of appointing these two arbitrators, as also under
stood from this sentence, is to bring about peace and amity between 
the husband and the wife and does not include anything beyond that. 
However, it would be something else if the .parties affected by the 
mutual dispute agree to appoint these two arbitrators as their repre
sentatives and their attorneys in all respects in which case they would 
be admitting that any decision given by the two arbitrators jointly will 
be acceptable to and binding on both of them. Und~r this situation, the 
two arbitrators shall have absolute authority to decide their case. If 
both agree on divorce as the solution, they can effect a divorce. If they 
both decide that the women should be released under khul', a form of 
dissolution of marriage, the khul' shall come into effect, and their deci
sion shall be binding on the parties. From among the pious elders, this 
is the position held by I:Iasan al-Ba~?ri·and Imam Abu I:Ian1fah. (Rul) a!-

Ma'ani, etc.; 

Cited in this connection is an incident which occurred in the pres
ence of Sayyidna 'All ~J J.li ~.f . There too, one finds the proof that the 
two arbitrators referred to above do not have any intrinsic right other 
than that of making peace between the husband and wife - unless, of 
course, the parties concerned authorize them fully to decide as they 
deem fit. This incident, as narrated by 'Ubaidah al-Salman1, appears in 
the Sunnan of al-Baihaq1 and is being reported below. 

A man and a woman came to Sayyidna 'All ~J J.JI ~.? along with 
groups of people accompanying both. Sayyidna 'All asked them to 
appoint an arbitrator, one from the man's family and another from the 
woman's. When arbitrators were appointed, he addressed them both: 
'Do you know your responsibility? Do you know what you have to do? 
Hear me. If both of you agree to keep the husband and wife together 
and make peace between them, then do it. And if you come to the 
conclusion that matters cannot be set right between them or that they 
will not stay right later on, and both of you concur with the option that 
a separation between them is the expedient course, then do it.' When 
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the woman heard this, she said: 'I accept this. Let these two arbitra
tors act in accordance with Divine law and I shall accept any decision 
they give whether it meets my wishes or gqes against.' But, the 
husband said: 'Separation and divorce are things I am not going to 
accept under any condition. However, I authorize the arbitrators to 
ask me to pay whatever financial penalty they impose and let my wife 
return to me in peace.' Sayyidna 'All ~J J.Ji i.} said: 'No. You too should 
authorize the arbitrators in ·the same manner as was done by the 
woman.' 

From this incident, some mujtahid Imams deduced the principle 
that these arbitrators have an inherent authority to divorce as was 
done by Sayyidna 'All who asked the parties concerned to do that, 
while the great Imam Abu I:Ianlfah and I:Iasan al-Ba~?rl have taken the 
position that, had it been an inherent power of the arbitrators to 
divorce there was no need for Sayydina 'All to obtain the authorization 
from the parties concerned. Here, the very effort to seek the agreement 
of the parties is a proof of the fact that these arbitrators do not have 
such an inherent power. Nevertheless, they do become authorized if 
the husband and wife delegate the necersary authority to them. 

This teaching of the Holy Qur'an opens a new outlet of resolving 
mutual disputes, something which saves people from the botheration 
of going to courts and government officials and gives them an opportu
nity to iron out a good deal of their disputes and claims through 
family-oriented arbitration. 

Arbitration in other disputes as well 
Muslim jurists say that the appointment of two arbitrators to make 

peace between two parties in dispute, is not limited to the disputes 
between a husband and a wife. It can be profitably used in other areas 
of discord. In fact, it should be so used, specially when the parties 
involved are related to each other, because a court decision is a short
term solution of the basic problem. What happens after is that such 
decisions leave the germs of hatred and hostility in the hearts of those 
affected and which reapear after a passage of time in forms that are 
much too unpleasant. Sayyidna 'Umar, may Allah be pleased with 
him, had promulgated an order for his judges which said: 
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(YIL.J"'•rlS:J-1~) ~~~~~ 
"Send disputes between relatives back to them so that they 
make peace with the help of each other, as a court decision 
breeds heart burnings and hostility. 
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Although this Faruqi directive concerns disputes rising in between 
relatives, yet, the reason given in this directive (that is, court decisions 
tend to create hatred ad hostility in hearts) is a reason which covers 
not only the relatives but non-relatives as well. Wisdom lies in saving 
all Muslims from mutual hatred and hostility. Therefore, the Muslim 
jurists are of the view that it is appropriate for officials and judges 
that they, before hearing the cases formally, should make an effort to 
find a way out whereby the disputing parties get together and agree 
on mutual conciliation:. (See al-Tarablusi, Mu'in al-l.mkkam p.214 and also Ibn ai

Shal.mah: Lisan al-l:.mkkamJ. 

Though brief, yet these two verses present a comprehensive system 
of family life which, if put into practice, could help eliminate a lot of 
disputes, hatreds and hostilities frmr the world. Men and women 
would live in peace among their families, secure against all those local 
dissensions which turn into all sorts of tribal, racial, national, even. 
international feuds. 

In the end, let us recapitulate the great Qur'anic mechanism of 
how to quash family feuds - a virtual gift to the whole world: 

1. Resolve family disputes within the house using one method after 
the other. 

2. When this is not possible, government officials or the kinsfolk 
make peace between the disputing parties through two arbitrators, so 
that, the dispute does not go out of the larger family circle, even if it 
goes out of the house itself. 

3. When this too is not possible and the matter goes to the court 
finally, it is the duty of the judicial authority to investigate into the 
case background of both parties and come up with a decision which is 
just. 

" ' " It may be noted that by saying I~ ~~~~:51S"JJI5~ (Surely, Allah is All-
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Knowing, All-Aware) warning has been given to the two arbitrators as 
well to the effect that they should keep in mind that no injustice or 
crookedness from them will go unnoticed for they shall be appearing 
before the Being who knows all and is aware of everything. 

·verses 36- 38 
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And worship Allah and do not associate with Him 
anything, and be good to parents and to kinsmen and 
orphans and the needy and the close neighbour and the 
distant neighbour and the companion at your side and 
the wayfarer and to those owned by you. Surely, Allah 
does not like those who are arrogant, proud, [36] those 
who are miserly and bid people to be miserly, and 
conceal what Allah has given them of His grace ·· and 
We have prepared for the disbelievers a humiliating 
punishment [37] •• and (for) those who spend their 
wealth to show off before people and do not b"elieve in 
Allah and the Last Day. And for whomsoever Satan is a 
companion, then, evil he is as a companion. [38] 

Sequence 

It will be noticed that human rights have remained the main focus 
of attention since the beginning of the present Surah upto this point. 
These related to orphans, the women and inheritance. Taken up now 
are rights of parents, relatives, neighbours and those of human beings 
in general. Since a perfect fulfillment of these rights is possible only at 
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the hands of a person whose orientation to Allah, His Messenger and 
to the answerability of the Last Day is correct and strong, and who 
avoids miserliness, arrogance and affectation, being impediments to 
all positive efforts, the text presents the need to believe in the Oneness 
of Allah, to avoid any association with His pristine divinity, and to 
stay away_ from the rejection of the meeting on the Last Day. Also 
taken to task are ways of the disbelievers who disobey the Messenger 
of Allah and revel in their miserliness. 

Commentary 

The reason why Tau.Qid precedes rights 
There are many wise considerations in opening the roster of rights 

with the exhortation to worship Allah alone and not to associate with 
Him anything in that worship. One of these, and a basic one indeed, is 
having the fear of Allah and the conscious concern to fulfill His rights. 
A person who is· neglectful on that score can hardly be expected to 
remain particular about fulfilling the rights of anybody else. He will 
find one or the other excuse to satisfy his immediate circle of relatives 
and friends, to keep his prestige in the society or to escape the law of 
the government. What really forces h1m to honour human rights, 
watched or unwatched, is nothing but the fear of Allah and the sense 
of responsibility before Him. This fear and this taqwa is achieved 
through nothing but tau.Qid, the firm belief in the Oneness of Allah to 
the total exclusion of everything else in that unicity. This is why it was 
appropriate to remind man about the Oneness of Allah and the need to 
worship Him before describing the rights of relatives and others. 

The rights of parents come first after the message of Tau.Qld 
By taking up the rights of parents immediately after the command 

to worship Allah as is His due, it is being suggested that, no doubt all 
blessings and favours are really from Allah Almighty, yet seen in 
terms of worldly means, the frequency of favours received by man, 
closest next to those of Allah Almighty, are those he receives from his 
parents. This is because they are, given the chain of causation, the 
very fountain-head of their being. And in all those stages of trial from 
the birth of a child to his young age, the parents are the ones who take 
care of the being, sustenance and growth of man to the best of their 
ability and God-given means. This is why the command to worship and 
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obey Allah has also been supplemented with the mention of the rights 
of parents at other places in the Holy Qur'an. At one place it is said: 
~Jjt.;H z,J;tlt. ,} (Be grateful to Me, and to your parents.) (31:14). At 
an~the; plac~, it is said: lfl:.!!J.~t.;iLS~t. §!S~~1~J~~~j~ GZI rt.;(And 

, "' / , , 
when We made the children of Isra'il take a pledge: You shall not 
worship anyone but Allah; and to parents you shall be good ... ) (2:83). 

In the verses quoted above, the text does not say that one should 
fulfil the rights of parents or serve them. The word used here is Lbsan 
(doing good) which, being far more comprehensive, includes spending 
to support them as needed, to be of service to them physically when so 
required, not to talk to them in a voice too sharp or too loud causing 
disrespect, not to say anything to them which may break their heart, 
and not to treat their friends and well-wishers in any manner which 
hurts them. On the contrary, one should do everything possible to 
comfort and please them. Even if the parents have fallen short in 
fulfilling the due rights of children, the children should never take it 
as an excuse for their own ill-treatment. 

Sayyidna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ..J.s. .J.Jt. ~.) says that, out of the ten 
things the Holy Prophet r!-J ~ ..!Jt. ._,.l... had asked me to be particular 
about, one was: 'do not associate anyone with Allah even if you are 
killed or burnt alive'; and the second was: 'Do not disobey or hurt your 
parents even if they ask you to leave your children and family. '"<Musnad 

Al;lmad) 

Besides the great emphasis laid on obedience to parents and on 
treating them well as in the sayings of the Holy Prophet r!-J ·~ JJt. .)
there are countless merits and grades of reward promised for those 
who do so: A l}.adith in al-Bukhari and Muslim reports that the Holy 
Prophet r!-J ~ JJt. ._,.l... said: 'One who wishes to have his earnings and 
life increased by the blessing of Allah should fulfill the rights of his 
relatives.' A narration in Tirmidhi says: 'The pleasure of Allah lies in 
the pleasure of the father and the displeasure of Allah, in the 
displeasure of the father.' Al-Baihaqi reports in Shu'ab al-'Iman that 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJt. .)- said> 'When a son who is obedient to his 
parents looks at them with love and regard, every glance of his brings 
forth for him the r;_eward of an accepted I:Iajj.' According to another 
narration from al-Baihaqi, the Holy Prophet r!-J ~ JJt. .)-said: 'Allah 
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Almighty forgives most sins but one who disobeys and hurts his 
parents is condemned to face all sorts of unforeseen troubles right here 
in this mortal world, much before the ultimate reckoning of the Here
after.' 

The emphasis on treating relatives well 
Mter having mentioned parents, the verse emphasizes the good 

treatment of all relatives. A very comprehensive and well-known verse 
of the Qur'an which the Holy Prophet r!-J ~ JJ1 ._,1... very often used to 
recite at the end of his sermons, presents the same subject in this 
manner: 

,, -... . , ' , . ' I. ..., 
•.•-:tl ~~~I"· L;:.;.~I"J~L ,,l:'Ull '='I I..FJW ,;, , .)J ~ , 'J... ;,f'. u ... 

Still recited in the Khutbah during Friday prayers all over the 
world, the verse means: 'Allah commands you to do justice and· be good 
to all and to fulfill the rights of the relatives. (16:90)' This includes 
serving relatives to the best of one's ability, as well as keeping in touch 
with them. SayYidna Salman ibn 'Amir ~ J.ll ~.; reports that the Holy 
Prophet r-1-J ~ .J.li._,.L., said: '$adaqah, when given to the poor and 
needy, surely brings the reward reserved for such charity, but, when 
given to a kinsman, it brings a twofold reward - one for the charitable 
giving and the oth~rfor having fulfllled the rights imposed by kinship.' 
(Musnad Mmad, Nasai, & Tirmidhil 

Let us keep in mind that the need to fulfill the rights of parents is 
the first priority followed by that of relatives in general. 

The rights of the orphans and the needy 
The third group mentioned in the verse is that of 'the orphans an,d 

the needy' whose rights were already taken up in some detail earlier 
in the Surah. But, by recalling it under the general head of relatives, 
the hint given is that one should consider helping orphaned children 
and helpless people as necessary as one would do for his or her own 
relatives. 

The rights of the neighbour 
Then appears 'the close neighbour' at number four, and the distant 

neighbour,' at five. The Arabic word, 'al-}iir' means 'the neighbour'. The 
verse describes its two kinds - the close and the distant. These two 
kinds have been explained variously by the noble Companions may 
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Allah be pleased with them all. 

Generally, commentators say that 'a close neighbour' is one who 
lives next to your house, and 'the distant neighbour' is one who lives at 
some distance from it. 

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas 4.:..&. .J.Ji ~;said that 'a close relative' 
means one who is a neighbour and a relative at the same time which 
makes him the holder of two rights; and 'the distant neighbour' means 
one who is simply a neighbour and is no relative and who has, there
fore, been mentioned later. 

Some commentators have said that 'a close neighbour' is one who is 
part of the Muslim community and is a Muslim while 'a distant neigh
bour' refers to a non-Muslim neighbour. 

The truth of the matter is that the words of the Holy Qur'an lend to 

all these probable meanings. It is no doubt reasonable and lawful to 

!1ave a difference in degrees between different neighbours, either on 

the basis of their being relative or non-relative, or on the basis of their 

iJeing Muslim or non-Muslim. However, it is agreed upon that a 

1eighbour, close or distant, related or unrelated, Muslim or non

.Vluslim, has the essential right that he be helped and cared for to the 
>est of one's ability. 

However, a person who has some other right as well, besides his 
right as a neighbour, he will have a degree of precedence as compared 
to others. The Holy Prophet r-1-J ~ J.ii._,L.. has himself explained this 
when he said: 'Some neighbours have one right, some others have two, 
still some others have three. The neighbour with one right is a non
Muslim with no bond of kinship; the neighbour with two rights is not 
only a neighbour but a Muslim too; the neighbour with three rights is 
a neighbour, a Muslim and a re~ative, all in one. (Ibn Kathirl 

The Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.JI._,L. said: 'Jibra'H has always been 
telling me to be helpful and caring with one's neighbour, so much so 
that I started thinking that may be the neighbours will also be 
included as sharers in inheritance. (al-Bukhari and Muslim! 

According to a narration in al-Tirmidhi and the Musnad of ~mad, 
the Holy Prophet r-1-J ~ .J.Ji ,)- said: 'The best and the most superior is 
the best in relationship with his neighbours'. And a l;adiih in the 
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Musnad of A}:lmad reports: 'It is not permissible for a neighbour to eat 
his fill while his next door neighbour is hungry.' 

The right of the Companion at your side 
Mentioned at number six is 'the companion at your side'. Trans

lated literally, it includes a travel companion sitting by your side in a 
rail compartment, an aeroplane, a bus or a car. It also includes a 
person who is sitting with you in any common meeting. 

The way the Shari'ah of Islam has made the .rights of regular 
neighbours, close or distant, a matter of obligation, it has likewise 
made equally obligatory the right of good company enjoyed by a person 
who sits next to somebody for a little while in some meeting or journey 
- which includes everyone, Muslim or non-Muslim, related or unre
lated, as equals. The instruction to treat such a person nicely is signifi
cant, the lowest degree of which is that you cause no pairi to anyone 
with your word or deed, you say nothing which may hurt the feelings 

· of the other person, you do nothing which embarrasses, annoys or 
troubles him, such as, a puff of cigarette blown towards his face, or a 
spit of things chewed deposited by" his side, or a style of sitting which 
leaves very little space for the other person to sit. 

No wonder, if people started following this instruction of the Holy 
Qur'an, the common disputes between passengers of trains, particu
larly in countries with overcrowded modes of transportation, would be 
all over - if everyone were to think that he needs just about enough 
space to seat one person. This much is his right, but he does not have 
the right to occupy anymore space beyo::1d that. The person ~itting 
next to him has as much right to sit in that train as he does. 

Some commentators have said that 'a distantneighbour' includes 
everyone who works by your side in some job or vocation, in industry 
or wage-earning, in office work, whether on the station of duty, or in 
travel. (Ru~ al-Ma'ani) 

The right of the wayfarer 
This appears at number seven. A wayfarer is a person who, during 

your tavel status, comes to you, or becomes your guest. Since this 
stranger Muslim or non-Muslim has no relative or friend around in the 
given situation, the Holy Qur'an by considering his predicament as a 
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human being - has made the fulfillment of his right too as something 
obligatory. It means that one should treat him well, as much as 
possible and convenient. 

The rights of bondmen, bondwomen, servants and employees 
Concluding the list at number eight, it is said: ~~~~~;(and 

those owned by you) which means bondmen and bondwomen owned. 
Their right too - that they be treated well - has been made equally 
obligatory. It means that one should not fall short in making sure that 
they have food to eat and dress to wear, and also that they are not 
burdened withjobsbeyond their ability to handle. 

Though, given the lexical meaning of the verse which is clearly 
referring to 'the owned', that is, the bondmen and bondwomen, but as 
based on the same analogy and on the sayings of the Holy Prophet $ 
these rules cover servants and employees as well, for they too have the 
same right. There should be no niggardliness or delay in giving them 
their due salary, meals and so forth, and also that they are not 
burdened with jobs beyond their ability. 

Arrogance hinders the fulfillment of rights 
The last sentence of verse 36: 1;;f.J ~Gt..: 5l5.;; 4-i JJ1 S~ (Surely, Allah 

does not like those who are arrogant, proud) is really a unifying 
complement of what has been said immediately earlier. In other 
words, anyone falling short of fulfilling the rights of the eight kinds of 
people serially mentioned earlier, must be none else but the arrogant 
and the proud - those who have an offensively heightened sense of 
superiority and those who love lording over others to exact esteem 
from them. May Allah keep all Muslims safe from it. 

There are many a}J.iidith carrying stern warnings against arrogance 
and pre-Islamic vainglory: 

..~.>I_;L..JI J.>-~.t"i $ .JJI J_,......; JuJu~ JJI ~.J :l~ ~I~ 

Jli!.o ~ r.) ..1.>1 Ql J;-~.t "iJ ~L..tl ~ J:l.;. ~ i;> Jli!.o ~ r.) 
<rl-- .UI_,... LI"Y' oJ" i.,S:..:...l _rf ~ J:l,_;. ~ i;> 

Sayyidna Ibn Mas'ud .,;,.&. J..ll ~; has narrated that the Holy 
Prophet i£t: said: 'A person who has in his heart faith worth 
the weight of a mustard seed will not go to the Hell; and a 
person who has in his heart arrogance worth the weight of a 
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mustard seed will not go to Paradise.' (Mishkat, p. 433, vide 

Muslim) 
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Quoted here is another l}.adith which also carries a definition of 
arrogance: 

,;.,..o 41 J.>-4 "'J ~ J..ll J_,....,J JL.i JU ~ J.JI ~.) ~.,-- 1)-!l.;r 

-...._,.j ~;~ ~;I ~ ~)1~;1 ~.) Jw .;$ v..o o.)~ JLu. .y.; ~ .;15 

J:l-1 P. .,$-JI .Jt....:;.l ~ ~ ulW .JJI .:>! JU , ~ ~-' ~..:......> 
<rl--...!1.,-.; m· ..,..,_,s;..:..) '-""WI~-' 

Sayyidna Ibn Mas'Ud ~ .JJI ,_,.;,.J has narrated that the Holy 

Prophet r1--' ~ -.iJ1..;... said: 'Whoever has in his heart arro
gance worth the weight of a particle will not go to Paradise.· 
Then, someone asked: 'How about people who like that their 
clothes be good, and their shoes too ... (ls·this arrogance?)' He 
said: 'Allah is beautiful;-He likes beauty. Arrogance is wanton 
disregard of the (other person's) right and the holding of 
people in contempt.' (Mishkat, p. 433,vide Muslim) 

Then begins verse 37 with 5~;:;.fli which describes the nature of 
the arrogant who are stingy in giving rights which it is obligatory to 
give, fail to understand their responsibilities and go on to the negative 
extreme of persuading others to take to this bad habit through -their 
word and deed. 

The verse has used the word, 'bukhl' (niggardliness) to describe 
this trait of character, a word which, in the generally approved sense, 
is applied for shortcoming in giving financial rights. But, looking at 
the background of the verse's revelation, it becomes obvious that the 
word, 'bukhl' has been used here in its general sense which includes 
close-fistedness in money and knowledge both. 

A narration from Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ....._ .JJ1 ..,:..J tells us that this 
verse was revealed about the Jews of Madinah. They were very arro
gant, and extremely miserly. When it came to spending money, they 
were miserably miserly. They also concealed the knowledge they 
received through their Scriptures which carried the prophecies about 
the coming of the Holy Prophet~-'~ J.li._,J..... These also,included clear 
signs of his appearance. But, the Jews, despite being convinced of 
these prophecies, acted niggardly. They never acted to fulfill the 
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dictates of this knowledge, neither did they pass on the message to 
others who could act in accordance with it. 

Based oh this, it is then said that people who are miserly with 
wealth given by Allah - in matters of knowledge and faith - are 
ungrateful to Allah and fail to acknowledge His blessings. For them 
Allah has prepared a humiliating punishment which they cannot 
escape. 

About the merit of giving and the demerit of miserliness, the Holy 
Prophet ~J ~ J.JI.)- has said: 

~I ~I W...~.>l J_,4-i iJ'i~ iJ~ 'JI y .)~1 ~ i.J'!. ~ ~ 
\~ J .s;~l (ili ts::.....t ~I ~1_;. 'JI J~..J W> ~ 

"Every morning two angels descend. One of them says':· '0 

Allah, bless him who spends in the way of good'; and the other 
says: '0 Allah, send destruction on (the wealth of) the miser.'" 

(al-Bukhari & Muslim, from Abu Hurairah = JJ1 ~J). 

~.J ~ .Jll u1- .Jll J.,......J J~ ~Li ~ JJI ~J • L.-1 ;,r 
~ illl ,_r.~ ,_r.,; 'J.J ~ illl ~ ~ 'J .J ~I 

<ri-- .J<SJli.tl J,~l Lo ~).J 

'Give. Do not calcul'ate, for Allah will then calculate in your 
case. And do not withhold, for Allah will then withhold in your 
case. And give whatever you can.'' (al-Bukhari & Muslim from 

Sayyidah Asma' ~ JJ1 ~). 

Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ .J.J1 .,?.J narrates that the Holy Prophet ~ 
said: 

~ 

~ ~I.J 'IJ"WI,:ro "':"-~...) .~1 ~ ":"-'...) ,illl,:ro 'r'...) ~I 

~ J.II~I.J .!..JL.:JI ~ ":"-'_,.i IJ"WI,:ro ~ Ql ~ ~ ,UJI ~ 

<.s..L..;l . ~ ..~.!~.&. ,:ro illl ull ~I 

"The generous person is close to Allah, close to Paradise, close 
to people; while the miser is far from Allah, far from Paradise, 
far from people - close to the fire; and the generous ignor
amus is dearer to Allah than a miserly devotee. (a person who 
has devoted himself for worship)" (Tirmidhl) 

Sayyidna Abu Sa'Id ~ JJI ~.) narrates that the Holy Prophet ~ 
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said: 

'i iJ~ r-LJ ~ ill I uL=o ill I J_,.....,J JuJu ~ ~~ ~J 
(..s.i..~l Jl.ll.l ~ .J-J ~I • .:,.o_;... c.) iJ~ 

"Two traits cannot get combined in a true Muslim: miserliness 
and bad morals." (Tirmidhl) 
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In' verse 38, beginning with the words, 5#--::Aftl; another trait in the 
character of the arrogant has been described. Ordinarily they them
selves hold back any spending in the way of Allah and persuade others 
to do the same. Nevertheless, when they wish to show off before 
people, they do spend. Since these people do not believe in Allah and 
the Last Day, the question of spending their wealth for the good 
pleasure of Allah and with the intention of earning rewards in the life
to-come just does not arise. Such people are the accomplices of Satan, 
therefore, the end of it all will be no different than the end of their 
comrade Satan. 

This verse tells us that the way it is disgraceful to be niggardly and 
tardy in fulfilling due rights, very similarly, it is also extremely bad to 
spend to show off or to spend on heads which are purposeless. A good 
deed aimed at drawing applause from people - and which is not for 
Allah exclusively - is a deed not acceptable in the sight of Allah. In 
l).adith, it has been declared as shirk (associating others in the divinity 
of Allah). 

Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ JJ1 ,_r..J narrates that the Holy Prophet ,g-. 
said: 

~ ~,;..!.i ~ ~ v-o ~...,.;.JI ~ ~ lS'__...!.JI ~I Lil u-lw .JJI Ju 
~ r-J d .;J I$~. r..r-" 

"Allah Almighty says: I am absolutely free of any need to have 
partners. Whoever does a (good) deed and associates in it 
someone else with Me, I leave him (unhelped) with this deed 
(of associating partners with Me)". 

Sayyidna Shaddad ibn. Aws ~ J..li ~J narrates that he heard the 
Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ JJI ~say: 

~ .:,.o rl--J ~ J.H ~ JJI J.J-J ~ Ju V"JI ~ ~1..\.!. ,J&-J 
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~pi ..w ~~.;.! ,j~ ,JAJ .~pi ..w ~~.;.! ic:., ,JAJ .~pi ..w ~~.;.! 
(;~ ....,,_,...... .~.>ll 

"Whoever performed $alah to show off, committed shirk; and 
whoever fasted to show off, committed shirk; and whoever 
gave in charity to show off, committed shirk." (Al;lmad, as cited 

by Mishkat). 
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Sayyidna Mal;lm ud ibn Labid ~ .J.JI._r.:..J narrates that the Holy 
Prophet ~-' ~ J.JI ._)...:. said: 

Jl>l Lo J,.>l ~I JLi rLJ ~ JJI J- ~I ~I~~ ~~ ~ 
• L)l Ju ~_,A....'JI ~_,.:.)1 Co~ JJI J_,..,.; lt I)Li ,_,a....'JI ~__..!JI ~ 

(;~ .UI_,..... .~.>I) 

"What fills me with grave apprehensions about you is the 
minor shirk." The Companions asked: "0 Messenger of Allah, 
what is the minor shirk?" He said: "riyii' (i.e. to do a good deed 
just to show off'). (Al;lmad, as cited by Mishkat) 

Here, a narration from al-Baihaqi adds that, on the Day of Doom, 
when the reward for good deeds will be given out, Allah Almighty will 
say to the persons committing riyii i.e. the persons who did good deed 
just to earn the applause of the people: 

"Go to those you wanted to see you doing good deeds in the 
mortal world and then find out for yourself if they have the 
reward for your deeds." 
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Allah and the Last Day and spent out of what Allah had 
given them. And Allah knows all about them. [39] 

Surely, Allah does not wrong even to the measure of a 
particle. And if it be a good deed, He multiplies it and 
gives a great reward out of His Own pleasure. [ 40] 

How would it, then, be when We shall bring a witness 
from every community and shall bring you over them 
as a witness. [41] On that Day, those who have 
disbelieved and disobeyed the Messenger shall wish 
that the earth be levelled with them. And they shall not 
conceal anything from Allah. [ 42] 
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Previous verses carried the condemnation of those who refused to 
believe in Allah and in the Akhirah and were miserly. The present 
verses persuade people to believe in Allah and the Akhirah and engage 
in the gainful activity of spending in the way of Allah. Then, towards 
the end (4~-42), a description of the trying situations prevailing on the 
plains of Resurrection appears to warn people, who refuse to believe 
and refuse to do what is good, of their evil end. 

Commentary 
In the first·verse (39): ~L.J;i;'t'.il!:rr 1fL:;, it is said: What conceivable 

harm could have affected them if they had believed in Allah and the 
Last Day and spent out of what Allah had given them? What is so 
tough, difficult or frightening about it? All these are as easy as they 
come. Going by them, taking to them and believing in them does not 
hurt or harm or cause any inconvenience. Why then, would someone 
elect to be disobedient, the certain outcome of which is nothing but 
disaster in the Akhirah? 

. ~;, "', , , "' ;, , ' ' 

The text, then, says: t.J~ J~~ ~~~5~<40), that Is, Allah Almighty 
does not allow the reward of good deeds from anyone be reduced in any 
manner or quantity whatsoever. In fact, He adds extra rewards, in. 
multiples, in special Divine favours, and the life of Akhirah will . 
witness this supreme mercy of the Lord~ 

With Allah, the least human measure of thawiib or reward is that 
one good deed gets recorded as ten. Then, this does not ~top at that; 
through sheer merey and grace, Allah bestows manifold increase into 
this treasure of good deeds. Some l)adlth narrations tell us that there 
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are deeds the reward for which rises as high as two million times. The 
truth of the matter is that Allah is al-Karim, the most-noble, the most
generous -He Himself, in His limitless mercy and grace, so increases 

the quantum of his blessing on His servants that it simply cannot be 
counted or measured in our human terms. The extents of His gene
rosity and the dimensions of His very Being are beyond human concep
tualization- who can dare calculate the uncalculable? 

Incidentally, the word, "•~f: dharrah" appearing in this verse has 
been translated here as 'p;rticle' following the generally recognized 
meaning it carries. However, some commentators have pointed out 
that 'dharrah' is the name of the smallest kind of red ant which the 
people of Arabia used to cite as an example of something very light 
and insignificantly small. 

In the verse (41) beginning with: -Jfj} ~ ~ 1~1 ~,there is an invi-
~ ., " y /. w 

tation to visualize, in range and depth, the gravity of what will happen 
on the site of the Last Day. Also intended is an admonition to the 
disbelievers from the tribe of Quraysh. Their anxiety would know no 
bounds when every prophet of eve·ry community would appear as a 
witness to the good or bad deeds of his respective community on the 

Last Day - and Mul;tammad ~J ~ J.JI..).4 too, the last of the prophets, 
will appear as a witness over his community - and he would give 
witness in the Divine Court particularly about such disbelievers and 
polytheists declaring that these people saw open signs and miracles, 
yet they belied and rejected them and ultimately refused to believe in 
'The Divinity and my Prophethood'. 

According to a narration in al-Bukhari, the Holy Prophet~ asked 
Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ..... JJI._,.;..J to recite the Qur'an to him. 
Sayyidna 'Abdullah said: 'You want to hear it from me, although the 
Qur'an was revealed to you?' He said: 'Yes. Recite.' Sayyidna 'Abdullah 
ibn Mas'ud says: 'I started reciting Suratun-Nisa' and when I reached 
h "' "''"'' '" " """'" h "d "E h fi " d t e verse: ;~t • ;.f=l ¥ ~ ~ ~~~~ (41), e sa1 : noug or now; an 

when I raised my eyes to look at him, I saw tears trickling from his 

blessed eyes.' 

'Allama al-Qastalani writes: This verse caused a full view of the 
Akhirah to be present before his eyes and he thought about the people 
of his community who were short on or lacking in good deeds and that 
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was why tears started flowing from his eyes. 

Special Note: 

444 

Some commentators,have said that the word, ~(them), in this 
verse (41) points to the disbelievers and hypocrites present during the 
age of prophethood. Some others say that it refers to the entire 
community right through the Day of Doom. This is ~o because, .as indi
cated in some l;ladith narrations, the deeds of his community are being 
continuously presented before him. Nevertheless, from here we know 
that the prophets of past communities will appear as witnesses over 
their respective communities and that the Holy Prophet ~ too Will 
testify to the deeds of his community. This textual style of the noble 
Qur'an tells us that there is to be no prophet after him who could 
appear as a witness over a possible community of his - otherwise, the 
Qur'an would have mentioned him and his community and the testi
mony he would give. Seen from this angle, this verse is a proof of the 
finality of prophethood as well. 

In 1jj! ,:;.~1 ~.Jf fJJ[, the text mentions the state of utter despair faced 
by disbelievers on the Last Day. That day they would wish to go 
extinct rather than face its ordeal, to become a patch of the earth 
underneath, or wish that the earth would crack open, suck them in 
leaving nothing on top but dust mingled with dust, so that they would 
be delivered of the scrutiny and retribution of that fateful time. (The 
statement: ~f{! ~.,..s;:l;S (42) has been translated here literally to 
express, in some measure at least, the power and poignancy ·of the 
original Qur'anic expression, as: 'shall wish that the earth be levelled 
with them.) 

The same wish appears in Suratun-Nisa' where it was said: ~~ J~ 
~f~ .. ;;-=~f;. This will be on the plains of Resurrection when the disbe
lievers will see that all animals have been turned into dust after 
having exchanged the retribution of each other's excesses. They too, 
would pine for an end like this wishing to have become all dust. 

' Finally, the verse says: ltff ~I ~ -9; (And .they shall not conceal 
anything from Allah - 42). It means that these disbelievers will be 
unable to keep anything about their beliefs and deeds concealed from 
Allah. Their own hands and feet will confess. The prophets will testify 
and, of course, present there will be everything on record in their 
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Books of Deeds. 

Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ...._ J.li._?; was asked: "At one place, the Holy 
Qur'an says: 'And they shall not conceal anything from Allah' (4:42); 

while, at another place, it says: 'By Allah, Our Lord, we were no mush
riks' (6:23) - Is there, as it seems, any contradiction between the two 
verses?" To this he replied: What will happen is that when the disbe
lievers will begin to see that nobody except true Muslims is being 
admitted into the Paradise they would decide to refuse point-blank 
that they had ever committed shirk or any other evil deed, in the hope 
that the plan works and results in their salvation. But, soon after this 
refusal of theirs, the very parts of their body would testify against 
them, which would totally frustrate their plan to conceal the truth 
about their deeds. That will.be the time when they will confess every
thing. Hence: "They shall not conceal anything from Allah". 

Verse 43 

;.... ,c _, ,-!1""i;t ~ 111 _,,...z-::q 1?!""1' -:'~ .J1 '-=-~Lr 
~ ,.;~ r ~ y.._;-A.J ~ ~.... ·"1"! -

-' ::~,; t ...:; "· 0 tJ .... . ~ ,,... .... 

.1.1'1 .~;; '::"" 1::1 ,... ::~ ~ ~ll:f> ~""-:"-'P""~ 1_;!1!7 
~ ""' t._ii> ~ !.S.j;, / • . ~ !,)jl jLJ 

..b,jWI-:-"' ~(~~~~~:~f.-:-""' ,, ~ -1 "'i. l;· i:.:t ?I""' , ,. ~ r-:; . ~ ;.(- <..r" ~ c..r:' .;A !,) ... ~ 

~~ .. , ... 1~~ .... 1~-'c,.-:-:--~r-.... l:~iJ 
1
;:D ""'l~Jll (.~:~-!t''l ~ J-·~ ~QQ :.J.,.I...O ~ .,. ~ 

• / .. ""' .. t ;, , 

_,,... ~.! ""' "' ... 0 ""' 9 " .. ""' 
"'t r~ I~"'· · I"' ..... < l51.U I ':'I .~.~"t.~;;l' ~( !> :~,., ~ I :~-" ... 'u 
~ r'.)P P 1.) I.),. r'":,-~ r~~.Jt ~ 
0 those who believe do not go near $aliih when you are 
intoxicated until you know what you say, nor in a state 
of 'major impurity'1 

- save when you are traversin~;; a 
way - until you take a bath. And if you are sick, or in 
travel, or one of you has come after easing himself, or 
you have touched women, and you find no water, go for 
some clean dust and wipe your faces and hands (with 
it). Surely, Allah is most-pardoning, most-forgiving. [ 431 

The Background of this Revelation 
This is about an incident relating to Sayyidna 'Ali ...:.s. JJI..?; which 

l.Stands for Janiibah which signifies a ritual impurity caused by sexual 
intercourse or seminal discharge, in passion or dream, after which it 
becomes obligatory to take a bath. 
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has been mentioned in TirmidhL It was before liquor was forbidden 
that Sayyidna 'Abdul-Ral).man ibn 'Awf ...:.s. ..l.ll._?.) had invited some 
Companions for dinner at this home. As customary, liquor was served 
before dinner. When everybody had finished eating, time came for the 
Maghrib E?CLliih. Sayyidna 'Ali~ ...lii..?.J was asked to lead the prayer. He 
made a grave error while reciting the well-known Surah al-Kafirun in 
the $alah under the effect of intoxication. Thereupon, this verse was 
revealed in which warning was given that $alah should not be 
performed in a state of intoxication. 

Commentary 

Commands prohibiting liquor came gradually 
Allah Almighty has blessed the Shari'ah of Islam with a particular 

distinction - its rules have been made easy. One such rule in this 
golden chain concerns drinking which was an old addiction in Arabia. 
This was a national habit, and pastime, involving everyone but a 
particular few who had a sort of God-given distaste and abhorrance for 
liquor all along. Naturally right-minded, they never went near this 
foul habit. One such example is tha't of the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ ...111,.)...:. • 

He never touched liquor even before he was called to prophethood. And 
everyone knows that habit, any habit, the urge and compulsion to 
have something, is really difficult to leave. This is all the more true 
about the habit of drinking or getting intoxicated by some other 
means. It so overpowers man in its clutches that he just cannot think 
otherwise. To him a farewell to drinking means a welcome to death. 

Drinking has always been unlawful in the sight of Allah and when 
people entered the fold of Islam, saving Muslims from it was very 
much in order. But, had it been declared unlawful all of a sudden, 
people would have found obedience to this command extremely hard to 
carry out. So, the shift was gradual. First come partial prohibition. 
People were warned of the evil effects of drinking which aimed at 
motivating them to abandon the habit. As a result, the instruction 
initially given in this verse was limited to asking people not to go near 
E?CLliih while in a state of intoxication. The purpose here was to empha
size that $Ulah is fanj, an obligation- when the time for $alah comes, 
one must rise, intend and offer .it as due, and that one should not be 
drunk during $alah timings. This approach helped Muslims realize 
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that drinking is really something bad for it stops them from 
performing EJaliih properly. There were many blessed souls among 
them who made a spot decision to abandon the habit once and for all. 
There were others who started thinking seriously about its evils. 
Finally, when the verse of Surah al-Ma'idah carrying the absolute 
command which qeclared liquor as impure and unlawful was revealed, 
drinking was forbidden under all conditions. 

Ruling: Based on the rule that performing fJ(Lliih in a state of intox
ication is forbidden, according to some commentators, it is also not 
correct to perform 9aliih when one feels so sleepy that one cannot 
control what one says. This restriction appears in a hadith as follows: 

~ .,;.;~'i ..;\.i i_,.;JI..:.... ~~ <.? ..U,r.li o_,.LJI ~ f-~>1 ~ 1~1 

(_,J._,i)~~~ 

'If one of you feels drowsy in $0-liih, he should go to sleep for a 

little while so that the effect of sleep disappears, otherwise he 

would not know that, rather than. seeking forgiveness (from 
Allah), he may (actually) be cursing himself.' (Qurtubi) 

Editor's Note1 

Although the verse was initially revealed to prohibit offering fJ(Llah 
in a state of intoxication, however, some other situations have also 
been dealt with in which offering $nliih is not permitted. These are the 
states of impurity which are of two kinds. The first kind is the state of 
'major impurity' or 'janiibah' which is caused by sexual intercourse or 
by ejaculation with sexual desire by whatever means. This state of 
impurity has been referred to in the above verses by the word "~" 
which is derived from janiibah and has been translated as 'major 
impurity'. In this state one cannot offer 9alah unless he purifies 
himself by having the prescribed bath (ghusl). 

The second kind of impurity is called 'minor impurity' C,.o. .... ~I.!>..IJ.I) 
which is caused by any act breaking the.wu(li?, like easing oneself or 
passing a flatus etc. In this state also one is not allowed to offer fJ(Lliih, 

1. In the original book there was no explanation cf other rules mep.tioned in 
the verse. The exteemed author has felt it sufficient that these rules are 
mentioned in the· Urdu translation alongwith the :~ ..... -:» . For the 
benefit of English readers, I have added this note - Muhammad Taqi 
Usmani. 
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but the way of purifying oneself from this kind of impurity is much 
easier. Instead of having a bath one can release himself from it by 
making wuc}ll (prescribed ablution). In both situations it is necessary 
to use water, either for having a bath or for making wuQ.ll. But there 
may be situations where the use of water is not possible due to its 
unavailability or is extremely difficult due to illness. In both these 
situations the above verses have provided an easier alternative for 
having a bath or making wuc}ll. The alternative is to strike the hands 
on a clean dust and then wipe the face and the wrists with it. This 
procedure is called 'Tayammum' and has been taken by the Shari'ah as 
a symbol of ritual purification where the actual act of purification 
through water is not possible or is extremely difficult. After making 
tayammum one is held to be purified for a temporary period ul)til he is 
able to use water. The procedure of tayammum, being the same for 
both major and minor impurities, it has been prescribed in one 

fi b th k . d Th d " ......... ·~!l> ........ ~ .. -;. ('' f sequence or o m s. e wor s ~WI~ ·,.~>I ~~JI 1.e. or one o 
you has come after easing himself) refer to the 'minor impurity' while 
the words '{~II (.~'-'t ;F· (i.e. 'or you have touched women') stand for 
having sexual intercourse1 causing major impurity. In both situations, 
it has been laid down that if someone is too sick to use water, or is on 
journey where he does not find water, he can have recourse to making 
tayammum. 

The above discussion may explain the rules of impurities and their 
purification as laid down in the above verses. However, one point 
needs further elaboration: 

While the Holy Qur'an has prohibited to 'go near $Clliih' in a state of 
major impurity the rule has been made subject to one exception which 
is expressed in the words ~ ~J.~ ~~ (i.e. 'save when you are traversing 

I;" t~t" " 

a way'). This exception has been interpreted by the Muslim Jurists in 
different ways. According to the most commentators, including the 
l:lanafi jurists, this exception refers to the state of travelling when 
water is not available. It, therefore, means that one cannot go near 
$alah in a state of major impurity without having taken a ritual bath 
(ghusl), however, if he is 'traversing a way' in the sense that he is on 

1. This explanation is based on the I;Ianafi view. 
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journey and does not find water, he can offer r:;,aliih without taking bath 
after making tayammum as explained in the next sentence. 

Conversely Imam al-Shafi'i interprets the exception in a totally 
different manner. He says that 'going near f?alah' means 'entering a 
mosque' and it is prohibited for a person to enter a mosque in a state 
of 'major impurity'. However, if he intends to go somewhere else, but 
passes through a mosque as a passer-by, he can do so. The I:Ia:o,afi 
jurists do not accept this view. Based on the first interpretation, they 
say that the verse has no relevance with 'entering the mosque'. It 
refers to offering prayers, as is evident from the background in which 
it was revealed. The prohibition of entering a mosque in the state of 
impurity is based on some other sources, and it is not allowed, even for 
a passer-by, to enter a mosque with intention to go somewhere else. 
(Editor). 

The rule of Tayammum is a blessing, and a distinction of the 
Muslim community 

It is certainly a great favour granted by Allah Almighty that He, in 
His mercy, has made something els~ to take the place of water, some
thing which is much more easily available than water. Obviously 
enough, land mass and dust are available everywhere. It appears in a 
}Jadith that this is a convenience bestowed upon the community of 
Mul).ammad ~J ~ J.li ~exclusively. As for necessary rules governing 
the making of Tayammum (also referred to in English, and interest
ingly too, as the 'dry ablution'), these are commonly available in books 
on r:;,aliih, (in English as well). Standard juristic works can be consulted 
for further details. 
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4ft..'\~~ 
Have you not seen those who have been given a share 
from the Book? They buy misguidance and want that 
you (too) lose the way. [44] And Allah knows your 
enemies best. And Allah is enough as friend a_nd Allah 
is enough as supporter. [45] Among the Jews there are 
some who move words away from their places and say, 
''We hear and disobey," and "Hear. May you not be made 
to hear," and "Rii'inii," twisting their tongues and 
maligning the Faith. And if they had said, ''We hear and 
obey," and ''H~ar," and ''Look after us," it would have 
been better for them, and more proper, but Allah has 
cast His curse on them due to their disbelief. So, they 
do not believe except a few. [46] 

450 

In verses previous to this, the stress was on acting with Taqwa in 
mutual dealings. In between came some rules pertaining to 'Ibadah, 
$aliih and their corollaries since they instill man with fear of Allah, 
promote concern for the life-to-come and help in seeing that dealings 
come out right and smooth. 

The present verses take up the matter of dealings with enemies. It 
brings into sharp focus the wicked tricks, in word and deed, as prac
ticed by the Jews, and then gives a view of what is true and correct. 
This last aspect is in a way an exhortation to Muslims that they 
should be careful in choosing the words they use to say what they have 
to say, for mincing words is not their style. 

Verse 47. 
-' /.-1 ~ iJ /~/ / D , iJ .,9 ~ ,...-P,,J 

_,_-<-::-;: u. u~ w-:--:- ~ 1:1~ 1\::~1 1 --::,1 -:""'.lJI' .~u r- ,., ,.,.. ..r ~ ~ . ,., '.J-i.J 0-!-,. ~ -" _J,_,,.. / J ,., ~ ........ ,.., ~ • " ,... ,., ,.,.. 

>-'" :01 ~ lS'~I ,, :::' L\;1 ·• ~ '--' ~ "' t:':' ! I I,.;; :"' 
.J ~J. ~ ? _;;:.J ~I) v::- ~ , I _... 

~ iJ :0 .., ,., ;' ,... ,...;_,, ,.,..,_ 

""t..v}..~, .... ,., .illi.J''I~lS''.lo~l ~I~ W" ~..,~ .... fl.) .J , •• 

0 those who have been given the Book, believe in what 
We have revealed confirming what is with you before 
We rub off faces and turn them shaped like their backs, 
or curse them as We cursed the people of Sabbath. And 
what Allah wills is destined to occur. [47] 
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In the previous verse (46), there was a description of the Jewish 
stance against Islam which ranged from flat denial to laboured falsifi
cation, something born out of the desire to misrepresent, alter and 
ridicule. The present verse addresses them directly and commands 
them to believe in the final revelation and demonstrate their confirma
tion. Should they continue ignoring the warning and remain hostile, 
they should really be concerned with the chilling prospects of what 
their fate would be as a consequence of their ill choice. 

Commentary 
Note 1: The Qur'anic expression: ~~~~~ Jll. ~~;i (and turn them 

shaped like their backs) admits of two probabilities in this act of 
turning. It could either be that the features of the face are eliminated 
and the whole face is turned around towards the back; or, it may be 
that the· face is flattened like the nape of the neck, devoid of all 
features, 'effaced.' (Ma~hari, Rul) al-Ma'ani) 

Note 2: When will this be is a question posed and answered by 
Commentators in great details. Discussing this deconfiguration (tams) 

and transmutation (maskh), some of them have said that this punish
ment will come upon the Jews before the Day of Doom, while others 
have said that this punishment did not come to pass because some of 
the Jews had entered the fold of Faith. 

Maulana Ashraf 'Ali Thanavi J.Ji._J has said: 'In my opinion, that 
question simply does not arise because there is no single word in the 
Qur'an which would suggest the proposition: If you do not believe, the 
punishment of tams and maskh will definitely materialize. In fact, it 
suggests probability, that is, given their crime, they do d~serve this 
punishment, and should He spare them from the punishment, that 
would be His mercy.' 
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~o.~lf~J ~1 
Surely, Allah does not forgive the ascribing of a 
partner to Him and forgives anything short of that for 
whomsoever He wills. And whoever ascribes a partner 
to Allah has tailored a great sin. [ 48] 

Have you not seen those who claim sanctity for them
selves? In fact, Allah sanctifies whom He wills and they 
shall not be wronged even to the measure of a thread of 
a date-stone. [ 49] See how they fabricate a lie against 
Allah, and it is enough to be an open sin. [50] 

452 

The previous verse carried an admonition for those who refused to 
believe. But, from among those to whom this admonition has been 
addressed, some could finally "Qe forgiven, which admits of the prob
ability that all these other addressees may, perhaps, be also_ forgiven. 
Therefore, the text goes on to explain that this group of people will not 
be forgiven because of their kufr or disbelief. This also refutes the 
Jewish claim that they shall be forgiven. 

Commentary 

Shirk: A definition, and some forms 
h Q ,- . . "' ,,,., """ .:. " (S 1 All h The words oft e ur amc text m 1'"',.~~ .:,1 ~'JWI.:,1 ure y, a 

does not forgive the ascribing ~f a partner to Him) demonstrate that· 
the set articles of faith relating to the Being and Attributes of Allah 
Almighty are the sine qua non of religion and holding any belief 
similar to these in favour Qf whoever and whatever He has created is 
shirk. Some of the forms it takes are as follows: 

Shirk in Knowledge: This is the ascribing of a partner to Allah in 
matters of knowledge ('ilm), for example believing that a certain pious 
person or a spiritual master or the head of a mystical order knows 
about everything in this universe all the time. Other forms could be 
asking an astrologer or a fortune-teller or a diviner about things that 
are going to take place in a person's life, things which belong to the 
unseen world, an exclusive domain of Allah; or, to take omen (fiil) from 
the words written by a pious person and belieVing that it has got to 
happen; or, calling someone from a considerable distance and believing 
that the person has become all aware of the call; or, keeping a fast 
dedicated to someone other than Allah. 
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Shirk in Power: This is ascribing to others the powers and rights 
which are the exclusive domain of Allah as for example, taking 
someone to have the power and.authority to provide gain or inflict loss. 
It includes things like asking someone to grant wishes or to ask for 
sustenance, and children. 

Shirk in 'Ibiidah: This means the ascribing of a partner to Allah in 
acts of worship ('Ibiidah) which is the sole due of Allah. Some of the 
forms it could take are to go down in sajdah (prostration) for anyone, 
to release an animal dedicated in the name of somebody, making cere
monious offering for a person or thing, living or dead, to make a vow 
(mannat, nadhr) in someone's name; to make tawaf(rounds, circumam
bulation) of someone's grave or house; to give preference to someone 
else's word, or custom, as agai:Qst God's own command; to make bows 
before anyone in the manner of a rukd, the bowing position peculiar to 
Muslim prayer; to slaughter -an animal in the name of someone; to 
take the affairs of the mortal world as subservient to the effect and 
influence of stars; to regard some month as ill-omened, wretched; and 
things like that. 

Indulgence in self-praise 
. Jy ~ J ' , , ,..., 

Let us now turn to the word of Allah m: ~I $;s-J; [;.~I.)~~~~ (Have 
you not seen those who claim sanctity for themselves?) Since the Jews 
claimed sanctity for themselves, Allah Almighty censures them in this 
verse as a strange lot attributing sanctity to themselves and then 
having the audacity to tell others that this is so. Amazing indeed! 

From here we learn that it is not permissible for anyone to claim 
and broadcast his or her sanctity, or that of others. This is· forbidden 
on three counts: 

1. The cause of self-praise is mostly pride and arrogance. So, in 
reality, what is forbidden is pride and arrogance. 

2. As to the end of man, only Allah knows if it will come in a state 
of Taqwii and Taharah, that is, in a state when one is still God-fearing 
spiritually and free from major and minor impurities physically. 
Therefore, claiming sanctity for oneself is contrary to being God
fearing. As such, Sayyidah Zaynab daughter of Abi Salam~h ~ JJI ~J 
narrates that the Holy Prophet rl---' ~ JJI.j...:. asked her: 'What is your 
nB:me?' Since; at that time, her name was Barrah (which means pure 
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from sms), so, that was what she told him. He, then, sa1d:~l ·~' t_;s-_p~ 
(;~ .UI~ r1--- •I.J) . .;:zj ~;!:; .~ :;Jt ~~;llf (Do not claim sanctity for 
yourselves (that is, do not claim purity and freedom from sins) because 
it is Allah alone who knows best as to who among you is of the right, 
eous. He, then, named her Zaynab (instead ofBarrah). (Ma~harl) 

3. The third reason for this prohibition is that such a claim gives 
people the false idea that the person making that claim is nearer to 
Allah because he is free of all faults, although this is a lie, for no 
mortal man is free of one or the other shortcoming. (Bayan al-Qur'an) 

Ruling: If impediments mentioned above do not exist, one can 
speak about one's trait of character as an expression of gratitude for 
Allah's blessing. (Bayan al-Qur'anJ 

Verses 51- 52 
:J J ~ ~ ~ ~ "" ,,. 

~L ·n. · {.9 ~1-:'"' l~;J a<. I,M~I -:"'-'.lJI II ,.::'~11 
"'. :.- • w~>!. :-- ,. ~ • -... 'YJ ;.r..,. 1..5' ,.r i 

.:::, ; ... .,......, .9..... ,..,. "' .9 " .J ..... <-'.lJI-:"' ~~ ~'1~~ 1'.9:<" (~ill (-'t:JM,....,....u,.L.l:iJI,.... 
;.;-!.,.. ~ I.$ 7 .:r J.J""'-i ;.;-!.,. ... i.J..J-1 .,JA-J.J ; ~ J 

J, ,,.. .:. ,. ~ .....-~ 1- ~ 
tlJI ...... _I~ ;.;..-J.illlf.:+:;t-:'-'.lll a{! l"'o\J.~ 1,.-;""1' 
~ ,j-4 J ~... ... J "'{ , -;, _,.....o ...... / ,,.. 

~01'~1 9-' ·:u~~l! ~ :.- I.Y"" 
Have you not seen those who have been given a share 
from the Book? They believe in Jibt 1 and 'faghut 2 and 
say concerning those who disbelieve, "They are better 
guided in their way than those who believe." [511 Those 
are the ones whom Allah curses, and the one whom 
Allah curses you shall find no helper for him. [52] 

A description of the evil traits of Jews has been appearing from the 
. b . . . h ,., .:; ;f•lJ'' i, 9 ., .I,.P ~ "" ,.,,.,.., 

Prevwus verse eg1nn1ng wit : ;..Jf -ll!L;..n .-;_ ·"' ~" 1 1-:'"' L:.!....; 1 - 1 -:-,.ill tt ~---. 11 c- uJ.;--;. ~ ~ ·- _.. YJ ~r._.. 4f"~ r r 
(44). The present verses also deal with the same subject. 

Commentary 

What is Jibt and Tiighlit? 
Two words, 'al-Jibt' and 'al-'faghut have been mentioned m the 

present verse (51). What do they mean? Commentators have explained 

1. Jibt: Originally, the name of an idol which was also used later on for 
every false god as well as for sorcery. 

2. 'faghiit: Literally sign:fies the arrogant. It io <i;ov used for Satan, and for 
evil and falsehood. 
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it variously. Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas, Ibn Jubayr and Abu al-'Aliyah J.J1 ,_,4J 

~have said that 'Jibt' comes from the Ethiopian language and refers 
to a magician while ''faghut' signifies a soothsayer. 

Sayyidna 'Umar ..:.s. JJI ,_,4J says that 'Jibt' means magic and ''faghut' 
means Satan. Sayyidna Malik ibn Anas ..:..r. J.11 ~J is reported to have 
said that everything worshipped other than Allah is covered by the 
name ''faghut' 0 

Imam al-Qurtubi says that the view of Sayyidna Malik 1bn Anas ,_,4J 

..:.s. JJI , being more inclusive, is generally preferred because it also has 
its support from the Holy Qur'an where it is said: o_;f~l 1~1;'-rlJIIj~l J 
(Worship Allah and avoid 'faghut.) (16:36) But, really, there is no contra
diction as such in these different views. They all can be implied in one 
or the other sense, as Jibt was essentially the name of an idol after all, 
but it was later on that it came to be applied to other things and 
beings worshipped other than Allah. (Riil,l al-Ma'ar.1' 

The present verses in the background of their revelation 
Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ..:.s. J.ll ..?J narrates that two chiefs of the Jews, 

I:Iuyayy ibn Akhtab and Ka'b ibn Ashraf came along with a group of 
theirs, after the battle of U~ud, to meet the Quraysh at Makkah. The 
Jewish Chief, Ka'b ibn Ashraf met Abu Sufyan and promised to collab
orate with him in his fight against the Holy Prophet r-1---' ....,.L:. JJI ~.The 

people of Makkah told Ka'b ibn Ashraf that they were a people who 
cheated by making false promises. Then, they challenged them to pros
trate before two particular idols (Jibt and 'faghut) there, if they really 
meant what they had said. 

So, in order to assure the Quraysh, .he did exactly that. After that, 
Ka'b told the Quraysh: 'Let thirty people from among you and thirty 
people from among us come forward so that we declare our resolve 
before the Lord of the Ka'bah that all of us will jointly fight against 

Mu~ammad rL-' ....,.L:. JJ1 ~ . 

The Quraysh liked this proposal from Ka'b and this was how they 
opened a united front against Muslims. After that, Abu Sufyan told 
Ka'b: 'You are learned people. You have the Book of Allah with you. 
But, we are totally ignorant. Now, you let us know what do you think 
about us - tell us if we are on the right path, or is it Mu~ammad? ~ 
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Ka'b asked: 'What is your r~ligion?' Abu Sufyan said: 'We slaught~r 
our camels for the I:lajj. We offer their milk to pilgrims, and entertain 
guests. We maintain good relations with our kin. We make tawarofthe 
House of Allah and perform 'Umrah. Contrary to this, Mu"Q.ammad ~ 
has abandoned his ancestral religion and he has cut himself off from 
his own people and, on top of that, he has challenged our ancestral 
r~_ligion by introducing a new religion of his own.' 

Hearing all this, Ka'b ibn Ashraf said: 'You people are on the right 
path. Mul).ammad rL.J ~ J.Ji J-:. has gone astray.' 

Thereupon, Allah Almighty revealed these verses and, thus, 
exposed their lying and deceit. CRul,l al-Ma'anil 

The blind pursuit of material gains sometimes makes man 
surrender religion and faith 

Ka'b ibn Ashraf was a distinguished scholar among the Jews. He 
believed in God and worshipped none but Him. However, when the 
ghost of overweening personal desires overpowered his mind and 
heart, he offered to join forces with .the Quraysh against Muslims. As 
we already know, the Quraysh·put forth the condition that he should 
prostrate before their idols. He swallowed this bitter pill to achieve his 
personal end. Here, we see that he squarely stooped to fulfil the condi
tion imposed by the Quraysh, something,contrary to his religion, but 
he made no effort to stand by his religious beliefs and did not show the 
courage to part ways with them on so crucial an issue. The Holy 
Qur'an mentions a similar incident elsewhere concerning Bal'am ibn 

< ~ / 

Ba'ur. It says: ~· u, ~ :·\~..f t~·o::u ~u ~-:-~. ~~-.:~lil.G!I'ZI'~,.u, ti'
1
:._•1; ~!, ... (Recite !jl~ ,;;:v .. . ~c- .,.. .. ....,, . ,.- .~'.J 

to them the news of the one who was given Our signs, then he eased 
out from it and followed the Satan, and he was one of those who 
seduce people to err.) (7:175) 

Commentators say that Bal'am ibn Ba'ur was a great scholar and 
a mendicant who wielded spiritual powers. But, when he launched his 
sinister plans against Sayyidna Musa rJLJI.J ;_,L.a.JI ~ in an effort to 
achieve his personal desires, he was unable to achieve anything 
against him, but what did happen was that he himself ended up being 
accursed and went astray. 

This tells us that religious lmowledge as culled from a book is not 
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enough to guarantee the desired benefit. What is needed is action 
sought by the knowledge. This will not be possible unless one totally 
abstains from material greed and from the pursuit of carnal desires. 
Otherwise, man would not stay strong enough to resist against sacri
ficing something so dear as his religion on the altar of his desires. In 
our own time, we have the kind of people who would abandon their 
true creed just to achieve their material and political goals. Some of 
them would go for the extra effort to dress up their secular beliefs and 
views with the garb of Islam. Such people care less about the grave 
Covenant between God and man, nor do they worry much about what 
would happen to them in the Akhirah. All this happens when one 
abandons his true and right creed and starts following the signals of 
the Satan. 

The curse of Allah causes disgrace here and hereinafter 
The Qur'anic word, 'la'nah' (translated as 'curse' in absence of a 

more exact equivalent) means being far removed from the mercy of 
Allah, extremely debased and disgraced. Anyone under 'la'nah' from 
Allah cannot be close to Allah. For such accursed ones admonitions are 

- "' ~.,., ,,., ~,,..~,, """ ,, 
very stern. The Holy Qur'an says: ~ 1,1=:"'1 .\>.II~~~~···~~~ (The -,. ~.J .J ... ..r-;;- - ~~ 

accursed, wherever they be, are to be caught and killed massacre-like.) 
(33:61) This is their disgrace in the present life - the disgrace in the 
Akhirah will be far too grim to contemplate. 

Who deserves the 'la'nah' of Allah? 
- ,,.,,, ,,,)., ,,, 

The words of the Holy Qur'an in verse ~2: I~~ 'Jf t.u all r.· ~;state 
that anyone under the curse of Allah has no helper to help him in that 
predicament. The point to ponder is: Who are these people who become 
deserving of this 'la'nah' from Allah? 

According to a .Q.adlth, the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.ll.j- has cursed the 
giver of interest, the receiver and the consumer of interest, and its 
writer and the one who bears witness to it, the whole lot of them, all of 
them equally involved in the sin. (Narrated by Muslim as in Mishkatl 

There is another hadlth in which he said: .bJt;J ~ j....; t,:. ~;!I: 
. ~ '/ , 

(Cursed is he who does what the people of Lut r')WI ~ used to do). 
Narrated l?Y Razin and appearing in Mishkat, the reference is to the 
male homosexual. Then, he sa1d: 'Allah sends. his curse on the thief 
who would not stop from stealing even very small things like eggs and . 
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ropes, and in retribution to which, his hand is cut off.' (Mishkat) 

In another }:ladith, he said: 
., ,.. , "' , "' , J ' ,. 

"'"'--:'I"'~.J::,~tl"'~l"''l"'lli'~ "'I '·'"'I 'i<l''llil :--.:t .J..t"""' J , J ... 'J" J ,.Y' J :y~ V", t.Y"" 

"Allah curses the eater of interest, and its feeder, and the 
woman who tattooes another woman and the woman who 
tattooes herself, and the picture-maker." (Bukhari, from Mishkat) 
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In yet another }:ladith, he has said: 'Allah sends His curse on liquor, 
its consumer and its server, its seller and purchaser, its squeezers, its 
handlers, transporters and orderers, on all of them.' (Abu Dawiid, ibn Majah, 

from Mishkat) 

In still another }:ladith, the Holy Prophet r-1--.J ~ J.ll.j-:. has said: 
'There are six types of people I have cursed and Allah Almighty has 
also cursed them - and every prophet is blessed with the acceptance of 
his prayers- those six are: 

(1) One who commits excess·in the matter of Allah's Book; 

(2) and one who rises to power by force and terror, then honours a 
person disgraced by Allah and brings disgrace on a person 
honoured by Allah; 

(3) the denier of destiny determined by Allah; 

(4) one who takes as lawful what has been made unlawful by 
Allah; 

(5) the person in my progency who rules what has been forbidden 
as lawful; 

(6) and the one who gives up my way-(sunnah).' (Baihaq1 in Al-Mudkhal 

from Mishkat) 
- ,, ,,,, ~ A ., 

In another }:ladith, he said: ~J.);Ja.;ll_;'~l.:.ll all~ 'Allah curses the ogler 
and the ogled at.' It means that the curse of Allah falls on anyone who 
looks at someone in an evil way, someone who is a non-Mal).ram, that 
js, someone outside the count of those in the family he is permitted to 

·see because marriage with them is forbidden for ever. This is why such 
a na~ir, the onlooker of the other, comes under the curse of Allah. As 
for the man~lir ilaihi, the one who is looked at lustfully, the same curse 
will apply subject to his or her having deliberately and invitingly 
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caused such a look to be cast. 

Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ JJ1 ~.) narrates: 

"The Holy Prophet ~J ~ J..Ji.._..L... has cursed the man who 
dresses like a woman and the woman who dresses like a man. 
(Mishkatl 

The following report from Abu Dawud appears in Mishkat: 

J_,...._; ~ .::.Jli .~1 ~ ~lrll)i ~ ullAJ JJI ~_; ~l.&. ~ 
.WI~~)I~_,~JJI~JJI 

"Someone told Sayyidah ':A'ishah 4:-<- JJ1 ~J about a woman 
who wore (men's) shoes. Sayyidah 'A'ishah said: 'The 
Messenger of Allah $ has cursed the woman who takes to 
masculine ways.' 

A narration from Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ~ JJI ~J reports· 

~-' ~ 41!1 ~~I w-a.J :Jli ~ JJI ~_; V"~ .r.l ~ 
~~ ~ t"'~__..;.l Jli _,. L....:.JI ~ u~_;;.ll_, ,J4-)1 ~~I 

(;.,S:..:... ..JI_,.,.., ISJ~I oiJ) 

"The Holy Prophet rl--J ~ J.JI ,)-- has cursed the effeminate 
from among men (who, in dress and looks, emulate women
like transvestites) and he has cursed the masculinized from 
among women (who, in dress, looks and ways, act man-like). 
And he said: 'Expel them out of you homes.' " (Bukhar1, from 

Mishkat) 
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Also from al-Bukhari comes the report that Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 
Mas'ud ~ JJI ~.) said: 

ul.r.All ~ u~l_, uL.a.w:.ll_, uW.,..._ll_, uWI)I J.Ji ~ 

JJI~ 

"The curse of Allah be on ·the tattooers and the tattooed, on 
the pickers of eye-brows and the cleavers of teeth as aids to 
beauty - they are the makers of alteration in the creation of 
Allah." 
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Rules about La'nah 
La 'nah is the denouncing of something or the calling down of evil 

on someone. 'Curse' is the most widely used equivalent for it. Two 
formal substitutes for 'curse' in this sense are 'execration' and 
'imprecat~on'. 'Execration' is the face-to-face denunciation or the ill 
wished, while 'imprecation' is somewhat privately expressed. Call it by 
whatever name, the act of invoking 'La 'nah' is a terrible thing to do. 
Because of the amount of evil it releases, corresponding heavy restric
tions have been placed against its use. Invoking La 'nah against a 
Muslim is l;laram (forbidden) a.nd the sole condition when this can be 
done against a kafir (disbeliever) is that the imprecator must be sure 
that the disbeliever will die clinging to his disbelief. Given below are 
some authentic sayings of the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ .J.JI u-1- on this 
subject: 

~;..tl ~ ~J ~ JJ1 ~ JJ1 8J-"'.) JuJu ~..,....._., ~l,r-
<•~ ;JJ~ .;.i..r)ll i.S-411 ":JJ !)Wl~ ":JJ !)G.lz.J~ 

"According to Sayyidna Ibn Mas'~d ..:r. .JJI ,_?_;, the Holy Prophet 
~-' ~ J.JJ,;... said: 'A true Muslim is no taunter or imprecator, 
nor is he foul-mouthed."' (Tirmidhi, from Mishkat) 

~! :J~ ~J ~ JJI ~ J.ll J_,...,.; ..:...-.... Ju ~ b.;..UI u-!1 ,r

• L......JI yi.HI ~ '. L-11 ~! WI~~ ,: _ •. ~ I~! -4A-ll 

.~wJ ~ J>LJ ~, !+J~ ~I>~ I~ ~.;":11 Jl-4" ~, !+J~ 
~.; ":JIJ )l..llo!iJ.iJ 0LS' 0Li ~ i.S.iJI Jl ~.; LlL.....o J:f ~ I~Li 

<•~ ;.]I~ ~j~~ ..l'!' ,,_,.)) 41iu J 1 

"Sayyidna Abu al-Darda' ..:r. .JJI,_,;,._; s~ys that he heard the Holy 
Prophet rl---' ...,.l.s. JJI..;... say : 'Wh,en a servant of Allah curses 
something, the curse goes up towards the sky whereupon the 
doors of the sky are closed on it. After that, it comes down 
towards the earth whereupon the doors of the earth are closed 
on it (that is, the earth does not accept this curse). After that, 
it takes a right, and then a left, but, as it finds no a,ccess 
anywhere, it returns to the one who was cursed. So, if he is 
really deserving of it, on him it falls; otherwise, it returns 
back to its pronouncer and falls on him." (Abu Dawiid, cited by 

Mishkat) 
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J- -..1.11 J.,....; JW ~ o ,.I~_; c;o.)l ~jli ~_;!)IV"~ 0-!1 ~ 

J..-~ .J ~ ~ ~ .:,-o i..iiJ , o_;J-4L. 4-il.i 4..:..J.J ~ :~J ~ JJI 
(;~ .UIJ"'-! ..s.i._.:ll ,!_,_;) • ~ ~~ ..::...-:.; 

"It has been reported by Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas.;;. JJ1 ~.)that the 
wind swooped away the sheet-cloak of a man and he cursed 
the wind, whereupon the Holy Prophet rl---' ~ J.JI .)...> said: 'Do 
not curse it for it is under orders (from Allah) and (remember) 
whosoever curses something which does not deserve the curse, 
then, the curse returns to none but him." (Tirmidhi, cited by 

Mishkat, p. 413) 

Rulings: 

461 

1. Unless it is known about a particular person that he has died in 
a state of kufr (disbelieD, invoking La'nah on him is not permissible -
even though he may be a sinful person. Based on this principle, 
Allamah Ibn 'Abidin has advised against cursing Yazid. But, should it 
be on a particular kafir whose death in a state of disbelief is certain, 
for instance, Abu J ahl and Abu Lahab, then, it is permissible. (Shami, v.2, 

p.836) 

2. Cursing without naming anyone is permissible, for example, 
saying: 'God's curse upon liars (or tyrants)!' 

3. Literally, La'nah means being far removed from the mercy of 
Allah. In the terminology of the Shari'ah, when applied to disbelievers, 
it refers to their being far far off from the mercy of Allah; and when it 
is applied to Muslims, it refers to their having fallen down the level of 
the righteous (reported by Shami from al-Quhistani, v.2, p.836). Therefore, praying 
that the good deeds of a Muslim may decrease is also not permissible. 

Verses 53 - 55 
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even to the measure of a tiny pit on the back of a date
stone? [53] 

Or, is it that they are jealous of people over what Allah 
has given them of His bounty while We have given to 
the House of Ibrahim the Book and the wisdom and We 
have given to them a great kingdom? [54] 

So, there were some among them who believed in it 
and there were others among them who turned away 
from it. And enough (for the latter) is Jahannam, a fire 
ablaze! [55] 
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Linked with previous verses, the description of Jewish traits of 
character continues in the present verses as well. 

Commentary 

Admonishing Jews for being unreasonably envious 
The knowledge, the grace, the high rank and the grandeur of 

mission given by Allah Almighty to the Noble Prophet rLJ ~ illl J.
made Jews all too jealous. Verses 53 and 54 strongly admonish this 
attitude of theirs, giving two reasons why their envy was unreason
able. The first reason appears in verse 53, while the second, in verse 54. 

But, the outcome of both is the same. The drift of the argument is: 
'What is the basis of your envy? If this is because you think you are. 
the real inheritors of the kingdom and what he has been blessed with 
is actually yours, obviously then, this is all wrong. As it is, right now 
you have no kingdom. Even if you came to have some of it, you are not 
the kind to give anything to anybody. If your envy is based on the 
realization that the kingdom, no doubt, did not pass from you onto 
him, still, the question remains, why did it have to go to him at all. 
What relevance does he have with having a kingdom? The answer 
given was: He too comes from the family of prophets who have ruled 
over kingdoms before him. So, the kingdom has really not come to a 
stranger. Your envy, therefore, is unreasonable.' 

The definition and rules of envy 
'Allamah al-Nawawi, the Commentator of Muslim, defines I:Iasad 

.., ,.. "' ,., .J' ,, 
as : ~I ~l;j ..'r' J..::.LI (Muslim, v.2). It means that I:Iasad (envy) is a desire to 
see the other person's blessing somehow disappear, and this is l)aram 
(forbidden). 
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The Holy Prophet rl-J 4.r. JJI.).- has said: 

~ 'JJ , ul~l J.JI ~~ l_,..i..,s'J , IJ_r.l.l.i 'JJ IJ..~.-~ 'JJ I~L; 'i 
• o!J;}.j - .d ~~1 ~ ·I ~Lt "-'.r .r.~l,) ~ 

"Do not hate and do not envy and do not turn your backs on 
each other. Instead, become servants of Allah, as brothers. 
And it is not lawful for a Muslim that he abandons his brother 
for more than three days." (Muslim, v.2) 

In another l).adith, he has said: 

~I.;WI j.S'lJ W' ul:.....:L.I J.S'~ ~I~~ .~IJ r5~1 
"Beware of envy, for envy eats up good deeds as the fire eats 
up wood." (Abu Dawud, cited by Mishkat) 
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Sayyidna Zubayr ~ .J.Jt ~.; narrates that the Holy Prophet ,§ said: 

y~: ro-LJ ~ .JJI J- .JJI J_,.....; Ju :Ju ~ JJI ~.; .r.-')1 ~ 

.r-=JI ~ J~j 'J .Wl.:l. ~. ~IJ J-J.I ·~ r'11 o:.l~ ~I 
~..UI~~J 

"Stealthily creeping into you is the disease of earlier peoples
envy; and hatred, which is a shaver. I do not say that it 
shaves hair, but it does shave the religion off." (Al,l.mad and 

Tirmidh1, cited by Mishkat) 

Envy, whether it be on account of someone's worldly, or spiritual 
excellence, is l).aram (forbidden) on both counts, as the words~~~.:. ~~~·ri m /~ 
i.!llll [;(Is it that they have a share in the kingdom?) seem to point out 
tow;rds worldly excellence, while the words ~1; ~~(54) (the Book 

I' , ·, , 

and the wisdom) are indicative of spiritual excellence. 

Verses 56 - 57 
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Those who have disbelieved in Our verses, We shall 
certainly make them enter a fire. Whenever their skins 
are burnt out, We shall give them other skins in their 
place, so that they may taste the punishment. Surely, 
Allah is All-Mighty, All-Wise. [56] 

As for those who have believed and have done good 
deeds, We shall admit them to gardens beneath which 
rivers flow, remaining there for ever, for them, there 
are wives purified. And We shall admit them to a shade 
ever-stretched. [57] 
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Particular believers and disbelievers were mentioned in the 
previous verses. Stated now is the reward and punishment of a 
believer and a disbeliever as a universal rule. 

Commentary ,.. 
Explaining the highly apocalyptic statement ~f;(.i.{j.{ .;;_;;WI in 

verse 56, Sayyidna Mu'adh ....._ J.Ji..?.J says that as soon as their skin is 
burnt out it will be replaced - and this will be with such speed that the 
skin will be replaced a hundred times in one moment. 

Sayyidna I:Iasan al-Ba~r1 says: 

1_,~~ :~ J..:..i ~~ L....l! .-o.J""" ...ill~ i.?! J.5 ).::.Jl J.5u 
( Y [ .;.;+lo.. 4!1~ .;.-1.1 ~~I [?ll l~lS' W' iJJ~~ 

"The fire will eat them everyday seventy thousand times. 
When it would have eaten them up, they will be commanded: 
'Return'. So, they shall return to be as they were." (al-Baihaqi, 

as quoted by Ma~har1) 

According to a narration in al-Bukhar1 and Muslim, the Holy 
Prophet FJ ~ JJI.)...:. said: 

~ ~..~ ~1.1.. ..~w1 J-1 i.>__,.., iJl :Ju r-L-' ~ JJ1 ~ ~~ ~ 
.IJ.J) ~4 ~)l ~ L.5 -.i.Lo~ 4:... ~ i,>b"~ <4-t..U ~~ 

( Yl"' oJ" ' [ ......-_..:11_, ~_..:11..!1~ ·~ _, .;.JlO..,ll 

"Lightest in punishment among the people of fire will be the 
man in the sole of whose feet there will be two smouldering 
embers the heat from which will keep his brain boiling like a 
cauldron boiling to the brim." (Almundhiri, a!-Targhib v.4, p.239) 
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An explanation of 'purified wives' 
According to l.Iakim, Sayyidna Abu Sa'id al-Khudri ~ ...l.Jt..,-4J 

narrated that the Holy Prophet r-1-.J ~ J.Jt._,.L.. said: The women of 
Jannah will be pure, that is, pure from menstruation, defecation, 
urination and nasal mucus. 

Mujahid adds to the above by saying: 'They shall also be ·pure and 
free from procreation and seminal impurity.' (Ma~hari) 

.., 
Let us now look at the last two words: ~ ~ in verse 57. Here, by 

mentioning ._hJJ; after Jl; it has been mentioned that the shade in 
Jannah will be dense and ever-present. This is like saying: ~L£ :;.:J. or 
"~j.1 which indicate that the blessings of Paradise will last for ever. 

Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ J.tt ~J narrates that the Holy Prophet 
rL.J ~ J.Jt .)..:>said: 

l)t 1_,.)1 , ~Lo i~ ilo L# ~~I) I~ o~ ~I~ 1)1 

~_,.u J.l; J ~ 

"There is a tree in Paradise. If a rider were to ride under its 
shade for a hundred years, he ·will still not cross it. Read, if 
you wish, ;;if~;(A shade, ever-extended, ever-stretched)." 

~ ~"' 

Explaining ~ ~ , Rabi' ibn Anas said: 

J J).! l' i.S.lJ I J. .rJ I J.l; .J11 

"That is the shade of the Throne (al-'arsh) which will never 
decline." 
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towards those entitled to them and that, when you 
judge between people, j1;1dge with fairness. Surely, good 
is what Allah exhorts you with. Surely, Allah is All
Hearing, All-Seeing. [58] 

0 those who believe, obey Allah and obey the 
Messenger and those. in authority among you. Then, if 
you quarrel about something, revert it back to Allah 
and the Messenger, if you believe in Allah and the Last 
Day. That is good, and the best at the end. [59) 

Commentary 

The background of the revelation of these verses 

466 

The first of the two verses cited above was revealed in the back
ground of a particular event which related to the custodial.service of 
the Ka'bah, an office of great honour even before the advent of Islam. 
Those who were appointed to serve the House of Allah in a particular 
area of respcnsibility were regarded as peopl~ of great prestige and 
distinction in the community. Therefore, different areas of services 
were distributed over different people. It was from the time of Jahil
liyah that, during the days of ij:ajj, the service of providing drinking 
water to pilgrims from the well of Zamzam was entrusted to Sayyidna 
'Abbas~ J..ll._,...J , the revered uncle of the Holy Prophet g. This was 
known as Siqayah. Some other services similar to this were in the 
charge of Abu 'falib, another uncle of the Holy Prophet g . Likewise, 
the custodial duty of keeping the keys to the House of Allah and. of 
opening and closing it during fixed days had been given io 'Uthman 
ibn 'fal}:lah. 

According to a personal statement of 'Uthman ibn 'fal}:lah, the 
Ka'bah was opened every·Monday and Thursday during the period of 
Jahilliyah and people would use the occasion to have the honour of 
entering the sacred House. Once before Hijrah, the Holy Prophet ~ 
came with some of his Companions in order to enter the Ka'bah. 
'Uthman ibn 'fal}:lah had not embraced Islam until that time. He 
stopped the Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ J..ll .)- from going in, displaying an 
attitude which was very rude. The Holy Prophet r-1-.J ~ Jll ~ showed 
great restraint, tolerated his harsh words, then said: '0 'Uthman, a 
day will come when you would perhaps see this key to the Baytullah in 
my hands when I shall have the power and choice to give it to anyone I 
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choose.' 'Uthman ibn 'fal}:J.ah said: 'If this happens, the Quraysh will 
then be all uprooted and disgraced.' He said: 'No, the Quraysh will 
then be all established and very honourable indeed.' Saying this, he 
went into the Baytullah. After that, says 'fal}:J.ah, when I did a little 
soul-searching, I became convinced that whatever he has said is bound 
to happen. I made up my mind that I am going to embrace Islam then 
and there. But, my own people around me vehemently opposed the 
idea and everybody joined in to chide me on my decision. So, I was 
unable to convert to Islam. When came the conquest of Makkah, the 
Holy Prophet r-1-J ~ .JJi ~ called for me and asked for the key to 
Baytullah, which I presented to him.' 

In some narrations, it is said that 'Uthman ibn 'fal}:lah had climbed 
over the Baytullah with the key. It was Sayyidna 'Ali ~ .JJ1 ~.; who, in 
deference to the order of the Holy Prophet r-l-J ~ J.il ._,.1-... , had forcibly 
taken the key from his hand and had given it to the Holy Prophet~· 

So he went into the Baytullah, offered his prayers there, and when 
he came out, he returned the key to 'fal}:J.ah saying: 'Here, take it. Now 
this key will always remain with y0ur family right through the Last 
Day. Anyone who will take this. key from you will be a tyrant.' (By this 
he meant that nobody has the right to take back this key from 'fal}:J.ah) 
He also instructed him to use whatever money or things he may get in 
return for this service to Baytullah in accordance with the rules set by 
the Shari'ah of Islam. 

'Uthman ibn 'fal}:J.ah says: 'When I, with the key in my hand, 
started walking off all delighted, he called me again, and said: 
'Remember 'Uthman, did I not tell you something way back? Has it 
come to pass, or has it not?' Now, I remembered what he had said 
before Hijrah when he had said: 'A day will come when you will see 
this key in my hand.' I submitted: 'Yes, there is no doubt about it. 
Your word has come true.' And that was the time when I recited the 
Kalimah and entered the fold of Islam.' (Ma~har1, from Ibn Sa'd). 

Sayyidna 'Umar ibn Al-Khattab ~ .JJ1 ~.; says: 'That day, when the 
Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI .)- came out of the Baytullah, he was reciting 
h . · · , ... ,J 11 "' .,,...,, ... , ,. :. Ih d h d t IS very verse, that Is, ~I Jl~~~~~J~_;; .:,I ts"~l(WI.:,l (58). a ·never ear 

him recite this verse before this.' Obviously, this verse was revealed to 
him inside the Ka'bah exactly at that time. Obeying the Divine 
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command in the verse, the Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ JJI._.J..... called 'Uthman 
ibn 'fall:;tah again and made him the trustee of the key, because 
'Uthman ibn 'fall:;tah when he had given the key to the Holy Prophet 
rl-.J ~ JJ1 _,L.. , had said: 'I hand over this article of trust to you.' 
Although; the remark he made was not technically correct as it was 
the sole right of the Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ JJI ..)- to take whatever course 
of action he deemed fit. But, the Holy Qur'an has, in this verse, taken 
into consideration the nature of trust involved therein, and directed 
the Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ .JJI _,L.. to return the key to none else but 
'Uthman, although, that was a time when Sayyidna 'Abbas and Sayy
idna 'Ali~ JJI ~J had both requested that, since Baytullah's offices of 
water supply and custodial services (Siqaya and Sidana) were in their 
respective charge, this service of the Key-Bearer of the Ka'bah may be 
entrusted to them. But, the Holy Prophet r-1--.J ~ JJI .)...:> preferred to 
follow the instruction given in this verse, bypassed their request and 
returned the key to 'Uthman ibn 'fall:;tah. (Tafs1r Ma~har1) 

This was the background in which this verse was revealed. At this 
point let us bear in mind an impprtant rule on which there is a 
consensus. The rule is that even if a Qur'anic verse is revealed in a 
particular background, the rule laid down by it in general terms must 
be taken as of universal application and must not be restricted to that 
particular event. 

Now, we can turn to the meanings and exegetic aspects of these 
verses. 

,- /1/,; t, ... ,. ~ ..... _.~,, ,~,.:,; 1 

The Holy Qur an says: ~~ Jl!~"jii.J)JJ .:,1 rsf"l{"..UI5~. It means: Surely, 
Allah commands you to fulfill trust obligations towards those entitled 
to them.' As to who is the addressee of this command, there are two 
probabilities: It could have been addressed to the general body of 
Muslims, or it could have been addressed particularly_,.to those in 
authority. What is more obvious here is that the verse is addressed to 
everyone who holds anything in trust. This includes the masses and 
also those in authority. 

The emphasis laid on fulfilling trust obligations 
The functional outcome of the command in the verse IS that 

everyone who holds anything in trust with him is duty-bound to see 
that trust obligations are faithfully fulfilled and that the rightful 
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recipients have in their hands what is their due. The Holy Prophet ~ 
has laid great stress on the fulfillment of trust obligations. Sayyidna 
Anas ~ J.JI ~.)says: 'It must have been a rare sermon indeed in which 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.ll.)- may not, have said the following words: 

" """ "" ;"' ,., ,,.,., ""' 
A1 * ~ ttu~ ~; .~ ;.;t;1 ~ z.;.5~~ ~ 

"One who does not fulfill trust obligations has no Faith ('!man) 
with him; and one who does not stand by his word of promise 
has no religion (Din) with him." (Reported by al-Baihaqi in Shu'ab al

'lman) 

Breach of Trust is a Sign of Hypocricy 
According to narrations from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah and Sayyidna 

Ibn 'U~ar ~ J.J1 ~.) appearing in al-Bukhar1 and Muslim', the Holy 
Prophet rL-J ~ .J.JI ..)- , while describing the signs of hypocricy on a 
certain day, pointed out to a particular sign which was: 'Give him an 
amanah and he will do khiyanah.' It means when an hypocrite is 
charged with a trust obligation, he will commit a breach of trust. 

Kinds of trust obligations 
Here, worth pondering is the Qur'anic pse of the word, Amanat 

which is in the plural form. This is to hint that amanah (trust obliga
tion) is not simply limited to cash or kind which someone may have 
entrusted to someone else for safe-keeping until demanded, which is 
the most prevailing and commonly understood form of amanah. The 
cue is that there are other kinds of amanah as well. For example, the 
incident mentioned earlier under the background of the revelation of 
this verse does not have any financial aspect to it. The key to the 
Baytullah was not a financial asset. Instead, this key was a symbol of 
the office of the serving keeper of the Baytullah. 

The offices of authority and government are trusts from Allah 
This tells us that offices and ranks of government, whatever they 

may be, are all handed over to the recipients as trust from Allah. 
Those who receive it are its amin (trustees). This covers all officials 
and everyone else in authority who wield the powers of appointments 
and dismissals. For them, it is not permissible that they give any office 
or job or responsibility to anyone who is not deserving of it in terms of 
his relevant practical expertise or intellectual capability. Instead of 
doing that, it is incumbent on those in authority that they must make 
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a serious search for the most deserving person for every job, every 
office within the jurisdiction of the government. 

Cursed is he who appoints somebody undeserving to any office 
In case, it is not possible to find the most perfect person for an 

office, someone with the most desirable qualifications and capabilities, 
someone who combines in himself all required conditions, then, prefer
ence may be given to the one who is superior-most in terms of his 
capabilities and trustworthiness from among the many of those avail
able. 

In a ~adith, the Hbly Prophet ~.J ~ J.li ..;- has been reported to 
have said: If a person, who has· been charged with some responsibility 
relating to the general body of Muslims, gives an office to someone 
simply on the basis of friendship or connection of some sort, without 
finding out the capability or merit of the person concerned, tlie curse of 
Allah falls on him. Not accepted from him is any act of worship which· 
he has been obligated with (fare/) nor any of that which he offers volun
tarily (nafl), all along till the time he enters the Hell. (Jam'ul-Fawa'id, p. 

325) 

In some narrations it is reported that whoever entrusts a person 
with an office of responsibility, although he knows that there is 
another person more suited and more deserving for that office, theri, 
he has committed a breach of trust against Allah, against His 
Messenger and against all Muslims. 

The chaos and corruption seen m many systems of governance 
these days is a sad consequence of ignoring this Qur'anic teaching, as 
offices are distributed on the basis of connections, recommendations 
and bribes. The result is that undeserving and unmerited people 
usurp offices they are not fit tp occupy, doing nothing but harassing 
millions of God's own people, and in the process, destroying the very 
edifice of the system. 

Therefore, the Holy Prophet ~.J ~ JJI .;- said: 

~WI )2.:.; 1J .J..I .r.i- '""I ....... ~I J.., .J I~ I 

"When the responsibility of affairs is placed under the charge 
of those who are not deserving of and fit for it, then, wait for 
the Day of Doom (that is, there is no solution for this chaos)." 
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This instruction appears in a ]J.adlth from Kitab al-'Ilm of $al:l1]J. al
Bukhan. 

To recapitulate, let us remember that the Holy Qur'an uses the 
plural form for trust obligations, that is, 'Amanat', and thus gives the 
hint that trust obligations do not simply relate to property or other 
financial assets held in trust by one person on behalf of the other. 
Instead of that , it has many kinds, included wherein are offices of the 
government. 

There is a ]J.adlth where the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ .JJI ._,J...... has said: 
f,L.~''-l ~~~(Meetings are a kind of trust). It means that anything said 

/ 

in a meeting is a matter of trust restricted to it. Reporting and publi-
cizing what transpired there without the permission of participants is 
not permissible. 

Similarly, another ]J.adlth says: ~j:~1 -:-:•-'!1 It means: 'The consultant 
is a trustee.' It is incumbent on him that the counsel he gives must be, 
in ·his best judgement, most beneficial for the seekers of the advice. If 
he gives an advice which he knows is not in the best interest of the 
seeker of the advice, he has committed a breach of trust right there. 
Similarly, if someone confides you with his secret, it becomes an 
article of trust kept on his behalf. Disclosing it to anyone without his 
permission is a breach of trust. So, the present verse tells us to be 
very particular in fulfilling all such trust obligations as due. 

It was just the explanation of the first sentence of the first verse 
which has brought us this far. Now, we proceed with the explanation 
of the second sentence of the first verse !58) which reads: ..r.OI ~~ 1~; 
~.t.;jL:.-1~ ~~(when you judge between people, judge with fai~ness). 
What is obvious here is that the mode of address in the verse refers to 
those in authority who decide cases of dispute. Taking their cue fro~ 
here, some commentators have concluded that the addressee in the 
first sentence is the same as in the second, that is, those in authority. 
This does not take into consideration the leeway that exists here too, 
very much like it is in the first sentence, that is, the probability exists 
that both office-holders and masses are included in this address for the 
simple reason that among the common people at large the usual prac
tice is to appoint a neutral arbitrator to judge and decide between 
disputing parties. However, there is no doubt that, at the first sight, 
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the addressees of both these sentences appear to be none but those in 
authority. Therefore, it can be said that their addressees are, 
primarily, those in authority; while, secondarily, this address is also 
directed at all those who are keepers of trusts, and who have been 
appointed to arbitrate in some case. 

It should be noted that Allah Almighty .has said: ,_,.!51~ that is, 
"' "between people"; and not anything like, 'between Muslims' or 

'between believers.' Thus, the hint given is that all human beings are 
equal in the sight of the decider of cases in dispute. They may be 
Muslims or non-Muslims, friends or enemies, or they may belong to 
the same country, colour, language, or may be from another country, 
differ in colour and speak a different language. Those who have been 
made responsible to judge between them are duty-bound to cast aside 
all these connections and give their decision guided by whatever be the 
dictate of truth, right and just. 

Equity and justice guarantee world peace 
In a nutshell, it can be said that the first sentence of this verse 

carries the command to fulfill trust obligations, while equity and 
justice have been enjoined in the second. Between the two, the fulfil
ment of trust obligations has been given precedence. Perhaps, the 
reason for this may be that the establishment of a system that guar~" 
antees equity and justice all over a country is just not possible without 
it. It means that those who hold power in a country must, first of all, 
fulfill their trust obligations, a bounden duty which has to be 
discharged correctly and properly. Consequently they must appoint 
only those to the offices of the government who prove to be the best of 
the lot in terms of their ability to perform the required job and in 
terms of their trustworthiness and honesty. In this matter, no back
doors should be opened by acting on the basis of friendship, relation
ships,. connections, recommendations and bribes. If this is not done, 
the result will be that gangs of the undeserving, and the incapable, or 
hosts of usurpers and tyrants will take over all offices and entrench 
themselves. When this happens, those at the highest level of power · 
and authority cannot, even if they genuinely wish to usher an era of 
equity and justice in the country, do anything about it. The whole 
thing will just become impossible because these very officials of the 
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government are supposed to be the functionaries of the government 
through which it acts. When these officials turn pilferers of the trust 
or are flatly incapable of performing the duty entrusted to them, how 
can equity and justice be installed in a system? 

Specially worth-remembering in this verse is that Allah Almighty 
has, by equating offices of the government with the trust obligations, 
made it clear at the very outset that amiinah or whatever is held in 
trust should be handed over, properly and duly, to the person who is 
its rightful owner. It is not permissible to dole out what is held in trust 
to some beggar or someone needy just out of pity or mercy; or, it is also 
not correct to give out something held in trust just to fulfill the rights 
of some relative or friend. This is about amiinah as it relates to 
common trust holdings. Not too different from this are trust obliga
tions seen in broader perspective. Very similar are the offices of the 
government on which hinges a whole roster of things that have to be 
done in the best interests of the masses of men and women created by 
Allah Almighty. These too are trusts. They too have to be returned. 
But, they must be handed over to those who are its rightful, deserving 
recipients, those who have the ability to do what is required of them, 
have the qualification, the capability, and are clearly the best of those 
suitable and available for this office, and fi?ally, are clearly superior to 
those in line in terms of their honesty and trustworthiness. If this 
office is given to anyone else other than these, this will be deemed as a 
contravention of the Divine instruction, that is, the trust obligations 
will not have been fulfilled as is their due. 

Giving offices of government on the basis of regional or 
provincial considerations is an error of principle 

Furthermore, this sentence of the Wise Qur'an has removed the 
common error which has be adopted as a rule of law in many countries 
and constitutions of the world whereby the offices of the government 
have been declared as the right of the people of a country. Because. of 
this error of principle, laws had to be enacted to guarantee the distri
bution of government offices on the basis of the ratio of the population. 
As such, every province or state of a country has fixed quotas. A 
person from another province or state cannot be appointed on the 
quota of one province, no matter how deserving and trustworthy he 
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may be and no matter how undeserving and evil-doing the man from 
the latter may be. The Qur'iin has openly proclaimed that these offices 
are not rights to be claimed by somebody. Instead, they are trusts 
which can be given only to those who deserve it. They may belong :to 

one province or the other, one zone or the other. However, there is 
nothing wrong in preferring to appoint a person belonging to the area 
where the government has to have an office. Actually, there may be 
many beneficial considerations behind it, but, the condition is that the 
essential ability and trustworthiness of the incumbent must be 
checked and found satisfactory before such an appointment. 

State structure and some.golden principles 
So, from within the framework of this brief verse, some basic prin

ciples emerge. These are: 

1. By beginning the first sentence of the verse with ~~Lt dJ1 S! 
(Surely, Allah commands you ... ), it has been: clearly indicated that the 
real command and rule is ftom Allah Almighty. All rulers of the 
mortal world are the carriers of His command. This establishes that 
the supreme authority, the ultimate sovereignty belongs to none but 
Allah Almighty. 

2. The offices of the government are not the rights of the residents 
of a country which could be distributed on the basis of the ratio of 
population. They are, trust obligations placed on our shoulders by 
Allah Almighty which can be given only to those who are capable and 
deserving of them. 

3. Man's rule on this earth can be legitimate only as a deputy or 
trustee. While formulating the laws .of the land, he will have to be 
bound and guided by the principles laid down by Allah Almighty, the. 
Absolute Sovereign, and which have been given to man through reve
lation. 

4. It is the standing duty of those in authority that they should, 
whenever a case comes to them, give a judgement based on equity and 
justice without making. any discrimination on the basis of race, 
country of origin, colour, language, even religion and creeq. 

After having enunciated these golden principles ofstate structure, 
it ·has been said towards the end of the verse that the counsel thus 
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given to man is good counsel, good as it can be, because Allah hears 
everyone. He observes the state of a person who does not have the 
ability to speak, not even the power or means to protest. Therefore, the 
principles made and given by Him are such as will be practice-worthy 
in every country, every age, always. Principles and orders made by 
human minds are restricted within the parameters of their environ
ment. They have to be inevitably changed when circumstances change. 
So, the way those in authority were the addressees in the first verse 
(58), people at large have been addressed in the second verse (59) by: '0 
those who believe, obey Allah and obey the Messenger and those in 
authority among you.' 

'Those in Authority': 
Lexically, j'{! jJ (uli'l-amr~) (translated here as 'those in authority') 

" " refers to those in whose hands lies the management and administra-
tion of something. Therefore, Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas, Mujahid and I:Iasan 
al-BaE?ri the earliest commentators of the Qur'an, may Allah be pleased 
with them, have said that uli 'l-amr fittingly applies to scholars and 
jurists ('Ulama and Fuqaha) since. they are the succeeding deputies of 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI .)-4 and the proper regulation of religion is 
in their hands. 

Then, there is a group of commentators, including Sayyidna Abu 
Hurairah ~ J.li ~.) , which says that uli'l-amr signifies officials and 
rulers who hold the reins of government in their hands. 

However, it appears in Tafsir Ibn Kathir and al-Tafsir al-Ma~hari 
that this expression includes both categories, that is, the scholars and 
jurists as well as the officials and rulers because the system of 

command is inevitably connected with these two. 

A surface view of this verse shows three 'obediences' being 
commanded here - of Allah, the Messenger and those in authority. 
But, other verses of the Holy Qur'an have made it very clear that 
command and obedierr::e really belong to none but Allah - from Him 
the command and to Him the obedience. The Qur'an says: .1 ~,,;..orl,:,l" 

""" '~"'"' 
'The command belongs to none but Allah.' But, the practical form of 
the obedience to His command is divided over four parts. 
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Forms of obedience to Allah's commands 
1. First of all come commands about something which Allah 

Almighty has Himself revealed very explicitly in the Holy Qur'an and 
which do not need any explanation - for example, the extremely 
serious crime of shirk and kufr (the ascribing of partners to the 
divinity of Allah, and disbelief); the worship of Allah, the One; the 
belief in Akhirah, the life-to-come, and in Qiyamah, the Last Day; and 
the belief in Sayyidn~ Mu}:lammd al-Muf?tafa r-1-.J ~ JJ1 __..1.... as the Last 
and True Messenger of Allah; the belief in and the practice of $aliih 
(prayers), $awm (fasting), I:Iajj (pilgrimage) and Zakiih (alms) as fare) 
(obligatory). All these are direct Divine commands. Carrying these out 
means a direct obedience to Allah Almighty. 

2. Then, there is the second part consisting of a.Qkiim or commands 
which needs to be explained. Here, the Holy Qur'an often gives a terse 
or unspecified command the explanation of which is left to the Hoiy 
Prophet ~.J ~ J.JI,J-.. . Now, the explanation or enlargement of the 
subject which the Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ .JJI..,L. takes up through his 
a]:ladith is also a kind of wa}Jy (revelation). If these explanations, based 
on personal judgment, miss something or fall short in any way, correc
tion is made through wa}Jy. Finally, the word and deed of the Holy 
Prophet F.J ~ J.JI ~ as it is in the end, becomes the interpretation of 
the Divine command. 

Obedience to the Divine commands of this nature is, though, the 
very obedience, of the commands of Allah Almighty in reality, but, 
speaking formally, since these commands are not physically and expli
citly the Qur'an as such - they have reached the community through 
the blessed words of the Holy Prophet r-1-.J ~ JJI __..1....- therefore, obedi
ence to them is academically said to be an obedience to the Messenger 
which, in reality, despite being in unison with obedience to the Divine, 
does have a status of its own if looked at outwardly. Therefore, 
throughout the Holy Qur'an, the command to obey Allah has the allied 
command to obey the Messenger as a constant feature. 

3. The third category of A.Qkiim or commands are those which have 
not been explicitly mentioned in the Holy Qur'an or in the Hadith, or if 
they do appear in the later, the narrations about such commands 
found in the enormous treasure-house appear to be conflicting. In the 
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case of such al:J_kam, Mujtahid 'Ulama (scholars having the highest 
multi-dimensional expertise in religious knowledge through original 
sources) delve into the established texts of the Qur'an and Sunnah 
along with a close study of precedents and parallels offered by the 
problem in consideration, giving their best thought and concern to 
arrive at the appropriate rule of conduct while staying within the 
parameters of the imperatives of the sacred texts. This being so, the 
obedience to these rules is one and the same as the obedience to the 
Divine because it has been, in all reality, deduced from the Qur'an and 
Sunnah. But, when seen formally, these are known as juristic edicts or 
fat aw a as popularly understood and are attributed to religious 

scholars. 

Under this very third category, come the Al:J_kam which are free of 
any restrictions from the Qur'an and Sunnah. In fact, here people have 
the choice to act as they wish. This, in the terminology of the Shari'ah 
is known as Mubahiit (plural of Mubah meaning 'allowed'). The formu
lation, enforcewent and management of orders and rules of this nature 
has been entrusted with rulers and their officials so that they can 

raake laws in the background of existing conditions and considerations 
and make everybody follow these. Let us take the example of Karachi, 
the city where I live. How many post offices should there be in this 
city? Fifty or hundred? How many police stations? What transit 
system will serve the city best? What rules to follow in order to 
provide shelter for a growing population? All these areas of activity 
come under Mubahat, the allowed, the open field. None of its aspects 
are rated Wajib (necessary) or I:Iaram (forbidden). In fact, this whole 
thing is choice-oriented. But, should this choice be given to masses, no 
system would work. Therefore, the responsibility of organizing and 
running the system has been placed on the government. 

Now, returning to ba~ics it can be said that, in the present verse, 

the obedience to those in authority means obedience to both 'ulamii 
and l:J_ukkam (religious scholars and officials). According to this verse, 

it becomes necessary to obey Muslim jurists in matters which require 
juristic research, expertise and guidance as it would be equally neces
sary to obey those in authority in matters relating to administrative 
affairs. 
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This obedience too is, in reality, the obedience to the a}:J.kiim or 
commands of Allah Almighty. But, as seen outwardly, these 
commands are not there in the Qur'an or the Sunnah. Instead, they 
are either enunciated by religious scholars or the officials. It is for this 
reason that this particular call for obedience has been separated and 
placed at number three and given the distinct identity of 'obey those in 
authority'. Let us keep in mind that, the way it is binding and neces
sary to follow the Qur'an in the specified textual provisions of the 
Qur'an and follow the Messenger in the specified textual provisions of 
the Messenger, so it is necessary to follow Muslim jurists in matters 
relating to jurisprudence, matters which have not been textually speci
fied, and to follow rulers and officials in matters relating to adminis
tration. This is what 'obedience to those in authority' means .. 

Obedience to authority in anti-Shari'ah activities is not 
permissible 

If we look at verse 58 and the command to 'judge between people 
with fairn~ss' along with the command to 'obey those in authority' in 
verse 59, we can see a clear hint to the effect: If the Amir, the authority 
in power, sticks to 'adZ (justice), obedience to him is wiijib (necessary); 
and should he forsake justice and promulgate laws against the 
Shari'ah, the amir will not be obeyed as far as those laws are 
concerned. The H~ly Prophet rl--.J ~ .JJI ._.L has said: ~..; ..;_,..lPJ ~U.~ 

..;JIJI.I • Literally, 'there is no obedience to the created in the matter of 
disobedience to the Creator,' which means that such obedience to the 
created as makes disobedience to the Creator necessary is not permis
sible. 

Another point which emerges from the statement: "And you judge 
between people, judge with fairness" (verse S8), is that a person who 
does not have the ability and the power to maintain equity and justice 
should not become a QaQ.i (judge), because "judging with fairness" is 
amiinah, the great charge of the fulfillment of a trust obligation, some
thing which cannot be guarded, defended and fulfilled by a weak and 

. incapable person. Relevant to this is the case of Sayyidna Abu Dharr 
~ Jll ~.) who had requested the Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ Jll ~ that he may 
be appointed as the governor of some place in the Islamic state. In 
reply, he said: 
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,l;.l ~ ~I ~~~_, !.)); ~I r.n ~1_, 4;L..I L,:ll_, ~ ~~_;~~~ 4 
<.s,AJi...U~ r!- .I.J.)l ~ ~ I.S.lJII.S.)I_, ~ 

"0 Abu Dharr, you are weak and this is an office of trust, 
which may, on the Day of Doom, become the cause of disgrace 
and remorse, except for one who has fulfilled all his trust obli
gations, fully arid duly (that is, he will be spared of that 
disgrace)." (Muslim, in M~hari) 

The just person is the favourite servant of Allah 

479 

There is a l)adith in which the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ JJI .)- has been 
reported to have said: 'The just person is loved by Allah and he is the 
closest to Him, while the unjust person is cast far away from the 
mercy and grace of Allah.' 

According to another l)adith, the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ JJt.)- said to 
his noble Companions: 'Do you know who will be the first to go under 
the shade of Allah?' They said: 'Allah and His Messenger know this 
best.' Then, he said: 'These will be people who, when truth appears, 
hasten to accept it; and when as~ed, they spend their wealth; and 
when they judge (between people), they do it as fairly as they would 
have done for themselves.' 

The Proof of Jjtihid and Qiyiis . .:, ;. .,,, ,... , , , ,., , ., 
Fmally, let us now refer to the statement: ;.IJ1.)1•_,r_,;~ ~ ;.,;jl:.; _,y 

~;!.,If in verse 59 (Then, if you quarrel about something, revert it back 
to Allah and the Messenger.) 

This 'reverting back to Allah and the Messenger' takes two forms: 

1. Revert to al)kiim, the code of commands as mandated in the Book 
of Allah and the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah. 

2. If the textually-mandated al).kiim do not exist, the act of 
reverting back will be accomplished by analogical deduction (Qiyiis) as 
based on their precedents. 

The words of the expression: ._,)) (revert it back) are general, thus 
being inclusive of both forms. 

Verses 60 • 64 
..... .I ,.1 / / _,.1 '"' .I ,// _, -:; .-! """" 
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Have you not seen those who claim that they have 
believed in what was revealed to you and what was 
revealed before you? They want to take their disputes 
to the 'J'aghut while they were ordered to reject it. And 
the Satan wants to mislead them to a remote wrong 
way. [60] 

And when it is said to them, "Come to what Allah has 
revealed and to the Messenger," you will see the hypo
crites turning away from you in aversion. [61] 

But, how will it be when they will come to suffer a 
calamity because of the acts of their own hands, then 
they will come to you swearing by Allah, ''We meant 
nothing but to promote good and bring about 
harmony." [62] 

Those are the ones Allah knows what is in their hearts. 
So, ignore what they are and give them good counsel 
and speak to them about themselves in appealing 
words. [63] 

And We did not send any Messenger but to be ~beyed 
by the leave of Allah. And had they, after having 
wronged themselves, come to you and sought forgive
ness from Allah and the Messenger sought forgiveness 

480 
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for them, they would have certainly found Allah most
relenting, very-merciful. [64] 

481 

Verses previous to these carried the command to revert back to the 
mandate given by Allah and the Messenger in all matters. In the 
present verses which follow, the act of reverting to laws contrary to the 
Shari'ah has been censured. 

Commentary 

The background of the revelation of these verses 
There is a special incident behind the revelation of these verses, 

the details of which identify a hypocrite by the name of Bishr. He got 
into a dispute with a Jew. The Jew said, "Let us go to Mu}:lammad .g: 
and ask him to settle our dispute.' But, Bishr, the hypocrite, did not 
accept this proposal. Instead, he came up with a counter-proposal 
suggesting that they gQ to a Jew, Ka'b ibn Ashraf and let him give a 
decision. Ka'b ibn Ashraf was a tribal chief among the Jews and was a 
sworn enemy of the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.JI..,L- and his Muslim 
followers. It was a strange coincidence that a Jew would leave his chief 
aside and elect to go by the judgement of the Holy Prophet .g: , while 
Bishr, who called himself a Muslim, would bypass him and elect to go 
by the judgement of the Jewish chief. But, there was a secret behind 
it. Both· of them were certain that the Holy Prophet rLJ ~ .J.Jt...,L:o will 
give a judgement which is bound to be true and just. It will be free 
from apprehensions about any tilt or favour or misunderstanding. 
Since the Jew was on the right in this dispute, so he had more confi
dence in the Holy Prophet rLJ ~ J.JI,).... as compared to his own chief, 
Ka'b ibn Ashraf. Bishr, the hypocrite was in the wrong, therefore, he 
knew that the Prophet's judgement will be against him - even though 
he claimed to be a Muslim while his adversary was a Jew. 

However, after some mutual cross talk between them, both of them 
agreed upon the option of going to the Holy Prophet .g: and requesting 
him to give a decision in· their dispute. So, the case went to him. He 
made relevant investigation in the case which proved that the Jew 
was in the right: Consequently, he gave a decision in his favour. But, 
on the other side, there was Bishr, a pretending Muslim; who lost his 
case before him. He was not pleased with this judgement, so he hit 
upon a new plan - to persuade the Jew to somehow agree to go to 
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Sayyidna 'Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ JJI ,_r.:.J and have him give a decision 
in their case. The Jew agreed. There was a secret here too. Bishr was 
under the impression that Sayyidna 'Umar is usually hard on disbe
lievers so he would, rather than decide in favour of the Jew, decide in 
his favour. 

Thus, they both reached Sayyidna 'Umar ~ J.J1 ,_,:.:.J • The Jew told 
him everything about the incident and also narrated to him how the 
Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ J.II._,L. had already given his decision in this case 
and that 'this man was not satisfied with it an"d had, therefore, 
brought his case before you.' 

Sayyidna 'Umar -..;.,s. J..li.?J asked Bishr, "Is this what really 
happened?" He confessed that this is how it was. Thereupon, Sayyidna 
'Umar ~ JJI._,..;.J said: "All right; you wait here, I am coming." He went 
into the house and came out with a sword which he swung to finish 
the hypocrite off, saying: "This is the decision for him who is dissatis
fied with the decision of the Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ J..JI.j-" (This incident 

appears in Rui;J. al-Ma'ani from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas as narrated by Tha'labi and Ibn Abi 

~IatimJ. 

Most commentators have also added that, following this incident, 
the heirs of the hypocrite thus killed filed a suit against Sayyidna 
'Umar ~ J..ll c.?J accusing him of having killed a Muslim without 
adequate legal authority as admitted by the Shari'ah of Islam. TQ 
strengthen their case, they submitted interpretations of his kufr 

(disbelief) in words and deeds in order to prove his being a Muslim. In 
the present verse, Allah Almighty has unfolded the reality behind the 
case, confirming that the person killed was a hypocrite, and thus it 
was that Sayyidna 'Umar ~ JJ1 ,_r.:.J was absolved. 

Also reported are some other incidents of th1s nature where people 
had bypassed clear Islamic legal verdict to finally accept the decision 
of a soothsayer or astrologer. It is possible that the present verse was 
revealed about all such incidents. 

The explanation of verses 
The first verse (60) exposes the claim of those whosay that they 

have believed in earlier scriptures, the Torah and the Evangile, and 
now believe in the Book (the Qur'an) revealed to the Holy Prophet 
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Mu}:lammad r-L.J ~ J.JI .)- . That is, earlier in time, they were a part of 
the community of the people of the Book, then they entered the fold of 
Islam and became a part of the Muslim community. The verse warns 

that this claim of theirs is simply a verbal camouflage for their hypo
cricy. Their hearts are stuffed with the same old disbelief which has 
come out in the open during th1s dispute when Bishr, bypassing the 
Holy Prophet ~.J ~ J.Ji...,.L.>, proposed that the Jewish chief, Ka'b ibn 
Ashraf be the judge in that dispute and, in addition to that, later when 
the Holy Prophet r-L.J ~ J.JI .)- gave a clear and just decision, he found 
it unacceptable. 

The comment which follows immediately, employs the word, 
"'faghut" which has been left untranslated. Lexically, "'faghut" 
primarily means 'one who exceeds the limits.' In usage, the Satan is 
referred to as 'faghut. In this verse, carrying the dispute to Ka'b ibn 
Ashraf has been equated with carrying it to the Satan. The reason 
could be that Ka'b ibn Ashraf was himself a satan personified, or it 
could be that bypassing a decision under the God-given law and 
preferring a decision contrary to it can only come from the teaching of 
the Satan. About anyone who follows this course, it is clear that he has 
virtually taken his case to the court of none else but the Satan. There
fore, right there in the end of this verse, there appears the warning 
that those who follow the Satan, the Satan will mislead them to a 
remote wrong way. 

The second verse (61) tells us that turning away from the decision 
of the Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ill I.).- , given under the dictates of the 
Shari'ah in matters relating to mutual quarrels and disputes, can 
never be the response of a Muslim. One who does it has to be a 
munafiq (hypocrite). Thus, when the disbelief of this hypocrite was 
practically exposed through his dissatisfaction with the decision of the 
Holy Prophet r-L.J ~ J.Ji .)- , his being killed by Sayyidna 'Umar became 
all the more justified, because he no more remained a munafiq 
(hypocrite) and, in fact, became an open Kafir (or apostate). Therefore, 
it was said; 'And when it is said to them, "Come to what Allah has 
revealed, and to the Messenger," you will see the hypocrites turning 
away from you in averswn.' 

The thircl verse (62) exposes as false all interpretations advanced by 
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those who bypassed decisions given under God-given laws only to turn 
to decisions which were contrary to it. Their plea, in gist, was that 
they did not bypass the Messenger of Allah for any reason of lack of 
belief in the truth of his station and mission and that they did not 
prefer the decision of others over his decisions as if it was the ultimate 
Truth. Rather, they claimed, there were expedient considerations 
which led them to taking this course of action. For instance, one such 
expedient consideration was that, a case going to the Messenger of 
Allah would have meant that the decision would have been strictly 
legal, true and just - devoid of any options of mutual patch-up and 
tolerance (of 'other' factors not necessarily just). Naturally, articu
lating deceptively, they said they took the case somewhere else so that 
something good shows up for both parties through a mutual concilia
tion. 

As evident, they came' up with all these interpretations only when 
their secret was revealed and their wickedness and hypocricy came out 
in the open and their man was killed at the hands of Sayyidna 'Umar 
~ J.JI ~J • In short, it was a consequence of their evil deed which 
brought upon them the disgrace or disaster of an accomplice killed, 
following which they started making statements on oath with all sorts 
of excuses and interpretations. Allah Almighty, in this verse, makes it 
very clear that these people are liars in their oaths and interpretations 
and that everything they have done, they have don~ because of their 
disbelief and hypocricy. Their pattern of behaviour is that, when called 
to come to the Book of Allah and to His Messenger, they would turn 
away, all averse -which is no hallmark of a true Muslim . .aut they, as 
the verse says, would become all alert once they get into trouble as a 
result of their own evil deeds - like when the exposure of their breach 
of trust or hypocricy brings shame on them, or when it leads to the 
killing of their man - then, they come to the Messenger swearing by 
Allah that they meant nothing but good. That they took their case to 
somebody else was not because they did not believe in the Prophet, or 
that they doubted the veracity of his judgement, but that their aim 
was to promote good and· bring about harmony between the disputing 
parties. 

The fourth verse (63) comes up with the answer. It says that Allah 
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is all-aware of the disbelief and hypocricy rooted il1 their hearts. All 
their interpretations are false, and their oaths, an excercise in lying. 
So, the Holy Prophet # is being asked to ignore their excuses and 
reject their charge of excess against Sayyidna 'Umar ~ J.JI ~J , as the 
disbelief of this particular hypocrite had become manifest. 

Mter that, towards the end of this verse (63), the Holy Prophet .g 
has been asked to give good counsel to the rest of the hypocrites as 
well, in a way that may touch their hearts, that is, tell them to fear 
what lies beyond the present life and invite them to follow the path of 
Islam sincerely, or remind them of their likely worldly punishment in 
the event they stuck to their hypocricy which might be exposed some 
day, some time, and they might as well meet the same fate as did 
Bishr, the hypocrite. 

The fifth verse (64) begins by stating a universal Divine principle: 
'And We did not send any Messenger but to be obeyed by the leave of 
Allah.' It means that any Messenger who was sent by Allah was sent 
so that everyone obeys the rules set by him in accordance with the will 
and command of Allah Almighty. In that case, the inevitable 
consequence will be that anyone who opposes the rules set by the 
Messenger will be dealt with in the manner disbelievers are dealt 
with. Therefore, whatever Sayyidna 'Umar ~ J.JI ~.) did turned out to 
be correct. Following this appears an advice in the best interest of the 
hypocrites indicating that they would have done better if, rather than 
indulge in false oaths and interpretations, they would have confessed 
their error and presented themselves before him seeking forgiveness 
from Allah, and the Messenger too prayed for their forgiveness, then, 
Allah Almighty would have certainly accepted their repentance. 

At this place, for the repentance to be acceptable, two things have 
been made binding: That they present themselves before the Holy 
Prophet rl-J ~ JJI ~ and that he then prays for their forgiveness. 
Perhaps, the first reason is that they violated the great station of 
prophethood bestowed by Allah Almighty on His noble Messenger# 
and caused him undue pain by disregarding the decision given by him. 
So, in order that their repentance over their crime becomes acceptable, 
the condition that they present themselves before the Holy Prophet # 
and that he prays for their forgiveness was imposed on them. 
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Although, this verse (64) was revealed in the background of a 
particular incident relating to. the hypocrites, yet its words yield a 
general ruling which stipulates that anyone who presents himself 
before the Holy Prophet r!--J ~ .J.Ji ,)- and he prays for his forgiveness 
he will definitely be forgiven. And 'the presence before the Holy 
Prophet ~,' as it would have been during his blessed life in this mortal 
world, holds the same effect even today as the visit to the sacred 
precincts of the Mosque of the Prophet and the act of 'presenting' 
oneself before the blessed resident of the sanctified mausoleum falls 
within the jurisdiction of this rule. 

Sayyidna 'All ~ :J.JI .?.J has said: "Three days after we all had 
finished with the burial of the Messenger of Allah FJ ~ .J.li._,J...... a 
villager came and fell down ·close to the blessed grave. Weeping 
bitterly, he referred to this particular verse of the Qur'an and 
addressing himself to the blessed grave, he said: 'Allah Almighty has 
promised in this verse that a sinner, if he presented himself before the 
Ras Ul of Allah, and the Ras Ul elects to pray for his forgiveness, then he 
will be forgiven. Therefore, here I am, presenting myself before you so 
that I may be blessed with your prayer for my forgiveness.' People 
personally present there at that time say that, in response to the 
pleading of the villager, a voice coming out from the sanctified mauso
leum rang around with the words: ~;;J.li meaning: You have been 
forgiven. (al-Bahr al-Mu}J.itl 

Verse 65 

So never, by your Lord, never shall they becomt> 
believers unless they make you the judge in thf• 
disputes which arise between them, then find no 
discomfort in their hearts against what you have 
decided and surrender to it in total submission. [65] 

Commentary 

Not accepting the decision of the Holy Prophet is Kufr 
This verse, while projecting a powerful view of the highly exalted 
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station of the noble Prophet r-1--J ~ .J.Ji ,).- , presents a very explicit 
statement concerning the need to obey him, something conclusively 
proved by so many verses of the Holy Qur'an. The verse opens with the 
ultimate oath, "by your Lord", following which Allah Almighty 
proclaims that nobody can become a Muslim unless he accepts the 
verdict of the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.Ji ,)- willingly, calmly and fully to 
the extent that there remains even in his heart not the slightest strain 
because of this verdict. 

The Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJi ,)- i~ himself the exerciser of God-given 
authority over his community in his capacity as the Messenger of 
Allah and he is thus responsible for adjudicating in every dispute that 
may arise. The authority he excercises in making decisions certainly 
does not depend upon his being made a judge by some litigants. We 
should also keep in mind that Muslims have been asked to make the 
prophet their judge because people are generally not satisfied with 
judgements delivered by someone appointed by the government as 
compared with an arbitrator they themselves choose to have. But, the 
Holy Prophet r-1--J ~ .J.JI ,).- is not only the ruler of a state, he is a 
Messenger of Allah, protected against sins by Him, and sent as mercy 
for the worlds, and also a loving father for his community - so, the 
compassionate instruction given is that, whenever a situation of 
conflict arises in social or religious matters, the contesting parties are 
duty-bound to make the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.Ji ,)-the arbitrator and 
judge and have him give the final verdict, and once the verdict has 
been given by him, let them all accept it whole-heartedly and act 
accord111gly. 

The Authority of the Holy Prophet ~ extends to all times 
Commentators say that acting in accordance with this command of 

the Holy Qur'an is not restricted to the blessed times when he graced 

this mortal world. After him, the verdict of the sacred Law l.eft by him, 

is nothing but his own verdict. Therefore, the rule reigns supreme 

right through the Last Day, the rule that guidance should be sought 

by_ turning directly to the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI ,)- during his blessed 

life-time, and after him, one must turn to his Shari:'ah which is, in all 

reality, a return to him, may Allah bless him for ever and ever. 
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Some problems and their solutions 
1. To begin with, as already'stated earlier, the rule is that a person 

who is not satisfied with the decision given by the Holy Prophet it. , in 
every dispute and in every problem or issue, is not a Muslim. As we 
already know, this was the reason why Sayyidna 'Umar killed the 
person who was not satisfied with the decision given by the Holy 
Prophet rl-_, ~ ~~ ~ following which he carried the case to Sayyidna 
'Umar for an alternate judgement. The heirs of the person killed went 
to the court of the Holy Prophet rl-_, .Y.., JJI ~ with a suit against Sayy
idna 'Umar accusing him of having killed a Muslim without a valid 
legal reason. It is important to note here, and this has not been taken 
up earlier, that the following words, when the case was presented 
before the Holy Prophet rl-_, * JJI..,J.... , came out spontaneously from 
his blessed lips: " .J-OJ..t ~; J..:.i ~ ·~ _,..&..) v-J;i ~L.. " (that is, I never 
thought 'Umar will ever dare killing a believing Muslim). This proves 
that the higher authority, wh~n approached with an appeal against 
the decision of a lower authority, should not take sides with his subor
dinate authority, but should come ~p with a decision based on justice 
and fairness alone, as it has been illustrated above where the Holy 
Prophet r-1-_, ~ . .JJI.)- expressed his displeasure over the decision of 
Sayyidna 'Umar- before the revelation of the verse had a bearing on 
this incident. Once this verse was revealed, the reality came out in the 
open that the person killed was not a believing Muslim as confirmed 
by this verse. 

2. The second ruling which emerges from the expression:~ ~(in 
the disputes which arise) settles that it is not restricted to dealings 
and rights alone; it covers articles of belief, ideas and many other theo
retical problems. (al-Bal)r al-Mul)itl Therefore, given such a wide spectrum 
)f intellectual and social activity, it is not unlikely that things could go 
to the undesirable limits of mutual differences in views and ways 
when confronting a certain problem. When this does happen, it is the 
duty of a Muslim not to continue mutua~ disputation, instead of which, 
both parties should revert back to the Holy Prophet ~ , and when he 
is not with them personally, they must revert back to his Sharl'ah to 
search for the solution of their problems. 

3. The third rule of self-assessment that we find from here is: 
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Doing something, which was· provenly said or done by the Holy 
Prophetf--J ~ JJI.)..4, with a heavy heart is a sign of weakness in faith 
('lman). For example. there are occasions when the Shari'ah has 
allowed the performance of ~liih by making tayammum in place of the 
regular wuiju with water; now, if a person feels uneasy and not so 
satisfied with the idea of making the symbolic tayammum in place of a 
regular wuijuhe would very much like to do, then, he should not take 
this attitude of his as a sign of taqwa or piety, instead, he should take 
it to be caused by some spiritual sickness. Who can be more muttaq I, 
more God-fearing than the Holy Prophet f--J ....,U JJI.)..4? If the form and 
condition in which he allowed people to perform their prayers while 
sitting - and he himself performed it while .sitting - does not find 
favour with a person looking for the satisfaction of his heart, and he 
elects to undergo unbearable hardship by insisting to stand and 
perform his prayer in that po~ition, then, he better be sure that there 
is some sickness is his heart. However, if a person, whose pain or 
discomfort or need is not that acute, elects not to use the leave 
(rukh$CLh) given to him by the Shari'ah and, instead of that, chooses to 
take the path of high determination '('azimah) which is, then, correct in 
accordance with the very teaching of the Holy Prophet ~ . But feeling 
any strain in utilizing the leaves (rukhsah) granted by the Shari'ah as 
some sort of absolute rule is no taqwa. It is for this reason that the 
Holy Prophet ~ has said: !..!.;1:::: •-!! rj' ~ W' ~; ·-~! -?! L.f •twWI~I (that £11. ,~ IJ'Jo'.., • .-- ~ <.S'Jo'.., • "'- IJ" u, 

is, 'the way Allah Almighty is pleased with what is done with high 
determination, so is He pleased with what is done by using leaves).' 

The best method of general 'Ibadiit (acts of worship), Adhkar (plural 
of dhikr: the remembrance of Allah), Auriid (plural of wird: self-allotted 
voluntary recitations, made privately in specified hours of the morning 

or night), Durud (prayer to Allah that peace and blessings be on the 
Holy Prophet ~J ~ J..ll.j-), and Tasbil). (glorification of Allah) is nr) 

different than what used to be the routine of the Holy Prophet ~ 

himself and which was, after him, followed consistently by his noble 
Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all. All Muslims must, 
as a matter or personal obligation, find these out from tpe authentic 
and sound narrations of Q.adith so that they can make them an integral 
pa,rt of their daily routine of life. 
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Special Note 
Details given above clearly show that the Holy Prophet g was not 

only a reformer and moral leader but was a just ruler as well, an 
authority of such class and maj~sty that his judgement was declared to 
be the very criterion of belief and disbelief, a 'distinguishing feature 
between 'lmiin andKufr, as evident from the incident relating to Bishr, 
the hypocrite. To make this prophetic station more explicit, Allah 
Almighty has, at many places in His sacred Book made the obedience 
of the Holy Prophet rLJ ~ Jll.)...:t mandatory along with His own due 
obedience incumbent on all believers. Thus, the Qur'an says: ili1 1A'f 
'J~·~lll~f; (Obey Allah and obey the Messenger - 3:32; 3:132; 4:59; 5:92; 

h h . ,j. "; //"" "' y Wh 
24:54; 47:33; 64:12). T en, elsew ere 1t says: 'J.J.JI t_UOI~ J~'?l e.&; ( oever 
obeys the Messenger, he really obeys Allah- 4:80).~ ' 

A little deliberation in these verses will unfold the radiant gran
deur of his authority, a practical demonstration of which became 
manifest when Allah Almighty sent to him His Law so that he can , ""-'-~ ,;,. 
decide cases in accordance with it. Therefore, it was said: ~~ ~t Wj;l U't 
iJ1 ~~~~~ttl~~~?\ (that is, 'We revealed to you the Book with the 
truth so that you may judge between people by what Allah makes you 
see.') (4:105) 

Verses 66 - 68 

~ I ,.J .,;? I 1 ~J( -:-:~';! C;J !JI . f If,.,, 'C 1<'"::$' Gf ,., ... 
~ ~;>, ~ r---- ~ ... - . ~~ 

..9 ,,.. , "".... ..9 "" IJ 
~ I_;J-;1 ,.,;~ljJ.'.J.'-'~"'!9'''·.: .:;tl:,,-::-:.. ~-:"< ~~ 

~ ~ ~~ ... ~ r~---IJ,_.,,:: ~ .... ,,,...,..... IJ-: ... ... ... _, 
'"'·r""i ~~1""'"~1!:'-' a;l!I-"~J 1?,. -:"lS::J ,_,.-:-;~c-'..9 ~ '),J ~ , -;, ~ {"""~':"' ~_;-!> ~ 11-'~ :;!. 

..9 ~ I ,... -""'" ~ 
"''"~~~;~~:; u,~; ~:'."'t:t':1"'w~l~'lac l~'ll.dJ ~ ... ~ , .... ~ -"'+'~ ~ , -... IJ>: ~ 

And if We had prescribed for them that they should 
kill themselves or that they should migrate from their 
homeland, they would have not done it, except a few of 
them. And if they had done what they were advised to 
do it would have been better for them, and more 
effective in making (them) firm. [66] And in that case, 
We would have certainly given them a great reward [671 

L For a detailed treatment of thil! aspect, please see "The Authority of 
Sunnah" by Muhammad Taqi Usmani. 
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and we would have certR.inly led them to a straight 
path. [68] 

491 

The present verses and those appearing immediately earlier were 
revealed in the background of an incident relating to Bishr, the hypo
crite. As we already know, he had first proposed Ka'b Ibn Ashraf, the 
Jew as the adjudicator of his dispute, but, later on, mutual discussions 
forced him to go to the Holy Prophet r-L-J ~ J..ll.,)-4 for this purpose. 
Since the judgement of the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI ~ was against him, 
he did not accept it and went to Sayyidna 'Umar ~ .J.JI ~.;for a totally 
fresh decision. 

When the news of this incident got around in the city of Mad1nah, 
the Jews chided Muslims by saying: 'What SfJrt of people you really 
are? Here you are believing in a Messenger of Allah and claiming to 
follow him, yet you do not accept his decis:ions! Look, in order that 
their repentance be accepted, the Jews were commanded to kill each 
other. This was a severe command, but we obeyed it, so much so that 
seventy thousand of our people were killed. If you were given a 
command like that, what would you have done?' Thereupon, the verse: 

1:!~1: ~ 81;f; (And if We had prescribed for them ... ) was revealed. It 
means: If these hypocrites, or all common people, disbelievers or 
believers, were charged with some severe command, such as that of 
self-killing or migration like the Ban! Isra'll were ordered to do, very 
few of them would have, being what they are, obeyed this command. 

On the one hand, there is a stern warning here for people who try 
to seek the solutions of their disputes, not from the Messenger of 
Allah, or not from the Law and Way of the Messenger of Allah, but 
take it elsewhere. On the other hand, it answers the chiding of the 
Jews because this state of affairs fits the hypocrites and certainly not 
those who are firm in their faith as true Muslims. This is proved by 
what happened when this verse was revealed. Someone from among 
the noble Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all, said: 
'Allah did not put us through this trial.' When this statement was 
relayed to the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI ~ , he said: 'There are people in 
my community in whose heart Faith is entrenched finn like moun
tains.' Ibn Wahab says that this statement was made by Sayyidna Abu 

Bakr ~ JJI ~.; . 
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According to another narration, when Sayyidna Abu Bakr .:... J.J1 ~.) 
heard this verse, he said: 'Had this command been prescribed, by God, 
I would have been the first to sacrifice myself and my family to obey 
it.' 

According to some other narrations, when this verse was revealed, 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .JJI J-:> said: 'If this command to self-kill or 
migrate had come from Allah, Umm 'Abd (meaning Sayyidna 
'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ J.J1..r4.J ) would have definitely acted accord
ingly.' As for migration, the noble Companions acted faithfully and 
selflessly when· they left their homes in Makkah, left their properties 
and businesses, and migrated to Mad1nah. 

Towards the end of the verse (66), it has been said that, difficult 
though it may seem, yet doing, so in obedience to their Lord's command 
would turn out to be better for them in the end. This will make their 
faith more firm, bringing a great reward from Allah, and the blessing 
of being guided to the straight path. 

This great reward promised here in the end of verse 67 for those 
who obey Allah and His Messenger has been described immediately 
after in verses 69 and 70 which follow with detailed explanations of the 
promised ranks. 

Verses 69 - 70 
""' .!. ""' -;:; ....,_,,, .l. .J 
""'.Jilli'""'""'~I1'J .lll "'"' ~~ U J '-'~ti""'AJJI * ? ""'"' 

. ,._'AJ 1:)-!."' ~ "' .J '.JM' ..r .J "' r ,;;r .J _, .J I _. .J 

~ l<'-'""""'~lill"",.l1""~tl""$f.i~.t4fl"'~~tl ~"' 
, .J ~ .J -"'"' .J I' ~ .J -...-, ""' .J - ;..- ~ 

J, ""- 01! '_,, I I -f, 

.t:y.:l.(!-'1~ -.uL 'f<""'.I.JJI.-:- J,-;_.,;:!'1 au "'"':l.\o~i"' "{ .., ., , ;,~.J , ~ ~ "' "{ .., .,'J 

And those who obey Allah and the Messenger are with 
those whom Allah has blessed, namely, the prophets, 
the Siddiqln 1, the Shuhadii' 2, and the righteous - and 

1.$iddiq, lexically means 'very truthful'. In the Islamic terminology, it 
normally refers to those Companions of a prophet who excel all others in 
their submission to Allah and His Messenger. They enjoy the highest 
status of piety after the Prophets, like Sayyidna Abu Bakr = Jll ~J· 

2. Shuhadil (pl. of Shahid) means the persons who sacrificed their lives in 
the way of Allah. The word has not been translated here by the word 
'martyr' which sometimes is taken as an equivalent of Shahid, because 
the word 'martyr' is also applied for the persons killed in ethnic or racial 
wars while they may not be termed as 'Shuhadii' in the Islamic 
terminology. 
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what a good company they are. [69] That grace is from 
Allah and Allah is sufficient being the One who knows. 
[70] 

493 

In the verses appearing immediately earlier, the promise of a great 
reward was made to special addressees. What appears in the present 
verses is a universal promise. that those who obey Allah and His 
Messenger shall be rewarded as a standing rule. 

Commentary: 

Deeds will be the criterion in ranks of Paradise 
Those who do everything Allah and His Messenger have asked 

them to do and stay away from everything Allah and His Messenger 
have prohibited, shall receive different ranks in terms of their deeds. 
The foremost among them will be bless.ed with the highest stations of 
Paradise alongwith the noble prophets, may peace be upon them all. 
Next to them will come those who will be blessed with the ra,nk of 
those who are only next to prophets. They are known as the $iddiqin, 
that is, the great Companions of the Holy Prophet rl--' ~ JJ1._,1..... who 
came forward to believe in the very initial stage without any hesita
tion or hostility, like Sayyidna Abu Bakr. Then, there will be a third 
rank of people who will be with the noble Shuhadii. The Shuhadii are 
people who sacrificed their lives and wealth in the way of Allah. Then, 
those in the fourth rank will be with the revered Righteous. The 
$ali}:lin or the Righteous are people who restrict themselves, outwardly 
and inwardly, to doing only what is good and right. 

In short, all those who are totally obedient to Allah and His 
Messenger shall be in the company of those who are the most exalted 
and the most favoured in the sight of Allah Almighty and who have 
been identified here under four ranks: Prophets, $iddiqin, Shuhadii 
and $iilil)in (righteous). 

The Background of Revelation 
This verse was revealed in the background of a special event which 

has been reported by the great commentator, Ibn Kathir as based on 
sev~ral sound authorities. 

It so happened, narrates Sayyidah 'A'ishah 4-.:... 4.11._,.;,..; , that a 
Companion came to the Holy Prophet rl---' ~ JJ1 J- one day and said to 
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him: 'Ya Rasiilallah, I hold you dear, dearer than my own life, even 
more than my wife and more than my children. There are times when 
I do not seem to be at peace with myself even in my house until I come 
to you and have the pleasure of looking at you. That finally gives me 
the peace I missed. Now, I am.worried about the time when you will 
leave this mortal world and I too will be taken away by death. In that 
case, what I know for sure is that you will be in Paradise with the 
blessed prophets housed in its most exalted stations. As for myself, 
first of all, I just do not know whether or not I shall be able to reach 
Paradise. Even if I do reach there, the level where I shall be will be 
way below from where you are. If I am unable to visit you and have 
the pleasure of seeing you there, how am I going to put this impatient 
heart of mine at rest?' 

The Holy Prophet ~J ~ .JJI ..)- quietly heard what he said, but 
made no response, until came the revelation of this particular verse 
(69): 

It was only then that the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI.).4 gave him the 
glad tidings that the obedient ones shall have occasions to meet with 
the prophets, the $iddiqin, the Shuhadil and the righteous. In othei 
words, despite the relative precedence of ranks in Paradise, there will 
be occasions of meeting-and sitting together. 

Some forms of 'meeting' in Paradise 
One such form will be that people will see each other from where 

they are, as it has been reported in Mu'atta of Imam Malik on the 
authority of a narration from Sayyidna Abu Sa'id al-Khudri..:.s. JJI._,.;...) 

that the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI .).4 said: 'The inmates ef Paradise will 
see those in the strata above them like you see stars in the physical 
world.' 

Also there will be yet another form when visits _will be made to the 
strata where they are, as Ibn Jarir has reported on the authority of a 
narration from Sayyidna Rabl' that the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .J.li ~ , 
while explaining this verse, said: 'Those of the strata above will come 
down to those of the strata below to meet and sit with them.' 
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It it also possible that those of the strata below have the permis
sion to visit and meet those of the higher strata, as the Holy Prophet 
if. has, on the basis of this verse, given many people the glad tidings of 
being with him in the Paradise. 

It appears in Sahih Muslim "that Sayyidna Ka'b ibn Aslarni ...._ JJ1 ~.; 

used to spend nights in the company of the Holy Prophet r-1---' ~ JJI.,)

At the time of Tahajjud on one of such nights, Sayyidna Ka'b Aslarni 
brought water for wuc}ii, the miswiik and other things he might need at 
that time. The Holy Prophet r-1--'~ J.JI .;- , quite pleased with him, 
said: 'Is there anything I can do for you? Go ahead, ask.' Sayyidna Ka'b 
Aslarni said: 'I wish to have your company in Paradise.' He said: 
'Anything else?' Sayyidna Ka'b said: 'Nothing else.' Thereupon, the 
Holy Prophet r-1---' ~ JJ1 ,)- said: 'If you want to be with me in Paradise, 
then II ~~I i~ ~ ._p ..,-..i II (literally - 'help me by taking upon yourself 
the doing of plenty of prostrations'). The elegant prophetic expression 
means that 'your wish shall be granted, but you can also help me in 
this by offering plenty of prostrations (sujud, sajdah) that is, plenty of 
voluntary prayers (nawii{il). 

According to the Musnad of Al)rnad, a man carne to the Holy 
Prophet r-1--' ~ .JJI.)- and said: 'Ya Rasulallah, I have testified that 
there is none worthy of worship other than Allah, and that you are the 
true Messenger of Allah, and ~ dutifully perform the five prescribed 
prayers every day, pay the Zakah due on me and fast during the 
month of Rarna<Jan.' Hearing this, the Holy Prophet r-1---' ~ JJ1 ,)- said: 
'Anyone who dies in this state will be with the prophets, the $iddiqin 
and the Shuhadii - only if he does not disobey his parents.' 

Similarly, there is another }:ladith from Tirrnidhi in which the Holy 
Prophet r-1--' ~ .J..ll.)- is reported to have said: ~~ t' ~")'I _;_,J..o.JI ~WI 

.,1.:411; ~~1; (The businessman who is truthful and trusty will be with 
the prophets and the $iddiqin and the Shuhada'). 

Love is the sine qua non of Nearness 
The blessed company of the Holy Prophet rl--' ~ .JJI ._,L. can be 

acquired by loving him. This is conclusively proved by what has been 
reported in $a}:l1}:1 al-Bukhari on the authority of many uninterrupted 
chains of narrations from a large body of the noble Companions of the 
Holy Prophe.: ~ tnat he, on being asked as to what will be the status 
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of a person who does belong to a group emotionally but fails to achieve 
the standards of deeds set by it, said: .;;,1 ,s; ~.i!.jl, that is, (on the Day 
of Resurrection) everyone will be with the ones whom he loves. 

Sayyidna Anas ..,;..;. J.Jt ~.) says that the Noble Companions were 
never so pleased with anything else iri this mortal world as they were 
when they heard this hadith, because it gave them the most wonderful 
news, a delightful prophecy indeed, that those who love the Holy 
Prophet ~ will be with their noble master ori the plains of Resurrec
tion and in the gardens of Paradise. 

The company of the Holy Prophet ~ is not restricted to any 
colour or race · 

In al-Mu'jim al-Kabir al-'fabarani has reported from Sayyidna 
'Abdullah ibn 'Um~r..,;..;. J.Jt ~.)that an Ethiopian came to the Holy 
Prophet ~J ~ ..lii..,J..o and said: 'Ya Rasulalliih, may His blessings be 
upon you, not only that you are distinct from us in the beauty of your 
physique and the colour of your skin but you also have the distinction 
of being a prophet and messenger of Allah. Now, if I were to believe in 
what you believe and do what you do, can I too have the honour of 
being with you in the Paradise?' 

The Holy Prophet ~J ~ ..lii..,J..o said: 'Definitely yes (forget about 
your being black). I swear by the Power whose hands hold my life that 
all members of the black race will become fair and beautiful in Para
dise radiating in their presence from a distance which might take a 
thousand years to cover. Then, Allah takes upon Himself the success 
and salvation of a person who says and believes in -ilit ~~1ll~ (There is no 
god but Allah) and a person who recites :~.J ;1t5~ (Subhanalliihi wa 
bil:wmdihi: 'Pure is Allah and praised is He') has one hundred and 
·twenty four thousand virtues written in his Book of Deeds.' 

Hearing this, someone present there said: 'Ya Rasulallah, when 
Allah is generous in giving such enormous awards on such minor good 
deeds, how can we ever perish or be punished?' He said: '(That is not 
the point), the truth is that some people will come up on the Day of 
Doom with so many virtues and good deeds, so many that, should all 
these be placed on a mountain, even the mountain would fihd their 
weight too heavy to hold. But, when they are compared to the bless
ings from Allah (bestowed on them in the worldly life), man's deeds 
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and virtues remain no match to them - unless Allah Almighty Himself 
elects to be generous and merciful to him. 

It was this question and answer with the Ethiopian brother which 
caused the revelation of the following verse of Surah Ad-Dahr: J;...;! ~ 
1;jSJ I1;.S. si!p}£1 &(fk ~d{1 (that is, man has indeed been through a 
period of time being nothing-76:1). Surprised, the Ethiopian gentleman 
asked: 'Ya RasUlalliih, will my e'yes be seeing the same blessing which 
your blessed eyes will be witnessing?' 

He said: 'Definitely yes.' Hearing this, the newly converted Muslim 
from Ethiopia started weeping and so much so that he died in that 
very state - weeping his heart out. The Holy Prophet ~.J ~ ..l.JI ~ 

performed his last rites, bathing and shrouding and offering $alatul
janazah and burial, all with hi's own blessed hands. 

Ranks of Paradise: Some details 
Now that we have gone through an explanation of the verse, 

including the background of its revelation and related clarifications, 
the only thing that remains to be determined is the nature of the four 
ranks of people blessed by Allah. We have to find out as to what is the 
basis on which these ranks have been established, how they are inter
connected and how are they different from each other, and whether or 
not can these converge into one person. 

Commentators have written in great details about this subject. 
Some say that all these four ranks can be found in one person. 
According to them, all these attributes are overlapping because the 
one identified as 'prophet' in the Holy Qur'an has also been called by 
the title of '$iddiq'. For example, it has been said about Sayyidna 
Ibrahim rUI ~ : # ~~ 515 ~t (Surely, he was a man of truth, a prophet 

- - I /;,;/ 

- 19:41); and about Sayyidna Yal;!.ya r)L.JI.J ;_,L.JI ~ : ~1&.;: ~;(and a 
prophet from among the righteous- 3:39); and similarly, about Sayy-

- - - I / ~,, 

idna 'Isa rUI.J "i)...all ~: ~~~ ~j'¥J (and he shall speak to the people 
in the cradle) 'as well as in middle age, and shall be one of the right
eous' - 3:46. 

The outcome is that, though these four attributes ll:nd ranks are 
distinct in terms of meanin~ and sense, yet it is possible to find all 
these combined in one person. Let us take an example to illustrate the 
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proposition. Religious scholars, the 'ulama' are identified by their 
attributions, such as a Mufassir (commentator of the Holy Qur'an), a 
Mul).addith (scholar of l).adith), a Faqih (Muslim jurist), a Muwarrikh 
(historian). But, there could be some scholars who may combine in 
their person ~he excellence of all these fields. In our own time, when 
the trend is towards inter-disciplinary education and training, it is not 
so difficult to conceive the convergence of the attributes of a doctor, an 
engineer and a pilot, all in one person•. 

However, in accordance with commonly recognized practice, a 
person gets to be identified with an attribute which comes to take a 
dominating position in his life-work because of which such a person is 
usually associated with that particular field. It is for this reason that 
commentators generally take. '$iddiqin' to mean the most illustrious 
Companions of the Holy Prophet rl-J ~ .J..JI .).- and Shuhada' to mean 
the martyrs of the battle of Ul:md and $alihin as signifying the general 
run of righteous Muslims. 

Imam Raghib al-Isfahani has determined that all these four ranks 
are different. The same things find·mention in Tafsir al-Bal).r al-Mul).it, 
Rul). al-Ma'ani and Ma~harL The sense of this approach is that Allah 
Almighty has, in this verse classified true Muslims in four categories 
or ranks and for each He has appointed stations of precedence, and 
common Muslims have been induced to see that they do not lag far 
behind in their efforts to achieve the rankings of any of these ideal 

·ones. Waging the best of their intellectual and practical struggle, they 
must do the best they can to reach such stations of excellence. 
However, the station of prophethood is something which can never be 
acquired by effort and struggle, but there is something one still gets to 
have and that is the company of the prophets. Imam Raghib says that 
the highest among these ranks is that of the prophets, may peace be 
upon them. They enjoy the support of the Divine power. They ·are like 
someone who is seeing something from a close range. Therefore, Allah 
Almighty has said about such people: .;'; \,;' ~ ~j~l (Do you argue with 
him over what he sees? - 53:12). 

The definition of the Siddiqin 
The second rank is that of the $iddiqin. These are people close to 

the blessed prophets in the quality of spiritual excellence. They are 
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like someone seeing something from a distance. Somebody asked Sayy
idnii 'Ali~ .JJI ,_,:..J: 'Have you seen Allah Almighty?' He said: 'I cannot 
worship something I have not seen.' Then, he further said: 'Though 
people have not seen Allah Almighty with their eyes, but their hearts 
have seen Him through the realities of faith.' By his act of 'seeing', 
Sayyidnii 'Ali meant the kind of sighting he has referred to later, for 
such intellectual or intuitive perception is like seeing. 

The definition of the Shuhada' 
The third rank is that of the Shuhada'. These are people who recog

nize their ultimate objective through the chain of reasons and proofs. 
They have no access to direct vision, that is, mushahada is what they 
miss. They are like someone seeing something in a mirror from a close 
range - very similar to what Sayyidna Harithah ~ JJI ,_,:..J said: 'I feel I 
am seeing the Throne of my most sublime Lord.' 

The expression {ljt~ JJ, ~~~(That you worship Allah as if you are 
seeing Him) in the famous .b.adith may also be interpreted to mean this 
very kind of' seeing'. 

The definition of the Siilil)..in 
The third rank is that of the $ali.b.in. These are people who recog

nize their ultimate objective through following the precepts of 
Shari'ah. It is like someone sees something in a mirror from a distance. 
In the other part of the famous .b.adith quoted above: :i!l;:t~~ !1,;3' j:.; ~~~ 
(And if you cannot see Him, then, He sees you anyway) the reference 
may be to this very level of 'seeing'. In short, this investigative 
approach taken by Imam Raghib al-Isfahani shows that all these ranks 
are ranks that reflect the quantum of knowledge one has bf His Lord, 
and that the different gradations that are there are based on the 
respective rankings of this knowledge. As for the subject of the verse, 
it is clear enough. Here, all Muslims have been given the glad tidings 
that those who are totally obedient to Allah and His Messenger shall 
be with those who hold higher ranks in Paradise. May Allah Almighty 
bless us all with this love. Amin. 

Verses 71 • 74 
:J ~ , :1 ,. J :J ', " ~ ,~,,., 

IJ~I ~~ ~4,; IJ~u ts':J~ IJ.i> 1~1' ~,YI l?.~ 
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~Vttl~~~t; 
0 those who believe, take your precautions and march 
in groups or march off-all together. [71] And among you 
there is one who shall invariably fall back; then, if 
some calamity befalls you, he would say, "Allah has 
been so generous to me since I was not present with 
them." [72] And if there comes to you some bounty from 
Allah, he shall be saying - as if there was no friendship 
between you and him · "0 that I would hl;!ve been with 
them, then, I would have achieved a great success." [73] 

So, those who sell the worldly life for the Hereafter 
should fight in the way of Allah. And whoever fights in 
the way of Allah then gets killed or prevails, to him We 
shall give a great reward. [74] 
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Before this, there was the command to obey Allah and His 
Messenger. Now, in the present verses, Jihad has been prescribed for 
the obedient and faithful so that they can vitalize their Faith and raise 
the word of Allah high and supreme. (Qurtubi) 

Commentary 

Important Notes . , 
J , ,, , ,, "' .::; .......... 

In the first part of the verse: ~~ rs-~~ I.J..t> 1;...1'.}.~1 (.k\.J (0 those who 
believe, take your precautions ... ), appears the command to ensure the 
supply of weapons, while the later part refers to the launching of 
Jihad action. This tells us two things right away. Firstly, as already 
clarified at several places, the act of getting together functional means 
to achieve a good purpose is not contrary to tawakkul or trust in God. 
Secondly, we see that the text limits itself to the command to ensure 
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the supply of weapons, but it does not promise that, because of this 
support, Muslims will have any guaranteed security against their 
enemies. By doing so, it has been indicated that the choice of using 
means is for nothing but a certain peace of mind, otherwise, the use of 
means as such does not carry any operational gain or loss. The Qur'an 

/. I "" ,.1 .I ,... '}1 

has said: LJllll ~l:~t ,-:~~;"!~ J..i (0 Prophet) say: "Nothing will befall us 
except what Allah has prescribed for us." (9:51) 

2. Let us look at the first verse again. It opens up with the 
command to get ready for Jihad followed by a. description of the 
marching plan; the later has been expressed in two sentences, that is, 
1!•,;:: 1;~i} ..:>Q 1;Xli ( ... and march in groups, or march off all together.) 

~,. , / -:,. . , 
Here, the word, 'thubiitin' is the plural form of 'thubiitun' which means 
a small group and is used to dEmote a military company and was called 
a Sariyyah in the military campaigns of the Holy Prophet~. In that 
sense, it is being said here that Muslims, when they go out for Jihad, 
should not start off all alone. They should, rather, set out in the forma
tion of small groups. The other alternative is to march as a large army: 
'jamfan' because, in fighting, going alone is very likely to hurt--- the 
enemy is rtot going to let this opportunity slip out of their hands. 

No doubt, this instruction has been given to Muslims for the partic
ular occasion of Jihad, but, even in normal circumstances, this is what 
the Shari'ah teaches - do not travel alone. In a .badith, therefore, a lone 
traveller is called one satan and two of them two sa tans and three of 
them become a group or party. Similarly, there is another .badlth 
which says: 

J~T 4a..) ~~l_r.>J .~Lo c:) ~1_.-.ll_r.>J .4a...) ~~l_r.> 
'The best companions are four and the best military company 
is that of four hundred and the best army is that of four thou
sand.' (From Mishkat as reported by Al-Tabarani) 

3. Seen outwardly, the words of the verse 72 (. .. ~ S!J') seem to 
suggest that this too is addressed to the believers, although the char
acteristics described later on cannot be taken to be those of the 
believers. Therefore, al-Qurt~bi says that they signify hypocrites. 
Since, they were the ones who used to claim being Muslims, at least 
outwardly. This is why they have been identified as a group from 
among the believers. · 
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Verses 75- 76 
, , :., J ... _, ..... -' / 
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What has happened to you that you do not fight in the 
way of Allah and for the oppressed among men, women 
and children who say, "Our Lord, take us out from this 
town whose people are cruel. And make for us from 
Your own a supporter, and make for us from Your own 
a helper." [75] Those who believe fight in the way of 
Allah and those who disbelieve fight in the way of 
raghut.1 So, fight the friends of Satan. No doubt, the 
guile of Satan is feeble. [76) 

Commentary 

Answering the call of the oppressed 

502 

Left behind in Makkah were Muslims who were unable to migrate 
because of physical weakness and insufficiency of resources. Later on, 
the disbelievers themselves stopped them from going and started 
hurting and harassing them in all sorts of ways so that they turn away 
from their faith in Islam. The names of some of these are preserved in 
exegetic works, for example, Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas and his mother, 
Sulyma: ibn Bisham, Walld ibn Walld and Abu J andal ibn Sahl, may 
Allah be pleased with them all (Qurtubi). These blessed people kept 
facing tyranny and torture because of their unflinching faith showing 
no signs that they would ever surrender their firm stand on Islam. 
However, they did continue praying to Allah ~mighty for deliverance 
from this hard life which was finally accepted by Him when He 
commanded Muslims to wage Jihad against the disbelievers and 
rescue the oppressed from their coercion and persecution. 

1. cf. Verse 55 
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According to this verse, Muslims had requested Allah Almighty the 
favour of two things- that they be rescued from that town (meaning 
Makkah) and that they be blessed with some supporter and helper. 
The fact is that Allah Almighty granted both these prayers when He 
provided some of them with the opportunity to m()Ve out from there 
which was the fulfillment of their first wish. However, some of them 
remained staying right there until the Conquest of Makkah. At that 
time, the Holy Prophet rl--J ~ J.Ji .;- appointed Sayyidna 'Attab ibn 
Asid as their caretaker and who had the oppressed Muslims delivered 
from their oppressors. T"Qus, granted was their second wish as well. It 
will be noted that the Holy Qur'an, rather than give a straightforward 
c,ommand to fight in this verse, has elected to use the words: ::;~lif.q ~t,; 
.!JI ~ ~ (What has happened to you that you do not fight in the way of 
/ / / / ~ 

Allah?). Here the hint given is that fighting and Jihad is a natural 
duty under such conditions,_ not doing which is certainly far from a 
reasonable man. 

Praying to Allah is the panacea for all hardships 
The words of prayer in ver~e 75: GJ.Itt's;f~tell us that one of the 

" reasons why the command to fight came was the prayer made by these 
weak Muslim men and women. Allah Almighty responded to their 
prayer and commanded Muslims to wage Jihad against their oppres
sors and which put an end to their hardships immediately. 

The objectives of war 
' y " 

Verse 76 says that ;!J1 ¥f U'S~!1fl;f;'I'~JI:'those who believe fight in 
the way of Allah and those who disbelieve fight in the way of 'faghut.' 
This clearly shows that the purpose for which a believer strives is to 
see that the Divine Law becomes operative in this world and that the 
authority of Allah Almighty reigns supreme, because He is the master 
of all. He has created the universe in His infinite wisdom, and His 
Law is based on pure justice, and when the rule of justice is estab
lished, there will be peace which sustains. In order that there be peace 
in the world, it is necessary that it is run under a law which is the 
Law of the Lord. So, when a true and perfect Muslim fights in a war, 
this is the purpose before him. 

But, in sharp contrast to him, disbelievers seek to spread the 
message of ku{r, give it the widest possible currency, and work to bring 
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about the ascendency of disbelief. They are all too eager to see that 
satanic pow~rs rule the world so that everything that constitutes kufr 
and shirk can be enforced in the universal order giving it the sheen 
and glamour of som~thing seemingly positive. Since kufr and shirk are 
the ways of the Satan, therefore, the disbelievers help the Satan in 
doing his job. 

The guile of Satan is feeble 
.. / , "' ' ~ ,,,. ,_ h The last sentence of verse 76: ~ .;,l.S' pt :i;s" $~assures that t e 

deceptive plans made by Satan are weak and insubstantial because of 
which he cannot harm or hurt true Muslims in any way whatsoever. 
So, Muslims should really not demur when it comes to fighting against 
the friends of Satan, that is, against the disbelievers. This is because 
their helper is none other but Allah Himself and, with Allah on their 
side, the game plan of the Satan is not going to work for them. 

And this is what happened at the battle of Badr. There was the 
Satan by the side of the disbelievers, dishing out his tall claims before 
them, telling them; -r;;J;~ .;:.,J,li 'i- 'this day, nobody is going to over
power you'- because: '~'~l:; ~~(I am your helper by your side. I shall be 
there with my armies to support you.) When the actual fighting began, 
he did advance with his army, but no sooner did he notice that angels 
have arrived to help Muslims, all plans he had made were frustrated 
and he t~ok ~o his heels, saying to his disbelieving accomplices:.,;!'_;, .;]'L 

, ~ ' ""'""' .., , "'".Jill , "'~ , "' J, I b . . . fc , ui.WI J/.J.! illlj :'ill I Jl>l c,;t '[;f.; 1'1.: .;~I &->I ~x:':' ~ ear no responsibility or you. I ;, "" ., ,, ,..,~~ 

see what you do not see. I fear Allah for Allah is severe when 
punishing.) (Ma~harl) 

That the guile of Satan has been called 'feeble' in this verse (76) is 
not an isolated statement. There emerge two conditions right from this 
verse which provide us with an exception. The first one is that .the 
person against whom the Satan is trying his guile must be a Muslim. 
Then, the second one is that the effort being made by that Muslim 
must be for the pleasure of Allah alone. In other words, he may not 
have any selfish motive behind his effort. The first condition emerges 
from the words: 1_,t't·~~l(those who believe)and the second from: ~$~lit 
:!lt ~ (fight in the way of Allah). If either of the two conditions stop 
existing, then, it is not necessary that the guile of the Satan remains 
'feeble' against him. 
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Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ~ J.Ji ~.;has said: 'When you see Satan, do not 
think twice. Attack him.' After that, he recited th:i.s very verse: ~S~ 
1i•. >.51$ .:,6''~11 (No doubt, the guile of Satan is feeble.) (al-Qurtubi) 

~ " .., -
Verses 77 - 79 

,; J ;. ,..1-!. .P o/ ; .::; ;" ; """" 
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~ !, ;" -:. .,- I-' _. ,; '~ 
~v~)t>l\~4-:;, illL ':<'j,~ ,,,... Lill ~l:l:._,l_.j,~ 

- .. .. :- c..s-".) ..,... ~ ~ .. ~ .) ., 
Have you not seen those to whom it was said, ''Hold 
your hands (from fighting) and be steadfast in Salah 
and pay Zakah." However, when fighting is enjoined 
upon them, surprisingly, a group from them. starts 
fearing people as one would fear Allah, or fearing even 
more. And they say, "Our Lord, why have you enjoined 
fighting upon us? Would you have not spared us for a 
little more time?" Say, 'The enjoyment of the world is 
but a little, and the Hereafter is far better for the one 
who fears Allah. And you shall not be wronged even to 
the measure of a fibre. [77] Wherever you will be, Death 
will overtake you, even though you are in fortified 
castles." And if some good comes to them, they say, 
'This is from Allah." And if some evil visits them, they 
say, 'This is from you." Say, "All is from Allah." So, what 
is wrong with these people, they do not seem to under-
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stand a word? [78] Whatever good comes to you, it is 
from Allah and whatever evil visits you it comes from 
your own selves. And We have sent you to be a 
Messenger for the people. And Allah is enough to be a 
witness. [79] 

Commentary 

506 

The Background of Revelation , 
Verse 77 beginning with the words: ~.;._lijl} ;:J ~~~~ J!~ ;JI (Have 

you not seen those to whom it was said, "Hold your hands {from 
fighting} ... ) was revealed in a particular background. Before their 
migration from Makkah, Muslims were regularly persecuted by disbe
lievers. Harassed Muslims used to visit the Holy Prophet F-' ~ J..il ~ 
complaining to him about the high-handed treatment meted out to 
them and asking for his permission to fight back in self-defence and 
put an end to the Kafir reign of terror. He advised patience holding 
them back from direct confrontation on the plea that he has not been 
commanded to fight, in fact, he told them, he has been commanded to 

_/ 
stay patient, forgo and forgive. He also told them to continue observing 
the instructions of $alah and zakah, already given to them, consis
tently and devotedly. He impressed upon them the virtues of the 
present pattern of their behaviour, even though the odds were against 
them, for the simple reason that , unless man is conditioned to fight 
against his own evil desires in obedience to the command of Allah and 
is also used to bearing physical pain and financial sacrifice, he finds 
joining Jihad and sacrificing his life very difficult a proposition. This 
was an advice Muslims had accepted. But when they migrated from 
Makkah to Madinah, and Jihad was enjoined upon them, they should 
have been pleased with it, as it was something that had answered 
their own prayers. But, there were some infirm Muslims around who 
started fearing the prospects of a fight against the disbelievers as one 
would fear the punishment of Allah, rather more than this. Caught in 
that peevish state of mind, they started pining for a little more respite, 
a possible postponement of the command to fight to some later day 
which may have given them more time to live and to enjoy. Thereupon, 
these verses were revealed. (Rii}:l al-Ma'anl) 

Why did the Muslims wish for the postponement of Jihad 
The wish for respite expressed by Muslims following the command 
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to fight was not an objection to the command of Jihad. It was, rather, a 
benign and subtle complaint. The reason may lie in the usual pattern 
of human psyche in such situations. When hurt and harassed to the 
extreme, one is very likely to flare up and go for a revenge. But, once 
man is used to a life of physical comfort and peace, he does not feel 
like going out to fight. This is no more than a simple human reaction. 
So, these Muslims, while they were in Makkah, all fed up with pains 
inflicted on them by the rlisbelievers at that time, were naturally 
looking forward most eagerly for the command of Jihad to come. But, 
when they reached Mad1nah, they found peace and comfort which they 
had missed for long. Now the command to fight, when it came in that 
state of theirs, found them no more moved by their old fire, therefore, 
they simply wished that it would have been better if the call for Jihad 
was just not there at that point of time. Now, to take this 'wish' as an 
'objection' and to attribute an act of sin to those Muslims is not correct. 
However, this explanation is limited to the assumption that they had 
pronounced this complaint verbally. But, if they said nothing verbally, 
and it was simply a thought which crossed their mind, then, thoughts 
in the mind and doubts in the heart are happenings which the 
Shar1'ah of Islam simply does not count as sins. Here, both probabil
ities exist. Then, the word, "Qalil' (They say) in the verse should not 
lead one to presume that they had said this verbally, for it may be 
taken to mean that they may have said it within their hearts. (abridged 

from Bayan al-Qur'an by Maulana Thanavi). According to some commentators, in 
which case, no explanation is called for. (Tafsir Kabir). 

Self-correction should precede collective reform 
In i;s-51 1)1;i~1 l~l (verse 77), Allah Almighty has first mentioned 

the command to establish the prescribed prayers and pay the fixed 
zakah which are the medium of self-correction. The command of Jihad 
comes after that, which is the medium of political and collective correc
tion, that is, through it the forces of coercion and injustice are elimi
nated as a result of which peace prevails in the country. From here we 
learn that, well before worryiq.g about correcting others, one should 
start correcting himself. So, seen from the angle of a relative degree of 
importance, the first command is an absolute individual obligation 
(fare) al-'ayn) while the second is an obligation which, if performed by 
some, will absolve others (fare) al-kifayah). This highlights the impor~ 
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tance of self-correction and makes its precedence obvious enough 
(Ma:?hari). 

The difference between the blessings of the present world and 
those of the Hereafter 

In this verse, the blessings of the Hereafter have been declared to 
be more bountiful and certainly better as compared with the blessings 
of the present world of our experience. Some reasons why this is so are 
given below: 

1. The blessings of the present world are few, while the blessings of 
the Hereafter are many~ 

2. The blessings of dunya (the present world) are perishable, while-the 
blessings of Akhirah (Hereafter) are eternal. 

3. The blessings of dunya are laced with all sorts of botherations, while 
the blessings of Akhirah are free of such impurities. 

4. The acquisition of the blessings of dunya is not certain, while the 
blessings of Akhirah will most certainly reach everyone who is God
fearing (Muttaqi: the observer of Tdqwa). (al-Tafsir al-Kabir) 

/ .,,, ~ t .;;: -' , -":J .I , ,., , 
~ WI 1;, · .wl-: ~ re ~~ -':t LJ!JI · _,,. ~--. -.- i, ~ z.s;, ~ ~rv-.-- c..s;..r.> J 

a ; ( "" (o ,.... ~ "" ~ ,,..I "' .!..J"'- )'J(':'q"~'"'; "'~ ~.~u ~t>: w!J1 ~ ~u . 01 JJ"J ~ t: ........ ·~ - . ;, 1),. 

There is no gain in dunyii for the one who has no share in the 
eternal abode from Allah. Still, if duny ii does attract some 
people, then (beware) it is a short-lived enjoyment and its 
decline is near (that is, once e:ves close in death, the Akhirah 
is there to see). 

There is no escape from death: 
In 2.-'ji~~J/I;!~t.:~J (verse 78) (Wherever you will be death will over

take you), Allah Almighty removes any doubts the deserters from 
Jihad may entertain. They think that, perhaps by dodging Jihad, they 
can also dodge death. Therefore, it was said that there will be a day of 
death, a day when it must come, no matter where you are; it will come 
exactly where you are. When· this is settled, there is no sense in 
backing out from Jihad. 

I:Iafi~ Ibn Kathlr, the famous commentator, while discussing this 
verse, has reported a lesson-filled event on the authority of Mujahid as 
narrated by Ibn Jarir and Ibn Abi I:Iatim. He recounts the event 
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concerning a woman from an earlier community. Soon after her preg
nancy matured, she gave birth to a child and sent her servant out to 
fetch some fi:ue. As soon as the servant stepped out of the door of the 
house, he saw a man appear suddenly before him. He asked: 'What 
baby this woman has given birth to?' The servant told him that it was 
a baby girl. Thereupon, the man said: 'You must remember that this 
girl will sleep with a hundred men and will finally die through a 
spider.' Hearing this, the servant returned immediate with a knife and 
slit the abdomen of that girl open. Taking her to be dead, he ran away 
from the house. But, a little later, the mother of the girl stitched up 
the skin of the abdomen slit by the servant. Then came the day when 
this girl grew to be young and beautiful, so beautiful that she was 
considered to be the jewel of the city. 

As for the servant, he escaped overseas where he stayed for a long 
time and, in the meantime, assembled a fortune for himself. When he 
planned to get married, he returned to his old city. There he met an 
old woman. He told her that he was looking for a bride, but that he 
was eager to marry the most beautiful'woman in town. The old woman 
told him about a certain girl whose beauty was unmatched in the 
whole city and insisted that he should marry her. The servant, now a 
rich man, made efforts and finally got married to that girl. While 
getting to know each other, the girl asked him as to who he was and 
where did he live. He told her: 'Actually, I belong to this very city, but 
I had to run away because I had slit the abdomen of a girl open.' Then 
he narrated the whole event. Hearing this, she said: 'I am that girl.' 
She showed him her abdomen. The cut mark was still there. Seeing 
this, the man said: 'If you are the same woman, I disclose two things 
about you. The first one is that you will sleep .with a hundred men.' 
Thereupon, the woman confessed that she has done that, but she could 
not remember the number. The man said: 'The number is hundred. 
And the second one is that you will die through a spider.' 

The man who was now rich·had a grand palace built for her which 
was absolutely free of any spider webs. On a certain day, while they 
were resting in their ro9m in the palace, they noticed a spider on the 
wall. The woman said: 'Is this the spider you scare me of?' The man 
said: 'Yes.' Thereupon, she sprang up from the bed saying: 'Then, this 
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one I am going to kill right now.' Having said that, she downed the 
spider on the floor and trampled her dead under her feet. 

The spider died all right but the poison from her infected her feet 
and nails and the message of death became all too clear for her. (Ibn 

Kathir) 

Here was a woman living in a palace, new and very clean, but she 
died through a spider all of a sudden. Compare her case with many 
others who spent a life-time in fighting battles yet death did not come 
to them there. Think of Sayyidna Khalid ibn Walid ....:.... .J.J1 ._,.:.,.~ , the 
famous soldier and general of Islam known by his oft-repeated title, 
Saifullah - the Sword of Allah. He had a burning desire to die as 
martyr in the way of Allah. So, he kept fighting all his life, engaging in 
one Jihad after another and longing to become a Shahid. He killed 
thousands of disbelievers on the battlefields, living dangerously and 
daringly against many a trial, always praying and pleading that he be 
saved from the fate of dying in bed like women and praying and 
pleding that Allah favour him with the death of a fearless soldier in 
the heat of some Jihad. But, as· decreed by Allah, he finally died 
nowhere else but on his own bed in the house. 

The lesson is that the arrangement of life and death stays in the 
hands of our creator whose decisions are final. There is nothing we can 
do abouUt. It is He who can, if He wills, give us death on a luxury bed 
at the hands of a spider; or, if He elects to save us, he can keep us alive 
amid swinging swords or zooming fires. 

Building secure houses is not against Tawakkul 
. ,...-,.t_ :~y.l _,,.P ,. . 

Let us now consider: t~ (-'J"I ~ ~ j.J.J' m verse 7 8. It says: 
'Wherever you will be Death will overtake you, even though you are in 
fortified castles.' This tells us that building a good l;).nd strong house to 
live with ensured security of person and things is not contrary to the 
dictates of tawakkul or trust in Allah and that it is not against the 
rules of Shari'ah either. (Qurtubi) 

A Bles~ing comes only by the grace of Allah 
T "' ,. / / :1 / / ,..- ~ l d ' h .d _ n illl::""......j ~ ....... ~L:;;.I t.:; (verse 79), trans ate as: w atever goo 
"'~~v-.;. ' 

comes to you is from Allah,' the word, 'hasanatin' means 'blessing' 
(Mazhari). The verse points out to the fact that any blessing which 
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reaches man, any good that comes to him, cloPs not get to him as a 
matter of hi~ right. This is, on the contrary, nothing but the grace of 
Allah Almighty, His 'fac}l', in common Islamic terminology. No matter 
how much, he devotes to the many acts of worship he is obligated with, 
man cannot claim to deserve that blessing on the basis of his deeds 
alone. The reason is simple, because the very C\~)ility to engage in acts 
of worship comes from none but Allah Himself, which i~. known as the 
Tau{Iq of Allah. Then the blessings of Allah are countless, how could 
they be 'procured' by limited acts of worship and other expressions of 
obedience to His commands? Specially so, when whatever we do in the 
name of the worship of Allah is· hardly worthy of the supreme n;astery 
and power of our Lord, the Lord of the universe of our experience and 
the Lord of universes beyond? This point has been made more 
succinctly in a hadlth, where the Holy Prophet -~ has been reported to 
have said: 

Lii 'iJ :Ju ~.;.;i 'i) =~.ill! ~.r. l'l ~~ J.>-4»-1 L.. 

'No one shall enter Paradise unless it be with the mercy of 
A.llah.' The narrator asked: 'Not you either?' He said, 'Yes. Not 
me either.' 

Calamities are the result of misdeeds 
I "' .~ "' "' ,. ... ,.. _.,., 1 d ' d h '1 n o.!L..i,; fr.; ~ ~ .!LL.l ~;(verse 79), trans ate as: an w atever cv1 , , ~ ;; , . 

visits you, it comes from your own selves,' the word, 'sayyi'atun' mean:... 
'muriibah', evil, hardship, (misfortune, calamity, disaster) according to 
Ma:?hari. 

Although, calamities are created by Allah, yet their cause lies 
nowhere else but in the very misdeeds of man himself. Now if this man 
is a disbeliever, a kafir, the evil that hits him in this mortal world is 
only an ordinary sample of the ultimate punishment, the punishment 
of the world-to-come, which is much much more than the worldly 
punishment. And if this man is a believer, a mu'min, all his mipfor
tunes become an expiation (kaffarah) of his sins in that case, ancf 
thereby become the very cause of his salvation in the Hereafter. Thus, 
the Holy Prophet r-1-J ~ .J.Ii._)...:. said in a }:ladith: 

45~ ;5 _,..!..!I ..;:.> w. \+. ill I .)S 'il rLJI ~ ~ ~ L.. 

"No evil ever touches a Muslim, but it becomes a source of 
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forgiveness for him - even the pinch of a thorn in his feet." 
(Ma:.:-;hari from Tirmidhi) 

' 

In another 'Q.ad1th, reported by Abu Musa ~ .J.J1 ._r:...~, he said: 

I~~ "1 Ju r-L.J ~ .JJ1 ~ illl J.,..,.J ~I (J""J'"" ~1 ;r 
•<'I . ~ .....;.L "11 t.: ~ ~ I,;; . w ~ .r _,u..._ .J . . 'T' .J .J '1"" _,J • 

"No hardship befalls a servant of Allah, be it light or tough, 
but it is always due to his sin - and the sins Allah forgives 
(without afflicting with a calamity) are much more." (Ma:.:-;hari, 

from Tirmidhi) 

The Prophet of Islam: His .Prophethood is Universal 

512 

The words: :;]!; ..,.OJ ~~(;(And We have sent you to be a Messenger , / 

for the people) appearing at the end of verse 79 prove that the Holy 
Prophet FJ ~ .J.JI ._)....has been sent as a Messenger of Allah (Ras Ul) for 
all peoples of the world. He was not simply a Messenger for Arabs 
alone. 

In fact, his prophethood is universal, open to all human beings of 
this entire universe, whether they·are present at this point of time, or 
may come to be there right through the Qiyiimah, the fateful Last Day 
of this universe of ours. (Ma:.:-;hari) 

Verse 80 
I I _j 

~L~;I(-:f);f ~S~I t_d,l iliJ~~~.~ ~ 
;_, ... 

~A-~1.12..~~~ lf~ 
Whoever obeys the Me.ssenger obeys Allah and whoever 
turns away, then, We did not send you to stand guard 
over them. [80] 

Previous to this, there was the affirmation of prophethood. Now 
comes the statement which establishes the right of prophethood - it 
calls for compulsory obedience. In case hostile people refuse to obey, 
there are words of comfort for the noble Prophet of Islam who has been 
absolved of any responsibility for their lack of obedience. 

The opening statement in the verse presents a very important 
principle bearing on the authority of the blessed Ras ul of Allah. Here, 
the obedience to the Prophet has been equated with obedience to 
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Allah. From this it follows that whoever disobeys the Prophet, invari
ably disobeys the command of Allah. Since, obedience to Allah is oblig
atory, even rationally - so, obedience to the Prophet also turns out to 
be equally obligatory. As for the person who, inspite of the truth being 
all too manifest, elects to turn his back and reject the message given 
by the Prophet, then, the Prophet has been asked not to worry about 
the callous behaviour of such people because Allah has not sent His 
Prophet to stand guard over their behaviour for which he is not 
responsible. It means that the Prophet of Allah is not duty-bound to 
see that they do not indulge in disbelief. He is simply not charged with 
the mission of stopping them from disbelieving. His mission is to 
deliver the Message. Once this is done, his duty as a Prophet stands 
fulfilled. After that, if they sttll go about disbelieving, it is their busi
ness for which he is in no way accountable. (MauEina Ashraf 'All Thana vi, 

Bayan al-Qur'an) 

Verses 81- 82 
/ (_],.. ...-;::: / . " ,., ,., £9 ,.. .-9 ..9 

"":J • .,.J.-?"' A.ij\..1 2:~~ -! 1"-( ...... l~u ~lb-=-" ,_,M,.,,. 
~ ~ ,., -. ,.. ,.. ~ .J.Jf. "' U.J-1 j.A-J~ 

"'~""~"' ,-'!"' '· -''(fc:""~"'~'~ ~-riJ1 '<J,!~-' if1 1,.)-'~.J ~ ~~ I)~ • - .J ~ ~ ... 
,. ~ "' / 1 I 

/ ,_,_, ,....._,_, ,,.,., 1.- "' ,., ... ~ 

,, ,. .~.~ri:ll ~ "'J"'~JUI "'", ).."':K.5,., illL , ~< ...... .~.ill I ., -:::-
y .J u f'-1 u.J..r. - ~ . ,. .,....J ,... ;.. ~ .J "" u--

,... ~ ... , ..9 ,... .!. ,.. / 
"'"~)..,hi< u)l.;.;.l J.JJ 1 "'~,.., ill I "· b. -? -:'LS' ~ ,. ~ ,.. ; -; .J .'jl ,.. ~ ,.. ,., ~ I) ,., 

And they say, "Obedience (we observe)." But when they 
go away from you, a group of them conspires at night 
contrary to what they say. And Allah records what they 
conspire. So ignore them and put your trust in Allah. 
And Allah is enough to trust in. [81] 

Do they not, then, ponder in the Qur'an? Had it been 
from someone other than Allah, they would have found 
in it a great deal of contradiction. [82] 

That obedience to the Holy Prophet FJ ~ J..JI ~ is obligatory was 
the subject of verse 80. Here, the Prophet was comforted in case the 
disbelievers rejected his message. Now comes a mention of some hypo
crites who used to wriggle out of this obligation. 

Commentary 
The first verse (81) which begins with the words:~ 1;];t1ty~LJ: r/J;J:_; 
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~ ;... ~ "' ,_,, ""' ~ ,..- / • And h. . b J_,!.i.J ~~~ .,;:;£ ~~U. ~~~ ( t ey say, "Obedtence (we o serve) ... " 
condemns those who practice a policy of double-dealing. They will say 
something verbally and have something else hidden in their hearts. 
Once this is established, what should be the attitude of the Messenger 
of Allah towards such a set of people? The latter part of the verse 
carries a special instruction about it. 

An important instruction for a leader 
f, .:, t I" .:, A· " ,. ~~, , "'" • The verse: ~; ..u~ .).S'J ..UI.)r'J.$;;;~ ._,;.ju refers to the hypocntes , """ , , r· ,., 

who, when they came face to face with the Holy Prophet t-J ~ JJI.)- , 

said that they were quite obedient to him and had accepted what he 
had commanded them with. But, when they left his company, they got 
together and conspired as to how they could disobey him. This 
duplicity of theirs caused great pain to him. Thereupon, Allah 
Almighty instructed him to ignore them and continue with his 
mission placing his trust in Allah because Allah is all-sufficient for 
him. 

From here we know that one who leads people has to go through 
all sorts of hardships. People tend· to level absurd allegations against 
him. Then, there are enemies in the garb of friendship and trust 
around him. Despite the presence of all such obstacles, this leader 
must display determination and steadfastness and devote to his 
mission with full trust in Allah. If his objective and orientation is 
right, he will, Inshallah, succeed. 

Deliberation in the Qur'an 
Verse 82 begins with: $1;fi!S;i~'iil (Do they not, then, ponder in the 

Qur'an?) Through this verse, Allah Almighty invites people to delib
erate in the Qur'an. Noteworthy here are a few points. First of all, the 

I/"""'"'"""( h h d )', """ words used are: -;)jJ.~ ')UI Do t ey not, t en, ponder ... ) an not 5J7.')UI 
(Do they not, then, recite.) Obviously, there is a delicate hint being 
given through this verse which is suggesting that if they were to look 
at the Qur'an deeply, they would find no discrepancy in its words and 
meanings. This sense can come only through the use of the word, 
'tadabbur' which means to ponder or deliberate. A plain recitation 
which is devoid of deliberation and deep thinking may lead one to 
start seeing contradictions which really do not exist there. 

The second point which emerges from this verse is that the Qur'an 
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itself de.mands that every human being should ponder over its mean
ings. Therefore, to suppose that pondering in the Qur'an is the exclu
sive domain of its highest and the ablest exponents (the Imams and 
Mujtahids) is not correct. However, it is also true that the levels of 
deliberation will be different in terms of the different levels of knowl
edge and understanding. The deliberation of the great exponents will 
deduce the solution of thousands of problems fr.om every single verse, 
while the deliberation of a common scholar will reach only as far as 
the very comprehension of such problems and their solutions. When 
common people recite the Qur'an and ·deliberate in its meanings 
through the medium of its translation and explanation in their own 
language, this will impress upon their hearts the greatness of Allah 
Almighty, develop love for Him and implant there a conce.rn for the 
life-to-come, the Akhirah. This is the master key to success. However, 
in order that common people stay safe from falling into doubts and 
misunderstandings, it is better that they should study the Qur'an, 
lesson by lesson, under the guidance of an 'alim. Ifthis cannot be done, 
take to the study of some authentic and reliable tafsir (commentary, 
exegesis). Should some doubt arise during the course of such study, 
the wiser course is not to go for a solution on the basis of personal 
opinion, instead of which, one should consult expert scholars. 

No group or individual holds monopoly on the exegesis and 
explication of Qur'an and Sunnah, but there are conditions for 
it 

The verse under reference tells us that everyone has the right to 
ponder in the Qur'an. But, as we have said earlier. the levels of 
'tadabbur' (deliberation) are different. Each one is governed by a 
separate rule. Let us take the serious deliberation of a great exponent, 
the 'tadabbur' of a master mujtahid. Through this methodology, solu
tions to problems are deduced from the Holy Qur'an at the highest 
level. For this purpose, it is necessary that one who is pondering in the 
Qur'an, should first acquaint himself with the basic rules employed in 
such deduction in order that the results he achieves are correct and 
sound. In case, he fails to arm himself with the basic postulates to 
begin with, or in case, his education and training in this discipline 
remain faulty; and in case, he does not ultimately possess the qualifi
cations and conditions that must be found in a mujtahid exponent, 
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then, it is obvious that he would come up with the wrong set of results. 
Now, this is a situation in which better-equipped scholars may chal
lenge and contradict them, something they would be doing rightfully. 

Think of a person who has never even walked the corridors of a 
medical college, yet he starts objecting as to why only trained doctors 
have been allowed to hold a monopoly of all medical treatment in the 
country, and why is it that he as a human being has not been allowed 
to exercise the right of treating patients? 

Or, there may be a person who gags his reason and starts chal
lenging as to why all contracts to build canals, bridges and dams are 
given to expert engineers only? Since, he is a citizen of the country, 
therefore, he too is fully deserving of discharging this service! 

Or, there may be that person, devoid of reason who _stands up 
raising an objection as to why legal experts alone have been allowed to 
hold monopoly over the interpretation and application ofthe law of the 
land, while he too, being sane and adult, can do the same job? Obvi
ously, to that person, it would be s~id that, no doubt he has a right to 
do all such things as a citizen .of the country, but it is also true that 
one has to undergo the difficult stages of education, training and expe
rience for years and years together in order to imbibe the ability to 
accomplish such tasks. This is not what one can do all by himself. One 
has to assimilate an. enormous body of arts and sciences under expert 
teachers on his way to established degrees and subsequent recognition 
in the field. If this person is ready to first go through this grind, and 
come out successful therefrom, then, he too could certainly become an 
arm of law in these fields. 

But, when this analogy is applied to the interpretation and appli
cation of Qur'an and Sunnah, a highly intricate and very delicate job 
indeed, we come across a barrage of taunts and accusations that the 
'ulama (religious scholars) hold a monopoly over the job! Is it that the 
interpretation a.nd application of Qur'an and Sunnah requires no 
ability, no qualification? Are we saying that, in this wide world of ours, 
the knowledge of the Qur'an and Sunnah alone has come to be so 
orphaned, so heirless that everyone can start getting away with his 
own interpretation and application as a matter of right, even though 
the claimant has not spent even a few months devoted to learning the 
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great discipline .of Qur'an and Sunnah? This is terrible. 

The proof of Qiyas 

517 

It is from this verse that we also come to know an important rule, 
that is, when we do not find an explicit statement in the Qur'an and 
Sunnah about a certain problem, we should make the best of efforts to 
find a solution by a serious deliberation within these. This method is 
technically known as Qiyas or analogical deduction (Qurtubi). 

"A great deal of contradiction" 
9 / ¥,., :1 ,; ;'}, / , ~ ,., 

The last sentence of verse 82: 1)7' u¥1fJ,.I;~~ fill?-~ ~'Z,l5~;trans-
lated as 'Had it been from someone other than Allah, they would have 
found in it a great deal of contradiction' needs some explanation. Here, 
'a great deal of contradiction' means: Had there been a contradiction in 
one subject, the contradiction ·in many subjects would obviously have 
become a great deal of contradiction (Bayan al-Qur'an). But, the truth of 
the matter is that there is just no contradiction anywhere in the 
Qur'an. So, this is the word of Allah Almighty. This perfect uniformity 
cannot be found in the word of man. Then there is its unmatched 

. eloquence which never taper,s. It taiks about the Oneness of Allah and 
the disbelief of men and lays down rules for the lawful and the 
unlawful, yet there is no inconsistency, no discrepancy in the process. 
It offers information about the unseen but there is not one bit of infor" 
mation which does not match with reality. Then there is the very order 
of the Qur'an which retains the quality of its dictic•n all along, never 
ever touching a pitch which is low. The speech or writing of man is 
affected by circumstances. It varies with peace and distraction and 
happiness and sorrow. But, Qur'an is free of all sorts ofincongruities 
and contradictions- actually, it is beyond any such thing. And this is a 
clear proof of its being the word of God. 

Verse 83 
.9 .9 / .9 ............ /' /. ...... ~ / y ,_, / 
oj!j'j.Jj'J.t~...~ 1~1~1 w}.:L-1_,1 ~'11 ~~I~~~ l~lj' ,.., ' :,.. / / "' "' ,.- . ,., 

... ~ / .9 /:J y ,..., /. 
-:'-'.l.JI.~-;'I;t~ ~'11 t I 'II,....J'-';;;-tl ·q 
1)-J..,.... / , ... / r ~-' '-S""' .... -' .... ~r '-S""',; 

.9!'""'~-q·~!-;;_,..../ ~-t-:~.1~ JJ1 J !J <j.;(,..... J.-'Y? ~ 1/:~~.-:' 
~ .J-' r~, Y-' ~ __,_> " 

~ /~ ,-:;: 
.. ""', ~ ~L&k-~ 7.11 
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And when there comes to them a matter about peace or 
fear, they spread it. Had they referred it to the 
Messenger and to those in authority among them, those 
of them who were to investigate it would have 
certainly known it (the· truth of the matter). But for 
Allah's grace upon you, and mercy, you would have 
followed the Satan, save a few. [83] 

Commentary 

The Background of Revelation 

518 

According to Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas, :Oa:b}:lak and Abu Mu'adh J.J1 ~J 
~ , the verse: ..., 1;f1;T ..;:;1.1 ;f._;:{!~~~~~~ 1i1.J (And when there comes to 
r"' , :, , "/ , , 1- "' 

them a matter about peace or fear, they spread it) was revealed about 
the hypocrites; and, according to Sayyidna l:lasan and many others, 
this verse was revealed about weak Muslims (Ru}:l al-Ma'ani). 

After having reported events relating to this verse, the famous 
commentator, Ibn Kathir has stressed on the importance of referring 
to the }:ladith of Sayyidna 'Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ J.JI ~J while consid
ering the background in which this~ verse was revealed. According to 
this, when Sayyidna 'Umar ~ J.J1 ~J heard that the Holy Prophet 3: 
has divorced his wives, he left his house heading for the Masjid. While 
still at its door steps, he heard that people inside there were also 
talking about the matter. Seeing this, he said that this was something 
which must first be investigated. So, he went to the Holy Prophet 3: 
and asked him if he had divorced his wives. He said, "No." Sayyidna 
'Umar says, "Mter having found out the truth of the matter, I returned 
to the Masjid and, standing on the door, I made an announcement that 
the Holy Prophet r!-J ~ J.ll ...,L> has ~ot divorced his wives. Whatever 
you are saying is wrong." Thereupon, the verse: :pi~;~ 1B; was 
revealed (Tafsir Ibn Kathlr). 

To spread rumours, without verification 
This verse tells us that hearsay should not be repeated without 

prior investigation into its credibility. Thus, in a hadith, the Holy 
Prophet 3: said: t-l.. ~ ..:..~ -.,i ~.lS' • .)~ ~ . It means that 'for a man to 
be a liar, it is enough that he repeats everything he hears without first 
verifying its truth'. In another l).adith, he said: ~ y.lS' .;I,_;.?- _,..J ~~ O.:..J>..,.. 

~~ts:..JI J>l • It means: 'Whoever relates something he thinks is a lie,. 
then, he too is one ofthe two liars (Tafsir Ibn Kathlr). 
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Who are "those in authority''? 
Let us now determine the meaning of two expressions li\ppearing in 

' ' "'11(, _, u; ~ ' . / ' ... • ]I -' ,. / ]I Jl+ :-the sentence:~...; t.:~~·"-:'".iJI~~ !.":11 11 'II"J"-"'11 11/~~1"which has r ·.., ~ ~.... ,. r· ..... '"'; r.s;.J U"~'.J ~.,.-..r U", J .JJ-J 

been translated as: 'and had they referred it to the Messenger and to 
those in authority among them, those of them who were to investigate 
it would have certainly known it (the truth of the matter).' Literally, 
the later word, "istinbat" here refers to the act of drawing out water 
from the depth of a well. When a well is dug, the water that oozes out 
first is called mustambat water. But, the usage in this context means 
to get to the bottom of something and find out the truth of the matter. 
(Qurtubi) 

As for the correct signification of the expression: .J""":il ).JI (those in 
authority), positions taken by scholars vary. Sayyidna l:lasan, Qatadah 
and Ibn Abi Laila, may Allah have mercy on them, say that this refers 
to Muslim scholars and jurists (.t,.u .J. ~). Al-Suddi says that it means 
rulers and officials Cr~ .J .I.J""I). After reporting both these statements, 
Abu Bakr al-Ja:;;f?af? takes a general view and maintains that the 
expression means both, which is the correct approach, because ;:'11 .)} 

,. " 
applies to all of them. However, some scholars doubt the possibility 
that .;if~.)} could refer to Muslim jurists (.t,.u) because ;:..flu-!.Jf, in its 

/ ~ ~ ~ 

literal sense, means people whose orders are carried out administra-
tively. Obviously, this is not what the Muslim jurists (.t,.u) do. Let us 
look at the reality of the thing. The implementation of authority takes 
two forms. Firstly, it can be done by using force, coercion and oppres
sion. This is something which can only be done by those in authority. 
The second from of obedience to authority comes from reliance and 
trust, and that stands reposed in revered Muslim jurists (.t,.u) only, a 
demonstration of which has been all too visible in the lives of Muslims
in general in all ages where the general body of Muslims have been, by 
their own free will and choice, taking the decision and authority of 
religious scholars (. ~) as the mandatory mode of action in all matters 
of religion. Then, according to the percepts of the Shari'ah, obedience 
to rules set by them is obligatory (wiljib) on them as such. So, given 
this reason, the application of the term ;:'11 .)} (those in authority) to . , , 
them as well is correct. (al-AQ,kam al-Qur'an by al-Ja~;~~;~a!)) 

Details on this subject have already appeared. under the commen~ 
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' , ,, 9 ;, ..,, , II' I , , 

tary on verse:~ f'il ~.JIJ'Jj..,IIAI;'ilill~l (Say, "Obey Allah and obey 
the Messenger and those iq authority among you- 4:59). 

Qiyas and Ijtihad in modern problems 
From this verse, we find out that rulings on problems not specifi

cally mentioned in the authoritative texts (technically, nat??) of the 
Holy Qur'an or Sunnah will be deduced in the light of the Qur'an using 
the principle of Ijtihad and Qiyas because this verse carries the 
command to turn to· the Holy Prophet ~.J ~ JJ1 ~for the resolution of 
any new problems - if he is present at that time. And if he is not 
present, the command is to turn to religious scholars and jurists of the 
Muslim community (.l,-U .J. L..L&.), because they have the required ability 
to extract and formulate religious injunctions from the authoritative 
texts of the Qur'an and I:Iadith. 

Points of guidance, which emerge from the statement made above 

are: 

1. In the absence of naf?f?, explicit textual authority from the Qur'an 
and I:Iadith, the course of action is to turn to Fuqaha, and 'Ulama' 
(Muslim jurists and scholars)" 

2. The injunctions given by Allah are of two kinds. Some of them 
are there in the form of explicit textual imperatives (manf?U? and 
f?arTI).). Then, there are some others which are not explicit and carry 
meanings which are hidden in the depths of the verses as willed by 
Allah in his infinite wisdom 

3. It is the duty of the 'Ulama' (religious scholars) to extract and 
formulate such meanings through the established methodology of 
Ijtihad and Qiyas. 

4. For the great masses of Muslims, it is necessary that they 
should follow the guidance given by the 'Ulama' in such problems. 
(Al,lkam al-Qur'an by al-Ja~fia~' 

The Prophetic function of deducing injunctions 
Th ,, '"' .9 ,,., :;; 1 ,, ' h e statement: ~.jj~t.,:- ·;~:YI ~ : those of them w o were to 

investigate it would have certainly known it (the truth of the matter),' 
shows that the Holy Prophet ~.J ~ JJI . .).- too was ooligated to the 
percept of extracting, formulating and reasoning out with proofs all 
injunctions that needed to be so handled. This is so because earlier in 
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the verse the command was to turn towards two sources. Firstly, it 
was to the Holy Prophet ~ and Jecondly, to those in authority (}.-:.fi...,J;i). 
After that it was said:~.N;~·:~Ji~(those of them who were t~ inv"es
tigate it would have certainly known it.) And this injunction is general 
which covers both of the two parties cited above. So, it proves that the 
Holy Prophet ~.J ~ J.li ._,L. was also obligated with the functwn of 
deducing injunctions. (Al;lkam al-Qur'an by al-Ja~~a~) 

An important note 
If this verse makes someone suspect or assume that it has no rela

tion with deducing injunctions of Shari'ah, it does not say anymore 
than give an instruction to people that they should not indulge in 
rumour-mongering in situations of peace and fear when faced with an 
enemy, instead of which, one should turn to the knowledgeable and 
trustworthy and act in accordance with the advice they give after due 
deliberation and that it has no connection with juristic or new legal 
problems. 

In order to answer this doubt, it can be said that the sentence: 1~; 
' , ,. ~, ':9 "' .i _.. 

J;Jli.JI.}o~l.:;..; .)I~~~ (And when there comes to them a matter about 
"' ., "/ "" r 
peace or fear) in this verse makes no mention of an enemy. So, the 
state of peace and fear is universal. The way it relates to an enemy, so 
it does with day to day problems as well. This is so because the 
appearance of a problem before a commoner, a problem about which no 
textual authority relating to its being lawful or unlawful exists, 
throws him into a fix and he cannot decide which side to take as both 
sides hold the probability of gain and loss. The smartest way out 
devised by the Shari'ah of Islam in this impasse is that one should 
turn to those capable of extracting and formulating injunctions and act 
in accordance with the via media laid out by them. (Abridged from Al;lkam al

Qur'an by al-Ja~~a~) 

The outcome ofljtihad 
The legal ruling extracted by Muslim jurists (. LyU) from the texts 

through Istinbat (and Ijtihad) cannot categorically be declared as being 
the absolute truth in the sight of Allah. Instead of that, the probability 
always exists that this ruling might as well turn out to be not true. 
But, of course, what one gains <>ut of it is positive, overwhelming and 
weightier opinion about its being true and correct, something which is 
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good enough to act upon. (al-~ al-Qur'an by al.Jaf\1~;~~ and Tafsir Kabirl 

Verse84 
J.' ~,.,-; tJ-:;,., ..?"' J, ,.,., 

~-:"'"'. ';q . ..,,.,., ~t-:. ;;~(~~~ill I I~ ,., , • ,, ~LU 
v-"_.~..Y' ~~.J ~ ,., ~ es;..;; 

, .P ,., ,1. ,.,,., .;;: , ...... "' ,., ,., l. 
I.! I: 1:!1 tul.~ .1.1 "J: (" 1'-' .lJI "'lJ' ~ ? I WI "' ,., 

• .J '.JJM- ~... ~ • ""' ~ 
~ ,,.,t,,.,, .... 

"'-M.>..~ J..!.l"' ~ ., ""' '.J 
So, fight in the way of Allah. You are not responsible 
but for yourself. And persuade the believers. It is likely 
that Allah will prevent the mischief of those who disbe
lieve. And Allah is the strongest in war and the might
iest in punishing. [84] 

Commentary 

The Background of 1!evelation 
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When the battle of U:Q.ud came to pass in the month of Shawwal, 
the Holy Prophet F.J ~ Jli ,).- , in keeping with the promised date set 
by the disbelievers, started preparations to confront them at Badr in 
the month of Dhi-Qa'dah (histotians identify which as the minor 
Badr). At that time, some people betrayed a little hesitation in going 
along because of having been recently wounded, while some others did 
so because of rumours. Thereupon, Allah Almighty revealed this verse 
where guidance has been given to the Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ Jll.).... that 
he should ignore the infirm and the scared among Muslims and show 
no hesitation in marching on tq Jihad even if it has to be all alone, for 
Allah is his helper. With this guidance on hand, he went ahead to 
Badr Minor with seventy ·companions as promised to Abu Sufyan after 
the battle of UQ.ud. There it so happened that Allah Almighty put awe 
and fear in the hearts of Abu Sufyan and his disbelieving accomplices 
from the tribe of Quraysh. Not one of them showed up for the fight as 
a result of which they turned out to be false in their solemn promise. 
Thus, as the text says, Allah Almighty prevented the mischief of the 
disbelievers and the Holy Prophet F.J ~ Jli ,).- returned back with his 
companions safely (Qurtub1 & Ma~hari). 

The Eloquent style of Qur'anic Injunctions 
The verse begins with the command to the Holy Prophet .g : 'So, 

fight in the way of Allah'. This direction is addressed to the Holy 
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Prophet r-LJ ~ JJI ._..L.. which implies that he should fight alone - irre
spective of whether anyone is ready to go with him. But, in the second 
sentence following immediately, it was also said that he should not 
shelve or surrender the mission of inducing other Muslims to join in 
the Jihad. However, if they remain unresponsive even after the effort 
of persuasion, the mission of the prophet has been accomplished who, 
from that point onwards, will not be responsible for what they do. 

In addition to this, the possible danger in having to fight alone has 
been removed by saying: 'It is likely that Allah will prevent the 
mischief of those who disbelieve': May be He puts awe in their hearts 
and they stand subdued and he succeeds all alone. How could such 
success become possible? The proof follows immediately when it is 
declared that he is being helped and supported by Allah Almighty 
whose strength and might at war far exceeds those of such disbe
lievers, therefore, it is certain that success has got to be his. After that, 
coupled with this statement about the Divine strength in war, the text 
relates how Allah is the mightiest in punishing. This punishment may 
be on the Day of Judgement as obvious, or may come right here in this 
mortal world as stated by some commentators. Whichever the case, 
'Allah is the strongest in war and the mightiest in punishing.' 

Verses 85 - 87 
/ ~ 

/;?....- /..7' / .. .J,;? ? ........ .... .,,., 
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And whoever makes a good recommendation, there 
shall be for him a share from it (in the Hereafter). And 
whoever makes a bad recommendation, there shall be 
for him a share from it. And Allah is powerful over 
everything. [85] 

And when you are greeted with a salutation, greet with 
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one better than it, or return the same. Surely, Allah is 
the reckoner over everything. [86] 

Allah: There is ;no god but He. He shall, certainly, 
gather you towards the Day of Doom. There is no doubt 
about it. An.d who is more true, than Allah, in his word? 
[87] 

Commentary 

The Reality of Recommendation and its rules and kinds 
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V b 
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'shafa'ah' (recommendation) under two heads, the good and the bad, a 
division which helps clarify its nature. The added message here is that 
no recommendation is universally good or bad. What has to be realized 
is that one who makes a good recommendation shall have a share in 
the reward it brings and whoever makes a bad recommendation shall 
have a share in the punishment it brings. It will be noted that the 
word ~~~-j'f: 'nasibun' (share) has been used with 'tr:::.;~li£: 'shafa'atan 
hasanatan' (good recommendation) while the word"~: 'kiflun' (share) 
has been used with~ ~l.G: 'shafii.'atan sayyiatan' (b;d recommenda
tion). Lexically, both words carry the some meaning, that is, a share of 
something. But, in common usage, 'nasib' refers to a good share while 
the word 'kifl' is, more than often, used to identify a bad share, 
although there are occasions when 'kifl' is also used for a good share as 
well. like " tf!J ~ ~" (two shares from His mercy) in the Holy Qur'an. 

The literal meaning of 'shafa'ah' is to meet, to join; or, cause to 
meet or join. This is why the word 'shaf' means an even number, a 
pair or couple in Arabic, the antonym of which is referred to as 'witr' or 
odd. So, speaking literally, 'shafa'ah' means the coupling of one's 
strength with that of a weak seeker of justice and thus making it 
stronger in appeal. Or, in other words, joining in with some helpless 
solitary per.son and thus giving him the strength of a pair. 

From here we find out that for recommendation to be fair and 
permissible the condition is that the claim of the person being recom
mended be true and permissible. Then, in the second place, it may be 
that a person cannot carry his claim all by himself to those in 
authority because of his weakness or lack of resource, something 
which you may do for him. Thus, we can clearly see that making a 
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recommendation for what is n.ot true and rightful, or forcibly influ
encing others to accept it, is included under bad recommendation. 
Consequently, we also know that pressure or authority exerted 
through the channels of one's connections and influence is also not 
permissible because it is an act of injustice. Therefore, this too will be 
counted as 'bad recommendation'. 

To sum up the meaning of the verse, it can be said that one who 
makes a recommendation following the permissible way for someone's 
permissible claim or job, will have a share in its reward. Similarly, one 
who makes a recommendation for something impermissible or uses an 
impermissible method to do so, will have a share in its punishment. 

Having a share means that, should the person to whom the recom
mendation has been made do the needful for the one oppressed or 
deprived, the person making the recommendation will be rewarded 
very much like the official who has listened to the recommendation 
and removed the injustice or deprivation cited therein. Similarly, one 
who makes a recommendation for something impermissible will obvi
ously become a sinner - we already know that the reward or punish
ment of the maker of a recommendation does not depend on his recom
mendation becoming effective and fruitful; he will get his share in any 
case. 

y 
,, ,, ,; V' "", 

The Holy Prophet rl---' ~ J.li ._,L. has said: ~Li.S' .?-"'..;;. J11l1 that is, a 
person who brings someone around to do a good deed gets a reward 
similar to that received by the doer of the good deed. In another :Q.adith 
from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah .,...... J.Ji._,.;.J appearing in Ibn Majah, the 
Holy Prophet ~-' ~ J.li ..)..:>has been reported to have said: 

~1" ~ ~ y_p... JJI u-AJ ~ ~ ~J-AJ.o J.-ti ~ 1)~1 :;..o 

" . ''I -• 4J,J --.) :r 
Whoever helps in the killing of a Muslim even by part of a 
word will face Allah with a sign written (on his forehead) in 
between his eyes: (This man is) "deprived from the mercy of 
Allah)". 

From here we find out that prompting someone to do a good deed is 
a good deed in its own right and carries an identical reward for having 
done it and, by the same token, prompting someone to do an evil deed 
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or to indulge in an act of sin is also a sin of equal gravity. 
0 • ~ ..9 , IJI..I !, , .,.. . 

Towards the end of verse 85, It was said: t-~; :~ J5 J12illl .,lS; whiCh 
has been translated as: 'And Allah is powerful over ~verything'. Lexi
cally, the word,~: 'muqit' means powerful as well as the observer and 
the dispenser of sustenance. All these three meanings can be deduced 
from this statement. In the first sense, the meaning would be that 
Allah is powerful over everything. For Him the rewarding and 
punishing of the one who makes a recommendation and the one who 
executes it is not difficult. Taken in the second sense, the meaning 
would be that Allah is ever-present observing everything. He knows 
best who is making a recommendation with what intention, such as, is 
it being done sincerely to help out some brother-in-faith just for the 
sake of Allah and His pleasure, or the purpose is to make him a target 
of self-interest and get some ;:1dvantage out of him as a bribe. Taken in 
the third sense, the meaning would be that Allah Almighty is Himself 
responsible for the dispensation of sustenance; whatever He has 
written for someone has got to reach him. A recommendation by 
someone is not going to leave Him. choiceless. In fact, He will bestow 
on whomsoever He wills as much of sustenance as He wills. However, 
the maker of a good recommendation gets a reward for free because he 
has extended a helping hand to the helpless. 

The Holy Prophet rLJ ~ Jli._)... has said: 

~II;_,;.~ il.) Lo o¥ I.J.Y ~ .J.JI~;lS' 
Allah keeps helping His servant as long as he keeps helping 
his brother. 

It is on this basis that the Holy. Prophet rl-J ~ JJ1 ~ has said as 
reported in a l)adlth of Sal)ll) al-Bukhari: 

: L!.Lo ~ ~;W ~ .J.JI ~...J IJ?..,ili I~ I 
Recommend and be rewarded and then be pleased with what
ever Allah decides through His prophet. 

While this hadith declares recommendation as a source of Divine 
reward, it also defines the limit of such recommendation. If a weak 
person cannot carry his problem onward to a higher authority, or is 
incapable of explaining correctly what he needs, then, you do it for 
him. Further from that what happens is none of your business. The 
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recommendation may be accepted or it may be rejected. What a person 
needs to be done may be done, or it may remain undone. These are 
possibilities and you should not interfere in the process of decision
making in any manner whatsoever. Should the final outcome turn out 
to be against the recommendation made, you should never end up 
being displeased or disgusted. The last sentence of the hadith quoted 
above: • L:.L... ~ .;,W ~..VI~ means just this. Also, due to this reason, 
the words of the Holy Qur'an carry a hint in this direction, that is, the 
reward or punishment on the making of a recommendation does not 
depend on a successful recommendation. Such reward or punishment 
relates to the initial act of making a recommendation in the absolute 
sense. If you make a good recommendation, you become deserving of a 
reward and if you make a bad recommendation, you become liable to 
punishment - the approval or rejection of your recommendation does 
not matter. 

The commentators of Tafsir al-Ba.b.r al-Mu]:lit and Bayan al-Qur'an 
and several others take the wor_d ~: 'minha in verse 85 as indicative of 
cause and see a hint in this direction. Al-Tafsir al-Maz;hari reports 
from the great exegete Mujahid that one who makes a recommenda
tion will get a reward for having made it, even though the recommen
dation may not have been accepted. Then, this approach is not 
specially related to the Holy Prophet. r-LJ ~ .J..ll ._,J.... in person. Any 
recommendation made to any other human being should be bound by 
this principle - make the recommendation and be done with it. Moving 
any further to compel the addressee of the recommendation to accept 
it is not right and fair. This is illustrated by an incident in the blessed 
life of the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI ._...1.... .· He made a recommendation to 
Sayyidah Barirah; a bondwoman freed by Sayyidah 'A'ishah 4-.:.&. J.Ji ..,:..J 
that her husband Mughlth from whom she had dissolved her marriage 
was really disturbed emotionally because he loved her, so she may 
think of remarrying him. Sayyidah Barirah ~ .JJ1 ~.J said: 'Ya 
Rasiilallah, if this is your command, I am all for it; but, if this is a 
recommendation, then, I just do not feel like accepting it at all.' The 
Holy Prophet ~ said: 'Yes, this is a recommendation and not a 
command.' Sayyidah Barirah ~ JJi._,;...J, may Allah be pleased with her, 
knew that the Holy Prophet ~-will not feel bad about what is against 
the set rule. Therefore, in all frankness, she said: 'Then I do not accept 
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this recommendation.' He took it very gracefully and let her stay the 
way she was. 

This was the whole reality behind the act of recommendation, 
something which brought merit and reward under the legal code of 
Islam. But, in our day, people have so mutilated the whole thing that 
no 'shafa'ah' or recommendation remams what it was intended to be. 
What we witness now is a pushy exercise of cashing on the basis of 
connections, acquaintance and VIP influence for which relentless pres
sure is exerted. This is why people become angry when their recom
mendation is not accepted. Some would even stoop down to open 
hostility, although pressurizing a person to a limit where he is 
compelled to do something against his conscience and good discretion 
is included under compulsion and coercion and is a grave sin. This is 
just like someone forcibly usurping the claim, right or property 
belonging to the other person. Wasn't that person free and indepen
dent as established by the law of Islam? Here comes someone who 
deprives him of his freedom of action by pressing him to do something 
against his free will and conscienGe. This would be like stealing from 
someone and giving it to a destitute in order to fulfil his need. 

Receiving Payment against a Recommendation is Bribe and is 
Absolutely Forbidden 

A recommendation against which anything is taken in return 
becomes a bribe. The }:ladith declares it to be an ill-gotten property 
which is l:wram (forbidden). This include~ all kinds of bribe whether 
money-oriented or job-related, for instance, harnessing someone to do 
a personal chore in return for having done something for him. 

According to Tafsir al-Kashshaf, a good recommendation is that 
which aims at fulfilling the right of a Muslim, or to bring some permis
sible benefit to him, or to shield him from harm or loss. Furthermore, 
this act of recommendation should not be for any worldly expediency. 
It should be aimed at helping a weak person exclusively for seeking 
the pleasure of Allah. Then no bribe, financial or physical, should be 
taken against this recommendation and that this recommendation 
should also not be about things not permissible. In addition to all that, 
the purpose of this recommendation should not be to seek pardon for a 
proven crime the punishment for which stands fixed in the Holy 
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Qur'an. 

It appears in Tafsir Al-Bal).r Al-Mul).it and al-Ma~hari that praying 
to Allah that the need of some Muslim be fulfilled is also included 
under 'good recommendation', the reward for which reaches the maker 
of the prayer as well. According to a l).adith, when someone prays for 
the good of his brother-in-faith, the angel says: ~..ill~ which means -
'may Allah fulfill your need as well.' 

Salam and Islam : The Bliss of Muslim Greeting 
In verse 86 which begins with the words: t;; ~ 1};.; ~;.~:"'f 1~;, 

Allah Almighty tells us the etiquette of offering and returning greet
ings known as Salam among Muslims. 

Lexically,~: 'Tal}.iyyah' means s&ying!iJI.!J~:'.lfayyakaUah', that is, 
'may Allah keep you alive'. In pre-Islam Arabia, when people met, they 
used. to greet each other by saying '.lfayyakallah' or 'An'amallahu bika 
'aynan' or 'An'im sabahan' or other expression of this nature. When 
Islam came, it changed this style of greeting and replaced it with a 
standard form of greeting which is ~ i')\....JI: 'As-Salamu 'Alaikum' 
Commonly, though incompletely, translated in English as 'peace be on 
you', the greeting means: 'May you remain safe from every pain, 
sorrow and distress.' 

In Al).kam al-Qur'an, Ibn 'Arabi says: The word Salam is one of t~e 
good names of Allah Almighty and 'As-Salamu Alaikum' means ?4S~f 
,-:'1~!; that is, Allah Almighty is your guardian and caretaker. 

The Islamic greeting is unique 
All civilized people around the world have the custom of saying 

something to express mutual familiarity or affection when they meet 
each other. If compared with these broadmindedly, the Islamic form of 
greeting will stand out significantly for its comprehensiveness because 
it does not simply restrict itself to an expression of affection alone. It 
rather combines it with the fulfillment of the demands of love and 
affection. It means that we pray to Allah that He keep you safe against 
all calamities and sorrows. Then, this is no bland prayer for long life 
alone as was the way with pre-Islam Arabs. Instead of that, here we 
have a prayer for good life, that is, a life which is secure against all 
calamities and sorrows. Along with it, the Islamic salam is an expres-
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sion of the reality of our relation with Allah Almighty - that we, the 
greeter and the greeted, are all dependent on Allah Almighty needing 
Him all the time and no one can bring any benefit to someone else 
without His will and leave. Taken in this sense, this form of greeting is 
an act of worship in its own right and, quite functionally indeed, a 
medium of reminding a brother-in-faith of Allah Almighty, the object 
of his obedience and love. 

Staying with this line of presentation, let us imagine a person 
praying to Allah that his acquaintance remain safe against all calami
ties and sorrows. When doing so, is it not that he is sort of making a 
promise as well that the person being greeted is safe against his own 
hands and tongue. In other words. he is saying that he, in his place, is 
the guardian and protector of the person's life, property and honour. 

In Al).kam al-Qur'an, Ibn al-'Arab1 has reported the following saying 
oflmam Ibn 'Uyaynah: 

,,. .J .9 ,.. ,.. ,. 
~-:"'!! 11 ~1J'-"!-'')l!JI ~,~I ~~ ~ i (;~ 

Do you know what salam ls? 'fhe greeter by salam says: 'You 
are·safe from me.' 

To sum up, it can be said that this Islamic form of greeting has a 
universal comprehensiveness as it is a medium of the remembrance of 
Allah while reminding the person greeted of Him. It is a vehicle of 
expressing love and affection for a brother-in-faith and, in fact. a 
wonderful prayer for him. Then, it also carries a commitment that the 
greeted will in no way face harm or discomfort from the greeter as it 
appears is a sound l).ad1th where the Holy Prophet ri--J ~ JJJ ~said: 

w ~ ,, 

o~" .;t.:.J ! -:-~~!tl~L~ !""fJ"!.tl 
I ' I.J I " " ~ I) "' {'7"" ~)-" " 

A Muslim is the one from whom all Muslims remain safe -
(safe) from his tongue and (safe) from his hands. (Tirmidhl, 
Kitabul-'Iman) 

At this point one may fondly wish that Muslims would not utter 
the words of this greeting as some sort of habitual custom which 
commonly prevails among other people of the world. How beneficial it 
would be if this greeting is offered out of a full understanding of its 
reality which, perhaps, may turn out to be enough for the reform of 
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whole community. This is the reason why the Holy Prophet .g: laid 
great emphasis on popularizing the practice of Muslims in greeting 
each other with salam, and he identified it as the best of deeds and 
took time to explain its merits, graces, blessings and rewards. In a 
}:ladith of $a}:li}:l Muslim narrated by Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ J.Jt ~; , 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .J.tt ~has been reported to have said: 

"You cannot enter Paradise until you are a believer and your belief 
cannot be complete until you love each other. I tell you something 
which, if you put it in practice, will establish bonds of love among you 
all, and that is: Make salam a common practice among you which 
should include every Muslim, whether an acquaintance or a stranger." 

Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar ....:... J.Jt ~.) says that someone asked 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .J.tt ~ : 'Out of the practices of Islam which is 
the worthiest?' He said: 'Feed people and spread the practice of salam, 
whether you know or do not know a person.' (Bukhari and Muslim) 

The Musnad of A}:lmad, Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud report from Sayy
idna Abu Umamah ~ J.Jt ~.)that the Holy Prophet .g: said: 'Nearest to 
Allah is the person who is the first one to offer salam.' 

A ]:ladith from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ .J.tt ~.) appearing in 
Musnad al-Bazzar and al-Mu'jim al-Kabir of al-'fabarani reports that 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .J.tt ~said: 'Salam is one of the names of Allah 
Almighty with which He has blessed the people of the earth. So, make 
salam a common practice among you because, when a Muslim goes to a 
gathering of people and offers his salam to them, he is blessed with a 
station of distinction in the sight of Allah Almighty as he reminded 
everyone of Salam, that is, reminded everyone of Allah Almighty. If 
people in the gathering do not return his greeting, others will respond 
who are better than the people of this gathering, that is, the angels of 
Allah Almighty.' 

In another ]:ladith from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah ~ J.Jt ~.)the Holy 
Prophet ~J ~ J.Jt ~ is reported to have said: 'A big miser is the man 
who acts miserly in offering salam. ('fabarani, al-Mu'jim al-Kabir) 

The effect that those teachings of the Holy Prophet .g: had on his 
noble Companions can be gauged from a narration about Sayyidna 
'Abdullah ibn 'Umar ....:... J.Jt ~; who would frequently go to the hazar 
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just for the single purpose of having a chance to meet any Muslim 
there in the hope of offering salam to him and thus become deserving 
of the reward of an act of worship. Incidentally, he never intended to 
buy or sell anything while there. This narration from Sayyidna 'fufayl 
ibn Ubayy ibn Ka'b -... JJ1 ~J appears in Mu'atta' of Imam Malik. 

Verse 4:86 of the Holy Qur'an which says: 'And when you are 
greeted with a salutation, greet with one better than it, or return the 
same', was explained by the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ J.Ji.)- through his 
own action in the following manner. Once someone came to the Holy 
Prophet~_,~ J.li.}.-4 and said: 'As-Salamu 'Alaikum Ya Rasiilalliih' 
(peace be on you, 0 Messenger of Allah). While returning the greeting, 
he added a word and said: 'Wa 'Alaikumus-Salam wa Ral).matulloah 
(And peace be on you, and the mercy of Allah). Then someone else 
came and offered his salam using the following words: 'As-Salamu 
'Alaika Ya Rasiilallah wa Ral).matullah.' In response, he added yet 
another word and said: 'Wa 'Alaikumus-Salam wa Ral).matullahi wa 
Barakatuh (And peace be on you too, and the mercy of Allah, and His 
blessings). Then came a third person. He combined all three saluta
tions in his initial salam and greeted him by saying the whole thing, 
that is: 'As-Salamu 'Alaik Ya Rasiilalliih wa Ral).matulliihi wa Barak
atuh.' In response, the Holy Prophet rl--' ~ JJI._,L said only one word 
'Wa 'Alaik' (and on you). Disappointed in his heart, he said: 'Ya Rasu
lallah, ransomed be my parents for you, you said many words of prayer 
while returning the greeting of those who came before me. But, when I 
greeted you with all those words, you limited your response to 'wa 
'alaik' (and on you).' He said: 'You left nothing for me to add in the 
response! Since you used up all those words in your initial salam, I 
found it sufficient to return your greeting on the principle of like for 
like in accordance with the teaching of the Qur'an.' This narration has 
been reported by Ibn Jarir and Ibn Abi l:latim with different chains of 
authorities. 

There are three things we find out from this :Q.adlth: Words 
appearing in the verse under comment mean that a salam offered 
should be returned by adding more words to it. If someone says As
salamu 'Alaikum (peace be on you), you respond by saying Wa 
'Alaikumus-Salam wa Ral).matulliih (And peace be on you, and the 
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mercy of Allah). If he says As-Saliimu 'Alaikum wa Ral;.matulliih 
(peace be on you, and the mercy of Allah), then, in response, you say 
Wa 'Alaikumus-Saliim wa Ral;.matullahi wa Barakiituh (And peace be 
on you, and the mercy of Allah, and His blessings). 

2. This ad~ition of words is restricted to three words only as a 
masn un act, that is, conforming to the blessed practice of the Holy 
Prophet r-L.J ~ .111.;..... . Going beyond that is not masn un. The logic 
behind it is obvious. The occasion for salam requires that the verbal 
exchange be brief. Any excess in this connection which interferes with 
ongoing business or which becomes heavy on the listener is not appro
priate. Therefore, when the person visiting the Holy Prophet ~ 
combined all three words in his very initial salam, he elected to 
abstain from any further addition of words. This was further explained 
by Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas ~ .J..JI c_r4.; by saying that the Holy 
Prophet rl-.J ~ .JJi._,L stopped the man who went beyond the limit of 
the three words with the following statement : ¥;;fi J~~~ ~ r~~~~ 
(Ma~hari from al-Baghawi). It means that salam ends at the word, barakah. 
Saying anything beyond that was not the practice of the blessed 
Prophet ~.J ~ J.JI.)..:. . (Ibn Kathir) 

3. If someone makes his salam with three words spoken at the 
same time, returning it with only one word will be correct. That too 

. comes under the principle of like ·for like and is sufficient in obedience 
to the Qur'anic command l:l.~r!;l (or return the same) as the Holy 
Prophet r-L.J ~ .&.l.Ji..,J.... has, in this l)adith, considered a one-word 
response as sufficient. (Tafsir Ma~hari) 

In summation, we can say that it is obligatory on a Muslim to 
return the salam offered to him. If he fails to do so without any valid 
excuse admitted by the Shari'ah of Islam, he will become a sinner. 
However, he has the option to choose the mode. He can either respond 
with words better than those used in offering the salam; or, the 
response could be in identical words. 

It will be noticed that thiR verse very clearly states that returning 
a salam is obligatory but i.t is not explicit on the nature of offering a 
salam initially. However, in the Qur'anic expression t·.:: ,;L (And when 
you are greeted .. ) there does lie a hint pointing towards this rule of 
conduct. Thai this statement is in the passive voice without identi-
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fying the subject precisely could be suggestive of salam being some
thing all Muslims already do habitually and commonly. 

The Musnad of Al).mad, al-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud report that the 
Holy Prophet~ said: 'Nearest to Allah is the person who is the first to 
offer salam.' So, from the emphasis on salam and its many merits you 
have learnt from the teachings of the Holy Prophet ~ cited earlier, we 
get to understand that offering the initial salam has also been empha
sized as part of the practice of the Holy Prophet ~· According to Tafsir 
al-Bal).r al-Mul:;!.it, the initial salamis actually a sunnah mu'akkadah 
(emphasized practice of the Prophet of Islam) as held by the majority 
of'Ulama. And l:lasan al-Ba:;;ri JJI-.-; said: La..) ))b ~ i')WI', that is, 'the 
initial salamis voluntary while returning it is an obligation.' 

Some more detailed explanations of this Qur'anic injunctions about 
salam and its answer have been given by the Holy Prophet ~ which 
the reader may wish to know briefly. According to a l).adlth in al
Bukhari and Muslim, the person riding should himself offer salam to 
the person walking; and the person walking should offer salam to the 
person sitting; and a small group of persons walking near a larger 
group should be the first to offer salam. 

According to a l).adlth in Tirmidhi, when a person enters his house, 
he should offer salam to the members of his family as this act of grace 
will bring blessings for him as well as for his family. 

According to a l).adlth in Abu Dawud, when one meets a Muslim 
more than once, he should offer salam every time; and the way offering 
salamis masnun (a requirement of sunnah) at the time of the initial 
meeting, so it is at the time of seeking leave when offering salamis in 
line with the practice of the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.Ji ,_).- , and a source of 
reward as well. This rule of guidance appears in Tirmidhi and Abu 
Dawlid as narrated by Sayyidna Qatadah and Abu Hurairah ..,;.;. JJI ~.) . 

Now a note of caution about the rule: It is obligatory to answer 
salam - however, there are certain exceptions to it. For instance, if 
someone says salam to a person who is offering :;;alah, an answer is not 
obligatory. Indeed, it is a spoiler of :;;alah. Similarly, a I>erson may be 
delivering a religious sermon, or is busy in reciting the Holy Qur'an, or 
is calling the adhiin or iqiimah, or is teaching religious texts, or is busy 
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with his human compulsions- in all such conditions, even offering the 
initial salam is not permissible, and he is not responsible for 
answering it as a matter of obligation either. 

T d h d f • . " wJ " ,. !. ;;; owar s t e en o verse .86, It was said: r~: -~~ J5 ~ .:,L.:S"illl.:,~ 
(Surely, Allah is the Reckoner over everything). It mea~s that with 
Allah rests the reckoning of everything which includes all human and 
Islamic rights such as salam and its answer. These too will have to be 
accounted for before Allah Almighty. 

After that comes verse 87 ill .::,".q ·~·iii '" •11 ~~;-;;.:j' :-f~llll ~ tiJf which ,~".u,~,r..J-!.If, ·-~"'"' 

means that there is no object worthy of ~orship other than Allah. So, 
it exhorts: Believe in Him as the only object of your worship and what
ever you do let that be with the intention of an act of worship or 
'ibadah before Him. He will gather everyone on the Day of Qiyamah, 
the fateful Day of Doom, in which there is no doubt. That will be the 
Day when He will give everyone the return for whatever deeds he will 
come up with the promise that Qiyamah will come and the news that 
there will be reward and punishment at that time is all true. This is 
true because this 'news' of what witl happen is given by Allah, ~~~ ,;,;; 
~ J 
t::J..;. .JJI ~ - and whose word can be more true than that of Allah? -, " ;' 

Verses 88-91 
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So, what is the matter with you that you have become 
two groups about the hypocrites, while Allah has 
upturned theiJl because of what they did. Do you want 
to guide the one whom Allah has let go astray? And the 
one whom Allah lets go astray, for him you shall never 
find a way. [88] 

They wish that you should disbelieve, as they have 
disbelieved, and thus you become all alike. So,. do not 
take friends from among them unless they migrate in 
the way of Allah. Then, if they turn away, sieze them, 
and kill them wherever yo~ find them, and do not take 
from among them a friend or a helper. [89] Except those 
who join a group between whom and you there is a 
treaty, or who come to you their hearts declining to 
fight you or to fight their people -- And if Allah had so 
willed, He would have given them power over you, 
then they would have fought you -- so, if they stay away 
from you and do not fight you and offer you peace, then 
Allah has not given you a way against them. [90] 

You will find others who want to be secure from you, 
and secure from their own people. Whenever they are 
called back to the mischief, they are thrown into it. So, 
if they do not stay away from you and do not offer 
peace to you, and do not restrain their hands, then 
seize them, and kill them wherever you find them, and 
against these we have given you an open authority. f91: 

Commentary 

536 

The verses quoted above descnbe three groups of people about 
whom two injunctions have been given. The following narrations 
clarify events surrounding these groups: 

1. 'Abdullah ibn l:lamid has narrated from. Mujahid that some 
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disbelievers of Makkah came to Madinah. They pretended to have 
become Muslims and claimed to have come there as emigrants. Later, 
they turned into apostates. :rhey went to the Holy Prophet ~ , told 
him about their plan to go to Makkah to buy merchandise from there. 
Having made their false excuse, they departed for Makkah and never 
returned. There arose a difference of opinion about their behaviour 
among the Muslims ofMadinah. Some said that they were believers. It . ,., J,, ,_, ,, . . 
was m verse 88: ~5~g·!i~~W (So what IS the matter with you that 
you have become two groups about the hypocrites) where Allah 
Almighty declared that they were disbelievers and should be killed. 

Maulana Ashraf 'Ali Thanavi has explained the Qur'anic word, 
'munafiq' (hypocrite) by saying that they were hypocrites when they 
claimed to have become Muslims -they had never believed in their 
hearts. The fact was that hypocrites were not killed because they 
concealed their inner disbelief. But, the case of these people was 
different as their apostacy had come out in the open. As for those who 
took them to be Muslims, they may have, perhaps, taken a benign 
view of their action under some int~rpretation. However, this interpre
tation was based on sheer opinion not supported by any proof from the 
Shari'ah. That is why no reliance was placed on it. 

2. Ibn Abi Shaybah has narrated from I:Iasan that Suraqah ibn 
Malik al-Mudlaji visited the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.Ji ,.).-after the events 
of Badr and UQ.ud and requested him to make peace with his tribe, 
Bani Mudlaj. Thereupon, he sent Sayyidna Khalid ~ .J.JI ~J to them to 
conclude a peace treaty. The terms of the treaty were as follows: 

"We will not support anyone against the Holy Prophet~. If 
the Quraysh become Muslims, We too shall become Muslims. 
All tribes who enter into alliance with us, they too shall 
become a party with us in this treaty." 

, ~~ ,>..,,.I 
Thereupon, this verse: er15~ ~~~ "i~ ,..,_,. .)1) 5~~ ~ 1;r; -- (They wish that 
you disbelieve like they have disbelieved) was revealed. 

3. It has been narrated from Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ~ .J.JI ~J that the 
people mentioned in the verse: ~.).i'S.I~ (You will find others who 

~ , 
want to be secure from you) are those belonging to the tribes of Asad 
and Ghitfan who, when they came to Madinah, professed Islam 
outwardly, but to their own people they would confide that they had 
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really believed in monkeys and scorpions while before Muslims they 
would piously declare that they were followers of their faith. 

However, :Oal;tl;tak ascribes this conduct to the tribe of 'Abd al-Dar 
according to a report from Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas. The first and the 
second narration appears in Rul;t al-Ma'an1, while the third narration 
can be seen in Ma'alim. 

Maulana Ashraf 'All Thanav1likens the state of those mentioned in 
the third narration as that of the first one since it proves that they 
were no Muslims to begin with, therefore, they fall under the injunc
tion governing disbelievers in general, that is, 'do not fight them in the 
presence of a peace treaty - otherwise, do.' Thus, regarding those 

d . h fi . h d ,,,,_,.,.. ::; ,..~ ,.. mentione m t e 1rst narration, t e secon verse (89l: ~Jw 1_;!;; .;U 

r!~1; (then if they turn away, sieze them and kill them) carries th~ 
injunction that they be arrested and killed, while the statement in the 

!. ........ 
third verse (90): '5J4! .;;.i~i ~!.(except those who join a group with whom 
you have a treaty) gives them a clear exemption in the event of peace, 
a situation which finds mention in the second narration. This exemp
tion has been emphasised once again in ?";f.PI.;,tf (if they stay away 
from you) later in the same verse (90). 

Regarding those mentioned in the third narration, it has been said 
in the fourth verse (91): [,:_j.i'5J4-;(you will find others .... ) which means 
that should these people refuse to leave you alone and insist on 
fighting, then do fight against them. From this, it can be deduced that 
in the event they make peace, there should be no fighting against 
them. (Bayan al-Qur'an) 

In short, the three groups mentioned here are: 

1. Those who do not emigrate despite their ability to do so in a 
period of time when emigration was a pre-requisite of faith in Islam. 
Or, after having emigrated, they go out of the new abode of Islam (Dar 
al-Islam) and return to the abode of disbelief (Dar al-Kufr). 

2. Those who themselves enter a no-war pact with Muslims or 
those who join hands with those entering into such a pact. 

3. Those who make peace to buy time and once _ there comes an 
occasion to fight a war agains~ Muslims, they would readily join the 
enemy camp throwing all treaty obligations to winds. 
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The injunction governing the first group is similar to that which 
governs the disbelievers in general. The second groups ie; exempted 
from being arrested and killed. The third group deserves the same 
punishment as fixed for the first. These verses yield a total of two 
injunctions, that is, fighting in the absence of peace; and not fighting 
in the event of peace. 

Different forms of Emigration and their Rules 
Hijrah (Emigration) mentioned in verse 89 has been taken up in 

detail under the commentary on verse 100 of Surah al-Nisa' which 
appears a little later. At this point, it is sufficient to know that 
Emigration from the homeland of Disbelief (Darul-kufr) was enjoined 
on all Muslims during the early period of Islam. It is for this reason 
that Allah Almighty has prohibited treating those who fail to carry out 
this obligation as Muslims. Consequently, when Makkah was 
conquered, the Holy Prophet rl--J ~ J.Ji ~declared: ~~ ~i~i(There 
is no Hijrah after the Victory). It means: 'Now that' the Conquest of 
Makkah has made it the Abode of Islam, emigration from there was no 
more obligatory.' This rule related .to the period of time when Emigra
tion was considered to be a pre-condition of anyone's faith. During 
those days, anyone who did not emigrate despite having the ability to 
do so was not taken to be a Muslim. But, later on, this injunction was 
abrogated 1 and now this mode of Emigration has ceased to exist. 

There remains, however, another form of Hijrah which has been 
identified in a ]:ladith of Sa]:li]:l al-Bukhari where it was said: ~_;.;J1 fli/~q , ; ,, ' , 
..:'~1 g.;.r;.:. . It means that Hijrah (not in the sense of abandoning one's 
homeland, but in the sense of abandoning one's sins) will continue to 
exist until there remains the time to repent. 

'Allamah 'Ayni, the commentator of al-Bukhari has said about this 
Hijrah: 9'-=-;'n~~H.L1tJ;;JL.)IJliSI(This later Hijrah means the aban
donment of sins). This subject also finds elucidation in a ]:ladith of the 
Ho~y Prophet r-1-J ~ J.Ji._,L... where he is reported to have said: ~ ~c:li 
!f:'Jil ..;t t:~ It means that a Muhajir (Emigrant) is one who emigrates 
('hajara': abandon, leave) from everything prohibited by Allah 

1. It means that emigration no longer remained a pre-requisite for his being 
Muslim. However, if a Muslim lives in a non-Muslim country where he 
cannot fulfill his religious obligations, it is incumbent on him to emigrate 
if he has the means to do so. (Mul;tanunad Taqi Usrnani) 
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Almighty (al-Mirqat, v.l) 

The discussion appearing above tells us that, technically, the word, 
Hijrah is applied in a dual sense: 

1. To leave one's homeland in order to save one's faith as was done 
by the Companions, may Allah be pleased with them all - they left 
their homeland of Makkah and emigrated to Madinah and Ethiopia. 

2. To leave one's sins. 
"" , , "" .I~ .I ::.., ""' 

The words of the verse 89: 1-rl 'J; ~; ~ 1;~ 'J; (and do not take 
from them a friend or a helper) tell us that seeking help from disbe
lievers is forbidden (l:laram). Pursuant to this, it appears in a narra
tion that the Anf?ars of Madinah sought the permission ofthe Holy 
Prophet -3: to seek help from the Jews to offset disbelievers whereupon 
he said: ~~ w i.;~ ~ l;j! (The bad ones! We do not need them). (M~hari, v.2) 

Verses 92 · 93 
~...... .... , . 
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It is not for a believer to kill any believer, except by 
mistake. And whoever kills a believer by mistake, then, 
a believing slave has to be freed and the blood money 
paid to his family, unless they forgo it. 

And if he (the victim) belongs to a people hostile to you 
and is a believer, then, a believing slave has to be freed. 

And if he (the victim) belongs to a people between 
whom and you there is treaty, then, blood money is to 
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be paid to his family, and a believing slave to be freed. 
And whoever does not find one has to fast for two 
consecutive months. This is a relenting from Allah. And 
Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. [92] 

And whoever kills a believer deliberately, his reward is 
Jahannam where he shall remain for ever and Allah 
shall be angry with him and shall cast curse upon him 
and he has prepared for him a mighty punishment. [93] 

Commentary 

Sequence of Verses 

541 

Linked with earlier verses dealing with fighting and killing, all 
forms of killing, in the first instance, are eight in number because the 
person killed is covered by one of the four conditions which follow. 
Either, he is a Muslim; or, he is a Dhimmi (a free, protected, non
Muslim resident of a Muslim state); or, he is beneficiary of a peace 
pact and has been assured of the protection of his life, property, 
honour and religion; or, he is a belligerent disbeliever. Then, killing is 
of two types: intentional, or accidental. Thus, we see that there are 
only eight possible forms of killing: 

1. The intentional killing of a Muslim. 

2. The accidental killing of a Muslim. 

3. The intentional killing of a DhimmL 

4. The accidental killing of a Dhimmi. 

5. The intentional killing of a person with whom there was a pact 
of peace. 

6. The accidental killing of a peace pact beneficiary. 

7. The intentional killing of a belligerent disbeliever . 
• 

8. The accidental killing of a belligerent disbeliever. 

Injunctions covering some of these situations have appeared 

earlier; some find mention later, and some others are contained in 

ljadith. Thus, the injunction relating to the first situation enforceable 
in this life, that is, the obligatory duty of taking 'even retaliation' 

(qi$B$) from him finds mention in Surh al-Baqarah and the injunction 

applicable to the Hereafter follows a little later in verse 93 beginning 
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with: ji]f~; (And whoever kills .... ). The second situation appears in 

Verse 92 from h 51! ~; (It is not for a believer to kill any believer) to ;: ; ,., 
p;~_p t::J! (and if he i.e., victim was a believer ... ). The injunction 

covering the third situation appears in a hadith from Darqutni where 

the Holy Prophet r-1-.J ~ JJI ~ has been reported to have subjected a 

Muslim to 'even retaliation' (qi~a~) to compensate a Dhimmi (non

Muslim resident of a Muslim state) (4.t1J+JI ~...;.; ~ ._,.L_;JI ""!-..P-0 The injunc

tion for the fourth situation appears also in verse 92: ~.J~'I";i .$:$15 ~lj 
~l!!.: (and if he is from the people with whom you have a peac~ treaty) . . , 
The fifth situation has already been taken up in verse 90 of the 

previous section under:~ 1:!:\:~'jll ~ W (then Allah has not made it 

permissible for you). The injunction governing the sixth situation has 

been mentioned alongwith the one relating to the fourth situation 

because the peace covenant is general and covers the permanent and 

the temporary both. Thus, it includes Dhimmi and Musta'min both,1 

irrespective of their permanent or time-bound guarantee of peace and 

. protection. CAI-durr-al-Mukhtar Kitab al-diyat) 

The injunction relating to situations 7 and 8 is already evident 
from the very legalization of Jihad itself which has appeared earlier 
(86) because belligerent disbelievers are killed intentionally. If killed 
accidentally, its justification will stand proved in a higher degree. 
(Bayan al-Qur'an) 

Three kinds of homicide and their respective injunctions 
1. Qatl al- 'Amad (Intentional Killing) which is done with obvious 

intention by a weapon made frpm iron or is like a steel weapon in its 
ability to cut off parts, such as, a sharp-edged bamboo or a sharp
edged piece of rock and things like that. 

2. Qatl Shibh al-'Amad (Quasi-Intentional Killing) which is, no 
doubt, done intentionally - but, not with a weapon which could cut off 
parts. 

3. Qatl al-Khatif (Accidental Killing). It can happen under inten
tion and eonjecture when someone aims at a man taking him to be 

1. Dhimmi is a non-Muslim person permanently and legally living in an 
Islamic state while Musta'min is a non-Muslim who lawfully enters an 
Islamic state for temporary stay (Muhammad Taqi Usmani) 
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land game or belligerent disbeliever. Or, it can happen actually when 
one did aim at land game but ended up striking a man down. Here, 
Kha tit or accident means intentional. So, this covers the second and 
the third kind both. Both entail the obligation to pay diyah (blood 
money), and sin as well. But, the two kinds do differ in the later two 
consequences. The diyah in the second kind of killing is 100 camels of 
four types, that is, 25 of each type. The diyah of the third kind of 
killing is also 100 camels, but it has to be of five types, that is, 20 of 
each type. However, if diyah is paid in cash, the amount to be realized 
is ten thousand dirham or one thousand dinar. This holds good for both 
kinds. However, the second kind is more sinful because of the inten
tion of killing while it is lesser in the third kind because it is the result 
of simple heedlessness (as in Hidayah). As such, the obligatory nature 
of "4sJJfl (to free a slave) arid the word, taubah (repentance) in the 

¥ / . 

verse 92 support this position. The fact is that the ground reality of 
these three kinds is conditioned by Islamic laws as promulgated in the 
mortal world. As for their being intentional or non-intentional in 
terms of their being sinful, it depends on the volition of the heart and 
the intention to commit the act. The punishment due against such sin 
is known to Allah alone. According to His knowledge these terms, the 
first kind may become non-intentional; and the second, intentional. 

Rulings 
1. The amount of diyah (blood money) mentioned above applies to a 

male homicide victim. In case of a woman, it is half of it. (as in 
Hidayah). 

2. The diyah of a Muslim and Dhimmi is equal. The Holy Prophet 
~.J ..,..s. JJ1 ~ has said: ;l.~) ...UI.~..; ~ .s~ J5 4.:!) (Marasll of Abu Dawud, as 

quoted by Hidayah) . 

. 3. Kaf(arah (expiation) in the form of freeing a slave or fasting has 
to come from the killer himself. As for diyah (blood money), it is the 
responsibility of those who are his caretakers. In the terminology of 
the Shari'ah, they are known as JiWI : al-'Aqilah, those r.esponsible for 
paying blood money. , 

Let there be no doubt at this point as to why the burden of a crime 
committed by the killer should be transferred to his guardians and 
supporters while they are innocent. The reason is that the guardia.ns 
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of the killer are not totally faultless in this case. Their shortcoming is 
that they did not take necessary steps to stop him from venturing into 
such gross heedlessness against human life. Moreover, the fear of 
having to pay blood money, it is likely, will make them take all neces
sary precautions in the future so that such recklessness does not 
repeat itself 

4. In the act of freeing a slave (Kaffarah: Expiation), a bondman 
and a bondwoman are equal. The Qur'anic word Raqabah, denoting a 
slave, is general. However, their physique should be sound and they 
should not be deformed in any way. 

5. The diyah of the person killed shall be distributed as part of the 
inheritance determined by the Shari'ah. A legal heir who forgives his 
share will cause the diyah to be forgiven upto the limit of his share. If 
all legal heirs forgive it, the whole diyah will stand forgiven. 

6. The diyah of a person killed who has no legal heir as recognized 
by the Shari'ah will be retired to the Bayt al-Mal (State Treasury) 
be.cause diyah is inheritance and inheritance is governed by this very 
ruling. (Bayiin al-Qur'an) 

7. As for people bound by a mutual covenant, be they Dhimmis, 
free non-Muslim citizens of a Muslim country; or, the Musta'min, 
(those given guarantee of peace for a temporary period of time) the 
diyah obligatory in their case is valid only when people belonging to 
that Dhimmi or Musta'min are present. If they have no such people, or 
such people be Muslims, then, given the fact that a Muslim cannot 
inherit from a disbeliever, this diyah, therefore, shall be deemed as 
non-existant. Thus, should he be a Dhimmi, his diyah shall be reitred 
into the Bayt al-Mal because the inheritance of a heirless Dhimmi -
which includes diyah - goes to the Bayt al-Mal (as in al-Durr .al-Mukhtar); 

otherwise, it will not be obligatory (Bayiin al-Qur'an). 

8. If continuity is broken in fasting due to sickness or some other 
reason, then, one will have to fast afresh. But, for a woman, this conti
nuity will not be deemed as broken because of her menstruation. 

9. If, for some valid excuse, one does not have the strength to fast, 
then, he should keep repenting until his strength returns. 

10. In intentional killing, there is no provision for this Kaffarah 
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(expiation); one should repent. (Bayan al-Qur'an) 

Verse 94-96 
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0 those who believe, when you go out in the way of 
Allah, be careful, and do not say, to the one who offers 
you the saliim1 ''You are not a believer" seeking goods of 
the worldly life. So, with Allah there are spoils in abun
dance. In the same state you were before; then Allah 
favoured you. So, be careful. Surely, Allah is all-aware 
of what you do. [94] 

Those among the believers who sit back, except the 
handicapped, are not equal to those who fight in the 
way of Allah with their riches and their lives. Allah has 
raised the rank of those, who fight with their riches 
and their lives over those who sit; and to each Allah 
has promised good. And Allah has given precedence to 
those who fight over those who sit in giving them a 
great reward [95] -- high ranks from Him and forgive
ness and mercy. And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very
Merciful. [96] 

1. Salam: the word prescribed by Islam for greeting, i.e. Assalamu 
'alaiykum ... 

545 
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Commentary 

Sequence of Verses 

546 

Stern warning has been given against the killing of a Muslim in 
previous verses. Now it is being said that the apparent profession of 
Islam is all that is needed for a Muslim to be regarded as a _Muslim 
obligated to observe the laws of the Shari'ah. So, it is necessary to 
a}Jstain from the killing of a person who professes Islam. Furthermore, 
it is also not permissible to dig deep into his inward state of belief just 
because of some suspicion and to keep waiting for a definite proof of 
his certitude in faith in order that Islamic. laws can be applied in his 
case. This is what happened during some battles with disbelievers 
when some Companions were unable to observe the fine line of distinc
tion in this rule. On those occasions, there were some people who 
presented themselves as Muslims but some Companions took their 
profession of Islam as a lie and killed them, taking their belongings as 
war spoils. Allah Almighty condemned this indiscretionary practice. 
However, an admonition was considered sufficient and no severe 
warning was revealed for them ag~inst this act because the Compan
ions did not know the rule clearly till that time. (Bayan al-Qur'an) 

Signs of Islam are sufficient to identify a Muslim: 
In the first of the three verses cited above, the guidance given is 

that in the case of one who professes to be a Muslim, no Muslim is 
allowed to interpret his declaration of Islam as- hypocrisy, without 
certain knowledge and proof. This verse (94) was revealed in the back
ground of certain episodes relating to some Companions where they 
had not taken the correct line of action. 

So, it has been reported from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas in 
Tirmidhi and the Musnad of A}:lmad that a man from the tribe of Banu 
Sulaym met a group of the noble Companions who were going on a 
Jihad mission. This man was grazing his goats. He offered salam 
greetings to the group which was a practical demonstration of his 
being a Muslim. The Companions thought that this man was just 
pretending in view of the situation before him. Thus, taking his profes
sion of Islam as a ruse to save his life and property whereby he could 
get away from them by tricking them with greeting in the Muslim 
style, they killed him and appropriated the herd of his goats as war 
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spoils which they took to the Holy Prophet r!-.J ~ JJI ._;.... . Thereupon, 
this verse was revealed. It laid down the rule: Do not take anyone who 
greets you by offering salam in the Islamic manner as a pretender and 
never assume, without valid proof, that his profession of Islam was a 
trick and never take possession of his property as spoils. (Ibn Kathlr) 

There is another narration from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas 
which has been reported by al-Bukhar1 briefly and by al-Bazzar, in 
details. According to this narration, the Holy Prophet ~ sent out a 
group of mujahidin which included Sayyidna Miqdad ibn al-Aswad. 
When they reached the designated spot, everyone present there ran 
away. The only man left there had a lot of valuable things with him. 

t!, , .J" "' 

Facing the Companions, the man recited the kalimah: !JJ1 ~t~~ ~ $1~1 (I 
testify that there is no god bu~ Allah). But, Sayyidna Miqdad ...:s JJ1 c.r4.J, 
assuming that the man's heart was not behind his verbal declaration 
of faith and that he was doing -it simply to save his life and property, 
killed him. One Companion from among the group present admon
ished him for what he had done: He had killed a person who had testi
fied that there is no god but Allah. He declared that he will make it a 
point to relate this incident before the Holy Prophet ~ when and if he 
would have the honour of returning to him. Finally, the group 
returned to Madinah and reported the incident to the Holy Prophet ~ 
who called for Sayyidna Miqdad and gave him a stern warning. He 
said: 'What would you say on the Day of Doom when the kalimah of111 ~ 
~J,I ~J will stand as a plaintiff against you?' The versep1~j'Jf~ 1;i_i~ 
~j.:.::.:.J (do not say to the one who offers you salam, "You are not a 
believer") was revealed on this occasion. 

Other incidents, apart from the two mentioned here, have been 
reported with reference to this verse, but respected scholars of Tafsir 
do not admit of any contradiction in these narrations, for these events 
as a whole could have been the cause of the revelation. 

The words of the verse are: r1S1 ~h'Jall (offer you salam). If the 
word, salam in the text is takel). to mean 'salam' in the technical sense 
(Muslim greeting or salutation), it applies to the first event more suit
ably. However, if 'salam' is taken to mean submission or surrender to 
the will of Allah in the literal sense, then, this meaning applies to both 
events equally. Therefore, salam in the present textual setting has also 
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been translated in the sense of submission and obedience to Allah. 

It is impermissible to take a decision without investigating 
into related facts of an event 

The first sentence of the verse (94) carries a general rule which 
must be followed by all Muslims: Let no Muslim do anything 
su ... m~arily as based on guess alone. The words of the verse are:~~ ti'~ 
t{:~-:; ~~~~(when you go out in the way of Allah, be careful). Acting 
on conjecture is likely to land one in trouble. The restriction of travel 
in the verse is there because these events came to pass during the 
state of travel. Or, it may be because doubts crop up during travel to 
previously unvisited places as compared with the city of residence 
where things and people are generally familiar. Otherwise, the basic 
rule, in travel or while resident, is general, that is reacting to any situ
ation without proper investigation is not permissible. In a hadlth, the 
Holy Prophet ~.J ~ J.ll ~ has said: "To act sensibly is from Allah and 
to rush through is from Shaytan" Cal-Bal).r al-Mul.litl , 
. The second sentence: O!lt ~~ ~;; s;!zf (seeking goods of the worldly 

life) in verse 94 is a prescription for weakness which caused this false 
step. The weakness was their desire to acquire worldly wealth through 
collecting spoils. But, immediately after, it was pointed out that 
Almighty Allah has set aside many more spoils destined for them. 
Why, then, should they bother about material gains? By way of further 
admonition, they were asked to recollect that there were so many 
among them who would not have dared to come out openly with their 
faith in Islam. It was only when Allah favoured them that they were 
delivered from the encirclement of disbelievers and were able to 
profess Islam openly. Keeping this situation in mind, would it not be 
possible that the person who is saying lli1 ~~~t~ at the sight of the 
Muslim army, might really be an adherent of Islam from the early 
days but was unable to profess it freely' fearing reprisals from the 
disbelievers. When he saw the Muslim army, he lost no time in doing 
so. If they looked into their own situation, they would realize that 
there was the time when they had recited the Kalimah and had called 
them Muslims, the Shari<ah of Islam had never asked them to first 
prove their being Muslims. There was no such condition. They were 
never asked to let their hearts be examined. They were not ordered to 
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produce a proof of their Islam before they could be declared as 
confirmed Muslims. Quite contrary to all this, the simple recital of the 
Kalimah of Islam: ;Lr9J~~·~.tiJI ~tll(~ was considered good enough to 
recognize them as Muslims. Keeping this in mind, it was their duty 
that they should now take anyone who recites the Kalimah before 
them as a Muslim. 

The meaning of not taking a. Muslim to be a Kafir 
From this verse comes the important ruling that anyone who 

professes Islam and declares that he is a Muslim - by reciting the 
Kalimah or by associating himself with some marked feature of Islam 
such as the Adhan and the $alah - should be treated as a Muslim. All 
Muslims must deal with him as they would do with any other Muslim. 
They are not supposed to wa~t and worry about finding out whether 
such a person has embraced Islam with all his heart or it has been 
done out of expediency. 

In addition to that, this is a case in which even his doings will not 
serve as the criterion. Suppose, someone skips $alah, does not fast and 
is involved with all sorts of sins - still, no one has the right to say that 
he has gone outside the pale of Islam or to treat him as one would 
treat a disbeliever. Therefore, the great Imam Abu I:Ianifah said: P.,:.'J 
.,..;J.; ll,AJI J.al (We do not call 'the people of the Qiblah' Kafirs because of 
some sin). Similar statements appear in hadith narrations also, such 
as, 'Do not say that 'the people of Qiblah' are Kafirs, no matter how 
sinful and evil-doing they may be.' 

At this point, there is something everyone should understand and 
remember, clearly and particularly. This relates to the authority of 
the Qur'an and Sunnah from which it is proved that calling or taking 
someone who calls himself a Muslim to be a Kafir is not permissible. It 
clearly means that until such time he says or does something which 
provides the positive proof of Kufr (disbelieD, his profession of faith in 
Islam shall be deemed as sound and he will continue to be taken as a 
Muslim and, for all practical purposes, he will be dealt with as one 
would deal with Muslims. No one will have the right to debate what 
goes on in his heart or how sincere or hypocritical he may or may not 
be. 

But, then: may be a person who professes Islam, attests to faith, 
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yet disgraces himself by uttering words of disbelief or prostrates before 
an idol or denies an injunction of Islam which is absolute and obvious, 
or takes to a religious way or mark of disbelievers - such a person will 
certainly be declared a Kafir because of his deeds which prove his infi
delity. It will be noticed that, the word 1,¢.;i (be careful or investigate) 
in the present verse provides a hint to this effect, otherwise, the Je~s 
and the Christians all claimed to be believers. Then, there was Musay
limah, the Liar. He was declared to be a Kafir with the consensus of 
Companions, and killed. As for him, he was not only a professor of the 
Islamic creed but a practicing adherent of Adhan and $alah as well. In .... -
his Adhan, he had the Muezzin say: {!JJ ~J ~t ~51 .f;lf (I testify that there 
is no god but Allah) which was duly followed by ,ill~;!~ ~~~t1 :4.!1 (I 
testify that Mu]:lammad.is the Messenger of Allah). But, while he did 
this, he also claimed to be a prophet and a messenger who received 
revelations. This was an open denial of the binding injunctions of the 
Qur'an and Sunnah. It was on this basis that he was declared to be an 
apostate and a Jihad force was sent against him with the consensus of 
the Companions. 

In short, the correct course of action when faced with this problem 
is: Take everyone who recites the Kalimah and adheres to Islam (ahl 
al-Qiblah: the people of Qiblah) to be a Muslim. Peeking into his heart 
is not our business. Let Allah be the judge. But, when you see one 
professing faith yet doing things to the contrary, take him to have 
become an apostate subject to the condition that such deeds be, abso
lutely and certainly; contrary to the dictates of Faith and that it 
admits of no other probability or interpretation. 

Finally, we can now see that 'the reciter of the Kalimah' (Kalimah
go) or Ahl al-Qiblah (the people of Qiblah, meaning Muslims who 
universally turn to the direction of Holy Ka'bah when praying) are 
technical terms applied solely to one who, after his professing Islam, 
does nothing by his word and deed which can t>e classed as infidelity. 

Some Injunctions about Jihad 
The second verse (95) takes up some injunction related to Jihad. It 

says that people who do not participate in Jihad withopt some valid 
excuse cannot be equal to those who fight in the way of Allah staking 
everything they have; even their lives. In fact, Almighty Allah has 
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raised the ranks of those who fight in the way of Allah over those who 
do not. However, along with this declaration of the precedence of MuJa
hidin, it was also said that Almighty Allah has promised good returns 
for both groups. Both shall be blessed with Paradise and Allah's 
forgiveness- the only difference between them will be that of ranking. 

According to leading exegetes, this verse tell us that Jihad is Farc}. 
'ala al-Kifayah under normal conditions. Fanj Kifayah, as opposed to 
Farcj. 'ala al'Ayn (an obligation for every individual), is an obligation of 
sufficiency. It means that should some people fulfill it, the rest of 
Muslims stand relieved subject to the condition that those engaged in 
Jihad must be sufficient for that Jihad. If the situation is otherwise, 
Jihad will become an obligation (Farc}. 'Ayn) on all Muslims living in 
the neighbouring areas who will have to come forward to help the 
Mujahidin. 

The Definition of FarrJ Kifiyah 
In the terminology of the Shari'ah, Farcj. 'ala al-Kifayah refers to 

obligations the fulfillment of which is not mandatory on every indi
vidual Muslim. Instead, if some fulfill it, that will be good enough. 
Most activities of a collective nature fall under this category. Teaching 
of religious sciences and their wider dissemination is also an obliga
tion of this nature - if some people are devoted to the fulfillment of this 
obligation and their number is fairly sufficient, then, other Muslims 
are absolved of this duty. But, should it be that just about nobody is 
discharging this obligation wherever there be the need to do so, then, 
everyone becomes a sinner. 

The Salah for the deceased, the bathing and shrouding of the body 
is also a collective obligation, for a brother fulfills the rights of a 
Muslim brother and this is how it is supposed to be, a requirement of 
the Islamic law. The making of Masajid and Madaris (mosques and 
religious schools) and running programmes of public welfare are 
included under this very injunction, that is, if some Muslims do that, 
the rest stand absolved of the obligation. 

Generally, injunctions related to collective needs have been, of 
necessity, classed as Farc}. Kifayah by the Shari'ah of Islam so that all 
duties can be discharged under the principle of distribution of work. 
Thus, some people would be engaged in Jihad, others in education and 
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da'wah activities and still others in attending to various other Islamic 
or human needs. 

,,~ .!, ...., ..... ~, • 
The statement J:.:.L!WI ..~&j'"%j(and to each, Allah has promised good) 

in this verse gives peace of mind to those who are engaged in religious 
duties other than Jihad. But, this injunction is operative in normal 
conditions when the Jihad waged by some people is sufficient for 
defence against the enemy attack. Should it be that their Jihad needs 
additional support, Jihad becomes an absolute obligation on neigh
bouring Muslims in the first instance. If this support too turns out to 
be still deficient, Jihad becomes an absolute obligation on Muslims 
living nearby in their proximity. Finally, just in case, they too are 
unable to meet the challenge from the enemy, the mantle of Jihad duty 
falls on the shoulders of other Muslims to the limit that there may 
come a time when every Muslim from the East and the West may have 
to participate in the Jihad as solemn religious obligation. 

The third verse (96) too recounts the same degrees of precedence 
that the Mujahidin have over others. 

Ruling 
Jihad is not obligatory on the lame, the crippled, the blind, the sick 

and on others who are excusable under the Islamic law. 
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Those whom the angels take while they had wronged 
themselves, (to them) the angels said, ''What were you 
(involved) in?'' They said, ''We were oppressed in the 
earth." They said, ''Was' not the earth of Allah wide 
enough that you might have sought refuge in ii?'' As for 
such, their shelter is Jahannam. And it is an evil place 
to return [97] • except the oppressed, men and women 
and children, who cannot manage a device nor can find 
a way. As for such, it is likely that Allah would pardon 
them. And Allah is Most-Pardoning, Most-Forgiving. [99] 

And whoever migrates in the way of Allah shall find in 
the earth many a place to settle and a wide dimension 
(of resources). And whoever leaves his home migrating 
for the sake of Allah and His Messenger and death 
overtakes him, then, his reward is established with 
Allah. And Allah is Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [100] 

Commentary 

The Definition of Hijrah 

553 

In the four verses cited above, the merits, blessings and injunctions 
of Hijrah have been described. Lexically, Hijrah, Hijran and Hajr 
mean 'being displeased with something and leaving it'. In common 
parlance, the leaving of one's home country is known as Hijrah. In the 
terminology of the Shari'ah, leaving Dar al-Kufr (Homeland of disbe
lievers) and going to Diir al-I slam (Abode of Islam) is called Hijrah (Rul;!. 

al-Ma'ani). 

In Shar}:l al-Mishkah, Mulla 'Ali al-Qar1 has said: Leaving a home 
country for religious reasons is also included under Hijrah (Mirqat, p. 39, 

v.l). 

"' .1 ,_, -;;; .... 
From the verse ~ •II;!I.Ja..~l;~ ~ 1~_,;.1 ~.lJI (59:8): 'Those who have been r:r,. r_.,..,,,,""' 

driven away from their homes .. .' revealed about emigrating Com pan-
. ions, we know if disbelievers of a country forcibly expel Muslims 
because they are Muslims, this too will be included under Hijrah. 

From this definition, we learn that Muslims migrating from India 
to Pakistan who came here out of disgust for Dar al-Kufr at their own 
choice or were driven away by non-Muslims simply because they were 
Muslims, are all 'Muhi{jirs' in the Islamic legal sense. But, those who 
have moved to benefit from business or employment opportunities are 
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not entitled to be called 'Muh8jir' in that Islamic legal sense. 

Then, there is the l;l.adith from al-Bukhari and Muslim in which the 
Holy Prophet rl-J ~ JJI J- has been reported to have said: 

~,} II :., # ;' , "' 

JJ_;!;;~ WI ~t;; ~ ~ ~411 
" 

M u h ajir is one who leaves everything Allah and His 

Messenger have prohibited. 

The full sense of the saying becomes clear from the first sentence of 
this very l;l.adith which is as follows: 

A Muslim is the one from whom all Muslims remain ~afe -
(safe) from his tongue and (safe) from his hands. (Tirmidhl., 

Kitab al-'Iman) 

As obvious, it means that-a ·true and staunch Muslim has to be the 
one who hurts none. Similarly, a true and successful Muh"iijir is the 
one who does not consider migration from his home country as the 
ultimate obligation. He should, rather, leave everything else the 
Shari'ah has declared to be unlawful or impermissible. Said poetically, 
it would be saying something like: -f.l'l.. t:f il.r-1 ~~ J"'< u-4-1 _,5' J~ 2.1 (When 
you change into the Lbram garment, better change your heart too!) 

The Merits of Hijrah 
Just as the verses about Jihad are spread out all over in the Holy 

Qur'an, Hijrah too has been mentioned many times in inost of the 
Surahs. A cumulative view of these verses shows that there are three 
kinds of themes in verses relating to Hijrah. Firstly, there are the 
merits of Hijrah; secondly, its worldly and other-worldly blessings; 
and thirdly, warnings against not migrating from Diir al-Kufr despite 
having the ability to do so. 

As for the merits of Hijrah, there is a verse in Surah al-Baqarah: 
""' ...,_, 1N . " ~ ..... 
;_:_;."-:-'-'""aD I illl ,, " , . 1'~~ .... I,, ... ~ ~"..UI"I..r"l' :'"JJI-: I ~ I.)Ji':.;!. .... J .... ~ u; J .J J.r': ~ ... J ~ ~ .... l-'-

IJ, -:1n!~ llJI" Jq . ~~~p J '7" 

As for those who believed and thosewho migrated and, carried 

out Jihad in the way of Allah, they do hope for Allah's mercy 
and Allah is Forgiving, Very-Merciful- (2:218). 
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The second verse appears in Surah al-Taubah: 
,., ,., .J '"' "' .!, .J ~ 

-!'l:.~l~l"'!•li"''L.~<~ .. UI ''"' ,.I".U.l>~l''""l,;"'l'!~l'~'.lJI ~ \" ~" CJ (""';"',~ • ... v-:;:-~ CJ .CJ CJ.?. CJ ,_,...... ,JJ.., 
, ; / , 9.,..,~ J ..., _, :, ., 

5J)WI !A ~JIJ .ull ~ ;;~; , r ,., "" "' . 
And those who believed and emigrated and took up Jihad in 
the way of Allah with their wealth and lives are greater in 
rank in the sight of Allah - and they are the successful ones -
(9:20). 

555 

The third verse belongs to Surah al-Nisa' and appears right here as 
part of the set of verses under study: 

V"'l --~-- lli ~/"ti-!.S' J!-:! ;J .. .P.-.- _t, 111+ i-:'-! ~(! ,,?;; V"" :.r: (!J J-1' -1- - t' ,_,..J""'.)J" t.f ;' ..?.;"'t"' , ..... ~ \::.~ ~J 

~1-fi 
And whoever migrates in the way of Allah shall find in the 
earth many a place to settle and a wide dimension (of 
resources). And whoever leaves his home migrating for the 
sake of Allah and His Messenger and death overtakes him, 
then, his reward is established with Allah. And Allah is Most
Forgiving, Very-Merciful- (4:100). 

According to some narrations, this last verse was revealed about 
Sayyidna Khalid ibn I:Iizam at the time of the migration to Ethiopia. 
He had left Makkah on his way to Ethiopia with the intention of 
Hijrah. Enroute, a snake bit him which caused his death. In short, the 
three verses cited above have clearly emphasized Hijrah from Dar al
Kufr (migration from the Abode of Disbelief) and the many merits it 
has. 

In a }:tad!th, the Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJI .)-:>has said: W 515~ 'f~{~l 
meaning: Hijrah will undo all sins which may have been committed 
before it. 

The Blessings of Hijrah 
As for blessings, a verse from Surah al-Nal:tl says: 

,,, ~ ~..9 , '"' .9 J, ~ p"i" .. ~..-:; ~.!JI . •'':': .. ..-:-, , ... ,,t.:.t,;; J.Z'(! .ull . I''"~ O.lJI ~ :.r: J - ~ ~~ ~ ~ . ~" ~ J..i": IJ!., J , ,. , , "' "' ,, ,., 
. -:'~;-:- 1_,.15 ' 1 -'"'<'1 -o"· "il v - ~ y~ "~ 

And those who migrated for the sake of Allah after they were 
subjected to injustice, to them We shall give a good place to be 
in the world while the reward of the Hereafter is certainly 
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great- only if they had realized! (16:41) 

The fourth verse of the set of four verses (97-100) appearing at the 
head of this part of the Commentary deals with approximately the 
same subject. There it has been said: 

.., ,., , , ,, :, _, 
~" ,1J,,;(' ~·-~ • "'':tl . ~ .illl p "'· , . ' 1-; .. !""" 

" '.r-'Y ~ ~J ~ :,-;I ~ ~ ..P.;"'t'! .:,..J 
And whoever migrates in the way of Allah shall find in the 
earth many a place to settle and a wide dimension (of 
resources). 

The word 'muriigham' in the verse is a verbal noun which means 'to 
move from one land. to the other' and the place to which one moves 
and settles is also called 'muriigham'. 

Both these verses quoted above tell us about the open and the 
hidden blessings of Hijrah where Almighty Allah has promised to 
everyone who migrates for the .sake of Allah and His Messenger that 
He shall open new opportunities in the world for them and give them a 
good home to settle. As for the rewards and ranks of the Hereafter, 
they are beyond any reach of expectation or imagination . 

., Ill J , " 

The words ~ ~:lll ~ ~W which promise 'a good place to be' in the 
world have been interprete"d variously. Mujahid explains it as 'lawful 
sustenance', l:lasan al-Ba~ri as 'good home' while some other commen
tators have interpreted it as 'superiority in excellence, honour and 
power over antagonists.' The truth of the matter is that all these 
elements are included within the sense of the verse. World history 
bears witness that whoever has left his homeland for the sake of Allah, 
to him Almighty Allah has given a home far better than what he had 
earlier, far more honour and far more comfort. Sayyidna Ibrahim ~ 
r'j.JI migrated to Syria from his homeland in Iraq - Allah gave him all 
those things. Sayyidna Musa and the Bani Isra'il migrated from Egypt, 
their homeland for the sake of Allah, then He gave them the land of 
Syria, a better homeland. Then, they got Egypt too. When our master 
and the last of the prophets, Sayyidna Mul)ammad rL.J ~ .JJI u-1- and 
his Companions left Makkah for the sake of Allah and His Messenger, 
these blessed emigrants found the best of shelter in Madinah, far 
better than Makkah. There they had honour and power and peace and 
prosperity. Of course, this does not include the transitory hardship 
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faced during the early period of Hijrah. But, soon after that, the bless
ings, which were showered on these people and which continued 
through several generations, ~hall be the proper yardstick in this 
matter. 

Events related to the poverty and hunger of Noble Companions so 
well-known belong generally to the early period of Hijrah; or, go as 
what can be called volitional acceptance of poverty, a dignified attitude 
of readiness to live with less (Faqr). In other words, they just did not 
like worldly wealth and property as a result of which they lost no time 
in spending what they received, in the way of Allah. This was very 
much the state in which the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.Ji ,.)-:. lived. His lack 
of means and patience in hunger were simply voluntary. He just did 
not choose to be rich. Nonetheless, during the sixth year of Hijrah, 
after the conquest of Khyber, things had changed and sufficient means 
of sustenance were availabl~for the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .J.Ji ,.)-:.and his 
family. The same was the case with all righteous caliphs. When they 
reached Madinah, Allah had given them everything they needed. But, 
when Islam needed their supp'ort, Sayyidna Abu Bakr came forward 
and donated everything he had in his house. The Mother of the 
Faithful, Sayyidah Zaynab would give away all her stipend money to 
the poor and the needy and remain sati~fied living indigently. For this 
reason, she was called 'The Mother of the Needy'. On the other side, no 
less in number were the rich ones among the Companions who left 
wealth and property behind. There were many among the Companions 
who were poor in their home-city of Makkah but Allah Almighty made 
them rich and happy after Hijrah. Sayyidna Abu Hurairah .)w J.JI ~; 
;..;.&. can be cited as a good example. When he was appointed the 
governor of a province, he used to enjoy talking about his past with 
unusual relish. He would formally address himself and say: '0 Abu 
Hurairah, you are the same man, the servant of a tribe. Your salary 
was what you could eat. Your duty was to walk with those who rode on 
a journey and your duty was to collect firewood for them when they 
broke their journey at a certain stage. Today, because of Islam, you are 
here, so high from so lowj and they call you the Commander of the 
Faithful! 

In summation, it can be !aid that the ...-orld has openly witnessed 
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the fulfillment of the promise Allah has made in the Qur'an. However; 
the verse has put a condition that they must be 'true emigrants for the 
sake of Allah', a substantiation of Heyaru fi-lliih. This kind of emigrant 
should have not migrated for the sake of wordly wealth, office, power, 
recognition, honour or influence. Otherwise, in a l).adlth of al-Bukhari, 
the Holy Prophet r-LJ ~ .JJI ,_)..:.:.has also been reported to have said: 
'Those who migrate for the sake of Allah and His Messenger, their 
migration is precisely for Allah and His Messenger.' It means that this 
is the correct mode of Hijrah the merits and blessings of which appear 
in the Qur'an. As for those who migrate to make money or marry a 
woman, their compensation against Hijrah is exactly what they 
migrated for. 

In our time, some groups ofmuheyirin (emigrants) who are living in 
distress are either in that transitory stage of the early period of Hijrah 
which is usually marked with hardships, or they are not Muheyirs in 
the real sense. They should correct their intention and take charge of 
the circumstances under which the:y live. After their intention and 
their corresponding deeds have been corrected, they shall witness the 
truth of Allah's promise with their own eyes. 
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And when you travel in the earth, there is no sin on 
you in shortening your $aliih if you fear that the disbe
lievers would put yop in trouble. Surely, the disbe
lievers are an open enemy for you. [101] 

And when you (0 prophet) are in their midst, and 
arrange for them the $aliih, then, a party from them 
should stand with you and should take their arms 
along. Then, once they performed Sajdah, 1 they should 
move away from you and the other party, which has 
not yet performed $aliih, should come and perform 
$aliih with you, and should take their precautionary 
measures and their arms. Those who disbelieve would 
want you to become heedless to your arms and your 
belongings so they come down upon you in a single 
move. And there is no sin on you, if you have some 
inconvenience due to rain or you are sick, in putting 
your arms aside. And do take your precautionary meas
ures. Surely, Allah has prepared for the disbelievers a 
humiliating punishment. [102] 

And once you have finished your $aliih, then, remember 
Allah while standing, sitting and reclining. And as soon 
as you are secure, perform the $aliih as due. Surely, 
$aliih is an obligation on the believers which is tied up 
with time. [103] 

And do not show weakness in pursuing these people. If 
you suffer, then, they suffer as you suffer, while you 
ho~e from Allah what they do not hope. And Allah is 
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1. Sajdah or Sujud, a way of prostration specified by the Shari'ah of Islam as 
a part of $alah. 
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All-Knowing, All-Wise. [104] 

Commentary 

560 

The subje6t of Jihad and Hijrah were taken up in previous verses. 
Since travel is involved in Jihad and Hijrah under most conditions, the 
likelihood of confrontation with the enemy is strong and frequent 
while making such a trip. Therefore, special mention has been niade in 
the verses cited above of some particular leaves and concessions in the 
performance of 1?alah in due consideration of travel and its dangers. 

The concessions given in travel 
(In Islamic legal terminology, Safar means journey or travel; QaEJr 

refers to the making of one's $alah short while in that status. Thus, 
four obligatory Raka'at of Zuhr, 'A~r and 'Ishii are reduced in number 
and confined to two Raka'iit only.) 

Rulings: 
1. Full $alah is made in a journey which is less than 48 miles. 

2. If, after reaching the destination at the end of the journey, one 
intends to stay there for less than fifteen days, rules relating to 
'journey' will continue to apply to him, that is, the obligatory four 
Raka'at of $alah will be reduced to half. This is QaEJr. Now, if one 
intends to stay at one place for fifteen days, or more, it will become his 
place or country of residence. Here too, Qaf?r will not be observed as it 
was not observed in his original home country, that is, full $alah will 
be performed. · 

3. QaEJr is done in the Fanj. (obligatory) $alah of Zuhr, 'A~r and 'Isha' 
only. There is no QaEJr in Maghrib and Fajr, nor in Sunnah and Witr 
prayers. 

5. If, there be no fear ofpossible danger during a journey, Qaf?r will 
still be observed in making $alah. 

6. Some people are troubled by apprehensions of sin when making 
their $alah short ( QaEJr) in place of the regular full $alah. This is not 
correct because QaEJr is also a rule of the Shari'ah following which 
brings no "Sin. On the contrary, it brings reward. 

7. Verse 102 mentions a special way of offering $alah in a state 
where, due to the fear of enemy, all the Muslims cannot pray in a 
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single congregation. This special way is called '$aliitul-Khawf, thE. 
details of which are found in the books oflslamic Fiqh. Verse 102 says: 
i~l W .;;::iu f.t?-,~ I~ (And when you {0 prophet} are among them and 
arrange for them the $alah). Let this not be construed to mean that the 
injunction of the $alah of Fear ($alatul-Khawf) is no more imperative 
because the blessed person of the noble Prophet ~J ~ill!.)-:> is no 
more present among us. The reason is that this restriction has been 
mentioned here in terms of the situation at that particular time, for 
there can be no sans-excuse Imam of $alah in the presence of the 
Prophet. After him, whoever is the Imam shall be deemed to be 
standing in his place and he will be the one to lead the $alatul-Khawf. 
All leading religious authorities agree that the injunction of $aliitul
Khawfis operative even after him and has not been abrogated. 

8. Just as making $alatul-Khawf is permissible when in fear of 
hostility from human beings, so it is when one is gripped with the fear 
of hurt from some beast like a lion or python and there is very little 
time left to make the $alah. 

9. In this verse (102), mention has been made of both groups 
making one Raka'ah each, but the method of performing the second 
Raka'ah has appeared in J:Iadith which says: 'When the Holy Prophet 
FJ ~ JJI ~turned for Salam after .the completion of his two Raka'iit, 
the two groups went on to complete their one Raka'ah each on their 
own'. More details can be seen there. 
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Surely, We have revealed to you the Book with the 
truth so that you may judge between people with the 
insight Allah has given to you. And do not be an advo· 
cate for those who breach trust. [105] And seek forgive
ness from Allah. Surely, Allah is All-Forgiving, Very
Merciful. [106] 

And do not argue on behalf of those who betray them
selves. Surely, Allah does not like anyone who is a 
sinful betrayer. [107] They hide from people but do not 
hide from Allah. And He is with them when they make 
plans to say what He does not approve. And Allah 
encompasses whatever they do. [108] Look, this is what 
you are ·· you have argued for them in the worldly life 
but who shall argue for them with Allah on Doomsday, 
or who shall be their defender? [109] 

And whoever acts evil or wrongs himself, then seeks 
forgiveness from Allah, shall find Allah Most-Forgiving, 
Very-Merciful. [110] 

And whoever commits a sin, commits it only against 
himself. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. [111] 

And whoever commits a vice or a sin, then shifts its 
blame to an innocent person, . he indeed takes the 
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burden of a false imputation and a glaring sin. [112] 

And if the grace of Allah and His mercy were not with 
you, a group from them had resolved to mislead you. 
And they mislead none but themselves. And they can 
do you no harm. And Allah has revealed to you the 
Book apd the wisdom and has taught you what you did 
not know. And the gra~e of Allah on you has always 
been great. [113] 

Sequence 

563 

While discussing the matters relating to the open disbelievers, the 
Holy Qur'an has, in some places in the previous verses, referred to the 
hypocrites and has pointed out that Kufr or disbelief was the common 
denominator between them. Further on, a particular episode relating 
to some hypocrites finds mention in the present verses, ·details of 
which are being given below. 

The background of these verses 
The nine verses (105c113) cited above refer to a particular episode. 

But, very much in accordance with the characteristic style of the 
Qur'an, the instructions given in this correction are not peculiar to this 
episode. They are, rather, a set of basic principles and rules commonly 
beneficial for all Muslims whether of a given time or of future genera
tions. 

Let us go to the event first, then consider the wisdom of related 
instructions which provide sol~tions to corresponding problems. The 
episode centres around the clan of Banu Ubayriq in Madinah. A man 
from this clan - his name being Bashir as in the narration of Tirmidhi 
and l:lakim, or Tu'mah as in the narration of al-Baghawi and Ibn Jarir 
- broke into the house of Sayyidna Rifa'ah, the uncle of Sayyidna 
Qatadah ibn al-Nu'man, and committed a theft. 

In the narration of Tirmidhi, it is also mentioned that this man 
was, in reality, a hypocrite. He used to live in Madinah yet was auda
cious enough to compose poetic satires insulting the noble Companions 
~ J..ll._,.;:.; and used to publicise these in the name of others while 
keeping his identity concealed. 

As for the actual theft it was committed during the early period of 
!Iijrah when Muslims generally lived under straightened circum-
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stances facing all sorts of need, hunger and deprivation. The cominon 
food they ate was bread from barley flour or dates, or wheat flour 
which was scarce and just not available in Madinah. Once in a while, 
when it did come from Syria some people would buy it for guests or for 
some other special need. Thus, Sayyidna Rifa'ah bought some wheat 
flour for himself, put it in a bag, added some arms on top of it and 
stashed the bag in a small roomette of the house in all possible safety. 
But, this man - Ibn Ubayriq, ·Bashir or Tu'mah - somehow came to 
know, broke into the house and decamped with the bag. When Sayy
idna Rifa'ah discovered the theft in the morning, he went to his 
nephew, Qatadah and told him about it. Together they went out inves
tigating in the locality. Some people said that they had seen the light 
of fire coming from the Banu Ubayriq house last night and that prob
ably they were cooking what was stolen. When Banu Ubayriq learnt 
about their secret being out, they themselves came there and charged 
that the theft was committed by Labid ibn Sahl. Labid was well-known 
as a sincere and pious Muslim. When Labid himself came to know 
about this allegation, he came out of his house, sword in hand, saying: 

. . 
You are blaming me for this theft, now I am not going to put my sword 
back into the sheath, until the truth of this theft becomes clear. 

Quietly, Banu Ubayriq confided to him: Do not worry. Nobody is 
blaming you. Moreover, this is not the sort of thing you would do. At 
this point, the narration in al-Baghawi and Ibn Jarir says that Banu 
Ubayriq charged a Jew with the theft and, very cleverly, made a track 
of seemingly falling flour from .a slit in the bag, which was their own 
work, all the way from Rifa'ah's house to the house of the. Jew. When 
the traces of the flour were discovered and word went around, they 
carried the stolen arms and armours as well to the same Jew and left 
these with him for saf~ keeping. Following investigations, they were 
recovered from his house. The Jew declared on oath that these were 
given to him by Ibn Ubayriq. 

In order to bring the two narrations of Tirmidhi and al-Baghawi 
into harmony, it can be said that may be Banu Ubayriq had first 
charged Labid ibn Sahl with the theft, but once they realized that their 
ruse was not working, they targeted the Jew with the blame. Ulti
mately then, the case now rested between the Jew and Banu Ubayriq. 
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On the other side, Sayyidna Qatadah and Rifa'ah were overwhelm
ingly convinced on the basis of circumstancial evidence that this was 
the work of Banu Ubayriq. Sayyidna Qatadah went to the Holy 
Prophet r--.~ ~ Jlt uL=- and told him about the theft and also told him 
that he strongly suspected Banu Ubayriq. When Banu Ubayriq heard 
the news, they came to the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ Jlt ~ and complained 
against Sayyidna Qatadah and Rifa'ah that they were putting the 
blame for the theft on them without having any valid legal proof and 
despite the fact that the stolen property was recovered from the house 
of the Jew. They appealed to the Holy Prophet~-'~ Jlt ~to restrain 
Sayyidna Qatadah and Rifa'ah from blaming them for the theft and if 
they had to sue anyone, they should sue the Jew. 

Things as they appeared on the outside made even the Holy 
Prophet ~-' ~ Jlt ~ incline towards the probability that the theft was 
committed by the Jew and that the accusation against Banu Ubayriq 
was not correct. So much so that, according to the narration of al
Baghawi, the Holy Prophet~-'~ Jlt ~had the intention of inflicting 
the punishment for theft on the Jew and sever his hand. 

Matters went worse when Sayyidna Qatadah appeared before the 
Holy Prophet~-'~ Jlt ~who admonished him by saying that he was 
accusing a Muslim family of theft without any proof. Sayyidna 
Qatadah was grieved about the whole thing and wished that he had 
not spoken to the Holy Prophet ~-'~ Jlt ~ about this matter even if 
he had to bear by the loss of his property. Similarly, when Sayyidna 
Rifa'ah learnt about what the Holy Prophet r--.~ ~ Jlt uL=- had said, he 
too exercised patience and said: .:,L..:.....ll .JJI_, (And Allah is the one from 
whom all help is sought). 

Not much time had passed when a whole section of the Qur'an was 
revealed about this episode through which the reality behind it was 
shown to the Holy Prophet rl--' ~ J..Jt ~ and general instructions 
covering such cases were given. As the Holy Qur'an exposed the theft 
committed by Banu Ubayriq and acquitted the Jew. Banu Ubayriq 
were left with no choice but to return the stolen property to the Holy 
Prophet rl--' ~ J..Jt ~ who had it returned to the owner, Sayyidna 
Rifa'ah, who finally endowed all those arms for use in Jihad. When 
Banu Ubayriq found their theft exposed, Bashir, the son of Ubayriq 
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ran away from Madinah landing in Makkah where he joined the disbe
lievers. Consequently, if he had been a hypocrite earlier, he became an 
acknowledged disbeliever; and," if he was a Muslim earlier, he was an 
apostate now. 

It appears in Tafsir al-Bal)r al-Mul)it that the curse of his antago
nism to Allah and His Messenger did not allow Bashir ibn Ubayriq to 
live peacefully even in Makkah. When the woman at whose house he 
had taken up residence found out about this episode, she threw him 
out of her house. Thus, loitering on the streets came the day when he 
broke into somebody else's house. The wall through which he went in 
collapsed on_ him and killed him right there. 

These are the details of the episode. Let us now give some thought 
to what has been said in the Qur'an: 

Mter telJing the Holy Prophet ~.J ~ JJI ~·the reality behind the 
case of theft, in the first verse (105), it was said: Allah has given you 
the Qur'an through revelations so that you can use the knowledge and 
insight gifted to you to decide matters accordingly, abstaining from 
taking sides with traitors, that ·is, Banu Ubayriq. No doubt, the 
obvious circumstances and evidences were such that a tilt towards the 
probability of the Jew having committed the theft was not a sin, yet 
contrary to the actual fact it was. Therefore, in the second verse (106), 

the Holy Prophet r-1--J ~ J.J1 c)-- was asked to seek forgiveness from 
Allah because the station of prophets r~l ~ is very high and Allah 
does not favour the issuance of even something so insignificant from 
them. 

In the third verse (107), it has been emphatically asserted once 
again that the Messenger of Allah should not defend those who are 
disloyal and treacherous, for Allah does not like them. 

The fourth verse (108) describes the condition of people who betray 
trust and act treacherously. It is strange that these people feel shy 
before other people like them and conceal their theft from them while 
they do not feel shy before Allah who is with them all the time and 
watches over everything they do, specially the occasion when they 
m'\].tually conspired to put the blame on the Jew, went to the Holy 
Prophet r-1--J ~ J.JI c)-- , complained against Rifa'ah and Qatadah, 
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charge<l them of false accusation and appealed to the Holy Prophet' 3: 
for support against the Jew. 

The fifth verse (109) gives a strict warning to the supporters of 
Banu Ubayriq telling them that their support given to betrayers of 
trust in the mortal world does not end at that. There will be the Day of 
Doom when their case will come before Almighty Allah. Wlio will lend 
support to them at that time? The verse serves two purposes. It 
admonishes them, then reminds them of the hazards of the Hereafter 
persuading them thereby to repent and turn to Allah. 

In the sixth verse (110), we can once again see the wise way of the 
Qur'an at work when, in order to save sinners from total disappoint
ment, it was said that a sin was a sin, big or small. When a sinner 
repents and seeks Allah's forgiveness, he finds Him forgiving, 
merciful. As obvious, there is an element of persuasion for those who 
have committed sin suggesting that they still had the time and the 
hope to just desist and repent sincerely; nothing is lost, Allah will 
forgive everything. 

In the event that these peopie choose not to repent despite the 
option given to them, the seventh verse (111) carries the assurance that 
this action of theirs brings no harm to Almighty Allah or His 
Mess\'lnger or to Muslims. The sad nemesis of a person's evil deed 
shall be faced by the person himself. 

In the eight verse (112), a general rule of conduct has been set forth. 
It stipulates that anyone who himself commits a crime, then goes on to 
put the blame on some innocent person (as in the episode cited above 
where the theft was committed by Banu Ubayriq themselves and they 
went on to put the blame on Sayyidna Labid or the Jew) has done 
something grave by levelling a false· accusation of great magnitude 
against an innocent person plus an open sin weighing heavy on one's 
shoulders. 

Addressing the Holy Prophet r-1--J ~ Jll.)- in the ninth verse (113), it 
has been said: It was Allah's gr.ace and mercy that He revealed to you 
the reality behind the event of theft, otherwise these people would 
have misled you into error. But, since you are not alone, Allah's grace 
and mercy is with you, these people can never mislead you into error. 
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On the contrary, they themselves fall into error. Be sure that these 
people cannot harm you in any way whatsoever because Allah has 
revealed the Book and wisdom to you and taught you what you did not 
know. 

The Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ ..JJI .)-and Jjtihiid 
From verse 105 which begins with the words: ~"-1 ~~ ~i wj;i'&'~ 

" " (Surely we have revealed to you the book with the truth) helps estab-
lish five rulings: 

1. The Holy Prophet rl-.J ~ J.JI J-.. had the right to arrive at his 
judgement in situations not covered by an explicit authority given in 
the Holy Qur'an. In situations of major importance, there were many 
decisions he took by his Ijtihiid. 

2. The second rule that emerges from here is inseparably linked 
with the authenticity of Ijtihiid. It means that, in the sight of Allah, an 
Ijtih iid can be considered trustworthy only when it is based on and is 
deduced from Qur'anic principles and the clear authority of its text. 
Simple opinions or views are not trustworthy, nor can they be termed 
as Ijtihiid in the sense recognized in Shari'ah. 

3. The third rule of guidance we get to know is that the Ijtihad 
done by the Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ JJI uL> was not like that done by 
Mujtahid Imams where the probability of an error of judgement 
always remains. As for the Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ .J.Ji .)- , when he took a 
decision on the basis of his ljtihad any possible error in the judgment 
wbuld always stand corrected by Allah Almighty. Therefore, when he 
took a decision based on his Ijtihad and nothing against it came from 
Almighty Allah, then, this was an indicator that the decision taken 
finds favour with Allah and is correct in His sight. 

4. The fourth rule of guidance we come to know is: What the Holy 
Prophet rl--.J ~ JJI uL> understood from the Qur'an was nothing but 
what Almighty Allah had Himself made him understand. A possibility 
of misunderstanding just did not exist there. This is contrary to the 
case of other 'Ulama and Mujtahidin whose understanding of the 
Qur'an cannot be attributed to Almighty Allah in the sense that it was 
what Allah had told them. You will realize the difference when you 
carefully look at -rl.J1 ~~~~(with the insight Allah has given to you) 
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which refers to the noble Prophet r-1--' ~ JJI.}.I i11 this very verse. This 
is why· when someone said to Sayyidna 'Umar:-'.:UI.rL~I~~\1 (Decide as 
Allah shows you to) · he scolded him by saying: 'This is special to the 
Prophet of Allah r-1---' ~ Jll.}.l '. 

5. The fifth ruling we deduce from here is that pursuing or advo
cating a false case or a false claim or to second or support them is 
totally l)ariim (forbidden). 

The Reality of Repentance 
Verse 110 which begins with the words: L::t ~{I ~J: ~$:;tells us 

that all sins, whether they affect others oraffect one's own self, that 
is, whether they violate the rights of human beings (!Junuqul- 'lbiid) or 
rights of Allah (I:fuququlliih), can be forgiven by one's repenting and 
praying for forgiveness. But,' it is necessary to know the reality of 
showing repentance and seeking forgiveness. Mere verbal declarations 
of 'I seek Allah's forgiveness' (Astaghfirulliih) and 'I turn to Him in 
repentance' (Wa atubu ilaihi) are not acts of genuine repentance as 
such. Therefore, according to a consensus of 'Ulama, the person who is 
involved in some sin, is not ashamed of it and does not leave it or, at 
least, does not resolve to leave it in the future, then, his verbal declar
ation of Astaghfirulliih is an open mockery ofrepentance. 

In short, for repentance (Taubah) to be genuine, three things are 
necessary: 

1. Being ashamed of past sins. 

2. Immediately leaving the sin one is in. 

3. Resolving to stay away from sin in future. 

However, forgiveness for sins related to the rights of the servants of 
Allah has to be sought from the wronged party itself; or, one should, to 
begin with, pay what was due or fulfill what was denied. These .are 
binding conditions of genuine repentance. 

Attributing one's sins to others brings added punishment .,_, ~- ,#,.,., ,., , ...,. 
From verse 112- ~'7"! ~;?~.;;!~I •·~~; .:-:J.;~f ·we know that a person 

who himself commits a" ~in, then goes on to ascribe it to an innocent 
man, does something terrible · he doubles and hardens his sin. He has 
made himself deserving of severe punishment, the punishment of his 
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own sin, then the added punishment for lying and accusing falsely. 

The Reality of Qur'an and Sunnah . 
"""' _, , ~ , , ,; I, "" ,; 

In verse 113: ~~r'~;;~'~'r~ti+IJ~I·-:'~';;!.u1Jj31;(And Allah has 
revealed to you the Book and the wisdom and has taught you what you 
did not know), by pairing al-Kitiib (the Book) and al-l:likmah (the 
Wisdom) it has been pointed out that l:likmah which is the name of the 
Sunnah and teachings of the noble Prophet rl--.J ~ .JJI J- was also sent 
down by none but Allah Almighty. The difference is that its words are 
not from Allah and that is why they are not part of the Qur'an. But, its 
meanings and that of the Qur'an are certainly from Allah, therefore, it 
is obligatory to act in accordance with both. 

This explains what some jurists say about Wa.Qy (Revelation) being 
of two kinds: Matluww - that which is recited, and Ghayr-Matluww -
that which is not recited. Wahy Matluww or the revelation which is 
recited is the name of the Qur'an - the words and meanings of which 
are both from Allah. And Ghayr-Matluww or that which is not recited 
is the name of the l:ladith of the Ra~ iil the words of which are from the 
Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ .JJI J- and the meanings of which are from Allah. 

Another problem which gets resolved from the words:~Jf5pt.:~dt; 
(and taught you what you did not know) (113) is that the noble Prophet 
rl--., ~ JJI ~ did not have the all-comprehending knowledg~ of the 
entire universe equal to Almighty Allah, as some ignorant people do 
insist. The truth is that the measure of his knowledge was corre
sponding to what Allah bestowed upon him. However, there is no 
doubt that the knowledge bestowed upon the Holy Prophet·~ exceeds 
the combined knowledge of all created beings. 

Verses 114-115 
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There is no good in most of their whisperings unless 
one bids charity or a fair action or a reconciliation 
between people. And to one who does this to seek the 
pleasure of Allah, We shall give a great reward. [114] 

And whoever breaks away with the Messenger after the 
right path has become clear to him and follows what is 
not the way of the believers, We shall let him have what 
he chose, and We shall admit him to Jahannam. And it 
is an evil place to return. [115] 

Sequence 

571 

Moving from the episode of theft and the conspiracies made to 
cover up the crime by false accusations against others, the text now 
highlights positive things that can be done through mutual consulta
tion and which could help one to remain obedient to the Messenger's 
teachings and the command of Allah without ever trying to go against 
the ideal path taken by those who believe in Allah and His Messenger. 

Commentary , 
In the first part of the verse (114): ~~ !,!~ U~.q translated as 

'there is no good in most of their whispering;.', it has been declared 
that most talks people hold and plans they make to ens~re transitory 
worldly gains, while unmindful of the concerns of their life-to-come, 
are devoid of good. 

~ , / ; "' , ~ The second part: WI-':, f ~~ '1..; ,,,,.'I uf:..."""'l ~"'~~means that real ~ ~G ,J _,J;-oJ. ;..r"' ~, 

good can come forth from mutual consultations only when people 
persuade each other to take part in chari~ble activities or ask people 
to do what is good and right or tell them to make peace between one 
another. It is said in a }:ladlth that anything one says is harmful for 
him in one way or the other unless, of course, the subject of his utter
ance is the remembrance of Allah or that he is bidding the Fair and 
forbidding the Unfair. 

Bidding the Fair stands forAmr bi al-Ma'ruf which refers to every 
action considered good in the Shari'ah and is patently recognized as 
such by those who know it. In contrast, there is the forbidding of the 
Unfair which stands for Nahy 'an al-Munkar which refers to every 
action considered undesirable in the Shari'ah and is squarely unrecog
nized and unfamiliar to those who know it. 

Bidding the Fair includes all imperatives and motivations through 
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which people are led to do what is good and right. Things like helping 
the oppressed, assisting the needy with loans, guiding the lost, all fall 
under this broad category. Though, charity and reconciliation between 
people are also part of this definition, but they have been taken up 
separately because their benefit reaches from one to another and 
improves the collective life of a community. 

In addition to that, these two fields of activity cover what is most 
essential about public service. They seek to bring benefit to Allah's 
creation and they protect people against pain and loss. Charity 
spreads out benefits to people and reconciliation between them stops 
mutual pain and loss. Therefore, according to a consensus of the 
scholars of Ta{sir, the word $adaqah (charity) used here carries a 
general sense which includes the obligatory zakiih, voluntary charities 
and everything done to bring benefit to someone. 

The Graces of Making Peace 

The Holy Prophet rl--J ~ J.JI ,)..p has spoken highly about the merit 
of removing mutual bickerings ·among people and of bringing them to 
understand, accommodate and cooperate with each other. He said: 

"Shall I not tell you about an act which is far superior in rank 
to fasting, prayers and charity? The Companions submitted, 
'Please do.' He, then, said: "That act is the removal of discord. 
That is, to remove bickering between two persons, make peace 
between them and thus eliminate discord." 

He has also said: Ull.l.l ,_,. ~1.::..1~ ~w "Mutual discord among people is 
what really shaves." Then, he explained it by saying: "This discord 
does not shave the head, but it shaves off one's faith." 

In the concluding part of the verse (114), there appears a significant 
reminder that these good deeds to bid charity and fair action or a 
reconciliation among people can only be worthwhile and acceptable 
when they are undertaken sincerely, and exclusively for the pleasure 
of Allah, without any traces of personal or material interest. 

The Consensus of the Community is a Valid Religious 
Authority 

Two things have been identified as a great crime and as a cause of 
• • ,,. J"' , ;'_ ~ ""' , , d 

one's consignment to Hell m verse 115: ~J~I4J ;:;;.~: ~(~ J~:;JI ~,L!.f t.,:;(An 
whoever breaks away with the Messenger after the right path has 
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become clear to him ... ). The first is opposing the Messenger of Allah. 
Obviously, doing so is Kufr (disbelief, infidelity) and a terrible curse. 
The second crime relates to a violation of universal Muslim consensus. 
It means the abandoning of something which has the universal agree
ment of all Muslims and opting for some other way against them. This 
explains that the consensus of the Muslim community has valid relig
ious authority. In other words, we know that following the injunctions 
given in the Qur'an and Sunnah is obligatory: Similarly, when the 
Muslim Ummah (Community) agrees about something universally, 
following its consensus becomes equally obligatory. Any opposition to 
this consensus is a grave sin as was said by the Holy Prophet g in a 
bad1th: 

, ""J" "' I ~~~~ ' 'A •1: ,_. ""'t"'"tl ~~ .itl )1_, 
.J., 'wJ u; J..:Z J..:Z 0-" '~ ~ c..s- ~ ~ 

That is, the hand of Allah is on the Muslim community. 
Whoever breaks away or separates himself from it will 
himself be separated for consignment to Hell. 

Imam al-Shafi'1 was asked: 'Can the validity of the authority of the 
Consensus of Muslim Ummah be ·proved from the Holy Qur'an?' He 
devoted to the recitation of the Qur'an full three days, completing 
three recitals each during the day and night. Finally, the proof that he 
came up with was this verse. When he cited it before scholars, they all 
agreed: This proof is sufficient to confirm the authority of 'Ijmit, the 
Consensus of Muslim Community. 

Verses 116-121 
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~"'''l ~~ 4J<; 
Surely, Allah does not forgive the ascribing o~ a 
partner to Him and forgives anything short of that for 
whomsoever He wills. And whoever ascribes a partner 
to Allah has indeed gone far astray. [116] They invoke 
none, besides Him, but females; and they invoke none 
but Satan, the rebel [117] whom Allah has cursed. And 
he (the Satan) said, ''For sure, I will take a set share 
from Your slaves, [118] and I will lead them astray and I 
will tempt them with false hopes and give them my 
order so they shall slit the ears of cattle and I will give 
them my order so they shall alter the creation of Allah. 
And whoever takes the Satan as friend instead of Allah 
has incurred an obvious loss. [119] He (the Satan) makes 
promises to them and he tempts them with hopes~ And 
the Satan does not make a promise to them but to 
deceive. [120] As for such, their shelter is Jahannam and 
they shall find no escape from it. [121] 

Sequence 

574 

Though, the mention of Jihad in preceding verses includes all 
forces hostile to Islam, yet the actual description was limited to Jews 
and the hypocrites. Out of the larger group of antagonists there were 
the pagans who were much more in numbers. The verses that follow 
take up their beliefs and point out to the punishment they will face. 
This has a coherence of its own at this place. It will be recalled that 
the thief mentioned earlier became an apostate. The lasting punish
ment he thus earned for himself becomes evident. (Bayan al-Qur'an) 

Commentary 
. ,"-1,~ t J . , , .J,"' ;,, !, ..,_ 
The first verse (116) ·1..::'-':'t ~,; ::'J~L: J.u:':'.., ~~-·.1 ~~WI ~I (Surely· Allah -v:.. ;' "" .r;;--.~ ' :, ..r-.. "" ..r;;-- "",. ' 

does not forgive the ascribing of a partner to Him and forgives 
• 

anything short of that for whomsoever He wills ... ) has appeared 
earlier (48) in Surah al-Nisa' in the same words except for the words at 
their ends. In verse 48 appearing earlier, the words at the end are: t;; 
., ~, ~ , "' t\t. , , , . d . 

t ~'f L::~IS~I ~ ~~.U~(An whoever ascnbes a partner to Allah has 
designed a gy:eat sin) while the words at the end of verse 116 before us . ,.,, , ,, ,, ~ , . , -' . . 
are: l+.m.:..J,:-.iii;Uls,;£~.~.:.n~;(And whoever ascnbes a partner to Allah 
has indeed gone far astray). As explained by master exegetes, the 
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reason for this difference is that the addressees of the earlier verse (48) 

were the Jewish people of the Book who knew all about the truth of 
Taul).Id (Allah's oneness), the falsity of Shirk (ascribing of a partner to 
Allah) and the veracity of the mission of the noble Prophet ~ JJ1.;... 
rl--.J through the Torah. Despite that, they got involved in Shirk. Thus, 
through their own conduct, they pretended that it was the very 
teaching of the Torah which is total forgery and false accusation. That 
is why it was said: t~r;: w~;~,·~ ( ... has designed a great sin) at the 
end of verse 48. As for the verse before us (116), the addressees were the 
pagans of Makkah who did not have the background of any Book or 
Prophet before that time, but the rational arguments in support of the 
Oneness of Allah were all too clear. Taking stones crafted with their 
own hands as their objects of W?rship was something ineffectual, false 
and erroneous even in the sight of someone with ordinary common
sense. Therefore, here it was said: 1~,~ ~ ;;i ( ... has indeed gone far 
astray). 

The eternal Punishment of Shirk and Kufr: 
Some people express doubt at this point. They think that punish

ment should be proportionate to the deed. The crime of disbelieving 
and of ascribing partners to Allah committed by the Kafir and the 
Mushrik was committed within the limited time frame of a given life. 
Why would its punishment be limitless and permanent? The answer is 
that the doer of Kufr and Shirk simply does not regard what he does as 
crime. This is, on the contrary, taken as something good and proper, 
worth one's while. Therefore, his line of action is accompanied by his 
firm intention that he will always be like that. Now, if such a Kafir or 
Mushrik adheres to this position right through the last breath, he has 
committed a permanent crime to the extent of his choice and volition, 
therefore,· the punishment for it has to be permanent. 

$ulm: 
There are three kinds of ~ulm (injustice): 
1. That which Allah will never forgive. 
2. That which could be forgiven. 
3. That which meets retribution from Allah. 

The first kind of injustice is Shirk, the ascribing of a partner to 
.t.Ulah; the second kind of injustice is falling short in fulfilling the 
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rights of Allah, known as l;Iuqliqulliih; and the third kind of injustice is 
the contravention of the rights of Allah's created beings against each 
other, known as l;Iuququl-(Ibiid. (Ibn Kathlr vide Musnad Bazar) 

What is the reality of Shirk? 
To consider any created being other than Allah equal to Allah in 

worship, or in love and reverence, is what Shirk really is. The Holy 
Qur'an has reported the words of the disbelievers they shall utter on 
arrival into the Jahannam: 

"" ~ -' _, , , t ,. -:.~ ,!. 
.-: ... ,~, u"",~"'""· ~~ . . , "' "-:_ "':' L:S"~I A.UG ~ • '.;! ~ , ~ ~ tJ":' IJ_,, 

/ ., , ~ , -., --
By Allah, we were in obvious error when we had equated you 
with Allah, the Lord of all the worlds. (26:97 ,98) 

It is evident that even the polytheists did not believe that the idols 
of their making were the Creator and the Master of the universe. It 
was, rather, under other erroneous assumptions that they had taken 
to regarding their idols equal to Allah in worship or in love and rever
ence. This was the Shirk which caused their being in Jahannam (FatQ. 

al-Mulhim). 
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~j' 9J.. ! -;P, II 
~ ..P 

~' "'~ u;_~;; 
And those who believe and do good deeds, them We 
shall admit to the gardens beneath which rivers flow. 
They shall live there for ever - a real promise from 
Allah. And who is more truthful than Allah in his word? 
[122] 

This is not (a matter of) your fancies or the fancies of 
the People of the Book. And whoever does evil shall be 
requited for it and shall find for himself, besides Allah 
neither friend nor helper. [123] And whoever, male or 
female, does good deeds and is a believer -- they shall 
enter Paradise and they shall not be wronged in the 
least. [124] 

And who is better in Faith than one who has surren
dered his self to Allah and is good in deeds, and has 
followed the creed of Ibrahim, the upright. And Allah 
has made Ibrahim a friend. [125] 

And to Allah belongs what is in the heavens and what 
is in the earth. And to everything Allah is encom
passing. [126] 

Commentary 
A dialogue between Muslims and the PeoplP of the Book 
contending for glory against each other 

577 

V h ' h b ' ' h h d I 
1 >" --~ J _,,.. .>" erse 123 w 1c egms w1t t e wor s: ~I~~~~~ 'i;•:<::~:L.:.4 ._;::;! : 

I'"' .., ,, ~~ "" 

'This is not (a matter oD your fancies or the fancies of the People of the 
Book ... ', is about a cross talk between Muslims and the People of the 
Book. It is followed by a wise and judicious ruling on the confronting 
claims aimed at bringing the contestants to the right path. Finally, 
given here is a standard measure of. determining as to who is superior 
and acceptable in the sight of Allah, a standard which, if observed 
carefully, would not let any human being fall into error or go astray. 

According to Sayyidna Qatadah, once it so happened that some 
Muslims and the People of the Book started talking to each other in a 
vainglorious strain. The People of the Book said that they were 
superior to Muslims because their Prophet came before the Prophet of 
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Islam and that their Book appeared before the Qur'an of Muslims did. 
The Muslims countered by saying that they were superior to all of 
them for thei:r Prophet was the Last of the Prophets and their Book 
was the Last of the Books which has abrogated all previous Books. 
Thereupon, the verse cited above was revealed. It means that such 
self-glorification and self-congratulation does not behove anyone for 
nobody becomes superior to anybody simply on the basis of conjec
tures, fancies and claims. Instead, everything depends on deeds. No 
matter how noble and superior one's Prophet and Book may be, it is 
the deed of the adherent which will count. If he acts evil, he will 
receive the kind of punishment from which he can never hope to be 
rescued by anyone. 

When this verse was revealed, the noble Companions were acutely 
disturbed. Imam Muslim, al-Tirmidh1, al-Nasa'1 and AD-mad ..JJI t+-J 
have reported a narration from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah in which he 
said: When this verse was revealed ts:J,:].!j.:.;f ~:"And whoever does 
evil shall be requited for it", we were deeply grieved and concerned. 
We submitted to the Holy Prophet rLJ ~ J.JI uL: 'This verse leaves 
nothing out - the minutest of evil found in our deeds shall be requited!' 
The Holy Prophet rLJ ~ Jli uL said: 'Do not worry. Keep doing what 
you can to the best of your ability for (the punishment mentioned here 
does not necessarily have to be that of Hell, instead) whatever hard
ship or pain which afflicts you makes amends for your sins and 
requites your evil deeds, to the limit that even a thorn which pinches 
someone's foot becomes an expiation of some sin.' 

There is another narration which says that any sorrow or pain or 
sickness or anxiety which afflicts a Muslim in the life of this world 
becomes an expiation of his or her sins. 

According to a narration of Sayyidna Abu Bakr ~ ...1!1 u?"J as reported 
in Jami' al-Tirmidh1, Tafs1r Ibn Jar1r and elsewhere, when the Holy 
Prophet rl--J ~ J..Ji ~ recited this verse: "i':-;..;.!1 !;!~~ ~ (And whoever 
does evil shall be requited for it) to him, he felt as if hi.s back was 
broken. When the noble Messenger of Allah noticed the reaction on 
him, he asked: 'What is the matter with you?' Thereupon, Sayyidna 
Abu Bakr ~ J..li..?J submitted: 'Ya Rasulallah, there is hardly anyone 
among us who can claim to have done nothing bad in one's life. Now, if 
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every evil deed has to be requited, who can hope to go unscathed from 
among us?' He said: '0 Abu Bakr, you and your believing brothers need 
not worry about it because worldly hardships that you face shall make 
amends for your sins.' 

As it appears in another narration, he said: '0 Abu Bakr, do you 
not get sick? Are you never tested by distress and sorrow?' Sayyidna 
Abu Bakr said: 'No doubt, all this does happen.' Then, he said: 'There, 
this is the requital of whatever evil you may have done.' 

In a }:ladith appearing in Abu Dawud, Sayyidah 'A'ishah has been 
reported to have said: 'A discomfort faced by a servant of Allah in 
fever, or a pain that afflicts him in any other way, even the pinch of a 
thorn, all become an expiation of his or her sins, so much so that even 
the insignificant effort made by someone to look for something in one 
of his pockets and finding it in another comes to be an expiation of his 
sir.s.' 

In short, this verse is a reminder to Muslims as well that they 
should not indulge in tall claims and wishful thinking. On the 
contrary, they should be concerned with what they actually do, for 
their success will not come solely on the basis of their formal adher
ence to a given Prophet and a Book. Instead, their real prosperity lies 
in making certain that their belief in them is correct and that they are 
particular a~out doing good deeds as enjoined. Verse 124 says:~.:;; 

-' o > o -' /."'"'' .J J1, J1"' i• , o .J >~ ; ~ ; t I 
J+,-· '( .~' t:.-' ':l ~1 1' t: .I.:' a:!! u "' ·-' ~ .. -- '··1 'I '<'.\ ? ~11 . It means a man ~ \)~ J . <),...-- "J ~.Y' _J-J ..r J ...r ~ "' ~ 

or woman who does good "deeds, subj;ct to 'the condition that such 
deeds issue forth from true faith, shall certainly go to Paradise fully 
rewarded for all his or her deeds without being wronged in the least. 
The hint given here is that the People of the Book or other non
Muslims may also have some good deeds of their own, but, since their 
faith is not sound, therefore, those deeds of theirs are not acceptable. 
As for Muslims, since their faith is sound and their deeds too are good, 
therefore, they are the successful ones, and superior to others. 

Acceptability in the sight of Allah: A Criterion 
The fourth verse (125) lays down a criterion to help determine 

correctly as to who is acceptable in the sight of Allah, and who is not. 
This criterion has two components. Any shortfall in either of the two 
components makes all efforts go waste. A careful look will reveal that 
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all strayings into error and evil, wherever they may be in this wide 
world, are triggered because of a shortfall in one of these two compo
nents. Compare Muslims with non-Muslims. Or, compare the different 
sects, groups and parties within the Muslim community itself. You will 
come across the same two points of reference - any deviation from 
either is bound to land one in disgrace. The verse says: 

" ,. ' ti .... ;,., '-'Ill.. ..... !'!-;'! ,_,,..,.,JJ ,,.,,...:t!J•;tl!J.) !"',l , .. ,. -/ H.r..- .-CJiJ~jAJ.,,~Jr IT, -,.:r--> 0-"J 

And who is better in Faith than one who has surrendered his 
self to Allah and is good in deeds, and has followed the creed 
oflbrahim, the upright ... ) (125) 

It means that there can be no way better than the way of the 

person who is an embodiment of two virtues: 

1. Firstly, 'surrenders his or her self to Allah.' In other words, acts 

for the good pleasure of Allah with all sincerity at one's command 

without ever contaminating one's deeds with hypocritical or material

istic motives. 

2. Secondly, 'and is good in deeds.' In other words, the way in 

which one acts should also be correct. According to the great commen

tator, Ibn Kathir., the way in which one acts, the correct way, means 
that it will not be some self-invented way. On the contrary, this will 
have to be the unalloyed way of Islam as based on the injunctions of 
Almighty Allah and the teachings of His noble Messenger $ . 

Thus, we can see that there are two conditions for any deed to be 
acceptable in the sight of Almighty Allah. These are sincerity of inten
tion and soundness of action, that is, being in accordance with the 
Shari'ah and Sunnah. The first of the two conditions, Ikl)las or 
sincerity, r~lates to the heart, the inner most human dimension. The 
second condition, the compatibility with Shari'ah, relates to the human 
exterior. Whoever fulfills both these conditions finds his or her exterior 
and interior perfectly synchronized. But, the moment one of the two 
conditions is found missing, that which is done becomes imperfect and 
unsound. The loss of sincerity makes one a hypocrite in practice while 
the failure in following the Shari'ah, the designated way, makes one go 
astray. 
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Nations go astray because they lack sincerity or do not act 
right. 

The history of nations and faiths reveals that all deviant groups of 
peoples have either lacked sincerity or have not acted right. These 
very two groups have been indentified in Surah Al-Fatib.ah as those 
who have deviated from the straight path. Those referred to as ~;~:: 
j.~~(;: (who incur_::ed {Your} wrath) are people who lack sincerity,~and 

·those called ~li. (who have gone astray) are those who have not acted 
right. The first group is a victim of desires while the other, that of 
doubts. 

Everyone generally understands the first condition, that is, the 
need for sincerity and the futility of acting without it. But, good 
conduct - that is, following the Shari'ah - is the condition even many 
Muslims ignore. They think a good deed is a good deed and could be 
done at one's choice although the Holy Qur'an and the Sunnah have 
made it perfectly clear that good conduct depends exclusively on the 
teachings of the Holy Prophet rL.J ~ ...1J1 ~ and on following the 
Sunnah, the example set by him. Doing less than that and doing more 
than that are both crimes. The way offering three raka'at of z;uhr 
prayers instead of the prescribed four is a crime, so, offering five is 
also a crime and sin of the same nature. The rule is: The condition set 
forth by Almighty Allah and His Messenger rL.J ~ J.J1 ~for any act of 
worship is final. Any addition of conditions or restrictions from one's 
own side or taking to some form other than the one laid out by him are 
all impermissible and patently against the norms of good conduct, no 
matter how attractive they may appear to be on the surface. All new 
alterations (Bid'at and Mul;dathat) in the established religion which 
the Holy Prophet F.J ~ J.Ji._,.L. declared to be straying into error, and 
against which he left behind emphatic instructions for Muslims so that 
they•can stay safe, are all of this nature. Ignorant people do this with 
'sincerity' as an act of worship worthy of the reward and pleasure of 
Allah, but the deed of such a person goes waste or becomes even sinful 
in the light of the Shari'ah bequeathed by the noble Prophet .$.. . It is 
for this reason that the Holy Qur'an has repeatedly stressed on good 
conduct, that is, on following the Sunnah. It appears in Surah al-Mulk: 
"' _, " 9-'"' 9 _,, (S H h . d . -:;::;. .;::.;.1 rs::;1 t5J!.;;J, o that e tests you as to w o among you IS goo m 
deed - 67:2). It will be noticed that the words used here are: ~ t.;:.:;'f 
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(good in deed) and not~~~ (outnumbering in deeds). It shows that 
the text is not talking about the numerical abundance of deeds. It is, 
rather, pointing out to the doing of good deeds - and a good deed is 
nothing but what is done in accordance with the Sunnah of the Holy 
Prophet~. 

This very concept of good conduct and the practical adherence to 
the Sunnah of the noble Prophet ~J ~ JJI._,.L.. has been identified in 
another verse of the Holy Qur'an in the words tf.:! ... 4) .;.,..:; i~!i! ~IJ t,:.; 
(17:19) It means that Allah accepts the efforts and deeds of those who 
intend to have the good of the Hereafter, pure and unadulterated by 
any temporal considerations, and that they are making the needed 
effort, and that the effort they are making is proper as well, and the 
proper effort is exactly what has been explained to the community by 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.Ji ._,.L.. through his word and deed. Any shift 
from this ideal of effort - whether increased or decreased - will not be 
accepted as the proper effort. Proper effort is nothing but what has 
been termed as good deed in the present verse. 

Let us now recapitulate that the acceptance of any deed with Allah 
depends on the fulfillment of two conditions. These are sincerity and 
good deed. Good deed is another name of the act of following the 
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet r-1--J ~ J.JI ,_)..,:. . Therefore, everyone who 
intends to do a good deed with full sincerity must first find out how it 
was done by the noble Messenger of Allah and what instructions he 
has left behind for us in that connection. We must understand that 
any deed of ours which stands removed from the course set by our 
noble Prophet, known as his Sunnah, will stand unacceptable. There
fore, in all our deeds relating to $alah, $awm, Ifajj, ~akiih, $adaqat, 
Khayrat, Dhikr of Allah, $alah (durud) and Salam, it is n~cessary to 
keep in mind the way these were done by the Messenger of Allah ~ 
and how he told us to do them. 

At the end of the verse (125), an example has been c1ted, the 
example of sincerity and good conduct set by Sayyidna Ibrahim i')L)t ~ 

the following of which has been declared ab mandatory. By saying: r:J1; * ~l.?.!rDI (And Allah has made Ibrahim a friend), it has been hinted 
that this high station bestowed on Sayyidna Ibrahim i')L)I ~ has good 
reason behind it for he was absolutely and superbly sincere and his 
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deed too was sound and correct with intimation from Allah. 

Verses 127-130 

1. The Qur'anic words ~~01 Jt,;:f; admit two possible translations: First, 
"'and tend to marry them," which refers to the people who, attracted to the 
beauty of the orphan girls, used to marry them without giving them the 
due rights of a wife. The second possible translation is: "and you avoid 
marrying them . It refers to the people who did not marry the orphan.girls 
because of their unattractive features, but at the same time did not let 
them marry others, because they wanted that their wealth should remain 
in their hands. 
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husband, then, there is no sin on them in entering into 
a compromise between them. And the compromise is 
better. And avarice is made to be present in human 
souls. And if you do good and fear Allah, then, Allah is 
all-aware of what you do. [128] 

And you shall never be able to maintain real equality 
between wives, even though you are eager to. So, do 
not lean totally (towards one) and leave the other 
hanging. And if you mend and fear Allah, then, Allah is 
Most-Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [129] 

And if they separate, Allah shall, through His capacity, 
make each of them need-free. And Allah is All
Embracing, All-Wise. [130] 
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At the beginning of this Surah, particular injunctions relating to 
orphans and women were mentioned. Also stressed there was the 
mandatory nature of the need. to fulfill their rights. The reason was 
that, during the days of Jiihiliyyah, some people would simply refuse to 
give any part of the inheritance to them, others would unlawfully eat 
up what they got in inheritance or .through any other alternate source, 
still others would marry them but avoided paying full dower they were 
entitled to; these were practices prohibited as stated earlier. This 
caused different situations to arise. There were those who thought 
that women and children are not entitled to inherit as a matter of 
right - may be, this injunction had come as an expedient measure for 
some people only and it was likely that it will be abrogated later. Some 
of them even waited for this to happen. But, when there was no abro
gation, they decided among themselves that they should go directly to 
the Holy Prophet ~J ~ J.ll.)- and ask him. This they did. According to 
Ibn Jarir and Ibn al-Mundhir, this very question was the reason 
behind the revelation of this verse and the verses which followed 
carried additional rulings relating to women (Bayan al-Qur'iin). 

Commentary 
Some Qur'anic Instructions about Married Life 

Verses 128-130 which begin with the words: Lf.!!?~ ~~~~~~;;(And if 
a woman fears ill treatment or aversion from her husband ... ) and end 
at~ ~I.J( ... All-Embracing, All-Wise) carry instructions about the 
painful and hard part of married life which is faced by every married 
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couple during one or the other stage of their long association. This is 
mutual displeasure and tension which, if allowed to prevail without 
being checked through proper control, does not only result in severe 
problems for the couple in their married lives but also, at times, 
carries the evil effects to families and tribes involving them in all sorts 
of mutual confrontation and even fighting and killing. The Glorious 
Qur'an has come to introduce a system of family life for man and 
woman both, keeping in view the whole range of their feelings. This 
system when followed will definitely make a home a paradise. Love 
and harmony will replace whatever bitterness there may be in the 
family. Just in case, inevitable circumstances bring the couple to the 
limit of separation, it would still be desirable to see that the parting of 
ways is done smoothly and painlessly. After that, when the relation
ship breaks, it is also necessary to watch that it leaves no emotional 
fallouts in the form of enmity, hostility, harm or hurt. 

Out of these three verses, verse 128 is about circumstances under 
which relationship between a husband and wife becomes strained for 
reasons beyond their control. Both parties seem to be helpless in the 
matter. However, their mutual bitterness makes it likely that they 
will fail in fulfilling the rights they have on each other. For example, a 
husband does not have amorous feelings in his heart for his wife and 
she has no control over the means which could change his heart. She 
may be ugly or aged while the husband is handsome. Thus, it is 
obvious that the woman cannot be blamed in any way for what she is, 
nor can the man be censured for whatever he is. 

Eventualities of this nature as part of the background in which the 
worse under reference was revealed, have been reported in Ma~hari 
and elsewhere. Under such circumstances, as for men, the general rule 
given by the Holy Qur'an is: .:,~\./;:_,.~{I ....;~~~Li (2:229) that is, 'retain "" / .... ~.-~ / ~ "" "' 
in an honourable manner or part amicably'. It means that if the inten-
tion is to continue living with one's wife, then, it is necessary to live 
with her amicably, fulfilling all rights due to her in the recognized 
manner. For anyone who finds himself incapable of doing so, it is 
proper to release her from the bond of marriage in a decent way. Now, 
if the woman too is willing to be released, the situation is open and 
clear as the parting of ways will come about in a pleasant manner. 
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But, should it be that the woman, under such conditions, is not willing 

to secure her release - whether in the interest of her children or 
because she has no other supporter - then, she is left with only one 
alternative: Get the husband to agree to some option. For example, the 

woman may surrender all or some of her rights while the husband 
takes it to be reasonable enough as it unburdens him of many claims 

against him with the advantage of having a wife in bonus. May be this 

arrangement makes peace prevail between them. 

That such a compromise could be expected has been pointed out in 

this verse of the Holy Qur'an by saying:~~~'{! 9~;(Avarice is made 

to be present in human souls). tn such a compromise, the greed of the 
woman lies in her intense desire to protect the future of her children 
for she fears that her release from the husband will ruin it,_ or that her 

life elsewhere may come out- to be more bitter. On the other side, the 
husband is tempted by what the woman does. He sees that she has 
forgiven her dower due on him fully or partly and that she has also 
stopped from claiming other right~ as well. Why then, he may think, 
should it be at all difficult for him to get along with her? Thus, a 
mutual compromise would become easy. 

Then, along with this, it was also said: 

"And if a woman fears ill treatment or aversion from her 
husband, then, there is no sin upon them in entering into a 
compromise between them." 

Here, the expression ~~ ,~lr (',S:-91 ( ... there is no sin upon them ... ) 
has been used to cover the" nature of the deal which, on the surface, 
appears to be a sort of bribe where the husband has been tempted 
with the forgiveness of dower and other claims and the bond of marital 
life has been kept intact. But, this (sagacious) statement of the Qur'an 
has made it clear that this is not included under bribery. Instead, it is 
included under expediency in the sense of a wise consideration under 
complex circumstances when the parties involved surrender their 
initial claims and agree to some moderated mean. This is permissible. 
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The Interference of Others in a marital Dispute 
According to al-Tafsir al-Ma:?hari, the words used in the Holy 

Qur'an at this place are: 1!.1~ ~'Y:~ 1q:,{ .:J. It means that the husband 
and wife should enter into a compromise in between them. Here, the 
word 1:~:-~( (between the two of them) suggests that it is better if no 
third person interferes in husband-wife matters - let the two of them 
come to mutual compromise on some basis. This is because the injec
tion of a third person may, at times, make the very compromise impos
sible. Even if such a compromise is reached, the weaknesses of the 
couple get exposed before a third person unnecessarily, staying safe 
against which is expedient for both parties. 

Towards the end of this verse (128), it was said: 
~ , ! .... ,, ~ ~ 

I"'""-:- -:-_;.1 ~7 l.C <:"' lS' 'ill I ~ Lf I'-::-:-~ I,' ~ ~ I " ..J":f' iJ ;.. iJ iJ" ~ ~ .r--;-- iJ ,.~ 

"And if you do good and fear Allah, then, Allah is all-aware of 
what you do." 

In the background of options given earlier, the husband did have 
the legal choice of releasing ·his w~fe on the basis of emotional incom
patibility which made it difficult for him to fulfill her rights. Then, 
according to the first sentence of this verse, it is also permissible to 
enter into a compromise with one's wife when she offers to surrender 
some of her claims. Now, the last ofthe verse cited here brings forth a 
third option. The meaning of what has been said is: 'But, if you keep 
the fear of Allah in your heart and elect to be gracefully benign in 
your conduct and carry on accommodatingly with the relationship 
despite your emotional incompatibility and keep fulfilling her rights as 
due, then, this excellent conduct of yours is before Allah, the result of 
which is obvious. Almighty Allah will reward you for your forbearance 
and for the graces of your good deeds with blessings you can never 
imagine·. Perhaps, this is the reason why the text stops at; 'Allah is 
all-aware of what you do.' It does not spell out the return for the good 
deed. The hint thus given is that it will be far more than one can ever 
imagine. 

A Summary of Comments made 
When the husband, for some reason, feels emotionally estranged 

with his wife and realizes that his rights remain unfulfilled, he should 
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try to correct matters which fall within the range of what the wife can 
do. Such effort of correction can temporarily be expressed in the form 
of coldness, hard advice and even soft disciplining under circum
stances of extreme compulsion as it has already appeared in the early 
verses of Surah al-Nisa'. If the husband loses hope in correction in 
spite of all his efforts, or there is something about it the correction of 
which is just not in the control of his wife, then comes the situation in 
which the law of Islam gives him the right to divorce and release his 
wife in a decent manner without any altercation. But, if he elects to go 
along with the relationship living under the same conditions while 
ignoring his rights and fulfilling hers in full, then, this conduct of his 
is highly meritorious and deserving of a great reward. In contrast, if 
the case is thA ether way around, that is, the husband does not fulfill 
the necessary rights of his wife for which reason the wife wishes to be 
released by him. Now, under 'this situation, if the husband is also 
willing to release her, ·the course is clear. The woman too has the right 
to react when the husband wishes to release her on the basis of non
fulfillment of his rights - she too has the right to opt for her freedom. 
In ca,se, the husband is not ready to release her on his own, the wife 
has the right to reclaim her freedom through an Islamic court. But, if 
she braves through the cold and crooked ways of her husband with 
patience surrendering her claims to due rights, carries on living with 
him in a spirit of accommodation and keeps fulfilling his rights, then, 
this is highly meritorious for her and deserving of a great reward. 

The Guideline in Essence 
Thus, on the one hand, the Holy Qur'an gives to both parties the 

legal right to remove difficulties from their relationship and to receive 
their due right; while, on the other, by prompting both of them to 
demonstrate high morals and to be patient with the loss of their 
rights, the instruction given was that they should abstain from 
severing their relationship to the farthest limit of possibility. Both 
parties should bypass bits of thl;lir claims and come to a compromise on 
some mutually agreed formula. 

Compromise: The Better Option 
Initially, this verse simply mentions that compromise is permis

sible in the event of a husband-wife difference and towards the end of 
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the verse, the parties have been prompted to carry on with the rela
tionship in the best spirit of patience and forbearance in the event that 
such a compromise does not materialize. In between, there appears a 
sentence which proves the desirability of compromise as the favoured 
choice. It was said:~~I_;(The compromise is better). The nature of 
the sentence is fairly general as stated. It certainly includes husband
wife disputes in the present context. However, it also includes all other 
kinds of family differences as well as all mutual disputes, altercations 
and litigations that come up in worldly life. This is because the words 
of the Holy Qur'an are general - 'The compromise is better'. 

Thus, the parties would fare better if they avoid being stubborn 
about the fulfillment of their demands in toto and elect to forgo some 
of these from each side and agree to a compromise on some middle 
ground. The Holy Prophet rl--.J ~ .J.Ji ..)-has said: 

, 1-- , ~ ~ , ..;; , ~ !,, 
<j'J'~tl",w" ... ~",l L.!Y"I~I ~"ii:),.,I=!JI~·"~·~.L:! I< 
I) ... .J ~.JI> i?.J ? I.)-' , .,, ~ f, . rc- v-

+ ... , Y%, ... -:;.- u;.: ~I ~.t.'-'• •t: 
i? .J"' , ~.J.J"' ~ 

"Every compromise is permis~ible between Muslims except a 
compromise in which something unlawful has been made 
lawful or something lawful has been made unlawful and 
Muslims must abide by accepted conditions except a condition 
in which something lawful has been made unlawful." (Narrated 

by Al-l:Iakim from Kathir ibn 'Abdullah, Tafsir Ma~hari) 

For example, it is not permissible to enter into a compromise with 
one's wife on the condition that the husband will also marry her sister 
because Islamic law prohibits combining two sisters in the bond of 
marriage. This is ]J.ariim or unlawful. Or, the husband may wish to 
compromise on the condition that he will not fulfill the rights of the 
other wife for this amounts to turning something lawful into some
thing unlawful. 

Since, in the }:ladith narration quoted above, every compromise has 
been declared as permissible in a general sense, Imam Abu I:Ianifah 
has deduced from this statement the ruling that all kinds of compro
mises are permissible. They may be with an avowal, for example, the 
defendant's confession that he owes $1,000 as claimed by the plaintiff 
following which a compromise may be arrived at either by the 
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surrender of a certain part of the total amount claimed by the plaintiff, 
or by his taking something in lieu of the claimed amount, or through a 
lack of avowal or disavowal by the defendant who may simply wish to 
reach a certain compromise no matter what the claim be in reality. Or, 
despite a disclaimer, the defendant may bring himself round to pay up 
some of the amount just to end the dispute and this very action may 
make the compromise possible. All these three kinds of compromise 
are permissible. However, in the eventuality of silence or denial, there 
does exist a difference among some jurists. 

Finally, worth mentioning here is a problem which relates to the 
compromise between a married couple mentioned in this verse. If a 
woman makes a compromise by surrendering some of her rights, this 
compromise will totally eliminate the right of the woman the fulfill
ment of which stood incumbent on the husband at the time of the 
compromise. For example, the payment of the dower which was due to 
to be paid by the husband before the compromise. So, when she makes 
a compromise by forgiving the whole or part of the dower, then, this 
dower or its part would stand devplved after which her right to claim 
it would lapse. But, the rights the fulfillment of which was just not 
obligatory on the husband at the time of the compromise - for example, 
the payment of expenses in the future or the right to privacy which 
would be applicable in the future - will not be, for all practical 
purposes, his responsibility to fulfill. If a compromise is reached on the 
basis of a surrender of these rights, the right of the woman to claim 
these does not devolve for ever. Instead, she can declare any time she 
so chooses that she is not willing to forgo the right in future. Under 
this situation, the husband will have the choice to release her. (Tafsir 

Ma~hari etc.) 

: ..... ! ' ,,...,,, 
In the last verse (130) : :;:" t;)I.S'{uJ ~ liAW (And if they separate, 

Allah shall, through His capacity, make each of them need-free), both 
parties have been comforted in case all efforts to put things right 
between them come to naught and they have to separate. This should 
be no cause for concern. Allah Almighty will make each of them free 
from needing the other. The woman will get another home, and a 
source of support, and the man will find another woman. The power of 
Allah is extensive. There is no reason to lose hope. Let each one of the 
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couple think of the life they had before getting married. They were two 
separate individuals who did not know each other as husband and 
wife. Almighty Allah made it possible for them to be united in 
marriage. The same thing can happen again. 

I 

By saying: ~ ~i;lll15lS"; (And Allah is All-Embracing, All-Wise) 
at the close of the verse, it has been confirmed that the dimensions of 
Allah's capacity are most extensive and everything that issues forth 
from Him is based on wisdom. It is quite possible that the very separa
tion may be the most expedient solution of the problem. The post
separation period may bless them with mates that make their lives 
good to live. 

No one is responsible for something beyond his control 
In order to make married ·life pleasant and stable, the Holy Qur'an 

has given important instructions to both parties in these verses. Out of 
these, there is the verse: :-'L.:81 ~ 1i~ ~~!J!.~?::-.. -:; $3'; (And you shall never 
be able to maintain real equality between wives ... -129) which carries a 
special instruction for both. At this point it will be recalled that the 
Holy Qur'an has already established in the beginning of Surah al-Nisa' 
that a man who holds more than one wife in the bond of marriage is 
duty-bond to maintain justice and equality among all wives, and that 
if one thinks that he would be unable to fulfill this obligation, he 
should not take more than one wife. It was said: f~l;flj~~~~ ~u "But, 

, ""' r , "' 
if you fear that you will not maintain equity, then, (keep to) one 
woman (4:3)." 

The Holy Prophet ~J ~ JJi·.j.... has, by his word and deed, declared 
that maintaining justice and equality among wives is a very emphatic 
injunction and he has given stern warnings to those who contravene it. 
Sayyidah 'A'ishah ~ .J.Ji ~.; has said that the Holy Prophet ~ took 
great care in making perfectly sure that he treats his wives equally 
and justly. While he did so, he prayed to Allah: 

, , *"- .I ,, ..1; ,., .,., J ""' ""' "" ,.., .!, "" 
~I ~ .... 2.lli l2j '·~I~ "j.J .~1 lZ,; , _...- iJJ, "'!.ltl 

"" .J , .. ~ t.s;--' " .. , ~ r-r-
0 Allah,. this equalization of mine is in what I have in my 
control, therefore, do not make me answerable for what is in 
Your control (that is, emotional inclination) and not in mine. 

Who could be in control of his self more than the Holy Prophet ~ ? 
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Yet, the matter of emotional inclination was what he too ruled as 
something out of his control and prayed to Almighty Allah that he be 
excused on that count. 

The veneer of the words in verse 3 of Surah al-Nisa' gave• the 
impression that maintaining equity between wives was al\ absolute 
obligation which, obviously, includes equity in emotional lhclina'tion 
while this is something not in one's control. Therefore, in this verse of 
the Surah al-Nisa', the matter was clarified by saying that in things 
which one does not control, equality is not obligatory. However, 
equality shall be observed in matters within one's control, for example, 
equality in spending nights with them, their living standards and com 
of maintenance. Allah Almighty has revealed this injunction in a way 
which compels a God-fearing person to put it into practice. It was said: 
,:,Y.-,, ;.o"""' .,.:;:_p ,,,.,, jl "'\ooo""' -' ,,.. '~O , , 

U.Wl5' L:.'-'..;.:::; t"IJ t< I'''' JU ,'- >N ''".L..::..:..ll :''"l''..u.; ?))"":::'L::',., n'(And you shall 
, J.) o/' ....,..- ~ ~.I'- _JJj ~ , ~ :.y"' "" ~ iJJ 

never be able to maintain real equality between wives, even though 
you are eager to. So, do not le·an totally (towards one) and leave the 
other hanging). 

This leads us to realize that ·the inability to maintain equality 
pointed out in this verse actually refers to the equality in emotional 
inclination which is beyond human control. Then, the words of this 
verse: .f1l 'J}1,# 'ii (So, do not lean totally ... ) themselves contain the 
justification of this sense. This is because the words mean: 'Even 
though maintaining equality in emotional inclination is not within 
your power, yet you should not lean totally towards one of your wives 
so much so that you start preferring her even in matters which lie 
within your power and control'. 

Thus, this verse ofSurah al-Nisa' (129) becomes a clarification ofthe 
earlier verse (3) of the same Surah which outwarldly appeared to be 
suggesting that equality in emotional inclination too was obligatory. 
Now, this verse makes it precisely clear that this is not obligatory 
because it does not lie in one's power. Instead, what is obligatory is the 
equality in matters which do lie in one's power and discretion. 

This verse cannot be used against polygamy 
Incidentally, the details appearing above also serve to remove the 

misunderstanding of those who, by juxtaposing these two verses, wish 
to conclude that the verse appearing at the beginning of Surah al-Nis'a 
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(3) says: 'If you cannot maintain equality between wives, marry only 
one'; while, the other verse (129) says: 'Maintaining equality betwaen 

,,h.#/ 

two wives is just not possible'; therefore, the outcome is: The very 
keeping of two (or more) wives in the bond of marriage is impermis-
sible as such! , 

·~ 
Though surprising, Allah Almighty has Himself ph:~sed these very 

two verses with the necessary material to remove this misunder
standing. The indication given in the present verses by the use of the 
words: pi J? 1~ 9J (So, do not lean totally) has appea;ed immediately 
before while the words used in verse 3 were: i~l..;:i·l~~ ~~ ~ $~ : "But, if 
you fear that you will not maintain equity, then, (keep to) one woman." 
Here, in the later verse, saying: 'If you fear' as a condition openly indi
cates that maintaining justic~ and equality between wives is not 
beyond the realm of possibility or ability. Otherwise, there was no 
need for this extended word arrangement, more so, not to the limit of 
two full verses. For example, the verse which says: ~;~~~1 
(Forbidden for you are your mothers and your daughters - 4:23) carries 
details pertaining to women marrjage with whom is forbidden. Then, 
by saying:~{! ~1_#. $l;'(and that you combine two sisters in the bond 
of marriag~ - 4:23), it has been declared that combining two sisters in 
marriage is unlawful. Similarly, it was quite possible to say that 
having more than one wife simultaneously is unlawful. If so, the 
restriction of ~(/i &;'(two sisters) with 1~ 5I (that you combine) would 
have become" redundant. It was possible to say this in one single 

" " sentence, something like: ~i.?l~l~ 51;(and that you combine two 
women in the bond of marriage) which would have made it unlawful in 
the absolute sense. But, the Holy Qur'an avoids this lexical brevity for 
the sake of a longer narration, the detail of which extends to as much 
as two full verses. This treatment also indicates that the verse: 1#51; 
.;::!fi&;;Cthat you combine two sisters in the bond of marriage - 4:23) is, , 
in a way, suggesting the justification of combining more than one 
woman in the bond of marriage which is quite permissible with the 
condition that they should not be sisters of each other. 

Verses 131-134 

.. 
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~~~!~~ ?I"'.Jt'JJII.e~ ·fF!-'13'1"'~~ :~-::? ~11-!i' '.J~ I.) '.J !JA-1 ~ .)J , • ~ • "' 'Y '.J 
I ..,.. ' I 4- / .P"' / ,; ,:~,;_:1 ..... .., / ,; 

l!::..:..i llJI . l!"" .1 • ~I . _j ~,;~I I ... 'I . _j ~ . .JJ ~ lJ .. , u .J ~..) "-S'/ 'J , ~ l..S/ , ., ~, ·'~'' 
"' ' ':<,....;, · ''S/1. _j ~ ~.)~ ~tl. _j L4' J.l""~'"''~lf!~ I..S""""J '-f'.J u; J,; ~ "',J -,; "• 

, ,., .9,; y :t .:t ~ .. .!,. 
~~"' )ll!JI4:11 '. ... <~&..l]t'f.1~1"''"'y:~..)t!S'"'.JTL , u ~ _ r-:-::: _ _ u,., ~ ..,. .,.,J,., . 

_..... I :,_ /"' >lo, 1.J -'~1.5 ?_, -'\rr:~..l~~~ ~~ '1-::::'llJI-:'LS'"".;.':"',~'L 0-!. I.) ;.ro ~ ..,. '.;-!....... , ~ I.) J ~ ~ . 
~"' / ,, ,-_Y., ...... .!. ,; ,-~...9 : 

ill I ':"'l$"" .;.·v· ~I"' LJ:UI C,lh illl j? • 9 L...;Ill 61"",\ u J ,...:..r; J - . 'jJ ,; , - • 'jJ 

"''n:~..l4-' "'(l~·:\.::'r ~ ..,.~ -..... 

And to Allah belongs what is in the heavens and what 
is in the earth. And We have ordered those who were 
given the Book before you, and (ordered) you your
selves to fear Allah. And if you disbelieve, then, surely 
to Allah belongs what is in the heaven and what is in 
the earth. And Allah is All-Independent, Every-Praised. 
[131] And to Allah belongs what is in the heavens and 
what is in the earth. And 'Allah is enough to trust in. 
[132] 

If He so wills, He can make you go, 0 men, and bring 
others in. And Allah has the power to do that. [133] 

Whoever seeks the return of this world, then, with 
Allah is the return of this world and of the Hereafter. 
And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. [134] 

Sequence 
After having stated the rules of behaviour as related to women and 

orphans, the text now reminds the promise of rewards for those 
abiding by these rules, and the warning for those contravening them, 
which is the usual style of the Holy Qur'an. 

Significant Inferences , 
Readily noticeable here is the repetition of'-"'~~~~; .;,~I._,.J ~ill 

/ ~ , " " / 

which means that everything created in the heavens and the earth 
belongs to Allah. Repeated thrice, these words signify three shades of 
meaning. In the first place, the aim is to point out to the limitless 
scope of Allah's power of creation which lacks nothing. In the second 
instance, the objective is to focus on Allah's attribute of self-
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sufficiency, self-adequacy and His being need-free. It means: Should 
one disbelieve, deny or reject the good counsel given, He is in no need 
of anyone's obedience for He stands ever-praised in His pristitie glory. 
The third mention of these words embodies a statement of Allah's 
mercy which makes things work for people. It means: Should one fear 
Allah and be obedient to Him, Allah will ~Jlfill dtl his needs, because 
He is the owner of every thing in this universe. 

The third verse (133) gives a clear and conclusive statement that 
Almighty Allah is fully capable of eliminating such people by with
drawing them from the scene of life and replacing them 'with others, 
submitting and obedient. This too goes on to prove t'tlat Allah is above 
and beyond any need and that the disobedient ones must themselves 
shudder at their obduracy and correct their untenable stand. 

Verse 135 
.,; ~ ~ ~ .:1 ,..,,.., J' ~ . 0 ..:; ,..,_,,..,'* 

_,,,..,ill ~1Jg7· ..h..:AJL -;_, I"'" 1"-'(" lx,...I'-:'"..UI 1 ·"'_U_' 
J-'.) "' / ,.., .... ;-~ '.J-9 'jJ _t-J ~ 0-!."' "'t': 

.,; ,.., ~ ,.., 9..... _,,..,, .:1 .,; 0 )'..:1,.., ~ 
11-r·-'1 L::.:.l .r'("~-! I c..-:'> '")'I"· "JJ('l I"."( .. ~.;"':1 II~ ~.) ., ~ u., ~~ 'J ~ ,J-' ~ r~ ~ 
~ _, -' ,.., ~ , , , , ·- ..... .:. .,; 

1'':::-'?l"q.n,;r~ 1 .'-:'Ill-'~" '5U .... ,,. ".:11J'...uu 'J-A-" I) .) J-'.... I) I.,$,.JT' ~ ~~ (J".) "' J' ,.., I ,, 

-'wol-1+,-:- -:-JlZ7l1~15-all'~l11"-! "~if ~ Y"..r.:J? U ;.-I)· U_., ~~.) 
0 those who believe, be unpholders of justice -
witnesses for Allah, even though against (the interest 
of) yourselves or the parents, and the kinsmen. One 
may be rich or poor, Allah is better caretaker of both. 
So do not follow desires, lest you should swerve. And if 
you twist or avoid (the evidence), then, Allah is all
aware of what you do. [135) 

The real purpose of sending prophets and scriptures 
In this verse of Surah Al-Nisa', all Muslims have been instructed to 

uphold justice and be true when appearing as witnesses. Besides, 
things which can become impediments to the establishment of justice 
or the availability of true evidence have been removed in a highly 
eloquent manner. Avers~ of Surah al-Ma'idah (Volume 3) which will 
follow immediately after the completion of Surah al-Nisa' carries the 
same subject. In fact, their words are nearly common. Then, there is a 
verse in Surah al-I:ladid which tells us that the important purpose of 
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sending Sayyidna Adam r')UI ~ as the viceregent of Allah in this 
world followed by other blessed prophets one after the other with the 
same status alongwith Scriptures and Missions was to see that justice 
prevails in the world with peace corning in its wake. The objective was 
to have every human being as a distinct individual adopt justic.e as his 
or her hallmark within his or her circle of influence ~ control. As for 
the chronically contumacious who would not take to the path ofjllfi>tice 
and fairness through good counsel, education and communication and 
continue being dogged in their contumacy, then, they will be the ones 
who have to be compelled to observe justice through legal process a:tld 
due penalization and punishment. .. 

The words of this verse from Surah Al-I:ladid (57:25) are as follows: 

... .J :1 I J .J ""-' ~" t , ,... " "'-' " "" 
.I CiJI "'.r:"t (1( .. 11·'\:::..::~1..1 """L.:J-:'·1"' ~L l..;.l..;!-' l.:..l..:::,l ill' 

1.)" i~oJ.r..-'J. " ~ jJ'J" -· • '.) '.) .J 
, Jill"! , .f ~ , , ,, ,,, , , 

l1ll {i~"'lJ~ !.I If w1!JJ.I W31 "..k.!..iJL u: "1..::" .J -, !,)"., .... -, :;J.J"'"'., 

We have sent Our messengers with clear signs and We have 
sent with them the Book and the Balance so that people stand 
firm with justice and we sent.the iron in which there is great 
awe, and benefits for people. 

Thus we know that the system under which Prophets and Books 
were sent was basically aimed at establishing justice. The reference to 
sending down iron at the end of the verse hints towards the eventu
ality when the good counsel alone would not be enough to make people 
abide by justice. Instead, there would still be some compulsive 
miscreants who must be disciplined with the deterrent of iron, chains 
and bars and other weapons, in the best interest of establishing 
justice. 

Abiding by justice is not for the government alone. 
Now, we have before us the present verse Surah al-Nisa' (4:135), and 

verse· 8 of Surah al-Ma'idah (5) -

~ "'~"'"" ... ',_,, ; , - _,.:, "'" 1.1 I ~ ~~ II-::' .{,i~l!.!,-:<.';'.t , ... "i ... .la..UJL~I<!"• A.1J -:' .. ~~ ,,0(' • " u-r,,., oJ r-.r- .J"'" ., ............. ~_,. 'Y.JJ 
I: ,; f "' ~ ,_ , ,, .J 

-:~~7 ~ '" · '4111 '~'I ,1lJII~I" ~~ll.;!t'..il ,.f 1,-,..&1 oJ ,/~ oJ., :.:r- .J IS " • .r Y' '.J", " 

Be steadfast for Allah as witnesses for justice. And malice 
against a people should not bid you to not doing justice. Do 
justice. That is nearer to Taqwa. And fear Allah. Surely, 
Allah is all-aware of what you do. (5:8) 
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as well as the verse from Surah al-I:ladid (57:25) cited immediately 
above. In these verses, it has been clearly stated that establishing.and 
maintaining justice and being steadfast on it is not simply ·£i1e duty of' 
governments and courts. The instruction has been given to every 
human being obligating him or her to fulflJ.l the,..demands of justice by .. 
being personally firm about it and, at the same time, by making efforts 
that others too stay equally firm about seeing justice done. However, a 
certain level of justice does fall in the jurisdiction of government and 
its officials when the wicked, the rebellious and the fOntumacious 
challenge and confront the processes of justice by flouting it personally 
as well as by stopping others to carry out its dictates. On such occa
sions, penalization and punishment do become necessary. This 
enforcement of justice, obviously, can be done only by government 
which holds the reins of power in its hands. 

In the world today, leave alone the illiterate millions, even fairly 
educated people think that the dispensing of justice is the sole duty of 
governments and courts and the masses of people are not responsible 
for it. This attitude is one of the major reasons which has made the 
government and the people act as two confronting parties in every 
country and every state. As a result, a gulf of conflict divides the rulers 
and the ruled. Masses of people from every country demand and expect 
justice and fairness from their government but, strangely enough, are 
not themselves ready and eager to uphold justice. The outcome is all 
too visible everywhere in the world. Law stands on hold. Crime wave 
rides high. No doubt, we have law-making bodies in every country 
costing millions. When elections come, the furore created to elect 
representatives really shakes God's earth. Then, these elected few, 
being supposedly the cream of the whole country, go on to make laws 
with great concern and caution keeping in view the needs and senti
ments of their electorate. Then, the law is put forth for public opinion. 
When favourable, the law is considered enforceable. Then, the whole 
machinery of the government with its countless departments and 
experienced personal goes about enforcing the law so made. Now, this 
is a window to the custom~ridden world we live in. We have to look 
afresh and aim higher. In order to do something like this, we have to 
shake off from the torpor of blind following, the following of self
promoting custodians of civilization, and we shall, then, realize that 
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things are not as bright as we are being made to see. 

Compare the state of affairs for a hundred years from now, say 
1857-1957. The data will confirm that with every increase in law
making, there increased the exhibition of popular will in law and a 
corresponding increase in the machinery of law enforceJ:#ent. Qn~ kind 
of police sprouted out in many more kinds resulting in a more !~an 
matching increase in ever-escalating crimes causing people to remain 
far more deprived of justice. With this graph of conditions rising up, 
more disorder in the world started showing up. 

Belief in the Hereafter and the fear of God: The only guarantee 
of universal peace 

The world is waiting for someone sensitive and discerning who 
would cross over the barriers of customised routines and seriously 
consider the message brought by the Arabian messenger .g-. and delib
erate in the reality of things as they are. Peace in the world has never 
been achieved through penal codes, nor will it ever be. The guarantee 
of universal peace can be delivered by nothing but the belief in the 
Hereafter and the fear of God. This twosome is the channel through 
which all obligations of the ruler and the ruled, masses and the 
government merge together on a common platform. Everyone starts 
pulsating with the crucial sense of individual responsibility. When it 
comes to respecting and defending law, the masses of people cannot 
get away by saying that this was the job of the officials. It will be 
noticed that the verses of the Holy Qur'an dealing with the establish
ment of justice as cited above end with an exhortation to this very 
revolutionary article of faith. 

I 

The present verse of Surah al-Nisa' ends with the reminder: stS- WI Sl 
I~ 5.#' 4 (Allah is all-aware of what you do). At the end of the verse~ , , 
from Surah al-Ma'idah, first came the instruction to observe Taqwii, , ' .. 
the fear of Allah, after which it was said:~~ 4/.4 -all ~~(Allah is aware 

- - I.J, :., ...:; 
of what you do). Then, at the end of Surah al-l:ladid, it was said: ~~WI.:,~ 
}:4f (Allah is powerful, mighty). 

Seen together; these three verses do not rest at giving instructions 
to both officials and masses that they should not only uphold and 
establish justice personally but should also see that others too do that. 
These verses go further ahead through their concluding statements 
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whereby they focus all attention to a decisive reality which has the 
potential to generate a great revolution in human life and its aspira-., 
tions. This, in a few words, is the realization of the power and clomain 
of Almighty Allah, the thought of having to be present before Him, and 
of reckoning, and of retribution. This was, fgain in a nutshell, th'e 
secret behind the peace which prevailed in t'he les;-educated world a 
hundred years ago as compared with what we have in bur day; and, 
infact, it is the abandoning of such a valuable teaching that has 
deprived the modern progress-claiming, high-flying and satellite-borne 
world from the blessings of genuine peace on earth. 

It is in the best interest of the liberal people of the* world to realize 
that science and its progress can take them to all sorts of frontiers -
they can climb the skies, camp on stars and visit the depths of seas -
but, the real end-product of all these high-tech equipments and efforts 
is something which they would fail to find on far away stars or in ever 
new inventions. This is still there for seekers to find. It is there, clear 
and true as ever, in the message brought by the Prophet ,g-. who 
appeared in Arabia, may our lives. be ransomed for him and may the 
peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, within the message and 
teaching of his, that of believing in Allah and believing in the life-to
come and its reckoning: 

~ ' 
9.J.1 y , ~ " ,..,.., 

~_;litl 5::67 ;.!JI..f~'JI 
"Listen! Hearts rest at peace through the D hi k r 
(remembrance) of Allah." (13:28) 

Day by day, the astonishing discoveries of science do no more than 
confirm the most perfect power of Almighty Allah and go on to clearly 
demonstrate the state-of-the-art mastery of His creation which has no 
match. Before the skill and range of such creativity, every human 
claim to progress stands humbled- as the famous Persian line: u_,o; ~_,.. ~ 

~ L:..:-t ~ _, L.;l~ J~ seems to ask: If you have no wisdom and no vision, 
what is the use of doing what you do? 

Recapitulating, we can say that the Holy Qur'an has, on the one 
hand, declared the establishment of justice and fairness as the very 
purpose of a universal order in the world while, on the other hand, it 
has proposed a unique system which - if adopted and put into practice 
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- waul~ metamorphose this very blood-thirsty and iniquitous world 
into a society of virtuous people which, in turn, would become Paradise 
now, instant and cash, much earlier than the promised Paradise of the 
Hereafter. In fact, one of the explanations given regarding the verse of 
the Qur'an: J4 ~,;~\i: .J~'.;?.$: 'And for one who fears the high station of 

/ .... , "" ,.. 
his or her Rabb (Lord), there will be two Paradises' is exactly.\vhat tlas. 
been stated above. That is, the God-fearing will have two Paradises, 
one in the Hereafter and the other right here in this world. There is 
nothing Utopian about the idea. That it is feasible has been already 
demonstrated by the great harbinger of this message, the Holy 
Prophet of Islam, upon him the blessings of Allah, and peace. He has
bequeathed this message to posterity, not as some unproven theory, 
but as a practical and functioning system. Then, after him, came al
Khulafa' al-Rashidun, the rightly-guided Caliphs and many more from 
among the rulers who followed the Sunnah of the noble Prophet of 
Islam strictly. As and when they acted in accordance with the princi
ples set for them, the lion and the lamb were seen drinking at the 
same water trough, an imaginary ~aying for the ideal climate of justice 
for all, the strong and the weak, the poor and the rich, the labourer 
and the capitalist. Totally eliminated was whatever difference there 
could be between human beings. Law was respected by every indi
vidual in bolted homes and in the darkness of nights. This is no fairy 
tale. These are facts of authentic history widely corroborated and 
confessed, even by open-minded non-Muslims. 

After understanding the essence of the Qur'anic system, detailed 
explanation of the verse is given below. 

Explanation . , /"' .,,, 
The verse under reference opens w1th the words: ;';t~~~~ 1;;;! ( ... 

be upholders of justice). The word, Qis t, when it begins with Kasrah on 
Qaf, (the vowel point for i), it means justice and fairness. The true 
sense of justice and fairness is that every holder of a right should be 
given his or her due in full. Taken generally, it includes the rights of 
Allah (Jfuququlliih) and all kinds of human rights as well. Inclusive in 
the thrust of the meaning of 'upholding justice' (qiyam bi l'qist) is that 
nobody shall inflict injustice on anybody; also that the perpetrator of 
injustice (?alim) shall be stopped from inflicting injustice (?ulm) and 
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the victim of injustice (ma#um) shall be supported; and also that 
appearing as witness shall not be avoided, if witness is needed to help 
the victim of injustice to have his or her usurped right back; atfd also 
that the witness shall be true and factual as it really is, whether for or 
against anyone; and also that those who ho\<f the reins of authority ... 
and dispensation of justice in their hands sftall treat both parties to 
the case before them, equally and equitably. There shall be no tilt of 
any sort toward any one of the two. Statements given by witnesses 
shall be heard carefully. Every effort possible shall be made to investi
gate the case. Then, finally, perfect justice shall be observed in the 
verdict. 

Impediments to Justice 
Though the two verses from Surah al-Nisa' and Surah al-Ma'idah 

quoted earlier come from two different chapters, yet their subject is 
almost the common denominator between them. The only difference is 
that justice is normally impeded, obstructed or compromised by two 
things. Firstly, by love, kinship or friendship or link with someone 
which pushes the witness to testify in his favour so that he remains 
shielded against loss or that he profits by it. As for the judge or Qa<}I 
who is to give the verdict is affected by any such linkage, he would 
naturally have the urge to decide the case in favour of the party of his 
linkage. Secondly, justice is impeded by hostility towards someone 
which may take the witness to testify against him, while it could also 
become the cause of an unfavourable judgement given by the judge or 
Qa<}I. So, love and hate are passions which can cause one to move away 
from the path of justice and become involved with all sorts of injustice 
and oppression. These very two impediments have been removed in 
both the verses of Surah al-Nisa' and Surah al-Ma'idah. The instruc
tion given in the verse of Surah al-Nisa' is about removing the impedi
ment of kinship or nearness. It has been said there: &;..;l ~; ~:U1;f1 )' 

""' "' , , 
(4:135)- which means: even if your testimony goes against your parents 
or near relatives, say what is true and ignore the factor of such rela
tionship when testifying the truth. And removed through the verse of 
Surah al-Ma'idah is the impediment of grudge, malice or enmity. So, 
h . 'd ,,: .9-'',J/., .P,,~,,.,, .,, . .,,.#I:~' .. "< (Ad 1' t ere 1t was sa1 : .s~ y'.)l _,... ~~~J·I;.J .... ~ ~I Jll. c? .;li..! p ~ "'~; n rna 1ce 

against a people should not bid you to not doing justice. Do justice. 
That is nearer to Taqwa- 5:2). As clear from the translation, it means 
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that malice should not make one desert the path of justice and go 
about testifying or ruling against them. 

In addition to _that, there is a slight difference between the form of 
address and the mode of expression appearing in these two verses. In 
Surah al-Nisa', it was said: .!J-;1..q:.!' ~L ~1..?' ( ... uphod!ers of justice, 

; "" ,. "' ; -"' it .. 

witnesses for Allah- 4:135) while the words from Surah al-Ma'idah are: 
~ ..., ____ , .:. -;.-( b dl' fi All h . fi . . • ,.., 

':; 7 !'l.:.~l-4-!.~~l_,j ... e stea 1ast or a as Witnesses or JUStice- 5:8). 

To explain, we can say that the first verse contains two instructions: 
Uphold justice and witness for Allah. As for the second verse, the same 
two things have been commanded but with a changed form of address, 
that is, 'be steadfast for Allah and witnesses for justice.' 

... 

Most commentators say that this change in address shows .that 

both these things are two interpretations of the same reality. At one 
place, it was referred to as being steadfast with justice and witnesses 

f?r Allah, while at anot4er, the word arrangement was: Steadfast for 
Allah and witnesses for justice. Moreover, worth noticing is the mode 
of expression adopted in both these verses where multiple-worded 

' , ,, J,.J, w ,.., 

sentences such as ? • !IL,~I.? lj;;s' or ~~1..~ have been preferred, 
although the command to do justice could have been given through the 
use of one single. word: [,h.j1: Aqsitu: Do justice (as in Surah Al
I:Iujurat, - 49:9). Actually, the choice of the longer sentence is there -to 
indicate that being just and fair in a particular case accidentally does 
not liquidate one's responsibility wholly. The re~son is that being able 
to 'do justice in one or the other case is a natural possibility which can 
apply even to the most evil and tyrannical ruler who may find himself 
having done justice in some case. So, by the use of the word, 
qawwiimin (those who uphold and are steadfast), it has been estab
lished that upholding justice and fairness is a constant duty which 
must be observed at all times, under all conditions, for every friend or 
foe. 

Qur'anic Principles of Universal Justice 
Now, concluding our discussion about the meanings of verse 135 in 

conjunction with verse 8 of Surah al-Ma'idah, it can be safely said that 
the principles of universal justice by one and all enunciated through 
these two verses form part of the many distinctions of the glorious 
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Qur'an. These can be better appreciated when seen through two major 
aspects as given below: 

1. To begin with, officials and masses of people have all been 
alerted to the supreme subdueing power of Almighty Allah and to the ,. 
ultimate reckoning of the fateful Day of Retrib4"f:,ion so that they could 
think, stop and deter or be prepared to face the consequences. In view 
of this, the masses themselves have to respect law, and the officials 
who are responsible for the enforcement of law, they too, have to keep 
the thought of Allah and Akhirah (God and the Hereafter) before them 
while enforcing law and thus be the servants and not the thoughtless 
masters of God's multitudes of people. They should make law a source 
of service to people and a source of betterment of the whole world. 
never causing their worries to increase, never engineering ways to 
condemn victims of injustice to. their grinding mills of red tape. never 
making them suffer from injustice multiplied with more injustices, 
and finally, never ever selling law for mean desires or paltry gains. By 
saying: Be steadfast for Allah - witnesses for Allah, both officials and 
masses have been exhorted to act for Allah and act with sincerity at its 
best. 

2. The second element of importance here is that the responsibility 
of establishing justice and fairness as a way of life has been placed_on 
the shoulders of all human beings. As for the verses from Surah al
Nisa' and Surah al-Ma'idah wherein, by saying: ~~· ~j1 LiU. (0 those 
who believe), the entire Muslim community ha·s been addressed. But, 
in Surah al-I:Iadid, by saying: ?" ~i~Jtfll ;;0)so that mankind stands 
firm with justice - 57:25), this duty has been considered binding on all 
human beings. Similarly, by saying: ~~ )..t '); (even though against 
yourselves ... ), instruction has been given that justice is not something 
to be demanded from others only, instead, it should also be exacted 
from one's own self. It means that one should say nothing against 
what is true and just, even when one has to declare something against 
one's own self, even if such an action is likely to bring loss upon one's 
person, because this loss is insignificant, tiny and transitory. On the 
contrary, should someone elect to placate his self by fla:t lies. then he 
has bought for himself the severe punishment of the Day of 
Retribution. 
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Verses 136-137 
;. ,.., ~ ' .:. ,.r .I " ,.,,,.,,J 
J'='~ _, ..UI ~I,., .J ,)I,..,,.., illL I,! I' I,. ""I'-:', ..UI I ·"l1 

'j-J !.$,.. y ,., 'J ,,~.J'J; ;., ',H. ~ ~; ""'t'! -
.!. .I-' .I .; .....: ,., ~ ' illL _,-:":: ?""-"' .s:t'-; ? J-:'~11 .l..ll ~I"" .J _,,,.., 11-::: 

"' ;, ..r-"-!. l,jA 'J ~.)"':"" ~ 'J r;, y ... :J ,,~.) ~ 
-:- " ,..,,.., , .> ' .1-'- ,. ,., ~ -..Ill--: I'( 1..AJ . ~I J-111,., ;,.L!.JI.; WS"~~,.., 
(~ 4)-'*"' ..;-"; j; " 'J I " '.):J I :,. .J I; "" :J 
,.,, """"' ,..,_, Y.. ~.P -', ..... ,..,, )I -:: ~ ""' • ·~ rs lj~ p l~l'p IJ:,AS' p ,1_;.::1'~.-fJI ~1~''"'~1I:;! 

.. ,., .. , " , .. .I P""'- ,., ... ,.,,., 
-'"""• ~,..,, ~""!""'; ko • -;t WI.'~"""' 1~:-<' I""'SI~·I 
t-H~ .J rr-.;,; -.; ~ ~ 'J .) 

~ 

~\fV~~ 
0 those who believe, do believe in Allah and His 
Messenger and in the .Book He has revealed to His 
Messenger and in the Books He has revealed earlier. 
And whoever disbelieves in Allah and His angels and 
His Books and His Messengers and the Last Day has 
indeed gone far astray. [136] 

Surely, those who believed and then disbelieved, 
believed again and then disbelieved, then went on 
increasing in their disbeHef · Allah is not to forgive 
them nor lead them on the path. [137] 

Sequence 

604 

Discussed upto this point were subsidiary injunctions mostly, 
alongwith issues relating to faith (' ima'n) and disbelief (kufr) appearing 
as a corollary to dealings with antagonists. Onwards from here, these 
issues appear in some detail continuing al:most close to the end of the 
Surah. In the sequence of statements, first comes a description of' imiin 
(faith) as credible in the sight of the Shari'ah. After that, various 
groups of disbelievers have been censured for their beliefs and for 
some of their deeds also which issue forth from their faulty beliefs. 

Important Notes 
1. The first part of the verse 137 which begins with the words: ~~~ $~ 

tJ~~ t;f::t' (Surely, those who believed and then disbelieved, believed 
again and then disbelieved, then went on increasing in their disbelief) 
ref.ers to the hypocrites. But, some commentators say that this verse is 
about the Jews for they were the ones who first believed, then, after 
having taken to the golden calf, became disbelievers. After that, they 
repented and believed. Then again, they rejected the prophethood of 
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Sayyidna 'Isa r>l-IIJ ·~' ~ and fell back into disbelief. Finally, by 
refusing to believe in the prophethood of Sayyidna Mu}:lam~flld !f. , 
they further increased in their disbelief (Rill) al-Ma'anl). 

"' "' .., , ,!, .P. ... 
2. The second part of the verse 137 ~ ~~ ... ~;~ ;.!·~~-tl.ii.;f!tJ (-· 

Allah is not to forgive them nor lead them ort<the p~th), when read as a 
whole with the first part, would mean that their repeated return to 
disbelief will cause their very ability to receive true guidance to be 
taken away from them and, in that event, they will have neither the 
future option to repent nor the opportunity to believe. Otherwise, the 
general rule laid out by the definitive texts of the Qur'an and· Sunnah 
is that a disbeliever (kafir) or an apostate (murtadd), no matter how 
hardened, has his past sins forgiven -- if the taubah (repentance) made 
by him is sincere and true. So, if such. people too change and repent, 
the law of amnesty and forgiveness is open. 

Verses 138-141 
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being disbelieved and ridiculed you should not sit with 
them unless they enter into some other discourse. You, 
in that case, would be like them. Surely, Allah is to 
gather all hypocrites and disbelievers in Jahannam [140] 

- those who look for (a misfortune for) you, so, if there 
is a victory for you, they say, ''Were we not with you?" 
And if there is a gain for the disbelievers, they say,."(to • 
them) 'Had we not overpowered you, still protected 
you from the believers?" So, Allah will decide between 
you on the Doomsday. And Allah shall never give the 
disbelievers a way against the believers. [141] 

Commentary 

606 

.. 
In the first verse (138), the hypocrites have been given the news of a 

painful punishment. By articulating a distressing news with .the word, 
'basharah' (good news), the hint given is that everyone looks forward 
to some good news to brighten his or her future but, for the hypocrites, 
there is just no other news except this. 

Seek Honour from Allah alone 
Closefriendly relations with disbelievers and polytheists have been 

forbidden in the second verse (139). Warning has been served on those 
who do so. Right along, after giving the reason why people get involved 
with this disease, the practice has been declared ineffectual and 

.:, ,.,, , c ,..,,...,..., , , .P.., "' 

absurd. The words of the text are: tf~;~ ~·~1.:,~ ;~I~~ 5~1 (139) (Are 
they seeking honour in their company? But, indeed, all honour belongs 
to Allah). To explain, we can say that the urge to meet and be friendly 
with disbelievers and polytheists is generally prompted by the 
assumption that their outwardly visible influence, power and collective 
strength may give honour and power to those who have close relations 
with them. Almighty Allah has exposed the reality behind this absurd 
notion by saying: You want to acquire honour from those who them
selves have no honour. 'Izzah ·(;~)which means might and mastery, ,. 
belongs to none but Allah and whenever some sort of might and 
mastery is given to any person, it is given by Allah. With the scheme of 
things being such, it would certainly be a gross lack of reason to go 
about acquiring honour by displeasing the owner and giver of real 
honour and stooping down to the level of scroungers for temporal 
honour through His enemies? 
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The same subject has appeared in the Qur'anic Surah al-Munafiqun 
with one addition as follows: 

For Allah is all honour, and for His Messenger, and for 
believers- but, the hypocrites do not know,. 63:8. 

...... Jl'<: 

By adding the messenger and the believers with Almighty Allah in 
this verse, it has been emphasized that Allah is the only owner
possessor of real honour and it is He Who bestows on whosoever He 
wills a certain part of that honour. Since the Messenger of Allah and 
those who believe in them are dear in the sight of .t}llah, therefore, 
honour and mastery are given to them. As for the disbelievers and the 
polytheists, they themselves do not have this kind of honour, then, 
what sort of honour can one get by acting in league with them? There
fore, Sayyidna 'Umar ~ .J.li..?.; said: 

,!, ~"""' , ,_ 
{1)1 iHI -~~'lt j:al ~ 

,. "" "' "' 
Whoever seeks honour through human beings (His servants) 
is disgraced by Allah. (Jai?i?al?) · 

As in Mustadrak al-I:Iakim, Sayyidna 'Umar ~ ..lJi..?.; said to Sayy
idna Abu 'Ubaydah, the Governor of Syria: 

, ..... "'"' ,., -t:~,.,, J , ~ ,,., ;' .:,.,, "" -: ..... "' _, 
~<~u LD1 J~1 1:J.~s:, ')l.;, l'L. ~'(..-:": lD1 J~1: LD1 t:q (!~> r _, -.r J i, ~ # ,. r .r-""" '-!' J -.r ...,.. , 

J, .1 -.,~,; (II ,., 1ft -' '""' , :J ""' . -llJI ~'(ljf .ill I 7 ~ o'='-'1 ,, t.:~ \*" ')l..!.l'L i.UI r- .. / ~ :.r:: ~ r.... , ;.-

You were the lowest (in numbers) 'and the weakest (in 
strength) among the people (of the world), then Allah made 
you exceed in numbers and strength with (the grace of) Islam; 
and you were the meanest (in status) among the people (of the 
world), then Allah raised you in honour with (the grace of) 
Islam. So, understand this very clearly: If you seek honour 
from any source other than Allah, Allah will disgrace you. 

Explaining the meaning of this verse, the famous commentator, 
Abu Bakr al-JaE?E?EtE? has said in Al).kam al-Qur'an that the verse forbids 
the seeking of honour through friendship with disbelievers and 
sinners. However, the seeking of honour and power through Muslims 
is not forbidden because this verse of Surah al-Munafiqun has made it 
clear that Almighty Allah has blessed His messenger and the believers 
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with honour. (Ja~?l?a$, p. 352, v.2) 

If the 'lzzah or honour mentioned here means the everlasting 
honour of the life-to-come, the 'Akhirah, then, its applicability to 
Allah's messenger and the believers in the life of the present world is 
quite obvious, for the honour of the 'Akhirah can never ~comt the lot 
of any disbeliever or polytheist. Conversely, if it is t;ken to mean 
honour in the present life of the world, then, barring transition~~ll 
periods and accidental happenings, this honour and mastery is, ulti
mately, the right of Islam and Muslims alone. Until such time that 
Muslims remained Muslims in the true sense, the whole world 
witnessed the spectacle. Then, there shall be the later period when 
Muslims will reassemble around true Islam under the leadership of 
Sayyidna 'Isa r>WI ~ascendancy will again be theirs. That Muslims 
appear to be weak during the interim period, because of their weak
ness of faith and involvement with sins, does not go against it. 

In the third verse (140): ~ ~ ~ JYjj; (. .. and He has revealed to 
you in the Book), by referring to another verse of the Holy Qur'an 
which had already been revealed· as a verse of the Surah al-An'am 
before the event of Hijrah in Makkah al-Mukkarrmah, it has been re
emphasized that Allah had sent, much earlier, the command that they 
should not even sit in the company of disbelievers and sinners. Now, 
surprising as it is, these heedless people have gone much beyond that 
by establishing friendly relations with them assuming that they were 
the bearers of honour and the wielders of power in their own right. 

The verse of Surah al-Nisa' under discussion (140) and the verse of 
Surah al-An'am (68) which has been referred to in the Surah al-Nisa' 
both carry the same sense. That is, should some people sitting in a 
group be engaged in denying and deriding the verses revealed by 
Allah, then, as long as they stay occupied with this vain exercise, 
sitting in their company to participate or observe is also forbidden 
(l)ariim). However, the words of Surah al-An'am have some generaliza
tion, and a little more detail for it says: 

, ) t ,.., , ~ , "" 
, · I , · ~ · "" ~"' , , ~ " ~ . , lJ li.:J I' 1 · -: , ~ "· " -: ".lJ I -::, I "' I~ I "' 
~ ~ j>U. ~ l""t""-" ~~ "- ~ 1.)~ j>U. ~"' ~ '.) ;J 

J ,.,, , , ;.J,, ..,,. Jl t ~ ""' ""' .... 
~ , I t:::ll , :'I 0 't" .lJI J.;; .J.A.ij ')U !' t.: ,•11 ~I:"'" ~ f I.:: I" 0 , • .;..1.;.;. 
~ C,-""' t" I.S.r,., • ~ - .. - ').J .~ ,. .. 

And when you see those who indulge in Our verses adversely, 
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turn away from them, until such time that they may get busy 
with some subject other than that. And if Satan makes you 
forget, do not sit with the unjust people after the recollectio'll. 
(6:68) 
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Here, in the verse cited above, the refe.rence,)s to disputation in ... 
Divine verses which includes disbelief and mockeq as well. Also 
included here is the act of distorting the meaning of a verse, that is, 
deducing such meanings from the verses of the Holy Qur'an which are 
contrary to the tafsir or explanation given by the Holy Prophet ~ and 
his blessed Companions, or are against the consensus of the Muslim 
Community. Therefore, Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas..:...&. J..il ~.),as 
reported by :Oal:ll;ak, has said that included within the sense of this 
verse are those who explain the Qur'an (tafslr) erroneously or distort 
its meaning (tal)_rlf) or invent what is not there (bid'ah). The actual 
words of this report are being given below: 

~ !.P t.~ ,, 
~I .~ ''I.,_,,: .. : 1<"_; , .• J!JI . .J .::.;.;;.1J5 t~l o..ik >.J 'I: S , .. , c.....r- (.J', ~... . vw. ~....... <...f; .;. ... , .. , , ~ .r 

(Ma-::hari, p.263, v.2) 

The impermissibility of listening to opinion-based 
explanations of the Holy Qur'an: 

From here we find out that a person who, while talking, explaining 
or teaching the Holy Qur'an, is not observant of the exegetical authen
ticity credited to the most righteous elders of the early period (i.e. the 
Companions of the Holy Prophet FJ ~ J..il ~ or their pupils) instead, 
indulges in giving meanings of the Qur'an contrary to those stated by 
them, then, participation in the Dars (teaching sessions) or Tafsir 
(Exegesis) of such a person shall be impermissible under the authority 
of the Qur'an, being a sin rather than a source of reward. In Tafsir al
Ba.b.r al-Mu.b.it, Abu I:Iayyan has said: These verses tell us that what is 
sinful to say verbally remains equally sinful when heard through the 
ears voluntarily. He has even put it in a poetic exhortation: 

,P ~ • 
"-/ -t..!"q ·~ ~Ldfl ~ , ... _:<- .. ~II L.;:... '"" , "~1::'.' I;~ ~ ,; "' ... ~ r.z:;:- ~ , ~ ~' ~ 

Protect your ears from hearing the evil 
As you protect your tongue from saying it. 

After looking at the element of some generalization in the verse of 
Surah al-An'am, we can now turn to the other element of additional 
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remarks about the possibility of someone having joined the company of 
such people unknowingly. In that case, once it is realised, the person 
should immediately leave that gathering. The point is that one should 
not sit with unjust people when alerted to the situation. 

Now, in both verses of Surah al-Nisa' and Siirah al-An'am. it h~s 
~ . 

been declared that as long as they remain occupied with their cross-
comments, sitting in their company is forbidden. Here, we face another 
aspect of the problem which is: When they stop talking in that partic
ular strain and digress to some other topic, would sitting with them 
and taking part in mutual discourse at that time become permissible, 
or not? The Qur'an has elected not to be explicit on this situation, 
therefore, on this subject, there is a difference of views among 
scholars. Some have said that the reason for this prohibition was the 
disparagement and distortion of Divine verses - when that stopped, 
the prohibition stopped too. Therefore, once they start talking about 
something else, sitting in their company is no sin. Some others have 
said that (sitting in) the company of such disbelieving, sinning and 
unjust people is not correct even after that. This is the position taken 
by I:Iasan al-Ba:;;ri, may the mercy of Allah be upon him, the argument 
in support of h,is position comes from the following sentence of Surah 
1 A 

- Ill ,~ ':JI"' ..,,,,,,,.,...,, 0 b 
a - n'am: &-~;~!;II ~.?JI Ef -s:.S~I ..l..o..! J..AAj JU It means: nee you remem er, do 
not sit with the/ unjust people. It is obvious that an unjust person 
remains what he is even after having terminated the questionable 
conversation. Therefore, abstaining from sitting in his company is 
necessary. (Ja:;;:;;a:;;) 

Qa<;li Thanaullah Panipatl has, in his al-Tafsir al-Ma~hari, found 
consistency in both views by saying that should comments laced with 
disbelief, mockery and distortion of the Qur'an cease and be replaced 
by some other. topic of conversation, then, even at that time, sitting 
unnecessarily in the company of such people shall, after all, remain 
forbidden. But, should such participation be prompted by some relig
ious contingency or physical need, it would be permissible. 

Seclusion is better than bad company 
Imam Abu Bakr al-Ja:;;:;;a:;; has said in ~kam al-Qur'an: Should a 

Muslim, who is charged with the duty of forbidding the evil, witness 
sin being committed in a gathering, then, he should stop it by force, if 
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he has the strength to do that. And should he be lacking in this capa
bility, then, he should, in the least, show his displeasure, the lowest 
degree of which is that he should rise and leave such company:' This is 

the reason why Sayyidna 'Umar ibn 'Abdul-'Aziz had some people 
arrested on the charge that they were drinkill¥ wine. On investigation, 
it was found that one of them was fasting. Ire did ~ot drink the wine, 
but he was sitting in the company of those drunkards. Sa"yyidna 'Umar 
ibn 'Abdul-'Aziz punished him too for his unexplained sitting in that 

sort of company. (al-Bal;r al-Mu!;lt p.375, v.3) 

It is useful to know that Ibn Kathir has reported>c at this point in 
his Ta{sir the following Q.adith from the Holy Prophet rl--' ~ .J.JI._)..... 

where he has said: 
, , """" ,.,,., ,, , .!. ::r ,... 

.P./,Jitf>tC:jll.rr~.:;;~; ·1-:: ~1!."'')\j '"11 ~"'ll"'illL-! ,._,:-15~ .... 

.r- - .) - "' " ~ ~ ..f:- i_.~ .J " :- ~jl. u ,;r 

One who believes in Allah and the Last Day should not sit to 
dine where liquor is being served. (Ibn Kathlr, p.567, v.l) 

What has been said about leaving a gathering as part of a debated 

issue summarized above is hemm~d by a condition. The condition is 
that leaving such a gathering shall not entail some s_in according to 
Shari'ah. For example, joining the Jama'ah (congregation) in a Masjid 
is necessary. Should something contrary to the Shari'ah start 
happening there, one should not abandon praying with the Jama'ah 
because of that; instead, simple emotional displeasure against what is 
undesirable shall be considered sufficient. Similarly, there could be 
some other gathering the necessity of which stands proved in the 
Shari'ah. If some people there start doing things which are contrary to 
the Shari'ah, then, leaving that gathering just because of the sin being 

committed by others would amount to committing a sin of your own. 
This is neither reasonable, nor correct. Therefore, I:Iasan al-Ba~?ri said: 
If we were to keep giving up wl;at we must do just because of the sins 
of other people, we shall be paving the way for all sorts of sinners to 
come and destroy the Sunnah and Shari'ah. 

To Sum Up 
The nature of socialization with disbelieving or falsely-believing 

people takes some of the following forms: 

1. By condescending to their infidelistic assaults. This is infi-
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delity (kufr). 

2. By showing repugnance when confronted with open expres
sions of disbelief. This, if done without a valid excuse 
admitted by the Shari'ah, is 'fisq' or sinfulness, contrary to 
the required behaviour of unalloyed righteousnfss. .. .. 

3. For some worldly need. This is allowed. 

4. To dessiminate injunctions of Islam. This is an act of 
worship, 'lbiidah. 

5. Under compulsion, exigency or emergency or helplessness 
(iqtirar). This is excusable·. ""' 

Accommodating disbelief is disbelief 
~jl· ·1- _p;; 

Towards the later part of the verse (140), it was said: ~~~J~~(You, 
in that case, would be like them). It means: 'If you kept sitting in such 
a gathering where the Word- of Allah is being rejected or ridiculed or 
distorted, quite unruffled, almo.st willingly, then, you too, by becoming 
an accomplice in their sin, have become like them.' The sense of 
'having become like them' can be ·explained either as: 'God forbid, if 
your own thoughts and feelings are such that you show your liking for 
and are satisfied with their expressions of disbelief, then, in reality, 
you too are a disbeliever (kafir), because liking kufr is nothing but 
kufr.' Otherwise, if that is not the case, 'being like them' would mean: 
'By your participation in the activity of those who are busy hurting 
Islam and Muslims through their falsification of the Faith, you too, by 
your abetment of their conspiracy, have become, God forbid, like 
them.' 
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~H£~1·~} lih1..t ~~I~ ~I 
Surely, the hypocrites (try to) deceive Allah while He i~. ,, 
the One who leaves them in deception. And when they 
stand for Salah, they stand up lazily showing off to the 
people, and do not remember Allah.,.'hut ~little, [142] 

wavering between (this and) that, neither here nor 
there. And whom Allah lets go astray for him yo~ shall 
never find a way. [143] 0 those who believe, do not take 
the disbelievers for friends instead of the believers. Do 
you want to produce before Allah a clear evidence 
against yourselves? [144] 
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The censure on hypocrites appearing earlier continues through the 
present verses. Their blameworthy approach to matters of Faith has 
been clearly identified here and is self-explanatory through th,e trans
lation given. 

Maulana Ashraf 'All Thana vi has, in his Tafsir Bayan al-Qur'an, 
taken up the question of 'standing up lazily' in the expression: J,Jd 1_tL.i 
which appears in verse 142 sayir~_g: 'The laziness censured here is 
doctrinal laziness, (that is, slothfulness towards observance of the arti
cles of faith due to lack of true conviction). However, laziness which is 
there despite correct beliefs stands excluded from the purview of this 
censure. Then, should this laziness be there due to some excuse, such 
as, sickness, fatigue or sleepiness, it is not even blameworthy. But, 
when without excuse, it is.' 

Verses 145- 147 
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hold on to Allah and make their Faith pure for Allah. 
So, those are with the believers, and Allah shall give 
the believers a great reward. [144] 

What would Allah get by punishing you, if you are 
grateful and believe? And Allah is Appreciating, All-
Knowing. [147] ... -. ·llw 
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The purpos(il in previous verses was to point out to some ugly traits 
of the hypocrites, though their punishment of being in Hell with disbe
lievers was also mentioned as a corollary to another subject. 

From this stage onwards, the purpose is to state their punishment 
clearly. Since the inherent effect of such impending punishment ge'ner
ates a sense of fear in a good-natured person which usually becomes 
the reason for early repentance, therefore, exemption from punish
ment has been promised to those who repent alongwith the incentive 
of good reward for them. 

The Meaning of sincerity 
The statement: ~h l~l (Make their Faith pure for Allah) in verse 

146 shows that a deed in order to be acceptable with Allah has to be 
free of hypocrisy and exclusively for His sake and pleasure, for Muslim 
jurists have enunciated the meaning of Mukhli$ (translated with the 
weaker equivalent 'sincere') as follows: 

/ / .J , .9 .J "" :, .9. ~, 
~ ~\!JI{~?I~)IJJ-, .... .z~,.lJI , . ..r .u ._,. ,v--,.CS, 

A sincere person is one who acts for Allah alone and does not 
like that people praise him for it. (Ma~hari) 
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Allah does not like the saying of' evil ~ords openly 
except from anyone wronged. And Allah is All-Hearing, 
All-Knowing. [148] 

If you do good openly or keep it secret or overlook an 
evil deed, then, Allah is All-Forgiving, All-Powerful. 
[149] 

Surely those who disbelieve in Allah and His Messen
gers, and wish to make division between Allah and His 
Messengers, and say, "We believe in some and disbe
lieve in some others" and wish to take a way in between 
that. [150] Those are the disbelievers in reality, and We 
have prepared for the disbelievers a humiliating 
punishment. [151] 

And those who have believ~d in Allah and His Messen
gers, and have made no division between any of them, 
to them He will give their rewards. And Allah is Most
Forgiving, Very-Merciful. [152] 

Commentary 
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Out of these verses, the first (148) and the second (149) give a law to 
eradicate injustice and oppression from the world. But, this is not like 
the usual worldly laws which are limited to dictatory formulations. 
This, in turn, is the kind of law which tries a combination of persua
sion and awe whereby, on the one hand, the victim of injustice has 
been permitted to protest against the perpetrator of injustice, or to go 
to a court of law to seek redress. All this is nothing but the basic 
demand of justice and, certainly, a source of eradication of crimes. But, 
along with this option, there is a restriction on it as mentioned in 

- / \If ; """ .J / J a 11 tJ "" • _.., Surah al-Nahl: -:-• L::JJ!9•· "~''·'" ... ,,,,....,, :-•Jt; ,-.,~---~·-::·-~~I" It means: 'If a . '-"-{-,.. ,.,.r.> ytJ t'.r.-<" I.)';'J ~--~~ '!"/,.. ~ r. •-I,..J 
person inflicts injustice on you, you too can retaliate against him for 
that injustice. But, the condition is that your retaliation should not 
exceed the unjust aggressive action by him - if so, it is you who would 
turn into the unjust one.' (16:126) The outcome is that returning an 
injustice by another injustice is not allowed. Rather, the retaliation to 
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injustice, if any, can be made only through justice. On the other hand 
alongwith this course of action, comes the instruction that revenge is, 
though permissible, yet observing patience ($abr) and forgiving is 
better. 

This verse also tells us that for an oppressed person w:o go)_s 
about complaining to people about the injustice done to him or her, 
this will not be included under backbiting ghibah, which is l:wram 
(forbidden) - because it is the oppressor who has given the victim the 
opportunity to complain. Thus, the Holy Qur'an has, on the one hand, 
allowed the oppressed person to use the option of 'even retaliation' 
against the injustice. On the other hand, by teaching the oppressed to , 
practice high morals and to forgive and forget, and by focusing before 
him the the great gain of the life-to-come, the victim of injustice has 
been persuaded to do a little sacrifice in this matter of his legitimate 
right and take no revenge for the injustice inflicted. The Holy Qur'an 
says: 

, ~..~ / J, ,., " .9 ;' ,,.J' ; ,. ,. ..9 
I~" J.j I"'" "' :' lS' til I ':' u ~ ....,d t ' I"' . "::' ~ I {". . - "I I""· I ,.,_w. ~ I 
.;!. " ip I) I)" ~_,., ,:r ~ .J ~ .J '.r:> 'J 0 1)_.. 

If you do good openly or keep it secret or overlook an evil deed, 
then, Allah is All-Forgiving, All-Powerful- 4:149 

It means: If you do a good deed openly or do it secretly or forgive 
any injustice or evil done by someone, then, this is better, because 
Allah is All-Forgiving, All-Powerful. Primarily, this verse is concerned 
with the forgiving of injustice but, by also mentioning the doing of 
what is good, openly or secretly, the hint given is that this act of over
looking and forgiving is great and anyone who elects to do it shall 
become deserving of the mercy and forgiveness from Almighty Allah. 

; "'-' ~ I ""' 

Towards the end of the verse, by saying 1;r.u [;.£ SLSllll 5u (Allah is 
-.- " 

All-Forgiving, All-Powerful); it has been made clear that Allah is 
powerful in the absolute sense. He can punish whomsoever He wills, 
yet He is All-Forgiving. Now, a human being, who does not have much 
of power or choice, were to think of taking revenge, it is quite possible 
that he may just not have the capability to do that. Therefore, for such 
a person, overlooking and forgiving is far more desirable 

This is the principle which the Holy Qur'an enunciates to eradicate 
injustice and reform the society. The counsel, befitting of the Sustainer 
of everything, does, on the one hand permit retaliation in an equal 
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measure, thus upholding justice. On the other hand, it exhorts the 
aggrieved party to forgive and forgo. The result is what has been 
described in Qur'an at another place: ', 

'.J ~,,., t; : / / 
~~," ;t"'JJLS'~"I~.u:::--,;-t:-·:·..uil~u 
~ IJ',.J .J _u -·IS/ _.. 

"You will see that he with whom you ha<t'~nmity has become 
your closest friend" (41:34). 

Court decisions and taking of revenge for injustices do play a role 
in checking injustice. The fact, however, is that the parties to the 
dispute are usually left saddled with long term grievances and feelings 
of abhorrence against each other which can result in further disputes 
in the future. The impeccable lesson in morality, given by Holy Qur'an, 
results in patch up among quarrelling parties such that even old enmi
ties change into close and lasting friendships. 

Now, we move on to verses 150, 151 and 152 where the Holy Qur'an 
has given the clear verdict that anyone who believes in Allah but does 
not believe in His messengers, or believes in some of them and does 
not believe in some others is not a believer in the sight of Allah. He is, 
rather, an open and avowed disbeliever for whom there is no road to 
salvation in the Hereafter. Let us examine this aspect of the verses 
concerned in some detail. 

Salvation depends on Islam 
This clear verdict of the Holy Qur'an has exposed the rudderless 

and crooked ways of those who, in an effort to appear tolerant in deal
ings with peoples of other faiths, would like to present their religion 
and religious beliefs as gifts on a platter. By doing so, they wish to tell 
- despite and contrary to the clear injunctions of the Qur'an and 
Sunnah - people of other faiths that Muslims do not think that salva
tion depends on Islam alone and a Jew could keep to his or her creed 
and a Christian to his or hers and yet, both could look forward to 
salvation; though, they deny all prophets or at least some of them, for 
which reason this verse has declared them to be the kind of disbe
lievers who are destined for Hell. 

There is no doubt about the fact that Islam stands unmatched in 
its attitude to non-Muslims in matters of justice and fairness, 
sympathy and goodwill, favour and tolerance. But, good favours can be 
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made within the limits of one's rights and possessions. Religious prin
ciples and articles of faith are not our property which we could donate 
or present to somebody. Of course, Islam is generous and benevolent in 
its teachings of tolerance and good treatment with non-Muslims, but it 
is also equally cautious and firm in the defence of its frontiers. It ,. 
maintains its essential approach of all possible sjtmpatTly and 
maximum tolerance with non-Muslims, but, at the same time, lsla'll 
absolves itself decisively from all forms of disbelief and customs woven 
around it, declaring Muslims as a people distinct from non-Muslims -
and yet, it provides full protection to their national hallmarks. In 
short, Islam prefers to keep not only the acts of worship Mu~lims 
perform distinct from those of others, but also its way of life in a 
society, the examples of which abound in the Qur'an and Sunnah. 

Had Islam believed in the possibility of salvation through every 
religion or community, it would have had no right to lay so much 
stress on spreading the message (Tabligh) of Islam, almost to the limit 
of staking property and life for it. This would have been wrong in prin
ciple and quite contrary to dictat~s of reason. In fact, by accepting 
such a premise, the very coming of the noble Prophet, may the bless
ings of Allah and peace be upon him, and the revelation of the glorious 
Qur'an, is rendered, God forbid, redundant. And, lest we miss, the 
entire Jihad carried out by the noble Prophet r-L-' ~ JJ1 ~ and the 
rightly-guided Caliphs ~' r+-" J.li ~.; becomes meaningless, rather 
reduced to nothing but the lust for more land. 

In this case, some people have fallen victims to doubt by a 
misreading of verse 62 in Surah al-Baqarah which is cited below: 

,, ' ~ I """ ~ ",.. 
·"i1 '"ll"·"L.1"l'' .... -: ... ~w ••.o:-q.-l"'~tA--="'JJI"l"!"l'-:-"JJI'='l .?.; i.Y.:' J,.., / ,;r ,;r ~ J ,.;~ J J ~" J .J-" ~' I) ... 

/ '/ ~ tJ / ,; ..,..!P ; e ; "'""' .y /. 
':'.1•-;'-'-"U"i"~•~~-;::_._;'< "i-"' ..,,...:i!..,,,,,~~-lJ.~ -1_;::... 
l)yj>U.. i-"' J ~ '.J> J H;.J ; t"?. r- " IJ"";"'J 

Surely, those who believed in Allah, and those who happened 
to be Jews and Christians, and the Sabeans - whosoever 
believes in Allah and in the Last Day, and does good deeds
they have their reward with their Lord. And there is no fear 
for them nor shall they grieve. 

Since, in this verse, rather than giving the full detail of what 
constitutes faith, only belief in Allah and in the Last Day has been 
considered sufficient, those who try to understand the Qur'an through 
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an incomplete study have misunderstood the whole idea. They 
assumed that simply believing in Allah and the Last Day is enough for 
salvation and that believing in prophets is no condition for it! Thus, 
they failed to understand that the Qur'an has its own terminology in 
which Belief in Allah, in order to be accepta~le, has to be in conjunc
tion with Belief in the Prophet. Otherwise, e~en th~ Satan admits that 
there is a God and that He is One. The Holy Qur'an has itself clarified 
the real issue in the following words: 

So, if they believe in the like of what you believe in, they have 
certainly found the right path. And if they turn away, they are 
nothing but in antagonism. Then Allah will suffice you 
against them, and He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing. 
(2:137) 

In other words, we can say that their faith will be valid and trust
worthy only when they have the same faith as common Muslims do, a 
faith in which Belief in the Proph.et is indispensably necessary with 
Belief in Allah. Otherwise, if they do not do that, let it be understood 
that they are the ones who wish to create dissension. After that, for 
them, Allah will be sufficient on your behalf, and He is the One who 
hears everything and He is the One who knows everything. 

As for the verses under discussion, it has been clearly declared that 
anyone who rejects even one of the prophets of Allah is an avowed 
disbeliever (kafir) and a recipient of the punishment of Hell. So, let us 
remember that Belief in Allah, in order to be valid, has to be with 
Belief in the Prophet. If the Belief in the Prophet is not there, even 
referring to Belief in Allah as such will not be correct. 

In the concluding verse (15:22), it has been reaffirmed that salvation 
in the Hereafter is the lot of those who believe in Him and in all of His 
prophets as well. Therefore, the Holy Prophet .g. said: 

.:,.. , t " ,., I .i:l. "" 
~ ~ ..9"'·..9:-r~~~~ <:'I 

• .~I.)_;MJ 1.), 

One part of the Qur'an explains the other. 

It is not permissible for anyone to explain the Qur'an in any way 
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contrary to the Tafsir of the Qur'an itself. 

Verses 153- 154 

,...,... ~ "-I "" .....:J ·" "" I ~ o "",...)1 
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The People of the Book ask you to bring down upon 
them a Book from the heaven. No wonder, (because) 
they have already asked Musa something greater than 
that when they said, ''Make us see Allah openly." So, the 
thunderbolt took them for the wrong they did. Later, 
they took to themselves the calf even after the clear 
signs had come to them. Then, We forgave them, and 
gave Musa an open authority. [153] And We raised the 
(Mount of) 'fur high over them for binding them to the 
pledge, and We said to them, "Do not transgress in (the 
matter of) the Sabbath." And We took from them a firm 
pledge. [154] 
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Some previous verses censured Jews for their mistrustfulness in 
matters of faith. In the present verses too, there appears a long list of 
some of their other evil doings and, because of these ugly problems 
with them, mention has been made of their punishment. This strain 
continues in many more verses coming later. 

Commentary 
Some Jewish chiefs came to the Holy Prophet r-LJ ~ .JJ1 ~and 

demanded that he bring down a book from the heaven similar to that 
which came to Musa i')WI ~ all written from there: If so, they would 
believe him. They had made this demand not because they wished to 
believe with all their heart on this condition. It was just a device to 
drag and stall. In fact, because of their chronic urge to take an oppo-
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site stand, they were given to offering one or the other excuse all the 
time. By revealing this verse, Almighty Allah made the Holy Prophet 
FJ ~ .JJI ..)-become aware of the real state of affairs. This' was to give 
him comfort and peace of mind against the doings of a people who are· 
used to harassing the prophets of Allah. They would go to unbelievable ,. 
limits of audacity by going as far a$' com:&iitting outrage against 
Almighty Allah. Their forefathers had gone evei't beyond them by 
demanding something more grave: "Make us see Allah openly." Upon 
this audacity of theirs, came a thunderbolt from the heaven and 
destroyed them. Then, it was despite being fully cognizant of clear 
signs and proofs of Allah being One and free o:f any partners in His 
Divinity, they stooped lowest of the low by taking a calf as their object 
of worship bypassing their own genuine Creator. But, Allah still 
remained forbearing, otherwise the occasion demanded that they be 
eliminated. Then, Allah gave His prophet, Sayyidna Musa, peace be 
upon him, authority and power. Then, there came an occasion when 
these people had flatly refused to acknowledge the canonical law of the 
Torah whereupon Allah raised the Mount of 'fur high suspending over 
them, thus threatening and forcing them to acknowledge the Law of 
Torah or otherwise they were to be mashed under the mountain. Allah 
had also told them to enter the gate of the city of Eliah humbly filled 
with fervour: to obey Him. Allah had also asked them to catch fish on 
the day of Sabbath which was a command from Him and which was 
not to be transgressed. And Allah had taken a solemn pledge from 
them, but it so turned out that they contravened every single 
command one after the other breaking the solemn pledge with Allah. 
So, Allah too put disgrace on them in the mortal life of the world and 
they will have to undergo the worst punishment in the Hereafter as 
well. 
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So, (they met their fate) for breaking their pledge, and 
for their disbelief in the verses of Allah, and for their 
slaying of the prophets unjustly, and for their saying, 
"Our hearts are sealed" - rather, Allah has set a seal 
over them for their disbelief. So, they do not believe 
but a little [155] - and for their disbelief and for what 
they said against Maryam as a grim imputation, {156] 

and for their saying, ''We have certainly killed the 
Masil}. 'lsi (Jesus) the son of Maryam, the Messenger of 
Allah." And they did not kill him, and they did not 
crucify him, but they were deluded by resemblance. 
And those who disputed in· this matter are certainly in 
doubt about it. They have no knowledge of it, but they 
follow whims. And it is certain that they did not kill 
him, [157] but Allah lifted him towards Himself. And 
Allah is All-Mighty, All-Wise. [158] And there is not one 
among the People of the Book but shall certainly 
believe in him (Jesus) before he (Jesus) dies, and on 
the Day of Doom, he shall be a wi,tness against them. 
[159] 
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Like the earlier verses, the censure of Jews continues through the 
present ones. As a thematically coherent subject, their false ideas have 
also been refuted which have been discussed in detail in the following 
commentary. 

Commentary 

In the verse ~~~1;; ~;;!Cs}~J ~:I ("0 'lsa, I am ~o take you in !ull 
and lift you towards Me ... 3:55) appearing in Surah 'Al-'Imran, 
Almighty Allah had made five promises in connection with foiling the 
Jewish plans against Sayyidna 'lsa r')WI ~and protecting him from 
their hostile intentions. A detailed explanation of these has been given 
earlier on that occasion in Surah 'Al-'Imran. One of the promises made 
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there was that the Jews will not be allowed to have their way with 
their intention to kill Sayyidna 'Isa i')WI ~ . Instead of that, Allah will 
lift him towards Him. ·· ·' 

In the present verses (157-158) of Surah al-Nisa', it has been made 

explicit that they did not kill nor crucify ~yyidpa 'Isa i')WI ~,rather, 

what actually happened was that they were deluded by resemblance. 

How were the Jews 'deluded by resemblance?' 
While explaining the words of the Qur'an: ~'4 ~;(but they were 

deluded by resemblance), master exegete, I)a}:J.l;ak says: It so trans
pired that, following the intention of Jews to kill S;;J.yyidna 'Isa i')WI...,k 

his disciples assembled at a given place. Sayyidna 'Isa i)I...JI ~joined 

them there. It was Iblls who gave the address of Sayyidna 'Isa i')WI ...,k 

to the execution squad standing ready for the mission. Four thousand 
men surrounded the suspected house. Sayyidna 'Isa i')WI ~ said to his 
disciples : 'Is one of you willing to go out and be killed and then be in 
Paradise with me?' One of them offered to do so. Sayyidna 'I sa i')WI ...,k 

gave him his shirt and head-cover. Then, cast on him was the resem
blance of Jesus and as soon as he came out, the Jews, believing him to 

be Jesus, caught him and crucified him, and Sayyidna 'Isa i')WI...,k was 
lifted. (QurtubiJ 

According to some reports, the Jews had sent a person known to 
Arabs as Teetlanoos to kill Sayyidna 'Isa i)I...JI ~ . He did not find 
Sayyidna 'Isa i')WI ...,k in the house for he was already lifted by Allah 
towards Himself. So, when this person came out of the house, he had 
been made to resemble the looks of Sayyidna 'Isa i')WI...,k . The Jews 
took him to be Sayyidna 'Isa i')WI...,k. Thus, they took away their own 
man and killed him. (Ma~harl) 

There is room for whichever of the situations came to pass - the 
Holy Qur'an has not determined any particular situation. Therefore, 
Allah alone knows what really happened. However, this sentence of 
the Holy Qur'an seen with other exegetical reports does yield the 
common factor that the Jews and Christians were subjected to 
compelling delusion. The event as it took shape remained hidden from 
them, though they did advance all sorts of claims based on their 

conjectures which only landed them into mutual differences. This is 
what the Holy Qur'an points out to in the following words: 
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And those who disputed in this matter are certainly in doubt 
about it. They have no knowledge of it, but they follow whims. 
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It means that they do not have certitude based on 1ny trne knowl
edge. The diverse claims put forward by those who hav"e differed in. the 
case of Masil; ~')I....JI ~ are simply based on doubt and conjecture. The 
truth of the matter is that they certainly did not kill Masil). ~')I....JI ~ , 

rather Allah lifted him towards Himself. 

According to some other reports, when some of them woke up to 
what had happened, they said, 'We seem to have killed our own man, 
for the man we have put to death resembles Masil). i')I....JI ~ in face only 
but not in the rest of the body. Now, if this man we have killed is 
Masil). ~')I....JI ~ where, then, is our man? And if this is our man where, 
then, is Masil). i')I....JI ~ ?' 

Verse 158, part of which was referred to immediately earlier, ends 
I 

at: ~ 1_0;{1ll [;lj;: (And Allah is All-Mighty, All-Wise) carrying a 
--- / 

significant message. It means that the planning of Jews to kill Sayy-
idna 'lsa i')l..JI ~ was insignificant as matched against the Power of 
Allah who has taken it upon Himself to protect Sayyidna 'Isa i')I....JI ~ . 
Might and mastery are His domain. If materialists in their single
track isolation, remain incapable of understanding the reality of the 
'lifting off of Sayyidna 'Isa ~')I....JI ~ , that is their own limitation. As for 
Allah, He is All-Wise - everything He does is based on wisdom and 
fitness to whatever end is desired. 

Then comes the finale of the subject in verse 159 beginning with the 
d "" ""' ~ ..... ~ '""~ • ' ,.... " (A d h . h wor · s: ~~ J.;..i ~ .J\-o~ ~I~~ ~I .); ,:,If n t ere 1s not one among t e 

I" I;' "" / !I "" ~ / / 

People of the Book but shall certainly believe in him {Jesus} before he 
{Jesus} dies, and on the Day of Doom, he shall be a witness against 
them). It means: Though, at this time, so blinded by malice and envy 
are these people that they are unable to see reality as it is, hold false 
ideas about Sayyidna 'Isa ~')I....JI ~ and, in addition to that, they are 
denying the prophethood of Sayyidna Mul).ammad al-Mw;;tafa .g-. yet, 
a time is to come when their eyes will open up and they will realize 
that all their notions about Sayyidna 'Is a ~')\.......)1 ~ and Sayyidna 
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Mu})ammad 3: were totally false. 

One explanation of this verse (159), which appears in Bayan al-
- -- - - - J• 

Qur'an by Maulana Ashraf 'Ali Thanavi, is that the pronoun in the 
Qur'anic word .;~ (mawtihi: his death) be attributed to the People of 

,~ 

the Book. The verse, in that sense, would mean 1J,lat those Jews, when 
<4 

they see a glimpse of Barzakh (the state between death and resurrec-,. 
tion) moments before their death, they will readily believe in the 
prophethood of Sayyidna 'I sa ~~~ ~ though, their believing at that 
point of time will be of no use to them, very much useless like the 
believing of Pharaoh which he did while drowning. 

The second tafsir (explanation) which has been adopted by a large 
number of $a]J.iibah and Tiibi'In (the Companions and their Successors) 
and which also has the support of authentic lfadith maintains that the 
pronoun in the word 'mawtihi' refers back to Sayyidna Masil). ~')L..JI ~ 

and, .in that light, the verse means that the People of the Book of this 
time, be they Jews or Christians, do not believe in Sayyidna 'Isa ~ 
~')L..JI in the real sense. The Jews just do not accept him as a prophet, 
rather, they accuse him of being, God forbid, a liar and imposter! As 
for the Christians, some of them despite claiming to believe in him, 
reached a level of ignorance which, like the Jews, led them to accept 
that Sayyidna 'Isa ~')L..JI ~ was crucified and killed. Then, there were 
others among them who, in their excess of belief, went out of the limits 
when they took him to be God and Son of God - but, says the verse of 
the Qur'an, though they do not believe in the prophethood of Sayyidna 
'Isa ~')L..JI ~ at this time as they should; but the time will come, close to 
the Day of Doom, when he will reappear on this earth and all Peoples 
of the Book will believe in him genuinely and authentically. All Chris
tians will become Muslims holding true beliefs. The hostile among the 
Jews will be killed, the rest will become Muslims. That will be the 
time when Kufr will be banished from the world along with whatever 
forms it may have. Islam will finally reign supreme on the earth. 

~= 

Reproduced below is a report from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah JJi ~.) 

~..;-t VII ~.r-:J :JL.i ;.,;j ~J ~ .JJI ~ ~~ ,;r i.r~ u-~1 ,;r 
i.>fi..;J ~~IJ~J •.r-ftl ~J .J~..LJI ~ 'JJ.&. ~ 
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&J_;" ~ ~llj...JI.J : 'O.,r...J' .J-!1 Ju ~ .~1 y.; ill o..I.>I.J o~l 
~ 1 •":o ,__. IJL.i"....;''"';4.J~: ~'~~~~ll!f!"' ~ ~ ..r~ .J-! I~~ !,/":- I } ~~ ' ·~ "' '-t"' ~ 

. ~~ ...... I!JS lA~ ··~ 
"The Holy Prophet rl-J ~ JJ1 ,_;....said: The son of Maryam shall 
definitely reappear as a just ruler. He will kill the ~ti-C~ri~t 
and the swine. He will break the Cross and worship shall be 

., .. 
made for Allah alone, the one Lord of all the worlds. Then, 
Sayyidna Abu Hurairah said: Read, if you wish, the verse of 
the Qur'an - .;j: .P. ~ ~j{f~1 ...:.s:.f1 ~~~51; (159) which mentions ,.... ' , , , . , "' "' , 
that not one person from out of the People of the Book will 
remain without having believed in Sayyidna 'Isa before his 
death. Sayyidna Abu Hurairah, then, said with stress: 'Before 
the death of 'I sa ~)1.....)1 ~· and he repeated it three times. 
(Qurtubi) 
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This Ta{sir (explanation) of the verse under reference stands 
proved from a highly venerated Companion such as Sayyidna Abu 
Hurairah ~ JJI..,;.J on the added strength of sound chain of narrators. 
This report establishes that the ·Qur'anic words: ~~ :P' (before his 
death) mean 'before the death of Sayyidna 'Isa ~')WI~ and which expli
citly determines that this verse is related to the coming of Sayyidna 
'Isa ~')WI~ close to the Qiyiimah (Doomsday). 

As based on this ta{sir, this verse is a conclusive evidence that the 
death of Sayyidna 'lsa ~')WI~ has not yet come to pass. In fact, when 
he i~- sent down from the heaven close to Qiyiimah and the wise consid
erations of Almighty Allah working behind his coming reach their ulti
mate fruition, it will be only then that his death will occur on this very 
earth. 

This. is also supported by the following verse of Surah al-Zukhruf 
(43:61): 9;!$1f!+:1;;i.;; ;;:L!:Y~ lJjJ(that is, Sayyidna 'lsa ~')WI~ is a sign 
of the .Doomsday. So, do not doubt it and listen to what I say.) A larger 
number of commentators has said that the pronoun in the Qur'anic 
word~~ at this point refers back to Sayyidna 'Isa ~')WI~ and it means 
that Sayyidna 'Isa ~')WI~ is a sign of Qiyiimah (Doomsday). From here 
we learn that this verse reports the coming of the MasUr ~')WI ~ , that 
is, he will appear close to the Qiyamah and his appearance will be one 
of the signs of it. 
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Also worth attention is yet another ~eading of the Qur'anic word W 
(la'ilmun) in this verse (43:61) which is:~ (la'alamun). Acco~<Fng to this 
reading the meaning becomes all the more clear because the word ~ 
('alam) with the fatha of lam means 'sign or symbol.' The following 
tafsir of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas~ llli._,....Jends added support to 

,.w .1 , ,; if 

this view: i)UI ~ ~ r;_J.;. :Jli "~l!:Y~Yt:;" :..,JW ~.,;..) ~ J.JI._,....J <)""~.:HI .r 
F-~ur;;-~ (About the verse:~~~~;- 43:61 - Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas 
repo;ted that it refers to Sayyidna 'Isa i')I..JI ~ who will come before 
the Qiyamah (Ibn Kathir) 

In short, if we combine the statement: 'Qabla mawtihi' (Before his 

death- 4:159) with the authentic .Q.adith of Sayyidna Abu Hurairah and 

its explanation, the truth that Sayyidna 'Isa !')WI~ is alive and that 
he will reappear close to the Doomsday and overcome the Jews stands 

proved conclusively. Similarly, this view also becomes certain through ,;Ill/,,..,, . ---
the words: ~~i!4J ..;y: 'Surely, he (Sayyidna 'Isa) is a sign of the 
Doomsday,' as explained by Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas~ .JJ1._,....J. 

The master commentator, Ibn Kathir, while explaining the verse: 
"' '"' ,, ..-,: . d b h "d . ~L!.U '1.1 ..;lfcite a ove, as sa1 : 

~ , r-7 / 

j_,P. ~I -.;I rl--' ~ JJI ~ .J.JI J_,......) ~~~b. ~I..:.. __.;1,;- .u_, 
<.# .;..~ll ~ ~~ L..L..I ~I jY-~ i')l...JI ~ ~ 

"The sayings of the Holy Prophet r-L-J .....,.L: J..Ji.)...<> in this connec
tion have been reported through tawatur (in an uninterrupted 
succession) that he has conveyed the tidings of the coming of 
'Is a !')WI~ in this world before the Day of Doom as a just 
ruler. (Ibn Kathir) 

'l'hese narrations appearing in an uninterrupted succession 
(mutawatir) were collected by my teacher and a great servant oflslam, 
Maulana Mu.Q.ammad Anwar Shah al-Kashmirl. These were more than 
a hundred in number. This humble writer compiled this collection in 
Arabic and it was published way back under the title: JJ_;;..; __.;I_,; 4 ~..,......a:oll 
~~ as proposed by my 'respected teacher·. Recently, a major Syrian 
scholar, Al-'Allamah 'Abd al-Fatta.Q. Abu Ghuddah has published from 
the city of Beirut a deluxe edition of this work with additional expla
nations and notes. 
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The belief in the coming of 'lsi r')I...JI ~ towards the later times is. 
absolute and unanimous as held by the Muslims and the denier 
of which goes out of the pale of Islam 

This subject has become clear enough from the discussion of verses 
in this part of the commentary. A more comprehen~ve treatment of ._ ~-

the subject has already appeared in the commenta-ry on Surah 'Al-
'lmran which may be consulted. The discussions there also in'clude 
answers to doubts raised by some so-called modernists of our time in 
order to hurt the credibility of this article of Muslim faith. Only Allah 
can guide whomsoever He wills. 

Verses 160- 161 
.,, -:; .J ,; tJ -;; ,_, ; 
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So, for the transgression of those who became Jews, We 
prohibited for them good things which were made 
lawful for them earlier and for their preventing 
(people) frequently from the way of Allah, [160] and for 
their taking riba (usury or interest) while they were 
forbidden from it, and for their eating up of the proper
ties of the people by false means. And We have 
prepared, for the disbelievers among them, a painful 
punishment. [161] 

Mentioned earlier through several verses were the wrongdoings of 
Jews and the punishment they would get for doing so. The present 
verses ta-lk about some other vices of theirs and mention yet another 
kind of punishment as well. This punishment will, obviously, visit 
them on the Day of Judgment. But, right here in this present world, 
the outcome will be that they will find many things already lawful for 
them made unlawful as a measure of punishment. 

Commentary 
In the Shari'ah brought by the Holy Prophet Mu]:lammad al

Mu~;~tafa ~J ~ JJ1._,1,... there are some things too, known as l)aram or 
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unlawful, but these were forbidden because of one or the other phys• 
ical or spiritual harm they bring. This was contrary to what happened 

with the. Jews- the good things forbidden to them had no physical or 
spiritual harm in them, instead, these were forbidden to them as the 

punishment of their acts of transgression 1}nd disobedience. ... .,. 
Verse 162, . 

J. ~1 ~ -; ,-! ::-' .-: _,~ ~,1,.1:.4/ 4 J. tl _j -: ,! 1q . ~·t 
~ ;..I.)~..J-!. I.)~.,Y' .J ... r;-; '-'/ 1.)~..)" v-;-

... I _.. ,,,, ~ _.. J-' . ,; A _,_J,.; ,; / 
o '<''!''1-:-'"~'t l"''o 11 "'-116( ~411 .... ~11~ ~ J· ·1 ~,.~I 
'jJ ..)" I.)_JJ.,.. .J ~ - "" -.... .J .... • ~ --!:/ .J - .... 

,; -' ~ '"".J I-' -' :, 1 ,,, 1-.:-" I , , M ........ ~I~ t) I j, .. ~,I ;,.tl,; illL.,-:"'. '''I;" 
'..r': ~ ~ ... .J ~ ;- - .J ,; • I.)~.,.. '.J I !,.-",; ,; I) _... 

~ ' 'r t I ~:11,;' -,. 
But those well-grounde(} in knowledge -among them 
and the believers, befieve in what has been revealed to 
you and what has been revealed before you, and, of 
course, those observing the Salih and paying the Zakah 
and those believing in Alla);l and the Last Day. T9 them 
we shall give a great reward. [162] 

The previous verses referred to Jews who adhered to their disbelief 
and obstinately continued practising what was blame-worthy. The 

present verse now cites those who were, no doubt, from among the 

People of the Book, but, when the Holy Prophet' rLJ ~ JJ1 ~ came 
with his mission and they found 'in him, fully and unmistakably, all 

qualities the Last among Prophets r')L...)I ~ was s.upposed- to have 

according to the prophesies of their Scriptures, they believed in him -
like Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Salam, Usayd and Tha'labah, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. The words of praise in this verse are for 

these blessed souls. 

Commentary 
The great reward promised to those referred to here is because of 

their qualities of faith and righteous deeds. As far as salvation as such 
is eoncerned that depends on the correction of es~entials of doctrinal 
matters - of course, subject to the condition, that one's life ends with 
the blessing of faith Clmiin). 
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Verses 163 • 169 
... - 9 ,.1 ,.. ,.I ,.. ,; ,..,~~ 

t ~J.Zt? s: I':' tl"' y. tq I"='_,;:, I c:s- cl:J I ,-:-,;:,I w I 
, ..... ~ i;.. .J ~ IJ'"" - '.J - ... - '.J ,.. 

,.,_, .J • ,.. I , ,.I ,_~..,... "" 
j,~~~'"'~-'"_.,.,,.. • ,, ,..-,,_I_,,,.."ZAI"I .,Ill;,-;:,,,..... 

,..... • '.J • ~..J ~,.. .J ~ ).J r--~'J. .... c..r"" - '.J '.J 
.... .J ,...... ; 

'S'jl~1~:71j-~~: '2·.J'5J~ J ~;J..Sy~l-1c..s ~ .. ~; 
J:. .,,,.....Jl'!' ~,fc:·,J!. , ... ~ ,.-: s .,, .... .I. :l..,,~,,~· .. 
{""' .J\.IJJ .J.J ~ ~ $ - tt=' ~ ..:2.J ..u .JWJJ .J~ ~' 'r,.I.).JJ..J 
~ ' "J, -:,..... , " ",,..... , • ...9..9~ ,,~-,.~--: I ,.,.., "I ~'J..:Zt,~ , ... , _, "• 
~'.) \'\£.. ~ .-~ 4.J.J a • •-f-..:::1 ao. 

• .,..... \,;:> .,- -" - I 
~,... J, ,..... ,... .J 1: II 

J.;:(~ ill I 1-:::- llU o:-,-~ ...... ')GJ -1'"' tH' :-"' ~~ . . .... r.s-- I..J!I .... !,)_,..,...._ .... l:.rl--1,, .J 4,)-J~ 
""J J, ,. ,!, ... "', 
~ j st--:'1.lJI . ~It .1.\'\o:l.~ Iff~ {UI-:'15 ..... J. I !"'tj 

• - ~ ~ ,.. ., '.j-1...,;- I.) .J .r.J:-..-~ .'J' .... , , , 

JJL '.:<-.... J.~,__,,...i .... 15JU, ..... t~ •• ~-:-~~~~1, ;J~~r 
, ~ (,S""-' .J i,).J~ .... '.J ' .... .... ;.. '.j-1 - .... '.j-1 

... J, :..9. ...... ,., ~ ,. "' ..... i.i .uJI I-'...-.'~ 1'~,....1"-".:·<" <(,.lJI ":! .1.\'\'\:l.li~,.~. .... ~ v- '.J '.J '.J..)""-' ~... I.) ..... ~ ,.. ~ 
1 .... "' ~.... ... ~ ...... ~ . ,: 

...... ~ .... ~ ,,.,,t:..,.....l -'..If<" -:'".lJI ~I .~.,w:l.l.f"'.-:'/)\.~ r 1 ~-
~ ~ .J '.J..)""-' 0-!-,..... . I.) .... ~ ,.. -..... ~ 
-, ; - . I 

j.~$ ·q '(~I .1.\'\A:l.UJ !.:' f-',';'• ~""t .q .... ~;tft!""t{jjl . ~...r." .... ~ ,.. !.J'f" -~ .J ("""""· ........... 
-, !, : t ,..... ;. ,.....,~ I 

,~,_"':l.l~"' .... ~I ,;:-~~ -:'I,!""J.I~I t.+."i :"-'~ ~ ,.. ~... t..r- ..... I.) .J • • .... 0-!-,.,.... 
Surely, We have revealed to you as We have revealed to 
N\iQ. (Noah) and to the prophets after him; and We have 
revealed to lbrihim, Ismi'il, Isl;liq, Ya'qub and their chil· 
dren, and to 'lsi, Ayylib, Ylinus, I:Iirun and Sulaymin. 
And We have given Zabur to Diwiid. 1 [163] 

And, (We have sent down) some Messengers We have 
already told you about, and some other Messengers We 
did not tell you about and Allah has spoken to Musi 
verbally [164] • Messengers giving good tidings and 
warning so that people may have no plea against Allah 

1. These are the names of the prophets Biblically spelt respectively as 
follows: 

Abraham, Ishmael, Issac, Israel, Jesus, Job, Jonah, Aaron, Solomon and 
David. ' 

Zabur is the name of the Book revealed to David, Biblically known as the 
Psalms. 

630 
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after the Messengers (have come). And Allah is All
Mighty, All-Wise. [165] 

But Allah bears witness (to your prophethood) through1 

what He has revealed to you, (and) revealed it with His 
knowledge. And the angels too, bear vitness. And Allah 
is sufficient as witness. [166] ~ "" 

Surely, those who disbelieved and prevented (peopie) 
from the way of Allah have gone far astray. [167] Surely, 
those who disbelieved and transgressed, Allah is not 
going to forgive them nor lead them to a way [168]

other than the way of Jahannam where they are to 
remain for ever. And that, for Allah, is easy. [169] 

631 

I , ,,,.~,~ Th p 1 If we refer back to Verse 153: ':;4JI ~~ ~ ( e eop e of the Book 
ask you ... ), it will be noticed that a silly question asked by the Jews 
was responded to in the mode of reproach. Here, in the present verse, 
the same question is being proved false in a different manner. It takes 
up their condition which they place before the Holy Prophet .g-. , that 
is, they would believe in him if he brings before them a Book, all . . 
written up, from the heavens. They are being asked to realize that 
they do not make such demands before believing in the great prophets 
mentioned in the verse, prophets they too accept. Keeping this in view, 
it is necessary that they keep to the line of argument they use in 
favour of these great prophets, that is, they accept them on the basis 
of their miracles. As for miracles, Sayyidna Mul:lammad rl-.J ~ .J.JI ..,.1-
has his miracles as well, therefore, there is no reason why they cannot 
step forward and believe in him too. But, the truth of the matter is 
that the demand they are making is no quest for truth. On the 
contrary, it is rooted in prejudice and hostility. 

Then comes a delineation of the wisdom behind the sending of 
prophets and an address to the Holy Prophet r-1--.J ~ J.JI ~ assuring 
him that Allah and His angels are witnesses to his prophethood and 
those who do not believe in him do nothing but ruin their own end_. 
(Bayan al-Qur'an) 

Commentary . 
• • , :; - ~ ~ ,,,,.,.,,. ;. ""' ,.., ""' _.,.J: 

Verse 163 begms with the words: ~~~~~~;~.,;Jl~~.JI W'~~~:jl L;t: 
'Surely, We have revealed to you as We have revealed to Nul:l (Noah) 
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and to the prophets after him .. .' It tells us clearly that W a ..{:ty 
(revelation) is a command of Allah, unique and unimitable, and His 
message sent to prophets; and that Almighty Allah sent His Wa..{:ty to 
Sayyidna Mu~ammad al-Mu~tafa ~J ~ JJ1.)..... just as it was sent to the 
past prophets; and that whoever believed in the W ahy .. sent to past 
prophets must believe. in this too; and that whoeve:t' reje<!ts this 
becomes so to say, a rejecter of all those revelations. .. 

The reason for striking a similarity between Sayyidna Nu~ and 
those who came after him is probably that the Wa..{:ty at the time of 
Sayyidna Adam r')L...)I ~ was at an initial stage which reached its 
perfection with the prophethood of Sayyidna Nu~ r')L...)I ~ . It can be 
said that the first state was an state of educational initiation while by 
the time of.Sayyidna Nu~ !")WI~ that state reached a stage of devel
opment under which people could be tested with the incentive of 
reward for the obedient and the warning of punishment for the disobe
dient. Thus, it was from Sayyidna Nu~ r')L.JI ~ himself that the chain 
of great prophets began and it was from his time too that the first 
punishment descended on those who· transgressed against Divine reve
lation. 

In short, punishment would not descend upon people for their 
hostility against Divine commandments and prophetic teachings. They 
were considered rather excusable and allowed to learn in due time 
through good counsel. Once religim,1s education became fully wide
spread and people were left with no hidden reason to avoid following 
the dictates of Divine will, punishment did descend upon the disobe
dient ones. The Great Flood came during the time of Sayyidna Nu~ ~ 
r')L.JI followed by different kinds of punishm'ent visiting disbelievers 
during the times of prophets Sayyidna Salih, · Sayyidna Shu'ayb and 
many others, may peace be on them all. Thus, by likening the Wa..{:ty 
which came to the Holy Prophet rl--J ~ JJI ~ with the Wa..{:ty of Sayy
idna Nu~ and of those who came aft~r him, full waring has been 
served on the People of the Book and on the. disbeliever$ of Makkah 
that anyone who will not believe in the. Wa..{:ty (that is, The Qur'aQ) of 
the Last of the Prophets will deserve the greatest punishment. 
(Exegetical notes ofMaulana Shabbir Al)mad 'Usmiini) 

Before we move to the next verse, it would be useful to keep in 
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mind th;1t the personal presence of Sayyidna Nul;t r')L.JI ~. whose name 
appears first in this verse, was a miracle by itself. He was blessed with 
an age of nine hu11dred and fifty years. He had lost none of his teeth 
and had no streaks of white hair on· his head and had faced no defi
ciency in his physical strength - yet, he spel}t his whole life time .. . 
braving the pain inflicted by his people on him with ~atching patience 
and fortitude. (Ma~had) 

In verse 164 which opens with the words: ::-t:f; 1~r! ;:i ~~~;'And, (We 
have sent down) some Messengers We have already told you about .. .', 
after a brief mention of prophets who appeared after Sayyidna Nul;t ~ 
r')L.JI , a special citation has been made of the greatest prophets from 
among them. The purpose is to tell us that they are all prophets and 
Wal;ty comes to prophets via different modes. It could be an angel with 
a message. It could also be a written Book. Sometimes Almighty Allah 
talks directly to His Messenger. In short, when Wahy comes, no 
matter in what mode or manner it does, acting in accordance with it 
becomes obligatory. Therefore, the saying of Jews that they would 
believe only if there comes to them a written Book like the Torah, 
otherwise they would not, is to say the least, being short on sense and 
tall on disbelief. 

As reported by Sayyidna Abu Dharr al-Ghifari ~ J.J1 ~.),the Holy 
Prophet r-1-J ~ J.JI .)- said: 'Almighty Allah has sent one hundred and 
twenty four thousand prophets out of which three hundred and thir
teen were Shari'ah-bearing Messengers of Allah.' CQurtubi) 

,, fill ~ "' 

Then comes verse 165: s.u~;r;,..h;:'J.2j(-- Messengers giving good ,.,.,. """' 
tidings and warning ... ) which succinctly tells that Almighty Allah 
consistently sent messengers to convey good tidings to all believers 
and· to warn all disbelievers so that there remains no room for the 
excuse that they did not know the will of God and His Messengers -
had they known about it, they would have certainly followed it! Now, 
that Almighty Allah has sent messengers with miracles and His 
messengers have shown the straight path of truth, the option of not 
accepting the true faith cannot be accepted from anyone· under any 
pretext or excuse. Such is the nature of Divine Revelation. Wal;ty is an 
absolute argument, final, conclusive and disarming. No argument 
stands operative against it. In fact, all arguments lie surrendered 
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under its weight. And this is the wisdom of Allah and His modus oper· 
andi. 

It has been narrated by SayY-idna Ibn 'Abbas~ ..lll._?; that a grouJf<~ 
of Jews came to the Holy Prophet ~J ~ .J.J1 ~ • He said to them: 
Surely, you do know that I am a true messenge{ of Allah? They 

-If ~ I 

refused to accept that whereupon came the following verse (166):-'illl ~ 

~f3~1ft,_ 4:;- 'But Allah be,ars witness (to your prophethood) through 
what He has revealed to you ... ' The verse addressed to the Holy 
Prophet ~J ~ J.l1..).4 declares that Allah is a witness to his prophet
hood through the miraculous Qur'an, a perfect message from out of His 
Knowledge. The Book has been revealed to him with full realization 
that he is deserving of it, and the angels too join in the testimony. 
After the very witnessing of the All-Knowing, Alr·Aware Allah, there is 
nothing left to argue about. 

The text, after having confirmed the veracity of the glorious Qur'an 
and the noble Prophet r-1-J ~ ..lll ._,L. , turns to those who still deny 
them, conceal his character traits and circumstantial indicators of his 
appearance present in the Torah ·and, sordidly enough, try to keep 
others away from the true faith by bringing out before them things 
which are not there or things which have ·been jumbled together to 
distort the truth. For such people, there shall be no forgiveness and no 
guidance either. Thus, it becomes very clear that guidance or the 
ability to find the straight path depends on following the Holy Prophet 
g and straying away, whatever be its nature, is nothing but hostility 
towards him. This, then, comprehensively refutes all erroneous ideas 
ofthe Jews. 

Verse 170 
/.. "" ·-; , J. , ,.,., -'t • ...... , "" ,..J,,-
1~' · I'· 'u -!iC"'."' ~ "'-=-1 L 1.1 ,_,-:;'!.-!.~~ t;:,1l ..9 GJ I t.~ L\ .;-::> ~ r~.J ~ ~ ;. ~ _;~ r · ~ '"t'! -

"" ,.,, "" !, , , J.J ,;,-::: 
-='l5""J. . .;;,'":/I"~J!'if.tl. ~~ .JJ ':'LJ 1-''':C"-:: !I""J.:"'<t u .J ~.; .J "" '-S/ , , u"" .J~ u,.J r.--

J. 
~w.~~ ~~yw1 

0 men, the Messenger has come to you with the truth 
from your Lord. So, believe. That is good for you. And if 
you disbelieve, then, to Allah belongs what is in the 
heavens and the earth. And Allah is All~Knowing, All-
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Wise. [170] 

After answering the objections raised by the Jews and co~prming 
the prophethood of Sayyidna Mul).ammad al-Mu~tafa, F-' ~ J..JI J.-, the 
Qur'an carries the message of Allah to all human beings wherever 
they may be as they are its direct addressees._"fin th~ verse. The essence 
of the message is: Your salvation lies nowhere but in YOlJr belief in the 
prophethood of Mul).ammad F-' ~ JJI J.- so, believe and prosper. 

As for those who choose to disbelieve, they lose everything while 
Allah loses nothing. With His limitless domain and power, who can 
conceive of bringing any loss or harm to Him? This is something the 
disbelievers should worry about. Let them be certain that Allah knows 
everything about their believing and disbelieving and let not the delay 
or decrease in punishment in this world put them on the wrong foot for 
He is All-Wise too and does what His wisdom allows to prevail. 

Verse 171 

~I 'Ttl ~~ I ~1:15 .g..-/(~!~ .,_J ,p:;-q ~11!.Lr ... ~ <..r- ,_,....r- .J r~ ... ~ . ... 4.)"" -
,., /,. J. . ..., ~ ... , 

( ~! -' ... -.. ~ ..... ~~<"ill I J ~-' ............ ,.,.. -!, I . ....:::.:...c !. ~ . ::'t I u I .,~,'":"J I 
... .J "' ~.) r-'...;-0 1)-! ~ C"::::- ;.; ~ 

1,{,-!=:''J,f -.1:!-' ... JJL 1"'-! ~~ ;{f; ~,:~, ............ , ... 111 fs;lr 
yjLJ .J , ... .).J... ;, ~ ........ C..J.J.J t'.....;-0 l.f; 

_). ..... , ..... """ fj ... , ... ..... ~...: ... 9 ~ ~ ... 
-=-~'"""'·I~ .l.J.>I'"~IU!I Ul .~.-:(t 1~,. l.}.i;l .~..JH 
l.)jJ'-!. w • ... .J ... ... r- ..r::> ... 

J, ... ..., .... '..9... ...... 
.J.Ilr I:{"..- .1. • >~~ • LA'"" U I I 0: ~~ • ~ ~ r:U/~ 
... ;, (J"-' .J '-t'.) u;, .J "'~ u;, .J 

~ 
.J. W\ >.. ').;.$.,.. 
~ ., -..,.J 

0 people of the Book, be not excessive in your Faith 
and do not say about Allah anything but the truth. The 
Masil}. 'lsi, the son of Maryam, is only a Messenger of 
Allah and His word He delivered to Maryam, and a 
spirit from Him. So, believe in Allah and His Messen
gers. And do not say ''Three". Stop it. That is good for 
you. Allah is the only One God. He is far too pure to 
have a son. To Him belongs what is in the heavens and 
what is in the earth. And Allah is enough to trust in. 
[171] 

Jews· were the addressees in previous verses which provided 
details of how astray they had gone. The present verses address the 
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Christians and refute their doctrinal position as related to God and 
Sayyidna 'Isa r'j..JI ~ . 

Commentary 
The word: ~: Kalimatuh used in this verse tells lis that Sayyidna 

'Isa r'j..JI ~is the 'word' of Allah. Commentators have ,given~ different 
meanings of this expression: ~ -

_ .. 
1. Imam al-GhazzaH has said that two factors operate in the birth 

of a child: One is the sperm, the other is the saying of the word ;) or 
'be' by Almighty Allah after which the child comes to exist. Since the 
first factor is out of question in the case of Sayyidna 'I sa i>LJI ~ , 
therefore, it was by attribution to the second factor that he was called 
.iJ1 bf (the word of Allah). It means that he came into existence solely 
' "' through the word:.} (be) without the mediacy of material means; In 
this !,!ase, the statement which follows immediately, that is, r:Jt Jl{~l 
would mean that Almighty Allah delivered this word to Maryam ~ 

r'j..JI as a result of which the birth of Sayyidna 'Is a r'j..JI ~ came to be. 

2. Some have said that the expression: .±,, bf (the word of Allah) 
"' "' 

has been used in the sense of: ...UI 'i~L!.t ~the glad tiding of Allah) and it 
refers to Sa:yyidna 'Isa r'j..JI ~ . It will be recalled that the glad tiding 
of the coming of Sayyidna 'Is a r')WI ~ given to Maryam r")L..JI ~ by 
Almighty Allah through the angels carries the expression: Kalimah or 

, , J,.t. ,_ _,,.,..,.,, "'", . 
word: ~ ;J~"A.UI $Jf~ ~I ~l.i )t (When the angels said, "0 Maryam, 
Allah gives you the good news of a word ... 3:45). 

3. Some have said that kalimah (word) has been used here in the 
sense of'ayah or sign, as it has appeared elsewhere in the same sense: 
~.f ~ .!J£;; 'She (Maryam) testified to the word of her Lord as true.' 
" ,) , ""' -

(66:i2) 

Let us now consider the statement: llf tJ:f; (. .. and a spirit from 
Him.) in this verse. Worth attention here are two aspects of our probe. 
Firstly, why has Sayyidna 'Jsa r'j..JI ~been referred to as rill) or spirit? 
Secondly, since by saying 'from Him' the spirit has been attributed to 
Almighty Allah, what, then, would be the sense of such an attribution? 

In this connection, several exegetical stances of commentators have._ 
been reported. Their gist is being given below: 

1. Some of them explain it on the basis of lexical usage. They say 
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that, according to the rule of 'urf or recognized customary practice, the 
word 'rill/ or 'spirit' is used in the sense of 'essence' to enhance the 
effect of pristine purity in something. Since the birth of Sajyidna 'Isa 
r>L..II ~ was totally unrelated to the mediation of any father and he 
was the butcome of nothing but the wiJl of Allah, in His supreme 
majesty, and a result of the word: ::,5" (hun: be), therefore, he was 
blessed with the most perfect degree of purity. This is the reason why 
he was called 'a spirit' or 'essence' as admitted by recognized practice. 
As for the attribution to Allah, it is there to hold him in esteem. This is 
like attributing Masajid (mosques) to Allah in order to enhance the 
respect in which they are held. Hence, the expression: Masiijidulliih or 
the Mosques of Allah. Or, the ~oly Ka'bah, by attributing it to Allah, 
is called: Baytullah or the House of Allah. Or, by attributing someone 
religiously observing and worshipfully obedient to Allah, he is called: 
'AbdAllah' or the servant or slave of Allah. Thus, it is in accord with 
this formulation that the Holy Prophet ~ has been referred to in 
Surah Ban! Isra'll in the wordings: r~.sfof (carried His servant) (17:1) 

where the attribution to Allah reflects honour given to him. 

2. Some commentators have said that the purpose behind the 
coming of Sayyidna 'Isa r>L..II ~ was that he should infuse spiritual life 
into the dead hearts of people and make them alive once again 
(familiar as born-again Christians in the West). Since he was the 
cause of spiritual life very much like the spirit is the cause of physical 
life, therefore, it was in this light that he was called a spirit. In fact, 
this word has been used for the Holy Qur'an as well: ·t.; \!:JJ~L ~~~ ~J!; 
~_;!(and thus We have revealed to you a spirit of Our Command- 42:52) 

because the Holy Qur'an too blesses people with spiritual life . 

. 3. Some others have said that rill) (spirit) is also used in the sense 
of secret. Since Sayyidna 'Isa r>L..II ~was, because of his unusual birth, 
a sign and secret of Allah, therefore, he was called: R il.Qullah (the 
spirit of Allah). 

4. Some say that the adjunct is understood here· since the state
ment was to be read as: ~ r:)fj{ (the possessor of a spirit from Him). 
However, since all rationar"beings are equal as the possessors of a 
spirit, the distinction of Sayyidna ~tsa r>L..II ~ was made manifest when 
Almighty Allah turned his attribution towards Himself. 
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5. According to yet another exegetical view, the word: Rii.l,l has 
been used in the sense of nafkh or the blowing of breath. Sayyidna 
Jibra'll r')L.JI ~ had, as commanded by Allah, blown his breath on the 
collar of Sayyidah Maryam r')L.JI ~ and that became the conception. 
Since only a blow of breath had caused the birth of SB;¥Yidna 'lsa ~ 
r')L.JI as a miracle, therefore, he was called: Rul).ulliih ":br the.,.spirit of 
Allah. Another verse ofthe Holy Qur'an: iJ':J}~ ~IJ.E(then, We b1ew 
Our spirit in her - 21:91) points out in this direction. 

In addition to these, several other probabilities have also been 
suggested. However, none of these come to mean that Sayyidna 'lsa 
r')L.Jt ~ is a part of Allah or a divine person on the basis of which it 
could be suggested that this very spirit we are talking about has mani
fested itself in the human form, of Sayyidna 'lsa r')L.Jt ~ . 

A telling repartee 
'Allamah Al-Aliisi, the author of the famous Tafsir Rul;l al-Ma'ani 

has reported an episode from the court of Caliph I:larun al-Rashid 
where a Christian physician entered into a debate against the scholar 
'All ibn al-I:Iusayn al-Waqidi challenging him that his Book (the 
Qur'an) has a particular word which indicates that Sayyidna 'lsa ~ 
~')WI is a part of Allah. And as a proof, he read out the verse (171) which 
~arries the words:~ tif(a spirit from Him). 'Allamah al-Waqidi came 
up with a rejoinder and recited another verse (45:13) of the Qur'an: 
lli 1t• '- · •-=It _. ~ ... .::..J'· ~Ztt _. t: .. ~~ ... ~ ...... (The meaning of the verse is that , ., . <.fJ c.s;- :J ... c.s;- r--.r'-':J 

everything that there is in the heavens and the earth is from the same 
Allah where the word- minhu: from Him- serves to attribute every
thing to Allah) and said: 'If !i;~JJ(rul).im-minhu: a spirit from Him) 
means, as you think, that Sayyidna 'lsa r')L.JI ~ is·a part of Allah, then, 
the verse I have just recited would mean that every thing in the 
heavens and the earth is also a part of Allah?' Thus, silenced, the 
Christian physician chose to become a Muslim. 

The Qur'an and the doctrine of Trinity 
. - ~ ........... I'""', 

Reflected m the statement of the Qur'an: 1..~ t~;.; ~;(And do not say 
"Three") is the state of the major sects among Christians in which 
they were divided at the time of the revelation of the,Qur'an. The 
doctrine of Trinity they adhered to was based on three separate princi
ples. One sect maintained that Masil;l is God and it is God Himself 
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who has appeared in the world in the form of Masil:;t. The second sect 
believed that Masil:;t is the son of God while the third sect claimed 
unity in trinity- the father, the son and Mary. Even this grbup was 
split in two. The second group said that the Holy Spirit CRiil;lul-Quds) 
and not Sayyidah Maryam (Mary) was the,. third person (hypostasis). 
So, these people acknowledged Sayyidna Masil:;t ~I~ as the third of 
the three. Therefore, all the three sects have been addressed, separ
ately and jointly in the Holy Qur'an whereby the Christians have been 
clearly told that there is just one truth and that truth is that Masil:;t ~ 
i')LJI is a human being born to Maryam i')LJI ~ , and a true Messenger 
of God. Whatever is fi)aid beyond that is all false and ineffectual -
whether it be loaded with the excess of under-estimation, as believed 
by the Jews, viz., God forbid, he was an imposter and fabricator: or, be 
a case of the excess of over-estimation as believed by the Christians, 
viz., God forbid, he is God or the son of God or the third of the three. 

In many of its verses., the Holy Qur'an has, on the one hand, 
pointed out to the strayings of the Christians and Jews while, on the 
other, it has focused brightly on the exalted station of Sayyidna 
'I sa r')\_)1 ~ in the sight of Almighty Allah so that the true path of 
moderation· could emerge clearly from out of the mazes of excess and 
deficiency. 

Those interested in detailed information about various aspects of 
Christian beliefs vis-a-vis the veracity of Islam may wish to study the 
world-famous book, l?harul-I:Jaqq by Maulana Ral:;tmatullah Kiranawi. 
This original work in Arabic has been translated and published by 
Darul-Uloom, Karachi, Pakistan in three volumes with detailed anno
tations.1 

"' 'flowards the end of the vers·e, it was declared: .;;;.J1 ~ (.;; ~;E.l1 ~ l,;'~ 
~)' ~L~.;;5; (To him belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the 
earth. And Allah is enough to trust in.). The drive of the meaning is: 
When everything has been created by Him, when everything falls 
under the domain of His mastery and when everyone is a servant of 

1. An English translation of this work has been recently completed by 
Maulana MuQ.ammd Wali Raazi, son of I:IaQ.rat Mufti MuQ.ammad Shan 
~ ..tli"-.J and is presently under the process of publication under the 
auspices of the translator himself. 
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Allah, who and how could anyone become His partner or associate or 
son? The fact is that Almighty Allah is the dispenser of all our needs 
and the sole caretaker of everyone's wants - He is universally and 
perennially sufficient, all by Himself. He needs nobody. How, then, 
could He need to have a partner or son? ,. 

To sum up, we can say that no created being has~the a'tility or 
qualification to become His partner, nor does His most sacred Befng 
have the room or need for it. This much is enough to tell us that 
suggesting a partner to God or ascribing a son to Him can be accom
plished by none but the one who is deprived of faith and reason both. 

Excess in Faith 
. .9;~,, 

Let us now go back to the openmg statement of the verse: ~ 1;u;"i 

~\ . ln this verse, the People of the Book have been asked not to 
indulge in excess in matters relating to their Faith. Lexically, the 
Qur'anic word: ).All: al-Ghuluww means to cross the limits or trans
gress. In A.]J.kam al-Qur'an, Imam al-Jaf?f?af? says: 

~· J:L.I..\> ojJ~ ~ ~J.ll ~ ~~ 

Excess in Faith is crossing the limit set therein. 

The People of the Book, that is, the Jews and the Christians were 
both made addressees of this injunction because excess in Faith is the 
common factor between them. Both groups have fallen victims to 
nothing but excess in matters of Faith. The Christians committed 
excess in believing and honouring Sayyidna 'lsa rJWI ~ when they 
went on to the extreme of taking him to b~ God or son of God or the 
third God. As for Jews, they committed excess in disbelieving and 
rejecting him - not simply that they did not accept him even as a 
prophet, they were audacious enough to, God forbid, impute a fa,lse 
accusation to his revered mother, Sayyidah Maryam rJWI.~ and to 
cast a slur against her parentage. · 

Since the disasterous deviation of Jews and Christians in matters 
of Faith was a common scene of the time, the Holy Prophet ~ 
specially instructed his community to be very careful about it. 
Accordi~g to a report from Sayyidna 'Um~r ~ J.Ji ~J ap~>,earing in the 
Musnad of A.]J.mad, the Holy Prophet~-' ~ J.li .)-4 said: 
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: I~.,.U , ¥ Lil UL.i 't"-.J""' .:H ~ 1-S.JL.a.;JI u.,..bl 'W ~J_;h;':l 
n, .ltl " 

4J _,.., .JJ 4J.J J.c..i. 

Do not exaggerate in my praise as was done by Christians in 
the case of 'I sa son of Maryam r')WI ~ . Beware, I am only a 
servant. So, call me a servant of All~ and 'His messenger. 
(This narration has also been reported by al-Bukhar! and Ibn al

Mad!n! rating it as sound and authentically reported) 
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In brief, the sense of what he said is: I am one with everyone in 
being a servant of Allah and a human being. The highest rank I have 
is that I am a Messenger of Allah. Raising it higher to the limit that 
you go about taking me as partner in the attributes of Almighty Allah 
is excess and I do not want you to fall into this excess like the Chris
tians. This excess in Faith practiced by the Jews and Christians did 
not remain limited to prophets only. Once used to it, they extended 
this attitude of theirs to the apostles, followers and deputies of the 
prophets. They had already assigned Godhood to their prophet, now 
they invested the followers of the prophet with immunity from sin. 
While doing so, they did not even take the trouble of investigating and 
making sure if such followers were genuine followers of the prophet 
and who correctly and firmly adhered to his teachings, or they were no 
more than hereditary religious scholars and guides. This resulted in 
the emergence of a leadership which was astray in itself and could do 
nothing but keep adding to the strayings of others. So, they ruined 
their Faith by practicing it erroneously from within. The Holy Qur'an 
~as described this very condition of these people in the verse:~~~IBW~ 
JDI~Jf~ ~l{;f~4AJ;(that is, these people took their religious leaders as 
objects of worship, other than Allah). It means that they had already 
been excessive in making their prophet a God, then, they started 
worshipping later-day religious leaders in the name of following the 
prophet! 

The lesson to be learnt is that excess in Faith is a dangerous atti
tude which has destroyed the Faiths of earlier religious communities 
all in the fair name of Faith. So serious were the implications that our 
noble master devised perfect defences to keep his community safe 
against this terrible epidemic. 

It appears in Ifad[th that the Holy Prophet ~J ~ ...I.Ji ~ asked 
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Sayyidna'Abdulfah ibn 'Abbas ~ JJ1 ._?; on the occasion of l:Iajj that he 
should go and collect pebbles which he could use to throw at the 

Jamarat. He returned with average-sized pebbles and presented them 

to the Holy Prophet ~-' ~ J.JI ~ who liked them very much and said 
twice:~.~ (like these, like these) which means that one should do 

,,.,,.., ,";" - \< 
his or her ramy at Jamar at using average-sized peb~es li~ these. 

Then, he said: 
.J9' g,.,.... "" .... ; ,., Ill ,..,,.P, '""" 

' ·'~ :> • "'t.:.tL, >(t'i ~ .:!ill \..H.;, ·'.:UI · · "'t.:.q"~<~l rf:!..-Cs;r _.r~ ~ ... ~ ... U:.->-'Jr -... 
It is your duty to avoid excess in Faith for communities before 
you were destroyed because of being excessive in their Faith. 

Important Rules of Guidance 
Some important rules come out from this l)adith: 

1. The masn lin limit placed on pebbles thrown at the Jamariit 
during the I:Iajj is that they should be average in size, neither too 
small nor too big. Throwing big rocks is included under excess in 

Faith. 

2. The legal limit of everything is what the Holy Prophet g has left 

determined by his word and deed. Going beyond this limit is ghuluww, 
excess in Faith. 

3. Precisely defined, excess in Faith is the crossing of the masnun 
limit set for doing something. 

The Limits of Materialism 
The greed for worldly wealth and luxury beyond the level of need is 

considered blameworthy in Islam. Instructions to observe restraint 
against such urges are profusely spread out in the Qur'an. But, the 

Holy Prophet ~-' ~ JJI ~ while prohibiting attachment to wordly life 
greedily, has set its proper limits by his word and deed. He declared 

marriage to be his way and pursuaded others to follow his example. 

He explained the many-faceted blessings of having children. To live 
nicely and wisely with the family and to fulfill the rights of everyone 

properly were things he prescribed as obligatory. To work for one's 
family and earn a good living was what he called an obligation after 

the obligation (......__).)! ..I.A.i ......_..)). He laid stress on people to engage in busi

ness, agriculture, industry and labour. The establishment of an 

Islamic state and government and the promotion of a system governed 
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by Islam was something he declared to be part of the mandate of 
prophethood. Thus, by acting in accordance with it, he went on to 
establish a state system throughout the Arabian peninsula which was 
later extended to other parts of the world in the East and the West. All 
this shows that being engaged in these PlVSuit~ within the limits of ... 
need is not counted as gross love of the ·material n~r as greed and 
avarice. 

The Jews and Christians did not realize the truth of the matter 
and got themselves involved in monasticism. The Holy Qur'an has 
refuted this uncalled for involvement of theirs by saying: 

It means that they took to ways of monasticism which were 
not prescribed for them by Allah except that they were to seek 
the pleasure of Allah Then, they failed to fulfill the conditions 
of what they had themselves imposed. (57:27l 

The Limits of Sunnah and Bid'.ah 
By his word and deed, the Holy Prophet~-'~ ill I.)..> has, in every

thing such as religious acts of worship and social transactions and 
dealings, demarcated the limits of moderation. Any deviation from 
these limits, whether it be in falling behind or in pushing ahead of 
them, is forbidden for it leads a believer astray from the right path. It 
was for this reason that he has very emphatically blocked the incur
sion of bid'at: .:::...~-'-! (self-promoted innovations in established religion) 
and muhdathat: .;...\J....._. (the embracing of everything appearing recent 
and novel in a given time as if a part of established religion which, in 
our time, are introduced under the fancy garbs of recension and 
modernity). Let us, therefore, remember what he said: 

"' "'"'"' -e_jl ~ "'" !-.1 l!Ji '~~ IC"" ,~')G ~]., IC" -1, u:,~ l.)W.J ~ .,_4,)-1 

"Every Bid'ah is straying and every straying ends in 
Jahannam." 

The word Bid'ah used m the .b.adith refers to everything (assumed 
to be a part of religion) which is not there in the word arid deed of the 
Holy Prophet r-1--' ~ JJI._,.L. clearly or through hint. I:Jagrat Shah 
Waliyyullah has said that Islam condemns Bid'ah as a serious offence 
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because it opens the doors to alteration in religion. This is what 
happened with earlier religious communities. They added up things on 
their own to what their Book said and their prophet taught. Then 
came another generation, and the generations that followed, each 
adding its share to the original. Finally, everything got so mixed up 
that it became impossible to identify the true religi~n as distinct from 
the additions introduced by its adherents. .. 

In his famous book, I:Iujjatullah al-Balighah, he has also given 
details of circumstances under which efforts have been made all over 
the world to inject alterations in the religion of Islam. He has also 
pointed out to the concern shown by the Shari'ah of Islam which has 
installed defensive mechanisms on all such doors of incursion so that 
there remains no single outlet through which this disease could hit the 

.Muslim community in epidemic proportions. 

The Moderate Course in honouring and following religious 
leaders 

One such cause referred to above is the practice of excess in Faith 
(.r...UI ~ )..i.). Two factors distinctly contribute to the emergence of this 
attitude: Firstly, the desire to undertake deep investigations unneces
sarily or to be involved in far-fetched interpretations; and secondly, 
the choice of a hardened stance. It is a matter of great regret that , 
despite so much elaborations made by the Holy Prophet rJ ~ J.Ji ~ 
and active restrictions placed by the Shari'ah of Islam, the Muslim 
community is suffering fatally from this very disease of excess. Its 
fallout can be distinctly noticed in all departments of our Faith. Out of 
these, the field most affected is that of religious leaders where the 
question is: Whom to follow? 

Stretching between two extremes, a group of Muslims has gone far 
out by holding that_ there is no such thing as a religious leader or 
teacher or 'Alim or Shaykh. They would say: 'The Book of Allah is suffi
cient for us_ If they understand the Book of Allah so do we - ~.J~~~ r:: 
!PJ~~ - They are men, so are we.' The result was that every ambitious 
pseudo-intellectual - unlettered in Arabic and uninitiated into the 
facts of and insights into the Qur'an and unfamiliar with the exeget
ical clarifications given by the Holy Prophet rJ ~ J.JI ~-considered 
it sufficient to look at translations of the Qur'an and be hoisted as a 
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scholar of the Qur'an! How can a tafsir or explanation of the Qur'an 
which has been authentically reported from the Holy Prophet ;..,.1.&. JJI ._)..; 
F-' or from his direct disciples, the noble Companions, be e~r ignored 
or bypassed? But, such is the breed of these dabblers in the discipline 
that they would dismiss anything in favi>ur of their brain wave and 
still have the temerity to tie it with the Qur'an~ Although, had a book 
without a teacher been enough, Almighty Allah had tl'le power to make 
written copies of the book become available for people i:lt their homes -
there was, then, no need to send a prophet to teach. A little reflection 
would reveal that this is not something peculiar c(J :he Bn'il., of Allah. 
No one can, by simply looking at the translation of any book in the 
arts and sciences, become an expert in those fields. We have yet to find 
a physician who became a physician through a familiarity with trans
lations of medical books. No engineer became an engineer by browsing 
through engineering texts. Even the study of common books on sewing 
and cooking has not made anyone succeed as a master tailor or chef. 
So, the truth lies elsewhere - the system needs the elements of 
teaching and learning under a teacher. This is all too established for 
everyone. But, it is indeed sad to see that the Qur·an and Sunnah 
alone, of all things around us, have been taken so casually as not to 
need any teacher. Thus, a fairly large group of educated people drifted 
down in the direction of serious deficiency when they took the lone 
study of the Qur'an as all sufficient and totally dispensed of with the 
need to consult the exegesis and interpretation of early scholars, and 
to be guided by them. 

On the other side of the extreme, a large group of Muslims got 
involved in a kind of excess which goaded them to take just about 
anyone as their religious guide almost blindly, and blindly it was that 
they started following them. They never took the trouble of finding out 
whether or not the person they were taking as guide came up to the 
standard of high intellectual achievement, corresponding personal 
behaviour, concern for the good of people and the genuine sense of 
responsibility before Allah. They did not even care to apply a much 
simpler test by looking at the kind of teaching such a person was 
imparting and making sure that it was not against the Qur'an and 
:-;urmah. 
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The Ideal Solution 
The Shari'ah of Islam has wisely shielded Muslims from falling into 

the trap of excess. The middle course in between the two extremes it 
has suggested is: Learn the Book of Allah (Kitabulliih) from the Men of 
Allah (Rijalullah) and recognize the Men of Allah from the Book of 
Allah. In other words, one should first recognize thos~,. who"*'are 
engaged in learning and communicating the true knowledge of the 
Qur'an and Sunnah through the all too well-known teachings of these 
twin sources of Islamic Faith. Once this is settled, no intricate problem 
relating to Qur'an and Sunnah will ever bother you - if you give prece
dence to their explanation above your own opinion, and follow them. 

Verses 172- 173 
.J, v.7 """ !,,.. "" J""" ,., .7 ,..... """ 

~I "'i,... ill 11~c;--: ~~"'~I!,~ .. :-'ti, ..... L< ~ ~ -'. ": ~ t 
,.. .J ,.. ;;.- • u~ u c-::-:::- ,., .~ I.)-' 

?J .9!;. -...-;.; ~.:;"_.7..-',.... J..j~~ -?,.... ~ ~,....,.. J.• ".:'!tl 
,.- ..r"'" - ~..J I,; • , ,y. ..... - ~ .J UY...r" 

I I " .J ..;:; ,.,,;_, ~ / 
~_I 4}1 I "I ·..-:_ ..... I" ·,I'-:-~ .UI ~lJ "'wyl.l ';.7 ~~I , , ~ .J 'J--0 1)-t, ~ .., - ..... ,.. - ,; 

,,1('~-::-.. 1--;" i11 er....-(C ~111 :f"' ,..Pi:_,...,,.J ..... ~.91, ,'1,...J'-:' 
~ 4.)J.., .J I;' ~~ :.t..J~.)~ ~~ 

" , . .... ,,_, ....... --; · ~-:; .; "' {til..;"~ "'i" ~ ~~ 11 C'l~ ,.J..9 J-1 J I"-',;~ -::"..71,... u.J ~ u.J • _ .J ., . ~, _ .J~ .J 
,; , ,-~. ' 

,,,~ ... 
"'wrl.l~~ .a.i ~ ... l::J,...., .JJI ~ .., - .... .J .,.J ,.. 

The Masil;t (Jesus) shall never spurn being a slave of 
Allah, nor shall the angels, the close ones. And whoever 
spurns His worship and shows arrogance -- then, He 
shall gather all of them before Himself. [172] As for 
those who believe and do good deeds, He shall give 
them their reward in full, and givethem more out of 
His grace. But, to those who spurn and show arro
gance, He shall give a painful punishment, and they 
shall find for themselves not a friend other than Allah 
nor a helper. [173] 

From the affirmation of Allah's absolute purity and the refutation 
of assumed Godhood of Sayyidna 'Isa i)L.I ~ earlier, the text now 
moves to further strengthen the argument by showing that Sayyidna 
'Isa i')WI ~ would himself confess to being a servant of Allah and so 
will the angels (which includes Sayyidna Jibra'll i')WI ~alleged to be a 
person of Trinity). Then, follows the warning for those who choose to 
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retract in distaste and the good news for those who believe and are 
good in deeds for they will be rewarded for their belief and deeds with 
many more added graces from Allah. - ' 

Commentary 
The Honour of being a servant of Allah ., 

-- - --if .. 

Maulana Shabbir Ahmad 'Usmani, in his comments on the opening 
statement of Verse 172: N1~5~$1 ~~ ~j (The Masib. shall never 
spurn being a slave of Allah, nor shall the angels, the close ones), says 
that so it is because being a servant of Allah, being devoted to His 
worship and being obedient to His will and command, is an honour by 
itself and certainly a nobility of the highest class. Sayyidna Masib. ...,J.c 

i')L.JI and the close angels are the best testifiers to the Wbrth and value 
of this blessing. How could they spurn an honour like that? Quite 
contrary to this, the worst disgrace and dishonour there can be 
Imagined lies in worshipping someone other than Allah. This 1s what 
the Christians did when they took Sayyidna Masi}:l :')L.JI ~ as the son 
of Allah and the object of their worship. Similar was the case with 
disbelievers who took angels as daughters of Allah and started 
worshipping them alongwith their idols. So, for them, there is punish
ment, and disgrace. rNotes in Tafs1r Usmanl) 

Verses 174 · 175 
-' J ,.; ~.,,,..).,.., y - 'JI 9 - "" / ..,..,,."' 

1::-~. ?<".-11 L:J··I"~/(":"' ; ... · ~'..9'.:'<~~,t .9lt.JII ·~U 
'.)._J-} r-::-.., ..r ~ r.-":..J ~ ..., ..r. ~~ . .r ~ -

,:, .. ..9 -::; .......... "' ..9 
~ 1" t ~ il:' illG 1~1'.-:"'~.:UI ~u "'wL:l..t:"'; 
I ~ _r J / ;, ..,r--· ~-_., ~ ')" -;., 

c,,, d1, ,~~~:;'_, '=::r--lli ~,.., · ~;..J.9-;;f 
~-----~7~ ~~ """' .).&;, ""-/ ~ " .J 

"' :l..[-::- ~- .... ,"' "(lvo,.. .Q,. a- " -... 
0 men, a proof has come to you from your Lord and We 
have sent down to you a vivid light. [174] Now those who 
believe in Allah and hold on to Him - He shall admit 
them into Mercy from Him, and Grace, and shall lead 
them to Himself through a straight path. [175] 

After a refutation of beliefs held by Christians, specially those 
which ascribe Godhood to Jesus, alongwith the promise of reward for 
those who acknowledge the truth and punishment for those who insist 
on denying, the text turns to a universal address praising the blessed 
status and mission of His Messenger who taught what was the truth 
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revealed to him, who conveyed the truth of the Qur'an admirably, and 
also those who believed in and testified to the truth of the Book and 
the Messenger. 

What is Burhan? 

The word, Burhan, appearing in verse 174: ~.f .;,-5 ,:,~,(.'~~(a proof 
has come to you from your Lord) lexically means 'proo~ It refers to the 
Holy Prophet ~.J ~ J.JI .}-4 . (Ru}J. al-Ma'anl) 

Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas ~ J.J1 ~.) says that the Holy Prophet g was 
referred to as 'Bur han' in consideration of his blessed person, his noble 
morals, his miracles and his being the very recipient of the revelation 
')f the Book of Allah. All these are open proofs of his prophethood 
beyond which there remains no need for any other proof. Thus, in 
summation, his person is, in itself, proof personified. 

- {, J ~ .Jr!. / ..;..,,,, 
As for the word, Nur in: L:;fi.J;_;~~L.:Jj.ilf(and We have sent down to 

you a vivid light) (174), it refers to the Holy Qur'an (Rill) al-Ma'~ni) which 
also seems to be the case in Verse 15 of Surah al-Ma'idah (5): ~~ ;).;'~;~~ 
~ ~l.(~~;f (There has come to you from Allah a light and clear Book). 
In" the explanatory translation of Maulana Ashraf 'Ali Thanavi in 
Bayan al-Qur'an, the rendering of this verse appears as: 'There has 
come to you from Allah a light and (which is) a clear Book (that is) the 
Qur'an.' In this verse, what has been first identified as 'Nur' (light) has 
later been called 'kitabum-mubin' (clear Book). Let there be no doubt at 
this point that the conjunction demands dissimilarity, therefore, Nur 
(light) and Kitab (book) cannot be one and the same thing. The answer 
is that dissimilarity in expression is sufficient, even though the mean
ings are the same. (Rill) al-Ma'anll 

And if 'Nur' (light) is taken as referring to the Holy Prophet~ and 
'Kitab' (the Book) to the Holy Qur'an - that will also be correct (Ru}J. al

Ma'ani). But, this does not go on to prove that the Holy Prophet ~ was 
Nur or light in the literal sense, therefore, it is not against his being 
physically human. 
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They seek a ruling from you. Say, "Allah gives you 'the 
ruling concerning Kalalah.1 If a person dies having no 
son, but he does have a sister, then, she gets one half of 
what he leaves. And he will inhltrit hQr if she has no .. 
child. And if they are two (sisters), they get t~o third of 
what he leaves. And if they are brothers and sisters, 
both male and female, then, the male gets a share equal 
to that of two females." Allah explains to you lest you 
should go astray. And Allah is fully aware of every
thing. [176] 
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A little after the beginning of Surah al-Nisa', there appeared some 
injunctions relating to inheritance. Then, after a considerable gap, the 
text returned to the injunction of inheritance alongwith others. Now, 
at the end of the Surah, the text reverts to the subject once again. 
Perhaps the wisdom behind this scattering of the subject at three 
different places could be the consideration of prevailing injustice in 
matters of inheritance before the advent of Islam. By taking it up m 
the beginning, then in the middle; and finally in the end, it was hoped 
that the addressees would be gradually alerted to the need of justice 
in thisareaand would thtB be enabled to show their maximum concern. 

Summary of the Rulings given2 

The verse (176: vms revealed in answer to the question posed by 
some Companions of the Holy Prophet r-L.J ~ .JJI ._,J...:. regarding the 
inheritence of a Kalalah. Kaliilah means a person who dies leaving 
neither children nor parents. The verse has clarified that the property 
left by a Kaliilah shall be distributed in the following manner: 

(1) If the Kaliilah has left one real sister, or one half sister from 
father's side,3 then, after settling the preferential rights (such as debts, 
wills, burial expenses) she will get one half of the property. The other 

1 Xalalah: A person who has no ascendent or descendent at the time of his 
death. 

2. This summary is based on the~ ....,"j.,> given in the original, without 
translating it word-by-word. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani) 

3. As for a half sister from mother's side, her share has already been 
mentioned in 4:12 as being one sixth if she is alone. And if therP are two 
or more such sisters or brothers, they will share one third oft he property 
equally. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani) 
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half will be given to the heirs falling in the category of 'At?biit. If no heir 
from the category of 'At?biit is alive, then this half, too, will be given 
back to the sister of the deceased (meaning thereby that she will 
secure the whole property). 

(2) If the sister referred to in para (1) above dies, and ~aves no 
children, and her brother is alive, then he will get the whole" prop;ty 
left by her. 

(3) If a Kaliilah, male or female, dies and leaves two or more 
sisters, either real sisters or half-sisters from father's side then they 
shall get two thirds of the property left by the Kal iilah.' The remaining 
one third will be given to 'At?biit, if any, and in the absence of'A$biit this 
one third will also be given to the sisters who will distribute their 
share among themselves equally. 

14) IfaKaliilah leaves behind a combination ofbrothers and sisters 

(either real or from father's side only), then the whole property, after 

satisfying the preferential rights, shall be distributed between them on 

the principle that every brother will get twice the share of every sister. 

Important Notes 
1. The cause of revelation and the mjunction of Kaliilah described 

· h b . . . h "''"'" ' ,,,~. 9
,,,;,, (Th k m t e verse egmmng w1t: ~'csjr~;;:;,.ul.,PZl.l.;;-;->: ey see a 

ruling from you. Say, "Allah gives you the ruling concerning kaliilah") 

provides us with information on certain important aspects. To be noted 

first is a comparison between two examples given earlier in the text. 
,.,., """ :... .... "' ,, "" . . . 

In verse 170: ._.;.~":il _. ~J' ..::..j!!:.JI 3\: .JJ $Li I]~ 51; (And 1f you d1sbeheve, then, 
, I..S'/ , u; , / "' " 

to Allah belongs what is in the heavens and the earth), there was the 

condition of disbelievers. Then came a similar statement in Verse 17 4: 

~~ ";-',.'1::.:::,; ~~ 1;f;'1'~}1 2Ci (Now those who believe in Allah and hold on to 
Him) which presented the model of the noble Companions of the Holy 
Prophet ~ . These two parallel but divergent states of the believers 
and the disbelievers were brought into focus so that people can fully 
understand how astray and evil were those who turned away from the 
revelation (wal)y) and how true and virtuous were those who followed 
it. 

2. Subsequent to observations made above, it also becomes obvious 
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that the People of the Book did something terrible when they made the 
abomination of suggesting a partner and son in the purest conceivable 
divinity of Almighty Allah an article of their faith. They also went as 
far as taking a blatant position ·against the Divine revelation. 

Quite contrary to this is the life style~f th~nobel Companions of 
"" . 

the Messenger of Allah, may the blessing of Allah a:gd peace be upon 
him. Not to say much about their consistent concern for the fundamen
tals of Faith and the most devoted performance of acts of worship, they 
would be equally inquisitive and eager to find out their obligations in 
matters subsidiary and commonplace such as those of inheritance and 
marriage. They would wait for Wa.Qy, the command of Allah through 
revelation and they would look for guidance from the Holy Prophet ~ 
in everything they did. Though, it is easier to do your own bidding 
under the dictate of reason or desire, yet they did not elect to be ruled 
by their personal desire or reason. If they did not understand some
thing at a given time, they would return to the Prophet ~.J ~ JJI.).... to 
recheck until they were satisfied. Here are two sets of people, so 
different and so apart! 

3. This also tells us that our noble Prophet F.J ~ JJI..)..... would not 
give a decision on his own without the guiding command of Wa.Qy 

(revelation). If there was no standing guidance revealed through Wa.Qy 

present in a certain case, he would put his decision on hold and wait 
for the coming of Wa.Qy. When it did, he gave his verdict. In addition to 
that, there is a subtle hint here in the direction of the wisdom behind 
the gradual revelation of the Qur'an. If the whole Book was revealed 
all at one fixed time as demanded by the People of the Book, it would 
have not carried the same benefits as there are in the fact that the 
Qur'an was revealed as needed and when appropriate, all functionally 
spaced out. This modality accommodated the requirements of 
addressees who could ask a question out of some necessity and be 
answered through the recited revelation (al-Wa.Qy al-Matluww). An 
example of this methodology appears right here in the present verse 
while others appear at several other occasions in the Qur'an. No doubt, 
this form is far beneficial, but the core of its distinction lies elsewhere. 
That is because of the most refined sublimity of men and women of 
faith who turn to Allah in remembrance and are honoured by being 
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addressed by their most exalted Creator. This is indeed a great honour 
never granted to any other community. Certainly no grace is greater 
than the grace granted by Allah, the ultimate dispenser. Now, any 
verse of the Qur'an which was revealed in the favour of or in answer to 
the question of a particular Companion is treasured as a testament of ,. 
his virtues. And a Wa.Qy which came favouring the postt,ion tft'ken by 
one of them on the occasion of some matter causing difference 'Of 
opinion, is sufficient to keep the name and merit of that Companion 
alive right upto the Day of Doom. 

Thus, by referring to the question and answer regarding Kalilah, 
hint has been given towards similar questions and answers elsewhere. 

(Exegetical notes, Tafs1r 'Usmani 

by Maulana Shabbir .Al).mad 'Usmani) 

Praised be Allah. Surah al-Nisa' ends here 

MA'ARIFUL-QUR'AN 
The End of Volume Two 




